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Foreword
This volume summarizes the scientific content of the 2005 Research Meeting on
Condensed Phase and Interfacial Molecular Science (CPIMS) sponsored by the U. S.
Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Basic Energy Sciences (BES). This marks the
second meeting of CPIMS and, based on the overwhelmingly positive response to the
inaugural meeting last year, CPIMS has become the fourth of the regular Contractors’
Meetings within the Fundamental Interactions Team. CPIMS is unique among those four
in that the primary participants are principal investigators funded through two core
research activities in our Division:
the Chemical Physics Program and the
Photochemistry and Radiation Research Program.
In keeping with the notion that CPIMS makes connections across BES research
programs based on common topical interests, one of the main themes of this year’s
meeting will be the molecular-level understanding of chemistry relevant to heterogeneous
catalysis. To emphasize this theme, five investigators who are funded under the BES
Catalysis and Chemical Transformations Program will be featured on the agenda: Eric
Altman (Yale), Wayne Goodman (Texas A&M), Michael Henderson (PNNL), Steven
Overbury (ORNL), and Peter Stair (Northwestern/ANL). In addition, we are delighted
that Jens Nørskov from the Technical University of Denmark has agreed to give the
plenary talk this year. We hope that the blending of these external experts in catalysis
with the CPIMS PIs who have expertise in surface and cluster science will provide an
interesting and useful cross fertilization of ideas and concepts that benefits both groups.
The remainder of the agenda is devoted to physical and chemical properties in the liquid
phase, which is one of the more dominant themes in CPIMS.
As with last year’s meeting, the cross-cutting nature of CPIMS means that the
meeting is graced by the presence of a number of program managers from our Division.
At the time of this writing these include Michael Casassa, Greg Fiechtner, Mary Gress,
Dick Hilderbrandt, Raul Miranda, Mark Spitler, and Frank Tully. The contributions of
this year’s speakers for their investment of time and for their willingness to share their
ideas with the meeting participants are most gratefully acknowledged. Thanks also go to
Dick Hilderbrandt for assembling the book of abstracts and to Raul Miranda for
consultations regarding the Catalysis and Chemical Transformations program. Finally,
this meeting would not be possible without the excellent logistical support it receives
from Diane Marceau from our Division, Sophia Kitts and Kellye Sliger from the Oak
Ridge Institute of Science and Education, and the staff of the Airlie Conference Center.

Eric Rohlfing
Team Leader, Fundamental Interactions
Chemical Sciences, Geosciences and Biosciences Division
Office of Basic Energy Sciences
September 2005
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Heterogeneous catalysis from first principles
J. K. Nørskov
Center for Atomic-scale Materials Physics
Technical University of Denmark
Electronic structure methods based on density functional theory have reached a level of
sophistication where they can be used to describe complete catalytic reactions on transition metal
surfaces. This gives an unprecedented insight into these processes, and it allows us to pinpoint the
origin of the catalytic activity of a metal in terms of its electronic structure. The ammonia synthesis
is used to exemplify the approach. It will be shown that by combining density functional
calculations with kinetic modelling we can now predict the catalytic activity under industrial
conditions of a supported catalyst with no other information about the catalyst than the number of
active sites. We can also predict the relative catalytic activities of different metals. The generality of
the approach is illustrated by including a number of other catalytic reactions into a universal
property-activity scheme, which identifies the surface properties that determine the catalytic activity
for a whole class of reactions.

1

Cluster deposition studies of the effects of cluster size and support defects on model catalysts
PI: Scott L. Anderson,
Department of Chemistry, University of Utah,
315 S. 1400 E. RM Dock, Salt Lake City, UT 84112-0850
anderson@chem.utah.edu
Program Scope:
This program is aimed at improving our understanding of supported catalysts. Size- and energyselected metal cluster ions are deposited on single crystal or thin film oxide supports and the physical and
chemical behavior is studied. Sample temperature is varied over a wide range to examine diffusion and
sintering effects on the size and binding site distributions, along with associated effects on the catalytic
behavior.
Recent Progress:
Our effort in the reporting period started with a study of deposition dynamics, morphology, and
CO adsorption behavior for Irn (n # 15) on TiO2, as described in publication A, below. More recently, we
have focused on gold nanocluster catalysts, with studies of deposition, agglomeration and CO-adsorption
effects for Au/TiO2(110) and Au/Al2O3/NiAl(110) reported in publications C and D. We also have
completed a detailed study of room temperature CO oxidation catalysis on size-selected Aun/TiO2(110)
catalysts, reported in publications B and E. This abstract will focus on CO oxidation chemistry, and how
it relates to cluster size, morphology, and adsorbate affinity.
CO oxidation on Au/TiO2 has been extensively studied, yet it is still unclear what the active form
of gold is. Haruta and co-workers1 first showed that nanoscale gold on high surface area TiO2 was active,
and reported that CO oxidation activity peaked quite sharply for average particle size around 3 nm, as
determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The TEM-visible particles are nearly spherical,
thus 3 nm corresponds to ~1000 atoms. Such catalysts also contain other metal species that may be
active, as shown by a provocative experiment by Fu et al.2 who studied the water gas shift reaction on
Au/CeO2. They found that activity was identical for catalysts with nanometer scale metal particles, and
for catalysts where these TEM-visible metal particles had been etched away. Their conclusion was that
the large TEM-visible particles are simply spectators, and the active gold is in the form of much smaller
gold-support complexes. Work on planar model Au/TiO2 catalysts in the groups of Goodman,3
Campbell,4 and others, has also shown substantial activity for samples containing particles of a few
nanometers diameter (but containing a distribution of much smaller particles as well). Superficially, these
results seem consistent with those of Haruta et al., however, the gold islands in the planar model catalysts
are only a few atomic layers thick, thus they contain many fewer gold atoms than the TEM-visible
particles on the high surface area catalysts. Goodman and co-workers suggested that particle thickness
was the critical factor, with peak activity for two layer particles. Recently they studied CO oxidation
activity on continuous overlayers of Au on TiOx films grown on Mo(112), with bilayer structures being
the most active.5
In contrast to this work indicating that rather large nanostructures are responsible for catalyst
activity, several studies have shown non-negligible activity for much smaller Au species, in this and in
related systems. For example, size-selected cluster deposition of Aun on MgO by Heiz and co-workers6
showed onset of CO oxidation activity at Au8 – a size unlikely to form bilayer structures. As shown
below, we see substantial activity for Au3/TiO2, and we can show that this cluster is a single layer
structure.
Au/TiO2 model catalysts were prepared by deposition of Aun+ on room temperature single crystal
rutile TiO2(110), at an impact energy of 1 eV/atom. All samples contained 0.1 ML equivalent of gold.
The catalysts were characterized by a combination of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ion
scattering spectroscopy (ISS), CO and H2O temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), then CO
oxidation activity was probed by pulsed reaction mass spectrometry. One difficulty in studying CO
oxidation on Au/TiO2 in a UHV experiment, is that the O2 reactant has nearly zero sticking probability,
leading previous researchers to use thermal or rf O atoms sources to populate the surface with the oxygen
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Activity can be restored by re-exposing the samples to O2, indicating that the decay results from depletion
of the active oxygen, rather than gold sintering or other irreversible catalyst changes.
Note that some CO oxidation occurs on the oxygen-dosed TiO2, attributed to reaction with active
oxygen generated by O2 interaction with TiO2 vacancy sites. This "vacancy" activity is largely
suppressed by deposition of Au1 or Au2, suggesting that these small clusters are binding at the vacancies
and poisoning them. Vacancy binding is also indicated by XPS showing electron transfer from the
vacancies to gold. As noted, Au3 is the first size where activity above the background level is observed.
Results are shown for Au6/TiO2 to indicate that both the intensity and CO2 evolution temporal behavior
are strongly size dependent. The size dependence of the initial activity is shown in Fig. 2 (bottom frame,
open triangles).
Having shown strong dependence of activity on cluster size, and substantial activity for much
smaller clusters than those in previous studies of high surface area or planar model catalysts, the obvious
question is what causes the size dependence. Potentially interesting properties include cluster
morphology, and the affinities of different size clusters for the reactants and products of the CO oxidation
reaction. ISS provides a simple approach to characterizing morphology. The samples are probed by a
low intensity He+ beam at 1 keV, and ions scattered through 135 / are energy analyzed. Under these
conditions the signal results almost entirely from scattering from a single surface atom, and the energy
loss reflects the mass of that atom. Because of a combination of shadowing and ion survival probability
(ISP) effects, only atoms in the top-most sample layer are detected with significant intensity. If we
consider the ratio of signal for scattering from Au atoms, to the sum of the signals for scattering from Ti
and O atoms (the Au/substrate ratio, top frame, Fig. 2), we expect that the maximum value should be
found for dispersed Au atoms on top of the substrate, because all Au atoms are fully exposed to the beam,
and the shadowed areas on the substrate are non-overlapping. For clusters where the gold forms 1-d or
2-d, single layer structures, modest diminution in Au/substrate ratio is expected, because there is some
gold-gold shadowing, and the substrate shadows overlap to some extent. Finally, the ratio should
decrease steeply for multilayer clusters, because some Au atoms are no longer in the top-most layer. As
Fig. 2 shows, deposited Au atoms have the highest dispersion, as expected if sintering is minimal, and
consistent with our XPS studies (publication C). Au2 - Au4 are single layer clusters, but starting at Au5,
there is a transition to two layer structures. The question is how well the morphology correlates to
activity, and comparison with the activity trend shown in the lower frame shows that there is no one-toone correlation. For example, Au5, which is where we first begin to see multilayer clusters on the surface,
is one of the least reactive.
The other obvious question is how the reactants bind to the catalyst, and again, ISS can be used as
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increases, the CO-induced attenuation of Au
signal rapidly decreases, indicating that CO no cluster size and CO and oxygen binding affinities.
longer binds atop the clusters. At the same
time, the attenuation of Ti and O signals increases, suggesting that CO is binding on the substrate. This
attenuation is not observed in absence of gold, therefore, we conclude that CO binds on the substrate, but
in association with the larger gold clusters. Comparison of CO binding affinity with CO oxidation
activity indicates a general anti-correlation, but certainly not the one-to-one correlation expected if CO
binding were the limiting factor.
A similar ISS study of the effects of 600 L 18O2 exposure shows several interesting results. 18O is
clearly observed on the surface, and attenuates signals from 16O, Ti, and Au, indicating the 18O is
adsorbing at sites both on top of gold, and on the substrate. The substrate binding is expected – STM and
computational studies have shown O2 binding both molecularly and dissociatively at TiO2 vacancy sites,
with binding energies in the 1.5 ~ 2 eV range. The interesting point is that the O2-induced Au ISS
attenuation (Fig. 2, bottom frame, filled circles) is almost perfectly correlated with the CO oxidation
activity, indicating that the ability of the clusters to bind (and activate) O2 is the limiting factor in the
catalytic reaction. The ISS results do not directly tell us the binding motif, however, calculations by Pala
and Liu for O2 approach to Au7/TiO2 suggest that the oxygen dissociates, with one atom ending up on top
of the gold cluster, and such a scenario is consistent with our results.
The observation that oxygen is bound both on gold and on the substrate raises another question.
The strong correlation between gold-bound oxygen concentration and activity indicates that this oxygen
is the oxidant. It is still possible, however, that substrate-bound oxygen might diffuse to the gold sites
and thus serve as a reservoir of oxidant. We can address this question by doing some bookkeeping. If we
fit the CO2 decays during the 100 pulse sequence (Fig. 1, inset), we can estimate the total amount of CO2
produced in the process of completely depleting the reactive oxygen. The number of CO pulses required
to drop the CO2 production to 1/e times the initial value varies from ~35 for Au3 to ~85 for Au5/TiO2. We
can also estimate the total amount of oxygen bound atop gold from the ISS attenuation results. The ratio
of total CO2 to Au-bound gold is unity within the experimental uncertainty, indicating that only oxygen
bound atop gold during the O2 exposure is available to react, i.e., the substantial pool of substrate-bound
oxygen is inactive at room temperature.
The final interesting point concerns the kinetics of CO2 evolution. It can be seen in the main
frame of Fig. 1, that the temporal behavior of the CO2 signal is quite different for different size clusters.
In particular, Au3, Au4, and Au7 all give CO2 with an induction period of ~150 msec, while Au5 and Au6
both have CO2 evolution peaking coincident with the peak of the CO reactant pulse. It should be noted
that these pulse shapes do not change, within our sensitivity, from the first CO pulse to the hundredth.

The CO2 induction period is not simply related to CO oxidation activity. The group of clusters with
induction periods include both highly active (Au7) and relatively inactive (Au4) clusters, as does the group
with no induction period. It seems clear that the activity is simply correlated with the ability of the
clusters to bind and activate the oxygen reactant. The CO2 evolution behavior depends on the actual rates
of reaction, convoluted by the desorption lifetimes of the CO and CO2. Further study over a variable
temperature range should be helpful in sorting this out. At present we can say that the CO2 desorption
lifetime may account for the slow decay of CO2 evolution, but cannot account for the induction periods.
Future Plans
Several experiments are underway to complete our study of CO oxidation on Aun/TiO2. We have
modified our cluster source so that it now has adequate intensity to deposit Aun up to about 15 atoms, and
the first goal is simply to extend the size range. According to the two-layer hypothesis of Goodman and
co-workers, we expect that clusters in the 8 - 15 atom size range should be highly active, but that may
well not be the whole story. Another hypothesis about gold activation is that electron transfer from TiO2
vacancies to gold is critical in activating the gold. In catalysts grown by sintering of Au on TiO2, or in the
layered Au/TiOx/Mo catalysts studied by Goodman and co-workers5, the ratio of vacancies to gold is
probably higher than what is expected to result from deposition of intact Aun on near-stoichiometric TiO2.
In addition to extending the size range, we plan to study the kinetics of CO oxidation and CO2
evolution as a function of temperature, from cryogenic temperatures to ~350K (higher temperatures result
in rapid sintering). These experiments should allow us to learn more about the mechanism, and
understand the factors that separately control activity and CO2 evolution temporal behavior.
After completing the work on Aun/TiO2, we plan experiments aimed at understanding bimetallic
catalysts, including the Pd-Au catalysts used in vinyl acetate synthesis, and bimetallic catalysts composed
of refractory metals, that nonetheless, are calculated to have activities similar to noble metal catalysts.7-9
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Catalysis by Metal Alloys: From Single Crystals to Nanoparticles
D. W. Goodman
Department of Chemistry
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77842- 3012
Model mixed-metal catalysts consisting of Pd alloyed with Au, Cu, and Ag as
bulk films on refractory metal single crystals and as nanoparticles supported on oxides
have been characterized using an array of surface techniques including X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), low energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEIS),
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), low energy electron diffraction (LEED), infrared
reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS), metastable impact electron spectroscopy
(MIES), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), temperature programmed desorption
(TPD), and reaction kinetics. The surface sensitivity of LEIS and IRAS has been
exploited for elucidating atomic composition of the outermost surface layer. Of special
interest is the composition of the surface compared to the overall composition,
particularly in transitioning from planar surfaces to nanoparticles, in the presence and
absence of adsorbates. The mechanistic details of the vinyl acetate synthesis reaction,
used to probe the structure-function relationship of these alloy surfaces, will also be
discussed.
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Catalyst Structures

Peter C. Stair
Department of Chemistry
Center for Catalysis and Surface Science
Northwestern University
Chemistry Division
Argonne National Laboratory
At many length scales the structure of heterogeneous catalysts plays an important role in
determining their performance. The size and shape of catalyst particles in the length scale
of 0.1 mm determines the motion of the catalytic material in a reactor and the importance
of reagent diffusion in catalytic chemistry. The size of supported catalytic particles in the
range 1 to 100 nm influence their activity and selectivity for catalytic reactions. In the
same length scale regime, the porosity of catalytic materials controls the access and
duration of contact between reagents and catalytic sites. Finally, in the 0.1 to 1 nm length
scale the size and shape of pores control the orientation and size of reagent molecules
involved in catalytic transformations as well as the atomic arrangement at active sites.
Following a brief introduction with examples at each of these length scales, this talk will
review the results of synthetic, measurement and computational efforts to produce,
characterize, and understand the influence catalyst structures on catalytic chemistry.
Raman spectroscopy has been employed to study the molecular structure of vanadium
oxide monolayers supported on high surface area alumina and the formation of
deactivating coke deposits during catalytic butane dehydrogenation. In combination with
measurements of catalytic activity, selectivity, and stability, under a variety of reaction
conditions, the relationship between catalyst structure and performance has been
examined. We find that there is an optimum mixture of vanadia cluster sizes for the
production of olefins during catalytic dehydrogenation and the avoidance of deactivating
coke.
Making use of length scales in the 10 nm range, we have prepared a series of novel
nanostructured membrane catalysts based on a combination of Anodic Aluminum
Oxidation (AAO) and gas phase Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD). The membranes have
been tested for activity and selectivity in the oxidative dehydrogenation of cyclohexane to
cyclohexene and benzene. The performance of these membranes for this reaction shows a
remarkable dependence on the pore dimensions which is currently under study.
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Reaction Processes at Surfaces:
Non-Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics and Electronic Structure Analyses
Jim Evans and Mark Gordon
Ames Laboratory, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
evans@ameslab.gov mark@si.fi.ameslab.gov
PROGRAM SCOPE:
The Chemical Physics Program at Ames Laboratory supports integrated efforts in electronic
structure theory, non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, and multi-scale modeling. The primary
focus is on development of theoretical methods to enable system specific modeling of heterogeneous
catalysis, semiconductor surface phenomena, and clusters related to surface science.
Electronic structure theory efforts integrate development of fundamental theory by
expanding the capability for accurate treatment of large or complex systems of interest to DOE, with
optimal strategies for computational implementation within GAMESS. One component of the effort
involves the development and application of QM/MM methods (specifically a Surface Integrated
Molecular Orbital - Molecular Mechanics or SIMOMM approach), designed to treat adsorption and
reaction phenomena on semiconductor surfaces. Other components involve providing a rigorous
basis for tight-binding (TB) methods and utilizing density functional theory (DFT) for studies of
extended surfaces and materials. As indicated above, a general feature of our program involves
interfacing of electronic structure and non-equilibrium statistical mechanical (or multi-scale
modeling) studies of surface phenomena. The latter include Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation
of atomistic models and coarse-grained continuum formulations. One aspect of this effort relates to
heterogeneous catalysis on metal surfaces, where we consider both reactions on extended single
crystal surfaces (including connecting atomistic to mesoscale behavior) as well as nanoscale catalyst
systems (exploring the role of fluctuations). Anther aspect focuses on reaction processes on
semiconductor surfaces (including self-organization, etching and oxidation).
RECENT PROGRESS:
HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS
(i) Atomistic modeling of CO-oxidation on Pd(100) and other unreconstructed metal(100)
surfaces. We have developed an atomistic lattice-gas model and associated efficient KMC
simulation algorithm to realistically describe CO-oxidation on metal(100) surfaces under UHV
conditions [8-10]. A critical prerequisite is the precise description of ordering in the CO/metal(100)
and O/metal(100) systems which is controlled by weak adspecies interactions. In addition, one must
reliably describe at the atomistic level the adsorption kinetics for CO and O, as well as the interaction
and reaction of CO and O. Determination of key adspecies binding and interaction energies is
obtained by comparing model predictions with experimental observations for adlayer ordering,
temperature-programmed desorption spectra, etc. Also extensive plane-wave DFT studies are used to
guide parameter selection. Primary application to date has been for CO+O/Pd(100) where we have
analyzed: bistability of the steady-state mapping out the full P-T bifurcation diagram; temperatureprogrammed reaction kinetics; and nanoscale adlayer evolution during titration reactions.
(ii) Heterogeneous-Coupled-Lattice-Gas (HCLG) simulation approach connecting atomistic
ordering to mesoscale patterns in surface reactions. A significant challenge for multiscale
modeling is to describe the interplay between local ordering and reaction kinetics in catalytic
reactions and development of mesoscale pattern formation. The length scale (~few microns) of the
latter is controlled by rapid diffusion of species such as CO. We have further developed our HCLG
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simulation approach to treat this problem [10,21]. A key challenge is to accurately and efficiently
determine mesoscale surface transport of CO, which constitutes a non-trivial many-body collective
diffusion problem. Various algorithms are being developed to predict both the thermodynamics and
kinetic components of diffusion coefficients in mixed reactant adlayers.
(iii) Fronts and fluctuations in nanoscale reaction systems: Studies of CO-oxidation on Field
Emitter Tips (FET’s) provide rare insight into fluctuation effects and spatial front formation in
nanoscale reaction systems. Our initial focus was on analyzing enhanced fluctuations (and their
effects) near the non-equilibrium critical point corresponding to the loss of bistability [1,11]. Recent
work has related the sharp fronts observed in FET studies to greatly reduced chemical diffusivity.
SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE CHEMISTRY AND SURFACE SCIENCE
(i) Morphological evolution during competitive etching and oxidation of vicinal Si(100)
surfaces. Exposure of vicinal Si(100)-(2×1) to oxygen at around 600C produces step recession
associated with etching [Si + O(ads) → SiO(gas) + vacancy, where these surface vacancies diffuse to
and erode steps] in competition with oxide formation [Si + 2O(ads) → SiO2] [12,23]. The oxide
islands tend to pin receding steps producing complex surface morphologies. We have performed
integrated QM/MM and non-equilibrium lattice-gas modeling studies to characterize both the key
reaction energetics and the development of nano- and meso-scale surface morphologies. Simulations
recover the observed dramatic bending of meandering SB steps around pinning sites, and the snap-off
of stiffer SA steps. We analyze in detail both anisotropic step recession and pinning site densities.
(ii) Self-organization of perfect atomic rows of Group III metals on Si(100). Deposition of
Group III metals on Si(100) produces perfect atomic rows aligned orthogonal to the Si-dimer rows.
Both this structure and the associated size or length distribution are quite unexpected for diffusionmediated island formation on surfaces (governed by homogeneous nucleation). Again ab-initio
studies of surface energetics together with atomistic lattice-gas modeling are used to elucidate the
key factors underlying this unusual behavior [24]. Surface diffusion is highly anisotropic, but the key
factor is restricted aggregation with the atomic rows, the sides being energetically unfavorable.
DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE THEORY
(i) Rigorous basis for Tight-Binding Theory. We have developed molecule-deformed minimal
atomic basis sets capable of reproducing full-valence space CASSCF wavefunctions. This approach
was applied to analyze bonding of Si4H6, and Si2-Si10, and band structure in crystals [14-16].
(ii) Efficient high-level calculations. A configurational analysis, based on cluster considerations
and proximities of localized orbitals, achieved considerable computational reduction for CASSSCF
type MCSCF. Related work generates CI wave functions void of configurational “deadwood”.
(iii) Grid-free Density Functional Theory (DFT). In order to provide an alternative to the
common numerical grid-based approach to solving the DFT equations, we have developed a purely
analytic approach that relies on the resolution of the identity.
FUTURE PLANS:
HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS
(i) CO-oxidation, NO-reduction and related reactions on surfaces of Rh, Pd, etc. We will
develop further realistic atomistic models for catalytic reactions on various metal (111) and (100)
surfaces, and in nanoscale systems (e.g., Field-Emitter-Tips or supported clusters). We will analyze
reaction behavior primarily utilizing KMC simulation. Efforts will explore high-pressure catalysis
and associated oxide formation processes. Model development will incorporate input from electronic
structure studies.
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(ii) Multiscale modeling of pattern formation in surface reactions. We will continue to develop
efficient multiscale algorithms including implementation parallel KMC simulation as part of the
HCLG approach, and efficient algorithms for on-the-fly analysis of chemical diffusion.
(iii) Atomistic modeling of STM studies of nanoscale ordering and dynamics in surface
reaction systems. Through collaboration with the Salmeron group (LBL), we plan to explore
surface phenomena related to ordering and dynamics in mixed adlayers on metal surfaces.
SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE CHEMISTRY AND SURFACE SCIENCE
Atomistic and coarse-grained modeling of etching, oxidation, and other reactions on Si(100)
surfaces. Our atomistic lattice-gas modeling could be further refined to incorporate a more realistic
description of step, island, and pit structure on the Si(100) surface. This would enable more detailed
modeling of nanoscale features of etching and reaction on imperfect or vicinal surfaces. However,
separate from this approach, coarse-grained phase-field type formulations will be developed to
describe morphology on a larger scale. This latter approach is potentially highly versatile, allowing
efficient integration of various models for the surface chemistry with a computationally efficient
framework to describe complex surface morphologies. QM/MM will be applied to provide precise
and detailed information on key energetics as input to such modeling. Processes of interest will
include etching by oxygen and oxidation, etching via halogens, and film growth via CVD.
DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE THEORY
(i) Rigorous basis for semi-empirical approaches. Our recent work showed that bonding-related
energy changes are typically dominated by the zeroth-order parts of molecular wavefunctions, and
that the latter can be represented and analyzed in terms of “quasiatomic” orbitals, i.e. minimal basis
set atomic orbitals that are deformed by their molecular environments. This approach will be
extended and a variety of applications pursued for surface processes and materials systems.
(ii) Extending the QM/MM method (SIMOMM). The SIMOMM method has so far been
applied to silicon, diamond, and silicon carbide surfaces. We will now develop, implement and test
extensions of the SIMOMM methodology to important catalytic oxide surfaces. Of immediate
interest are silica and alumina. We also plan to develop an interface between SIMOMM and our
effective fragment potential (EFP) method in order to develop robust theoretical models for the
surface-liquid interface.
(iii) Reliable computations on heavier elements. Electronic structure calculations on molecules
containing heavy elements are traditionally performed with effective core potentials (ECP) which
contain the essential scalar relativistic effects implicitly. However, the typical ECP valence orbitals
do not have the correct nodal characteristics. This can cause serious problems, especially with regard
to spectral properties. We plan to develop model core potentials (MCP) and their energy derivatives,
and implement these into GAMESS. Unlike ECPs, MCPs have the correct nodal behavior.
DOE-SPONSORED PUBLICATIONS 2003-: (*indicates partial SciDAC support)
[1] Critical Behavior in an Atomistic Surface Reaction Model exhibiting Bistability: CO-Oxidation, N.
Pavlenko, R. Imbihl, J.W. Evans, Da-Jiang Liu, Phys. Rev. E 68, 016212 (2003).
[2] Are both symmetric and buckled dimers on Si(100) minima?..., Y. Jung, Y. Shao, M.S. Gordon, D.J.
Doren, M. Head-Gordon, J. Chem. Phys. 119, 10917 (2003).*
[3] Structures and Fragmentations of Small Silicon Oxide Clusters by ab initio… W.C. Lu, C.Z. Wang, V.
Nguyen, M.W. Schmidt, M.S. Gordon, K.M. Ho, J. Phys. Chem. A 107, 6936 (2003).
[4] MCSCF Method for Ground and Excited States based on Full Optimizations of Successive Jacobi
Rotations, J. Ivanic, K. Ruedenberg, J. Comp. Chemistry 24, 1250 (2003).
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[5] Split-Localized Orbitals can yield Stronger Configuration Interaction Convergence than Natural
Orbitals, L. Bytautas, J. Ivanic, K. Ruedenberg, J. Chem. Phys. 119, 8217 (2003).
[6] Spin-orbit Coupling in molecules: chemistry beyond the adiabatic approximation, D.G. Federov, S.
Koseki, M.W. Schmidt, M.S. Gordon, Int. Rev. Phys. Chem. 22, 551 (2003).
[7] The Parallel Implementation of a Full CI Program, Z. Gan, Y. Alexeev, R.A. Kendall, M.S. Gordon,
J. Chem. Phys. 119, 47 (2003).
[8] Lattice-Gas Modeling of CO Adlayers on Pd(100), D.-J. Liu, J. Chem. Phys. 121, 4352 (2004).
[9] Lattice-Gas Modeling of the Formation and Ordering of Oxygen Adlayers on Pd(100), D.-J. Liu, J.W.
Evans, Surface Science 563, 13-26 (2004)
[10] From Atomic Scale Reactant Ordering to Mesoscale Reaction Front Propagation: CO Oxidation on
Pd(100), D.-J. Liu, J.W. Evans, Phys. Rev. B 70, 193408 (2004)
[11] Crossover between Mean-Field and Ising Critical Behavior in a Lattice-Gas Reaction-Diffusion
Model, D.-J. Liu, N. Pavlenko, and J.W. Evans, J. Stat. Phys., 114, 101 (2004).
[12] Atomistic Modeling of Morphological Evolution during Simultaneous Etching and Oxidation of
Si(100), M. Albao, D.-J. Liu, C. H. Choi, M.S. Gordon, J.W. Evans, Surf. Sci. 555, 51 (2004)*
[13] Adsorption of Acetylene on Si(100), J.M. Rintelman, M.S. Gordon, J. Phys. Chem. 108, 7820 (2004).
[14] Theoretical Studies of Growth Reactions on Diamond Surfaces, P. Zapol, L. A. Curtiss, H. Tamura,
and M. S. Gordon, in Comp. Materials Chemistry, L.A. Curtiss, M.S. Gordon, Eds., pp. 266-307 (2004).
[15] Molecule Intrinsic Minimal Basis Sets. I Ab-Initio Optimized Molecular Orbitals, W. C. Lu, C.
Wang, M. Schmidt, L. Bytautas, K. M. Ho, K. Ruedenberg, J. Chem. Phys. 120, 2629 (2004)
[16] Molecule Intrinsic Minimal Basis Sets. II. Bonding… for Si4H6 and Si2 to Si10, W. C. Lu, C. Z.Wang,
M. Schmidt, L. Bytautas, K. M. Ho, K. Ruedenberg, J. Chem. Phys. 120, 2638 (2004).
[17] Electronic Structures in Crystals…Highly Localized Quasiatomic Minimal Basis Orbitals, W. C. Lu,
C. Z. Wang, T.L. Chan, K. Ruedenberg, K. M. Ho, Phys. Rev. B 70, 041101 (2004).
[18] Spin-orbit coupling methods and applications to chemistry, D.G. Federov, M.W. Schmidt, S. Koseki,
M.S. Gordon, in Adv. in Relativistic Molecular Theory, Vol. 5, World Sci., Singapore, pp. 107-136, 2004.
[19] Economical Description of Electron Correlation, L. Bytautas, K. Ruedenberg, Symp. Recent
Advances in Electron Correlation Methodology (A. K. Wilson, K. A. Peterson Ed.s, ACS, 2004).
[20] Dissociation Potential Curves of Low-Lying States in Transitions Metals. II. Hydrides of Groups 3 &
5, S. Koseki, Y. Ishihara, D.G. Fedorov, M.W. Schmidt, M.S. Gordon, J. Phys. Chem. 108, 4707 (2004).
[21] Correlation Energy Extrapolation through Intrinsic Scaling. I, II, III, L. Bytautas, K. Ruedenberg, J.
Chem. Phys. 121, 10905 (2004); 121, 10919 (2004); 121, 10852 (2004).
[22] Connecting-the-Length-Scales from Atomistic Ordering to Mesoscale Spatial Patterns in Surface
Reactions: HCLG Algorithm, D.-J. Liu, J.W. Evans, SIAM Multiscale Modeling 4, in press (2005).*
[23] Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulation of Non-Equilibrium Lattice-Gas Models: …Surface Adsorption
Processes, J.W. Evans, Handbook Mat. Modeling A, S. Yip, Ed. (Springer, Berlin, 2005), Ch.5.12.*
[24] Competitive Etching and Oxidation of Vicinal Si(100) Surfaces, M.A. Albao, D.-J. Liu, C.H. Choi,
M.S. Gordon, J.W. Evans, MRS Proc. 859E, JJ3.6 (2005).*
[25] Monotonically Decreasing Size Distributions for One-Dimensional Ga Rows on Si(100), M.A.
Albao, M. Evans, J. Nogami, D. Zorn, M.S. Gordon, J.W. Evans, Phys. Rev. B 71, 071523 (2005).*
[26] Correlation Energy Extrapolation Through Intrinsic Scaling. IV, L. Bytautas, K. Ruedenberg,
J. Chem. Phys. 122, 155144 (2005).
[27] Multi-Reference Second-Order Perturbation Theory: How Size Consistent is ‘Almost Size
Consistent’? J. M. Rintelman, I. Adamovic, S. Varganov, M. S. Gordon, J. Chem. Phys., in press.
[28] Advances in Electronic Structure Theory: GAMESS a Decade Later, M. S. Gordon, M. W. Schmidt,
THEOCHEM, in press (2005).
[29] Potential Energy Surfaces of SimOn Cluster Formation and Isomerization P.V. Avramov, I.
Adamovic, K.-M. Ho, C.Z. Wang, W.C. Lu, M.S. Gordon, J. Phys. Chem., in press.
[30] Morphological Evolution during Epitaxial Thin Film Growth: Formation of 2D Islands and 3D
Mounds, J.W. Evans, P.A. Thiel, M.C. Bartelt, Surface Science Reports, in press (2006).
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Photocatalysis on Single Crystal TiO2
Michael A. Henderson
Institute for Interfacial Catalysis
Chemical Sciences Division
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel. (509) 376-2192
Fax. (509) 376-5106
email ma.henderson@pnl.gov
The 1972 pioneering work of Fujishima and Honda [1] involving
photoelectrochemical splitting of water on TiO2 electrodes continues to inspire growth in
the field of heterogeneous photocatalysis. The level of research involving photocatalysis
at oxide semiconductor surfaces has significantly increased recently with the advent of
new applications such as photo-induced hydrophilicity, indoor air purification, and
bacterial disinfection, and with new hopes of improving older applications such as water
purification and harvesting sunlight to split water. This increased interest in oxide-based
photocatalysis is also reflected by the 2000+ patents and 6000+ publications in the last 6
years involving TiO2 as a photocatalytic promoter. Despite the increased interest, the
vast majority of research effort on oxide photocatalysis has been applied in nature. As a
result, there is a growing needed for molecular-level insights into such issues as the
surface and bulk structural dependences, the dynamics of charge trapping and transfer
processes, the role of dopants, and the mechanistic details that intertwine excited and
ground state chemistries.
In this presentation, I will give an overview of oxide photocatalysis focusing on
research involving fundamental studies on well-defined single crystal oxide surfaces.
Examples will concentrate on experimental work being performed at PNNL. Specifically
to be discussed will be the mechanisms of acetone and trimethyl acetate photo-oxidation
on the rutile TiO2(110) surface.
1. A. Fujishima and K. Honda, "Electrochemical photolysis of water at a semiconductor
electrode." Nature 238 (1972) 37.
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Chemical Kinetics and Dynamics at Interfaces
Laser induced reactions in solids and at surfaces
Wayne P. Hess (PI), Kenneth M. Beck, and Alan G. Joly
Chemical Sciences Division, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
P.O. Box 999, Mail Stop K8-88, Richland, WA 99352, USA
wayne.hess@pnl.gov

Program Scope
The elucidation of physical and dynamic processes of electronically excited solids is essential to
understanding radiation chemistry of condensed matter. Radioactive decay (from waste or other
sources) releases huge quanta of energy that can induce reactions in the surrounding material. The
initial high energy quantum is absorbed by the host material and ionization tracks are formed
along the decay vector. The high energy species thus produced, such as core holes and free
electrons, relax very quickly to form electron-hole pairs, excitons, and other species. These much
less energetic secondary products then induce the transformations commonly regarded as
radiation damage. It is therefore possible to study much radiation chemistry using initial
excitation energies in the chemically relevant range between roughly 2 and 20 eV. The lower end
of this range is easily generated by table top laser sources. Photo-stimulated desorption, of atoms
or molecules, provides a direct window into many important processes and is particularly
indicative of electronic excited state dynamics.
Excited state chemistry in solids is inherently complex and greater understanding is gained using
a combined experiment/theory approach. We collaborate with leading solid-state theorists using
ab initio calculation and analysis to model laser desorption and photoemission experiments. The
experiments are designed specifically to test hypothetical models and theoretical predictions
resulting from the calculations. We have developed laser techniques to study solid-state chemistry
using tunable femtosecond and nanosecond lasers to excite wide-gap materials under highly
controlled conditions. We monitor particle emission using quantum-state specific laser ionization
and probe surface chemical transformations using surface sensitive techniques such as x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy.
Laser control of chemical reactions has been actively pursued since the development of tunable
lasers. Two-pulse, or pump dump control, has been proposed to enhance a particular reaction
channel. To date we have explored mainly incoherent or passive control strategies using single
pulses and pulse pairs. We have demonstrated that laser control of desorbed products and
quantum states is possible by judicious choice of laser wavelength, pulse duration, and delay
between femtosecond pulses. Our main goal in using a laser control approach is to verify our
hypothetical models rather than pursuit of laser control as an end in itself.
Recent Progress and Future Direction
My team’s laboratory studies are based on surface science and laser excitation and probe
techniques. We interrogate desorbed atoms or molecules from ionic crystals using resonance
enhanced multiphoton ionization and time-of-flight mass spectrometry. In single-pulse
experiments, photon energies are chosen to excite specific surface structural features that lead to
particular desorption reactions. In pulse pair experiments, the initial laser pulse induces formation
of transient species in the near surface region. A subsequent pulse then further excites either the
sample or the nascent transient species to induce specific particle emission. Our laser systems are
a combination of excimer, Nd:YAG, ultrafast, and tunable solid state or dye lasers. Pump laser
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output may be frequency converted using nonlinear techniques to produce photon energies
ranging from 1 to 8 eV. The radiation sources are tuned to excite either bulk or surface states
leading to controlled laser desorption of atoms or molecules.
The photon energy selective approach takes advantage of energetic differences between surface
and bulk exciton states and probes the surface exciton directly. Application of this approach to
controlling the yield and state distributions of desorbed species requires detailed knowledge of
the atomic structure, optical properties, and electronic structure within a developing surface
exciton desorption model. Our model indicates that it is possible to excite the surface over the
bulk of ionic crystals using tunable excitation and thus induce controllable surface specific
reactions. We recently demonstrated nearly exclusive surface excitation of KBr, KI, NaCl and
other alkali halides. Previously, all other excitation sources (e.g. lasers, synchrotron, and electron)
produced a mixture of surface and bulk excitation leading to multiple reactions. By generating the
hyperthermal (surface) channel without significant thermal emission (bulk channel), we proved
that a particular channel could be selected.
Direct surface excitation, in principle, allows incoherent control over product quantum state and
velocity distributions. Using excitation photon energies between 5.5 and 6.5 eV we are able to
control the Br atom mean kinetic energy between 0.12 and 0.37 eV. These selected kinetic energy
distributions exceed the thermal mean kinetic energy (0.03 eV) expected from bulk excitation.
Demonstration of controlled velocity distributions effectively confirms the theoretical model. A
method for extending laser control to the particle electronic state (spin-orbit) distribution is also
predicted from our model. Such control has been demonstrated for subset of crystals that meet
specific conditions. The factors required for electronic state control are the relative size of
energetic shift between the surface and bulk exciton bands and the spin-orbit energy of the
desorbed halogen atom. A large shift between the surface and bulk exciton band in combination
with a small relative spin orbit splitting is required for effective control. If the relative level
separations are reversed laser control is not possible due to interference between the bulk and
surface channels. These factors predict that electronic state control is possible for all alkalichlorides and fluorides and no alkali- bromides and iodides.
Technological applications of alkali halides are limited compared to oxide materials. Oxides
serve as dielectrics in microelectronics and form the basis for exotic semi- and super-conducting
materials. Although the electronic structure of oxides differs considerably from alkali halides, it
now appears possible to generalize the exciton model for laser surface reactions to these
interesting new materials. We ask the question “Can an oxide surface exciton or a combination of
excitons lead to controllable desorption and hence specific surface modification?” If exciton
based desorption can be generalized to oxides then selective excitation of surface excitons could
lead to controllable surface sculpting, on an atomic scale, for many important materials. The Oatom velocity and kinetic energy profiles for 4.7 eV photo-excitation have been obtained
indicating that surface excitons can possibly combine leading to hyperthermal O-atom desorption.
The O-atom KE distribution is clearly hyperthermal indicating that a surface exciton mechanism
could likely be responsible.
While exciton-based desorption is plausible for MgO, we note that the higher valence may
require a bi- or tri-exciton mechanism. The details of this mechanism need to be delineated and
confirmed by demonstrating laser control of the various desorption processes. We have recently
observed hyperthermal neutral Mg-atom desorption. This is quite a novel result as Mg-atom
desorption requires that two electron transfer to a corner site Mg2+ ion in a very short time and
then desorb prior to relaxation. The hyperthermal distribution indicates that the exciton model is
extendable now to metal atom desorption processes – a previously unknown mechanism. Future
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plans include femtosecond pulse-pair photo-emission electron microscopy to probe dynamics of
oxide nanostructures on surfaces.
Our excitation techniques are site specific as it is possible to selectively excite terrace, step, or
corner surface sites. Therefore, we have explored various sample preparation techniques that
produce high concentrations of low-coordinated surface sites such as 4-coordinated steps and 3coordinated corner or kink sites. In particular, we have employed reactive ballistic deposition (a
technique developed in Bruce Kay’s lab) to grow very high surface area MgO thin films. These
films have been thoroughly characterized using XPS, SEM, TEM, and XRD techniques.
Similarly, we have also studied laser desorption of MgO nano-powders grown by a chemical
vapor deposition technique (grown by the E. Knoezinger group, Vienna). The nano-powders
show cubic structure and edge lengths ranging between 3 and 10 nm (through TEM analysis).
Both sample types provide unique insight into site-selective exciton-based desorption processes
and are the focus of ongoing work. We plan to grow and study several other oxide surfaces in the
near term including CaO, ZrO2, and TiO2.

References to publications of DOE BES sponsored research (2003 to present)
1. “Photon stimulated desorption from KI: Laser control of I-atom velocity distributions”
M Henyk, AG Joly, KM Beck, and WP Hess, Surf. Sci. 528, 219 (2003).
2. “Synergistic effects of exposure of surfaces of ionic crystals to radiation and water.” JT
Dickinson, KH Nwe, WP Hess, and SC Langford, Appl. Surf. Sci. 208, 2 (2003).
3. “Surface excitons detected by atomic desorption.” AG Joly, KM Beck, M Henyk, WP Hess,
PV Sushko, and AL Shluger, Surf. Sci. 544, L683 (2003).
4. “The origin of temperature-dependent yield of Frenkel-pairs generated by valence excitation in
NaCl”, K Tanimura and WP Hess, Phys. Rev. B, 69, 155102 (2004).
5. “Laser control of product electronic state: desorption from alkali halides.” KM Beck, AG Joly,
N Dupuis, P Perozzo, W Hess, P Sushko, and A Shluger, J. Chem. Phys. 120, 2456 (2004).
6. “Determination of surface exciton energies by velocity resolved atomic desorption.” WP Hess,
AG Joly, KM Beck, PV Sushko, and AL Shluger, Surf. Sci. 564, 62 (2004).
7. “Interaction of wide band gap single crystals with 248 nm excimer laser irradiation: laser
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8. “Interaction of wide band gap single crystals with 248 nm excimer laser irradiation: The effect
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*Collaborators include AL Shluger, PV Sushko, DP Gerrity, JT Dickinson, and M Henyk
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Optical manipulation of ultrafast electron and nuclear motion on metal surfaces
Hrvoje Petek (petek@pitt.edu)
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15269
Since the pioneering work of Langmuir on electron emission from metals, alkali
atom overlayers on metal surfaces have been central to development of theories of
chemisorption.1-4 Our research goal is to study dynamics of alkali atoms on noble metal
surfaces in response to excitation by a near UV light. The photoinduced charge transfer
whereby an electron is transferred from the metal to chemisorbed alkali atoms transforms
their ground ionic state to a neutral excited state. This charge redistribution initiates
alkali atom photodesorption.5 This year we have taken a step back to reassess more than
70 years of theory of chemisorption of alkali atoms on metals.
According to the Gurney theory of chemisorption and its later elaborations such as
the Anderson impurity theory, chemisorption occurs through the configuration interaction
of the valance ns state of the alkali atoms with the continuum of states in the metal.2-4, 6
The basic elements of chemisorption as described by the Gurney and Anderson theories
are presented in Fig. 1. As alkali atoms are brought to a metal surface, their highest
occupied ns states are perturbed through Coulomb interaction with electrons in the metal.
The energy of the ns state, which is established at large distance by aligning the work
function Φ of the metal with the ionization potential EIP of the atom, increases on account
of the Coulomb repulsion with the screening charge in the metal. Assuming that the
electron and nuclear motions can be separated, the ionic alkali atom core creates a
negative image charge at the metal surface, which repels the ns electron. As an alkali
atom is brought to a surface, its ns state is destabilized with respect to the Fermi level EF.
It acquires density of states (DOS) above EF and width Γ, which is proportional to the
rate of charge exchange with the surface. At the chemisorption distance R, the ns state
correlates with an unoccupied (virtual) state, to which is often ascribed a large (eV)
bandwidth.6 Within this model, the ns electron is delocalized within the metal and the
charge remaining on the alkali
atom is proportional to the DOS
of the virtual ns state that lies
below EF.7
Although
the
Anderson
impurity model has been the basis
for
our
understanding
the
chemisorption on metals for more
than 35 years, the above scenario
has not been tested systematically
even for alkali atoms.
The
difficulty lies in part in the
Figure 1. Chemisorption of alkali atoms on Cu(111) difficulty
of
experimentally
combining concepts of the Anderson theory and probing the electronic structure of
experimental observables.
alkali atoms at low coverages
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Figure 2.
Detail of 2PP spectra of the SS →A
resonance as a function of alkali atom coverage for LiCs that shows the period independent alkali atom DOS.
The main differences can be attributed to the alkali
atom-dependent tuning rates of SS with coverage.

where interadsorbate interactions do not
complicate the fundamental aspects of the
atom-surface interaction.
Specifically,
standard techniques such as photoemission do
not provide evidence for the occupied DOS of
the ns state. A weak signal near the EF in He*
metastable induced electron emission spectra,
which are highly surface specific, has been
attributed to the ns DOS.8
Methods that probe the unoccupied states
have met more success in exploring the
chemisorption properties of alkali atom/metal
surfaces.
In field emission, inverse
photoemission, and two-photon photoemission
experiments there are numerous reports of
resonances 2-3 eV above EF that have been
attributed to the ns state.5, 9-11 However, most
of these experiments did not have sufficient
energy resolution, nor were they sufficiently
systematic to provide quantitative data for
comparison with theory. Of particular note,
however, are the experiments of Fischer et al.,
who measured the energy of the ns state for
Na/Cu(111) from zero to >1 ML coverage.11
They found that, together with the work
function and image potential IP state, the ns state energy decreases with coverage from its
low coverage limit at 2.86 eV up to the coverage of 0.4 ML. At this point the alkali
overlayer becomes metallic, Φ begins to increase, and the ns state abruptly becomes an
occupied quantum well state.
In the past year we have performed a survey two-photon photoemission (2PP)
spectra of the ns state for all the available alkali atoms Li-Cs on Cu(111) surface (Fig. 2).
The 2PP spectra excited with 3.05 eV light are limited in range of alkali atom coverage
and spectral coverage by the onset of the interfering one photon photoemission when Φ
decreases to ~3.4 eV. At zero coverage, the only sharp feature in the 2PP spectra is the
occupied Shockley surface state (SS) -0.39 eV relative to EF. Upon adsorption of alkali
atoms a new state labeled A appears at energy just above SS for all alkali atoms.
Increasing the alkali atom coverage reduces Φ, and along with it, the energy of every
surface state that is confined by the image potential at the metal/vacuum interface.11
Because states that are closer to Φ tune faster, the separation between A and SS tunes
into resonance with the laser, resulting in the resonance enhancement observed in the 2PP
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spectra of Fig. 2.5 By extracting the energy of A
2.9
in the pre-resonant, resonant, and post-resonant
2.8
regions, where the peak assignment is
2.7
unambiguous, we obtain the plot of the ns state
2.6
energy vs. work function shift ΔΦ in Fig. 3a.
2.5
Cs
2.4
Rb
Remarkably, at the low coverage limit, the energy
2.3
K
of the ns state for all alkali atoms is 2.95±0.05 eV
Na
2.2
Li
independent of the period (n), and it tunes with an
2.1
2.0
identical ΔΦ3/2 dependence.
0
Returning to Fig. 1, it is quite remarkable that
b)
the
ns
state energy is identical for all alkali atoms
-50
considering that the leading factors that determine
-100
it, namely EIP and the chemisorption distance R,
differ substantially with n. As shown in Fig. 1,
-150
Cs
the EIP decreases from 5.39 eV for Li to 3.89 eV
-200
Rb
for Cs. The difference in the EIP of isolated atoms
K
-250
may be compensated by different chemisorption
Na
Li
distances, which should increase the energy of ns
-300
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
states as n decreases. The chemisorption height R
Workfunction decrease (eV)
varies from 2.0 Å for Li to 3.09 Å for Cs, which
Figure 3. The energy of a) alkali should compensate for the differences in Φ.
atom resonance and b) the energy Nevertheless, it would be quite a coincidence for
shift of the Shockley surface state for these two factors to compensate each other
different coverages plotted against perfectly to yield the observed universal behavior.
the work function change.
The data in Fig. 3a suggest that the energy of
ns states depends mainly on an entirely different factor, namely, the work function of the
metal Φ. Both the period and the coverage dependence of the ns state energies in Figs. 2
and 3a are consistent only with the coverage dependent work function of the surface. To
see how the work function may come into play, we need to examine the electronic
structure of alkali atom covered surfaces from a different perspective. The ns electrons
are bound in the surface normal direction by the crystal potential at the surface side and
the image potential on the vacuum side, as are the image potential states. Thus, we can
describe the ns states from the perspective of hybridized states of the IP potential.
Borisov and Gauyacq described the states of supported by the IP potential of the
Cs/Cu(111) system with the Hamiltonian:
a)

SS energy shift (eV)

Excited state energy (eV)

3.0

H = T + Ve"surf + Ve"Cs+ + Ve"Cs ,

!

[1]

where T is the kinetic energy operator, Ve"surf is the electron-surface interaction potential,
Ve"Cs+ is the electron-cation pseudopotential, and Ve"Cs describes the interaction of the
!
electron with the image charge of Cs+.12 The solutions to the Schrödinger equation yield
the ns state, and the IP states that are perturbed by the ns state. The ns state has some IP
!
character at the surface, but at large distances correlates with the atomic state. This
model treats the IP character of the !ns state more accurately than conventional
approaches based on the density functional theory. If we adopt this perspective, than the
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experimental results imply that chemisorbed alkali atoms act as structureless point
dipoles independent of their period. For that to be true, the properties of the ns electron
must be dominated by the image potential, as is expected for the unperturbed IP states.
Even though the ns state energy are consistent with their IP parentage, other aspects
of the 2PP spectra point to the influence of the crystal potential. There is a clear
distinction between the spectra of Cs, Rb, and K on one hand, and Na and Li, on the
other. LEED structural studies show that large alkali atoms (Cs, Rb, and K) occupy ontop sites, while small alkali atoms (Na and Li) occupy three-fold hollow sites.13 These
tendencies are probably responsible for the characteristic differences between the 2PP
spectra. The main difference between the large and small alkali atoms arises from the
different tuning of the energy of SS with alkali atom coverage (Fig. 3b), which is best
captured in one photon photoemission spectra (not shown). Figure 3b clearly shows that
the properties of SS, which is much more strongly coupled to the surface than the IP
states, strongly correlate with the chemisorption height.
The final observable of chemisorption is the ns state linewidth Γ. We have
attempted to extract Γ from by modeling of the SS-A resonance; however, we have not
been able to obtain a satisfactory fit with a three state optical Bloch equation model,
despite having independent information on SS from one-photon photoemission spectra.
It is clear, however, that the linewidths for all alkali atoms are much narrower than
typically attributed to ns states, which has been attributed to the L-projected band gap of
Cu(111).14 The experimental linewidths are even narrower than predicted by realistic
theoretical models that include the effects of the band gap and the inelastic electron
scattering.15 Perhaps this discrepancy also speaks to the substantial IP character of the ns
states of alkali atoms.
We are proceeding to investigate the alkali atom resonance energy for substrates with
different work functions (Ag(111)), to calculate the resonance energy by different
theoretical approaches, and to measure the excited state electron and nuclear dynamics.
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LASER DYNAMIC STUDIES OF PHOTOREACTIONS ON SINGLE-CRYSTAL
AND NANOSTRUCTURED SURFACES
Richard Osgood,
Center for Integrated Science and Engineering, Columbia University, New York, NY
10027, Osgood@columbia.edu
Program Scope or Definition:
The scope of our current research program is to examine the photon-initiated reaction
mechanisms, half-collision dynamics, and other optically induced dynamics effects,
which occur for adsorbates on well-characterized, semiconductor or metal-oxide surfaces.
From the perspective of energy needs, photoexcitation has been of continuing interest for
its importance in photocatalytic destruction of environmental pollutants, in several
methods of solar-energy conversion, and for a variety of applications in nanotechnology.
Our recent work in this program has yielded several new research findings regarding the
basic chemical dynamics of surface photofragmentation.
The goal of the current program has been to develop a thorough understanding of
the dynamics of surface photoreactions using UHV-prepared model molecular-adsorbate/
nanostructured surface systems. The research questions in our evolving program are as
follows: What are the mechanisms for reactions on nanostructured surfaces? For
substrate-electron transfer reactions, how do substrate ligands modify the chemistry?
What new resonant-excitation physics are introduced by elementary excitations on a
nanoobject surface? In particular, the research plan of this program is to extend our
understanding of the photodynamics of molecular adsorbates by concluding our studies
of heterogeneous photo-electron transfer using well characterized thiolate spacer-layers;
examining fragmentation on nanostructured metal-oxide surfaces, including those with
complex reconstruction and nanofaceted surfaces; and investigating dynamical processes
on nanoobjects, including in-situ-deposited metal clusters and vapor-grown metal-oxide
nanowires. Thus a major thrust of this research is examining reaction dynamics on
nanostructured surfaces. Our primary dynamics probe is measurement of the kinetic
energy and internal energies of the desorbed photofragments using time-of-flight (TOF)
mass-spectroscopy and resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) in
conjunction with a pulsed tunable UV- or visible-laser system. The work has been
carried out in ultrahigh vacuum, allowing the use of other surface spectroscopies such as
temperature-programmed desorption, Auger, XPS, etc. Important components of this
research involve collaboration or close consultation with the Surface Dynamics Group in
the Chemistry Department at Brookhaven National Laboratory and the use of
instrumentation at BNL’s two major user facilities, the Center for Functional
Nanomaterials and the National Synchrotron Light Source. The project uses synchrotron
spectroscopies at the NSLS and variable-temperature STM imaging to investigate
surface-bound reaction products, and appropriate E&M and chemical computational
tools.
Recent Progress:
Surface Dynamics on Metal-Oxide Surface.
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m/e = 15 signal (a.u.)

Normalized Peak Intensity (a. u.)

We have investigated the ultraviolet photochemistry of the methyl halide, CH3I, on a
small-bandgap metal-oxide surface using time-of-flight quadrupole mass spectrometry
(TOF-QMS), temperature programmed desorption (TPD) and Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES). Since the UV photochemistry of this same species has been
previously studied on other classes of substrate crystals, our experiments provide
comparative data on an additional class of
substrate materials. Our results show that
DEA
(cos
θ
)
1.6 eV
CH3I has adsorbed phases, which are
(cosθ)
0.3 eV
similar to those on other metal oxides, e.g.
TiO2, and thus displays similar thermal
DD
(cosθ)
desorption spectra. In addition, its UV
0
(cosθ)
photochemical bond-cleavage mechanisms
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resemble those on a medium bandgap
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semiconductor and certain single-crystal
θ
50
60
metal surfaces; thus measurement of the
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flight times from time-of-flight quadrupole
Total Time of Flight ( µs)
mass spectroscopy shows that UV bond
Fig. 3: Measurements of angular dependence of
cleavage is a result of dissociative electron
the TOF spectrum for a CH3I coverage of. 1.33
attachment at low coverage and direct
ML. The inset shows the measured peak intensity
n
photodissociation at a coverage>>1 ML.
versus angle and a (cosθ) fitting of the data.
In particular, in the presence of lowDifferent mechanisms dominate at high and low
coverage; at 1.33ML both direct
fluence-pulse irradiation at 248 nm, angleresolved TOF-QMS measurements show
that 1.6 eV and 0.3 eV CH3 fragments are ejected from the adsorbate surface; these
fragments originate from direct photodissociation and dissociative photoinduced electron
transfer, respectively. These energetic photoejected fragments have characteristic angular
distributions peaked at ~0° with respect to the surface normal showing that the adsorbate
molecule is oriented with its carbon-halide bond along the surface normal. This adsorbate
orientation, along with the impulsive nature of either of the two possible reaction
mechanisms, is consistent with the low level of secondary-methyl-reaction products seen
in the thermal desorption data and the strong signal from our ejected CH3 fragments.
Formation and Characterization of Metal Oxide Nanoobjects
A major goal of the current program is to
carry out surface dynamics on free-standing
metal-oxide nanocrystals. The most common
method of preparation of these objects is via
colloidal growth. Indeed we have recently worked
with the O’Brien Group at Columbia to
characterize the growth of these colloidal particles
200nm
(ZnO nanorods) using X-ray powder diffraction.
FE-SEM Mag: 80K
One of the most difficult problems in
Fig. 2: Field-emission SEM of vaporinvestigating the UHV surface reactions on these
grown ZnO nanowires. Growth at
colloidal-grown nanoobjects is the preparation of
Columbia University; micrograph taken
by John Warren at the BNL CFN.
a pristine surface. For example, free-standing
quantum dots are typically prepared with
terminating ligands, such as TOPO for CdSe dots; removal of these ligands is extremely
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difficult under UHV conditions. One direction is to alleviate this quandary is to examine
nanoobjects, which are grown in situ. For example we have recently investigated vaporphase-grown single-crystal nanowires of metal oxides such as the ZnO wires grown and
characterized recently in our group, which are shown in Fig. 2. We have recently
characterized the bulk properties of these wires using optical, synchrotron, TEM, and
electron probes.
A second approach, which we have chosen to investigate, is TiO2 nanoparticles,
which are prepared by reactive-layer-assisted deposition (RLAD), in which Ti atoms are
initially deposited on a multilayer of H2O (or NO2) grown on a Au(111) substrate at
temperature <100 K. Our initial work has been to characterize the chemical, structural
and electronic properties of these oxide nanoparticles using XPS, STM and STS. To do
this we have worked collaboratively with
Ti atoms
Jan Hrbek at Brookhaven National
TiO nanoparticles
Reactive layer
TiOx
Laboratory, whose group along with that
Support
Support
Low -Temp
Heating
of Mike White, also at BNL, who has
0.3 ML TiO 2/Au formed
pioneered this method. In particular, we
with H 2O layer
have shown that ~1nm diameter TiO2
particles, formed with an H2O reactive
layer, can be obtained after raising the
700 K
substrate temperature to 300K; see Fig. 3.
200nm x 200nm
x 200nm
700200nm
K
When a NO2 reactive layer was used, TiO2
Fig. 3: TiO2 nanoparticles formed by RLAD on a
nanoparticles (~1nm at 300K) were grown
single crystal Au substrate: top, schematic of
with NO3 radicals decorating their surfaces
process; bottom, SEM of particles on the same
at temperatures bellow 500K. Further
substrate (Data taken by Dr. Z. Song)
annealing induces the desorption of Ncontaining species and leaves behind flat TiO2 rutile and anatase particles (~5nm after
being annealed to 700K) with various facets. STS studies showed different electronic
structure for different TiO2 particle sizes. This UHV compatible method for preparing
well-defined TiO2 nanoparticles can be used in molecular-level studies of reaction
mechanisms of photocatalytic processes on TiO2 nanoparticle surfaces.
Initial Chemical and Photochemical Studies on Well Characterized Nanoparticles
We have begun to look at the UHV photochemistry of these particles as well. We have
begun to examine the chemical
From TiO (110)
From TiO nanoparticles (chip-like)
properties of uncapped TiO2
nanoparticles prepared using
M28-fM32
RLAD approach described above.
M44
The particles appear to exhibit
M36
No dissociation
thermal catalytic activities, which
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Fig. 4: Thermal desorption spectroscopy from single
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TiO2 (110) single crystal. We have also found that CH3OH can dissociate on TiO2
nanparticles and form CH2O; previously an absence of dissociation of CH3OH was
reported for single-crystal TiO2 surfaces; see Fig. 4. More recently we have begun an
investigation of the UV photochemistry of these particles as well.
Future Plans:
Our current plans are to begin studies of non-angle resolved TOF measurements using
our current nanoparticle TiO2 preparation methods. Our goal is to compare TOF velocity
signatures on a well defined single-crystal sample with those obtained on nanoparticle
surfaces. One area of interest will be to understand how bond cleavage mechanisms
change with nanoparticle size. A second direction will be to examine the chemistry for
forming nanocrystals using RLAD so as to understand the conditions for obtaining
monodisperse and/or monophase nanocrystals.
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Catalysis at Metal Surfaces Studied by Non-Equilibrium and STM Methods
Ian Harrison
Department of Chemistry, University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4319
harrison@virginia.edu
This research program employs non-equilibrium techniques to investigate the nature of
the transition states for activated dissociative chemisorption of small molecules on catalytic
metal surfaces. Two separate approaches/ideas are under investigation. In the first, we posit that
dissociative chemisorption reactions on metal surfaces are primarily surface mediated electron
transfer reactions for many hard-to-activate small molecules. Accordingly, the lowest lying
affinity levels of these adsorbates, which are accessible by surface photochemistry and scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM), will play a key electronic structure role in determining barrier
heights for dissociative chemisorption. Electron transfer excitation into these adsorbate affinity
levels followed by image potential acceleration towards the surface and rapid quenching may
leave the adsorbate in the “transition state region” of the ground state potential relevant to
thermal catalysis from where desorption and/or dissociation may ultimately occur. Using a low
temperature scanning tunneling microscope (STM) we have been investigating the chemistry and
photochemistry of CH3Br, CO2, and CH4 on Pt(111). In our second approach towards probing
surface transition states, we dose hot gas-phase molecules on to a cold surface and measure
dissociative sticking coefficients macroscopically via Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) or
microscopically (under development) by imaging chemisorbed fragments via low Ts STM. A
local hot spot, microcanonical unimolecular rate theory (MURT) model of gas-surface
reactivity1,2,3 is used to extract transition state characteristics for dissociative chemisorption. An
important long-range goal of our research is to microscopically characterize the different
transition states for dissociative chemisorption occurring at metal terrace sites as compared to
step sites – a goal of long-standing interest to the catalysis and electronic structure theory
communities.4
Recent progress has come through improvements in tip preparation for our home-built
STM and the ability to irradiate our surfaces using a 193 nm excimer laser. Our initial focus has
been to microscopically characterize several photoactive small molecule systems on Pt(111)
using STM with picoamp currents and low bias voltages to avoid inducing electron transfer
chemistry. Methyl bromide was found to form a well-ordered (6 x 3) monolayer if multilayers
were annealed to 104 K. RAIRS spectra show that molecules in the (6 x 3) monolayer stand
vertically along the surface normal, while at lower coverages the molecules may tilt or lie down.
The four molecules of the (6 x 3) unit cell were assigned to top and 3-fold hollow sites, in equal
measure, leading to a saturation coverage of 0.22 ML. Several other ordered structures could be
observed at submonolayer coverages dependent on the kinetic history of the sample. Dissociative
electron attachment (DEA) to CH3Br could be accomplished using electrons from the STM tip or
photogenerated electrons from the substrate. Surprisingly, the angular distribution of the CH3
photofragments from 193 nm photoinduced DEA of the ordered (6 x 3) CH3Br/Pt(111) system
was not sharply peaked around the surface normal but rather was quite broad (c.f., ESDIAD).
We believe the broad angular distribution is due to electrostatic torquing during dissociation of
the transient CH3Br¯ anions formed within the monolayer of oriented dipolar CH3Br molecules.
We’ve discovered that CO2 undergoes 193 nm photoinduced DEA on Pt(111) and we are able to
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image this molecule by STM as shown in Figure 1. CO2 forms several ordered structures
including (3 x 2) and (3 x 3). RAIRS indicates that most CO2 molecules lie in the surface plane
but a small fraction may stand up. We believe that vertically oriented molecules image lower
than horizontally oriented molecules (0.25 Å vs. 0.50 Å high). Consequently, the relatively
isolated white dots in the hex lattice in the upper left of Fig. 1(a) are assigned as vertical
molecules that image as relatively dark dots when surrounded by horizontal molecules in the (3 x
3) structure shown slightly further to the upper left in Fig. 1(a), and again in Fig. 1(b). More
difficult to image, but still tractable, is CH4 on Pt(111) which desorbs from the surface at just 66
K. The CH4 monolayer appears to form an ordered (√3 x √3) structure. Irradiating physisorbed
CH4 at 193 nm yields chemisorbed CH3 radicals which are relatively easy to image. Several
manuscripts are being written up and our immediate future work will concentrate on looking for
spatial variations in photoinduced DEA of adsorbates to answer the question, “Are steps sites
more photochemically active than terrace sites?”.

Fig. 1 STM images of CO2 on Pt(111) at Ts = 30 K (a) Intermediate coverage following some annealing shows
singleton molecules and several ordered structures [300 Å x 300 Å]. (b) CO2 in a (3 x 3) lattice [200 Å x 200 Å].5

A 3-parameter formulation of the simple MURT model for activated dissociative
chemisorption illustrated schematically in Fig. 2(a) has proven capable of quantitatively
analyzing/predicting dissociative sticking coefficients for methane on Pt(111),1,3 Ni(100),2
Ir(111),6 and SiH4 on Si(100)7 for varied thermal equilibrium and non-equilibrium experiments
spanning some 8 orders of magnitude in sticking and ten orders in pressure, even at rovibrational
eigenstate resolved levels of detail.8 Fig. 2(b) demonstrates that it is possible to extract transition
state characteristics based on variable (Tg, Ts) sticking coefficient measurements using a heated
effusive gas doser, AES of products, and 3-parameter PC-MURT analysis. Electronic structure
theory9 and CH4 supersonic molecular beam experiments on Pt(553)10 suggest that Pt(111) step
sites have a threshold energy for CH4 dissociation, E0, some 30 kJ/mol lower than on Pt(111)
terraces. We plan to use a heated effusive beam of CH4 incident on a Pt(111) surface held at Ts ~
80 K and image the CH3 dissociation products left behind by STM. By locally measuring S(Tg,
Ts ~ 80 K) as a function of Tg in combination with PC-MURT analysis we hope to directly
characterize the transition states at steps and terraces. Fig. 3 provides PC-MURT simulations of
some possible experimental outcomes assuming ∆E0 = 30 kJ/mol between terraces and steps.
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Fig. 2 (a) Schematic depiction of the MURT model for activated dissociative chemisorption. (b) PC-MURT
predictions (lines) for dissociative sticking of CH4 on Pt(111) for several gas temperatures of an effusive CH4 beam
are compared to experiment11 (points). The PC-MURT parameters are {E0 = 49 kJ/mol, νD = 335 cm-1, s = 2}.
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Fig. 3 (a) PC-MURT predictions of S(Tg, Ts) for dissociative chemisorption of CH4 on Pt(111) terraces and steps for
several gas temperatures of a normally incident effusive CH4 beam. The simulations assume that only the reaction
threshold energy, E0, differs at the steps. Surface temperatures above ~80 K should keep the surface free of
physisorbed CH4 during effusive beam dosing (i.e., τd (Ts = 80 K) < 10-3 s) and STM imaging of CH3 dissociation
fragments near steps or terraces could fix local S(Tg, Ts) values. (b) Ratio of S(Tg, Ts) values for steps versus
terraces based on two reasonable PC-MURT parameter sets (i.e., terrace E0 = 52± kJ/mol; steps 30 kJ/mol less).
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Project Scope
This project explores the breadth of catalytic chemistry that can be effected on a
Au/Ni(111) surface alloy. A Au/Ni(111) surface alloy is a Ni(111) surface on which 1030% of the Ni atoms are replaced at random positions by Au atoms. That is, the vapor
deposition of a small amount of Au onto Ni single crystals does not result in an epitaxial
Au overlayer or the condensation of the Au into droplets. Instead, it results in a strongly
bound surface alloy. Gold atoms at coverages less than 0.3 ML replace Ni atoms on a
Ni(111) surface, even though Au is immiscible in bulk Ni. The two dimensional
structure of the clean Ni surface is preserved. This alloy is found to stabilize an adsorbed
peroxo-like O2 species that is shown to be the critical reactant in the low temperature
catalytic oxidation of CO and that is suspected to be the critical reactant in other
oxidation reactions. These investigations may reveal a new, practically important
catalyst for catalytic converters and for the production of some widely used chemicals.
Recent Progress
We have embarked on an ultrahigh vacuum, laboratory study of the interactions
and chemistry between CO and O2 on this Au/Ni(111) alloy. We discovered that the
Au/Ni(111) surface alloy, with Au coverages up to 0.3 ML, efficiently catalyzes the
oxidation of CO at 70 K.
The experiment is carried out by adsorbing the saturation coverage of molecular
O2 on the 0.24 ML Au/Ni surface alloy. The vibrational spectrum of the oxygen layer is
measured by high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy. The dominant feature, at
865 cm-1, is assigned to the vibration of the O=O bond of molecular oxygen adsorbed on
the alloy with its bond axis largely parallel to the surface. Molecular oxygen so adsorbed
is characterized as a peroxo (O2-2) or superoxo (O2-1) species. Similar vibrational
frequencies have been observed for molecular oxygen adsorbed on other metals.
Shoulders at about 950 cm-1 and 790 cm-1 on the main 865 cm-1 feature indicate the
presence of both peroxo or superoxo species at multiple sites.
The feature at 865 cm-1 and its shoulders attributed to molecularly adsorbed O2
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disappear after heating this layer to 280 K while two features at 580 and 435 cm-1 grow
in. In fact, the feature at 865 cm-1 has already disappeared at 150 K. Given the absence
of O2 desorption, this behavior is interpreted as dissociation of molecularly adsorbed O2
into atomically adsorbed O atoms. Two modes for atomically adsorbed O atoms are
observed. A feature at 580 cm-1 is the same frequency as observed for O atoms bound to
Ni(111) while a lower frequency feature, at 435 cm-1, is attributed to O atoms bound to
Ni atoms that are adjacent to the Au atoms. Note that there is no evidence for a
vibrational mode around 580 cm-1 in the spectrum measured at 77 K, which demonstrates
the absence of atomically bound oxygen. Therefore, the adsorption of O2 on the
Au/Ni(111) surface alloy at 77 K appears to be solely molecular. In contrast, O2
dissociatively adsorbs on Ni(111) at a temperature as low as 8 K, while it adsorbs neither
molecularly nor dissociatively on Au(111) at or above 100 K.
A beam of thermal energy CO is then directed at the O2 covered Au/Ni(111)
surface alloy held at 70 K. Upon introduction of the beam, CO2 is produced in the gas
phase, as measured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer. A control experiment is carried
out whereby the CO beam impinges on the back of the crystal mount. In this
configuration, no CO2 is produced. This result provides clear evidence that CO reacts
with molecularly adsorbed O2 on this alloy at 70 K.
After exposure of the O2-covered surface alloy at 70 K to CO, a vibrational
spectrum is measured. Two C=O stretch vibrational modes are observed at 2170 and
2110 cm-1, along with the Au/Ni-CO stretch mode at 435 cm-1. The O=O mode at 865
cm-1 is much reduced in intensity, while the shoulder at 790 cm-1 has maintained its
intensity. The decrease in intensity of the 865 cm-1 feature is interpreted to mean that
some of the molecularly adsorbed O2 has reacted with CO to form gas phase CO2. The
product remaining from this reaction is an O atom adsorbed to Au, as evidenced by the
appearance of a new feature at 660 cm-1. The molecularly adsorbed O2 that gives rise to
the feature at 790 cm-1 does not react with CO.
This alloy surface covered with CO and some molecularly adsorbed O2 is heated
at 2 K/s while the partial pressures at masses 44 and 28 are monitored. Rapid production
and desorption of CO2 is clearly observed between 105-120 K, along with desorption of
CO. The production of CO2 in this temperature range occurs at the same temperature at
which O2 dissociates. This observation suggests that the formation of CO2 occurs
between a CO and a "hot" O atom. A "hot" atom is defined as an atom, produced by
bond dissociation, that has not yet equilibrated with the surface. From 120 K to about
250 K, there is slow production of CO2, by reaction of the adsorbed O atoms represented
by the vibrational mode at 660 cm-1 and by the adsorbed O atoms that did not react
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immediately as a hot O atom upon O2 dissociation between 105-120 K. No O2 is
observed to desorb.
After raising the temperature to 300 K, a vibrational spectrum is measured. The
spectrum indicates the presence largely of CO. Some adsorbed O atoms may also be
present, as evidenced by the presence of intensity between 500-580 cm-1. Heating the
surface to 900 K results in no additional desorption of CO2 or any other products.
These results demonstrate that a Au/Ni(111) surface catalyzes the oxidation of
CO at low temperature. Clearly, the substitution of a small number of Ni atoms on the
Ni(111) surface by Au atoms has dramatically changed the chemistry of Ni. The
oxidation of CO on Ni has never been observed under UHV laboratory conditions,
presumably because both the oxygen atom and the CO are too strongly bound, and hence
the barrier to their reaction is too large. The introduction of gold into the Ni lattice serves
to weaken the bonds between oxygen and CO so as to allow the reaction to proceed.
These results also imply that nanosize Au clusters are not a necessary requirement for
low temperature CO oxidation in general. Rather, the interaction of the Au atoms around
the perimeter of the Au nanocluster with the transition metal of the oxide support likely
provides the active sites that stabilize the adsorption of molecular O2 that is necessary for
the oxidation of CO.
Future Plans
A major thrust of this project is to explore the range of reactivity of the O2 species
molecularly adsorbed on the Au/Ni(111) surface alloy. The hypothesis is that our newly
observed molecular O2 adsorbate is the crucial reactant in two oxidation reactions to be
studied: the direct synthesis of H2O2 from H2 and O2 and the epoxidation of propylene to
form propylene oxide. In addition, it is planned to investigate whether the Au/Ni surface
alloy is also active for the reduction of NO by CO. It is possible that a molecularly
adsorbed NO species with a bond order approaching one is the active species in the NO
reduction reaction at low temperature on the Au/Ni(111) surface alloy.
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Growth, Characterization, and Reactivity of Model Transition Metal Oxide Catalysts
Eric I. Altman
Department of Chemical Engineering
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520
Oxides of the early transition metals are used as catalysts for the reduction of NO emitted
from power plants and for a wide range of partial oxidation reactions. Detailed surface science
studies of these materials and reactions have been restricted by the limited availability of the
macroscopic single crystal samples required for these types of studies. To overcome this
obstacle, we have been using epitaxial growth techniques to create high quality films that can
then be characterized using surface science techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), electron diffraction (RHEED and LEED), photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS and XPS),
and temperature programmed desorption (TPD). Through the use of molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) we can also manipulate the locations of the transition metal cations in multi-component
systems, allowing support and ligand effects to be characterized. The work has been focusing on
W, V, and Ti oxides, all of which are extensively used in industry. Our work on WO3 (100) thin
films has revealed that transition metal oxides can respond to reduction in several different ways
depending on the degree of reduction and the reduction temperature, creating a myriad of
possible reaction sites on the surface. Initial reduction simply removes terminal oxygen atoms
from the surface. At higher temperatures, continued reduction causes W5+ migration into the
bulk creating pits that eventually organize into regular arrays of rows and troughs. Meanwhile,
at lower temperatures, STM images show terminal oxygen structures persisting on the surface
and the emergence of half-height steps that can be explained by a shearing of the surface plane.
For the row and trough structures, STM showed that 1-propanol adsorbs solely on the tops of the
rows. TPD showed that molecules adsorbed at these sites undergo dehydration to form propene,
the same as on a fully oxidized surface, but that the propene forms at much lower temperatures
on the reduced surface, suggesting that adsorption site structure does not affect the favored
reaction pathway but does strongly affect kinetics. To investigate how oxide–oxide interactions
influence reactivity, we have been studying the interaction of vanadia layers with WO3 and TiO2;
vanadia was chosen for these studies because catalytic studies have shown that highly dispersed
vanadia on reducible oxide supports is highly active and selective for a number of reactions
where bulk V2O5 shows little reactivity. Epitaxial V2O5 monolayers could be grown on the
(001) and (101) surfaces of the anatase TiO2 polymorph, and WO3 (100). Attempts to maintain
the V2O5 stoichiometry beyond a monolayer, however, produced poorly ordered three
dimensional clusters. On the other hand, it was found that epitaxial VO2 could be grown ad
infinitum on anatase (001). At high growth temperatures a c(2x2) structure was observed on the
surface of these epitaxial VO2 films that was attributed to oxygen adsorbed on top of every other
surface V atom, oxidizing the surface V to 5+. For a monolayer, this oxidizes all of the V to 5+
demonstrating how the monolayer can be unique in maintaining both epitaxy and the V2O5
stoichiometry throughout. The bulk-terminated anatase (001) and WO3 (100) surfaces are
isostructural with the perovskite (001) surface formed by numerous materials such as SrTiO3,
SrFeO3, and CaVO3. Since vanadia has shown a tendency to form epitaxial monolayers on these
materials, we are beginning to study how the electronic properties of the underlying transition
metal cations affect the reactivity of the vanadia with the structure held constant.
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1. Project Scope
Thermal and photo-induced reactions on extended and nanostructured surfaces are being investigated
with the aim of understanding the dynamics, energetics, and morphology-dependence of elementary
surface reactions that play key roles in energy-related catalysis. Experimentally, laser pump-probe
methods are being used to investigate the dynamics of interfacial charge and energy transfer that leads to
adsorbate reaction and/or desorption on metal and metal oxide surfaces. Ultrafast laser capabilities are
also being developed to initiate and probe electronic and nuclear motion with femtosecond resolution. Of
particular interest are time-resolved studies on supported metal nanoparticles that will investigate the size
dependence of desorption, reaction, electronic relaxation and adsorbate vibrational relaxation. Sizedependent correlations are also the focus of gas-phase studies of small transition metal and metal
compound clusters (carbides, oxides, sulfides) which are being investigated in an effort to characterize
their structure, composition and reactivity as a prelude to size-selected deposition onto solid supports.
2. Recent Progress
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Femtosecond-Pulse Photoinduced Desorption: Major
construction of the new UHV chamber, ultrafast laser system,
and optical train designed for the time-resolved study of
chemical reaction dynamics is complete. Preliminary
experiments involving the desorption of molecular oxygen
from Pd(111) under irradiation at 780 nm with a pulse width
of ~ 120 fs have been performed. Single pulse photoinduced
desorption measurements are consistent with what is known
about this well-characterized adsorbate/substrate system [1,2].
At an estimated absorbed fluence of 2.3 mJ/cm2, desorption is
extremely efficient. As shown in the figure, a considerable
fraction of a monolayer is desorbed by a single laser pulse.
We estimate that approximately 0.25 ML is desorbed by the
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Photoinduced desorption of O2 from Pd(111).

Photo-induced desorption and reaction of O2 on TiO2 surfaces: We have started a new effort to
investigate photoinduced reactions on TiO2 surfaces with the goal of understanding the excitation and
energy transfer processes that lead to surface reaction. Closely connected with any photoinduced surface
chemistry on TiO2 is the interaction of O2 with surface defects or vacancy sites at which an O2- anion is
missing. Adsorbed molecular oxygen is linked to the photooxidation activity of TiO2 surfaces, however,
fundamental questions remain as to the nature of the O2 adsorption sites and the energy transfer processes
that lead to desorption and reaction. Work this year focused on developing a flexible sample mount and
the ability to prepare a well-characterized p(1x1)-TiO2(110) surface with a reproducible concentration of
surface oxygen vacancies (typically ∼10%) by thermal desorption (TPD) of H2O and CO2 which exhibit
distinct desorption features for binding at terrace and vacancy sites [3,4]. For low temperature (∼105 K)
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adsorption on a reduced surface, the O2 TPD curve exhibits a sharp peak centered at ∼400 K that is
attributed to chemisorbed O2 at four coordinate Ti4+ sites adjacent to oxygen anion vacancies [3]. The
latter sites are thought to be the most photoactive towards desorption and oxidation reactions. Laser
pump–probe experiments are planned that will attempt to measure the final state distributions of desorbed
O2 [5] that are sensitive to both the O2-surface potential and mechanism for desorption.
Structure and reactivity of transition metal compound clusters: We have recently constructed a new
ion-beam apparatus for the preparation of metal containing clusters, which can be mass-selected for sizedependent reactivity studies in the gas-phase and, ultimately, deposited on surfaces. Experiments are
focused on the gas-phase structure and reactions of several of the early transition metal compounds
(carbides, sulfides), which are known in their bulk form to be active catalysts for a wide range of
heterogeneous reactions [6]. The clusters are generated by reactive sputtering in a high pressure
magnetron source, mass-selected using a quadrupole filter and then guided through a hexapole scattering
cell where gas-phase association and reaction with small molecules is investigated. Coupled with density
functional theory (DFT), these experiments provide information on the structure and metal-center
reactivity for clusters that are representative of nanostructured forms of carbide and sulfide catalytic
materials. This effort complements surface science studies in our laboratory in which larger metal carbide
nanoparticles can be generated by reactive metal deposition on a Au(111) substrate [P4,P6].
Initial studies focused on the gas-phase structure and reactivity of several early transition metal sulfide
clusters, MxSy+ (M = Mo, W, Nb, Ta). These materials are layered compounds (MS2) in the bulk, and like
graphite, can form fullerene and tube-like structures. The gas-phase cluster distributions for MoxSy+ and
WxSy+ are quite similar with a number of prominent mass peaks (x/y = 2/6, 3/7, 4/6, 5/7, 6,/8, 7/10, 8/12).
The M4S6+ cluster is the most prominent peak under a wide range of source conditions, suggesting very
high stability [P5]. Gas-phase collisions with CO and NH3 lead only to the formation of cluster adducts
with up a maximum of four adsorbed molecules, e.g., (CO)n (n = 1-4). DFT calculations indicate that the
most stable M4S6+ structure is a compact cluster with the four metal atoms arranged in an internal
tetrahedron surrounded by bridging S-atoms (near Td symmetry) [P5]. Calculations of the relative adduct
stability (CO and NH3) are found to be in good agreement with the observed mass spectra and provide
additional support for the proposed structure. Similar experiments have been performed for the other
prominent metal sulfide clusters and DFT calculations are currently underway to obtain their lowest
energy structures. In general, we find that adding the constraint of reproducing the experimentally
observed relative adduct stability with CO or NH3 is crucial for evaluating the likelihood of energetically
similar structures.
3. Future Plans
Photo-induced desorption and reaction of O2 on TiO2 surfaces: With the ability to prepare wellcharacterized TiO2(110) surfaces, laser pump-probe experiments will be initiated that probe the
photoinduced dynamics of desorption and surface reaction of adsorbed O2. The accepted mechanism for
O2 photodesorption involves electron-hole pair formation in the TiO2 substrate and capture of the hole by
adsorbed oxygen. Recent theoretical calculations suggest, however, that a direct, vertical transition
between the ground state to a repulsive excited state of the O2/TiO2 surface bound complex may be a
better description [7]. The desorption mechanism will be probed by experiments that measure the
polarization dependence of the yield and final state properties of desorbed O2 following UV laser
photoexcitation above the band gap of TiO2 (∼3.1 eV). Detection of the desorbed O2 will be accomplished
by (2+1) REMPI [5] or one-photon photoionization using coherent VUV radiation. Measurements of the
kinetic energy distributions, photoexcitation wavelength dependence and polarization dependence of the
O2 photodesorption yield should provide important clues as to the nature of the photodesorption
mechanism and perhaps distinguish desorption channels associated with chemically distinct surface
bound O2 species, i.e., α-O2 or β-O2, observed in previous studies [8]. In addition, the insight into surface
preparation, thermal and photochemistry garnered from these studies will provide an important
foundation for the ultra-fast studies on nanoparticles supported on TiO2 discussed below.
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Time-Resolved Photoinduced Chemical Dynamics at Nanoparticle Surfaces: Our goal in these
experiments is to bring together the ultra-fast and the ultra-small to understand the chemical dynamics
behind the chemistry of nanostructured materials. Towards this end we aim to apply time-resolved
techniques developed to probe dynamics on 2-D planar surfaces [9-12] to the study of the chemistry of
molecules adsorbed on supported nanoparticles. There are several aspects of nanoscale systems that we
expect to lead to significant changes in their photochemical reactivity and dynamics. For example, spatial
confinement of ballistic electrons, size-dependent electronic structure [13] and the sensitivity of electronphonon coupling to surface thermal vibrations [14] could significantly extend hot electron lifetimes in
nanoparticles. Also, changes in geometric and electronic structure may lead to changes in molecule–
surface coupling. Our plan is to explore the size-dependence of the photoinduced chemical dynamics as
the nanoparticle size is varied through the regime spanning the non-metal to metal transition.
Initial studies will involve a two-pulse correlation method wherein the excitation pulse (800 nm, ~ 100 fs,
~ 1 mJ/cm2) is split into two pulses and directed to impinge upon the surface separated in time by a
variable delay. The photoinduced desorption yield is measured by a mass spectrometer. Because the
relaxation times of the electronic temperature and the lattice temperature differ by an order of magnitude,
the time delay dependence of the yield depends upon the desorption mechanism. For example, when
electronic coupling dominates, the desorption yield correlation width approximates the relaxation time of
the electronic temperature, showing a sub-picosecond to picosecond response. For a phonon-mediated
process, desorption remains efficient for much longer delay times and shows a much longer (~ 20 ps)
correlation width [11].
Given the correlation between reactivity and electronic structure proposed to explain the size-dependent
reactivity of metal nanoparticles supported on TiO2 [13], our initial experiments will focus on probing the
photoinduced desorption dynamics of O2 and CO from Pdn/TiO2 or Aun/TiO2. CO and O2 adsorption and
activation are necessary for catalytic oxidation to occur in these systems. By pumping the electrons of the
CO– or O2–(or O–)nanoparticle complex and monitoring the desorption event in real time, we will probe
the coupling between the adsorbates and the nanoparticle electrons and phonons in these catalytically
relevant systems.
Structure and reactivity of transition metal compound clusters: The main goal of this effort is to
study the correlation of reactivity of metal and metal compound clusters with particle size (structure),
chemical composition and chemical environment. The latter provide a means of modifying the catalytic
properties of a bulk metal in terms of its overall activity and more importantly, its selectivity. For
example, the early transition metals (e.g., Ti, Mo, W,) are very active but unselective catalysts and
alloying with carbon results in carbided surfaces that behave like the Group 10 noble metals (Pt, Pd) for
hydrogen transfer reactions [6]. Recent studies in our laboratory have shown that depositing MoCx as
nanoparticles on a Au(111) substrate results in further modification of the reactivity [P4,P6]. In the future,
the new ion-beam cluster apparatus will be used to deposit size-selected clusters of transition metal
compounds onto a solid substrate. This approach provides far more control of size and chemical
composition of the individual particles, as well as the type of substrate. The latter is often dictated by the
ability of the surface to facilitate particle nucleation. Having the ability to characterize the structure and
reactivity of nanoclusters in the gas-phase and by theory will be key to understanding their behavior when
deposited on surfaces. Initial studies will focus on the deposition of the Ti8C12 Metcar and the M4S6
(M=Mo, W) cluster as model carbides and sulfides. Possible substrates include metals [Au(111)],
graphite, or metal oxides [MgO(100) and TiO2(110)] which will allow investigations of particle-surface
interactions. Deposited particles will be characterized under UHV conditions using XPS, Auger
spectroscopy and inelastic ion scattering. Temperature programmed reaction (TPR) of molecules such as
CO, H2O and SO2 will be used to investigate reactivity and probe the active metal sites. Parallel
theoretical studies will be performed through collaborations with Jim Muckerman, Jose Rodriguez and
Ping Liu (Chemistry Department, BNL) who have extensive experience with modeling the interactions of
molecules with metal containing clusters and extended surfaces. In addition, the apparatus has been
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designed to fit on the X-24 beam line at the NSLS, which can be used to perform Mo L-edge x-ray
absorption, fluorescence or total electron yield measurements (XAS, EXAFS). The latter can be used to
probe the local electronic (oxidation state, coordination number) and atomic structure of Mo atoms within
the supported carbide or sulfide nanoclusters.
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Structure, Stability and Reaction Dynamics for CO oxidation Catalysis by Au supported on
Functionalized Oxide Supports
Steven H. Overbury, Sheng Dai
WenfuYan, Bong-Kyu Chang

Chemical Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6201
overburysh@ornl.gov
It has been widely reported that the activity of Au catalysts depends strongly upon the
size of the Au nanoparticles. It is also increasingly appreciated that the activity and stability of
Au catalysts is determined by preparation conditions and upon the type of support in ways which
have not yet been clearly explained. For example, the support may be expected to alter or
control the nucleation of nascent Au particles, the growth and diffusion of reduced Au particles,
storage and transfer of reactants species, stability of reaction intermediates such as hydroxyl or
carbonates, morphology of the Au particles and reactivity of interface states at the perimeter of
Au particles. To learn more about support effects, we have experimented with many types of
supports prepared by sol-gel techniques and impregnated with Au. The goal is to systematically
tailor the Au-support interaction by rational modification of the support surface. In particular,
we have applied a surface sol-gel process (SSP) as a key synthesis methodology for the layer-bylayer functionalization technique to tailor the surfaces of non-porous and mesoporous materials
for catalysis applications with monolayer precision. This novel technology enables molecularscale control of surface composition and surface layer thickness over a dispersed high surface
area support. The general technique consists of two half reactions: (a) condensation of metalalkoxide precursor molecules with surface hydroxyl groups and (b) hydrolysis of the adsorbed
metal-alkoxide species to regenerate surface hydroxyls. The iteration of the above sequential
condensation and hydrolysis reactions allows the layer-by-layer coating of a selected metal oxide
on a hydroxyl-terminated surface. These surfaces provide new substrates for studies of the effect
of support surfaces upon the activity of Au catalysts. Using this approach we have prepared
libraries of modified supports by growing single or double layers of various oxides (alumina,
titania, zirconia, germania) onto non-porous or mesoporous supports such as Cabosil silica,
mesoporous SBA-15 silica, aluminum oxide, or various polymorphs of TiO2 (mesoporous,
anatase, P25). These materials have been used as supports for Au catalysts, in which the Au was
incorporated using the method of deposition precipitation. Results of these preparations before
and after various thermal and redox treatments have been analyzed by volumetric gas adsorption,
NMR, x-ray diffraction, Z-contrast STEM and XANES/EXAFS to probe the structure and
stability of the resulting Au catalysts and to assess the success of the synthesis for achieving the
desired result. Variations in the catalytic activity before and after various thermal treatments
have been probed using CO oxidation as a test reaction. Transient studies on this oxidation
reaction are being performed to determine the kinetic processes and limitations of this reaction
and how these vary depending upon the nature of the catalyst. Results of this approach, the key
conclusions and their implications will be discussed.
Research sponsored by the Division of Chemical Sciences, Geosciences, and Biosciences, Office
of Basic Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-00OR22725
with Oak Ridge National Laboratory, managed and operated by UT-Battelle, LLC.
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THERMOCHEMISTRY AND REACTIVITY OF
TRANSITION METAL CLUSTERS AND THEIR OXIDES
P. B. Armentrout
315 S. 1400 E. Rm 2020, Department of Chemistry, University of Utah,
Salt Lake City, UT 84112; armentrout@chem.utah.edu
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Bond Energy (eV)

The objectives of this project are to obtain quantitative information regarding the
thermodynamic properties of transition metal clusters, their binding energies to various ligands,
and their reactivities. Using a guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometer, we examine the
reactions of size-specific transition metal cluster ions with simple molecules and measure the
absolute cross sections as a function of kinetic energy for each reaction.
Since 2003, our DOE sponsored work has
6
Con+-O
included studies of the kinetic energy dependences of the
5
size-specific chemistry of Con+ (n = 2 - 16) cluster ions
4
bulk
reacting with D2,1 and of Nin+ (n = 2 - 18) and Con+ (n =
Con+-Co
2,3
2 - 20) reacting with O2. Further, we have extended
3
our studies to reactions with more complex molecules,
2
Con+-D
specifically, the size-specific reactions of Fen+ (n = 2 +
4
1
15) with ammonia (ND3), and Nin (n = 2 - 16) with
0
methane (CD4).5 An invited review of our recent work
0
5
10
15
20
that emphasizes the relationship to bulk phase properties
n,
cluster
size
was also published.6 The latter point is illustrated in Figure 1. BDEs of D, Co, and O to
Figure 1 for the example of cobalt clusters bound to Con+ as a function of cluster size.
hydrogen and oxygen where it is clear that bulk phase Lines labeled bulk indicate the BDEs
bond dissociation energies (BDEs) are approached for of H and O atoms to Co films.
modest-sized clusters. Comparable behavior has been
observed for V, Cr, Fe, and Ni clusters bound to D and O atoms.
Recent Progress
Reactions of Clusters with D2. We have now studied Vn+ (n = 2 - 13),7 Crn+ (n = 2 - 14),8
Fen (n = 2 - 15),9 Con+ (n = 2 - 16),1 and Nin+ (n = 2 - 16)10 cluster ions reacting with D2. For all
four metal systems, the only products observed are MnD+ and MnD2+. The failure to observe
MmD+ and MmD2+ products where m < n indicates that the MnD+ and MnD2+ products dissociate
exclusively by D and D2 loss, consistent with the thermochemistry derived in this work.
In the Co system, all clusters that form ConD2+, n = 4, 5, ≥9, do so in barrierless
exothermic processes except for n = 9. Comparison of the thermal rates of reaction for cobalt
clusters finds that they approach the collision limit for large clusters (n ≥ 11) and parallel but are
somewhat faster than the rates observed for neutral cobalt clusters.
Using methods developed over the past decade,11 we analyze the kinetic energy
dependence of the endothermic cross sections in order to determine threshold energies for these
processes, which can then be directly related to D0(Mn+-D). The BDEs obtained are shown in
+
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Figure 1. For smaller clusters, variations in the BDEs must be related to the geometric and
electronic structures of the metal cluster ions. Values for larger clusters can be compared to
values for H atom binding to bulk cobalt surfaces, between 2.60 and 2.65 eV.12 Figure 1 shows
that the largest Con+-D BDEs (n ≥ 13) equal the bulk phase value. Similar correspondences were
observed in the Cr, V, Fe, and Ni systems even though the limiting values vary with the metal,
which shows that the cluster bonds accurately track the variations in the bulk phase
thermochemistry of different metals. Such correspondences with such small cluster sizes are
somewhat surprising, but can be understood by the local nature of chemical bonding.
Energy (eV, Lab)
Reactions of Clusters with O2. Studies of the
0
50
100
150
kinetic
energy dependences of the Vn+ (n = 2 - 17),13
+
Co
+
O
10
2
10
Crn+ (n = 2 - 18),14 Fen+ (n = 2 - 18),15 Con+ (n = 2 σtot
20),3 and Nin+ (n = 2 - 18)2 cluster ions reacting with
σLGS
Co6O2+
Co8O2+
10
O2 have been completed. The reactions of metal cluster
Co7O2+
Co9O+
+
cations with O2 are complicated as a large number of
Co8O
+
+
Co
O
products are observed, e.g., the results of Figure 2 are
10
Co9O2
10
Co7O+
representative of clusters larger than Co5+. The
+
Co5O2
magnitudes of the total reaction cross sections at
10
thermal energies are comparable to the collision cross
0
2
4
6
8
10
Energy (eV, CM)
section, indicating that the reactions are efficient and
+
Figure 2. Reaction of Co10 with O2.
exothermic. Cluster dioxide ions are the dominant
Dioxide (open symbols) and
products at low energies. This work shows that metalmonoxide (closed symbols) product
oxygen bonds are stronger than metal-metal bonds for
product ions are shown.
all five metals, hence, primary products dissociate by
sequential metal atom loss to form smaller cluster
dioxide ions. Oxygen atom loss to form cluster monoxide ions, MmO+, is much less efficient.
Analysis of the kinetic energy dependence is used to provide both D0(Mn+-O) and D0(Mn+-2O).
As shown in Figure 1, the metal cluster oxygen BDEs measured in our work compare favorably
to those for bulk phase surfaces.
Reactions of Clusters with CD4. We have studied the kinetic energy dependences of
reactions of Fen+ (n = 2 - 16)16 and Nin+ (n = 2 - 16)5 with CD4. Figure 3 shows results for Ni6+,
which are typical of most clusters. All observed
Energy (eV, Lab)
0
50
100
150
reactions are endothermic. The lowest energy process
Ni6D+
Ni
+
CD
10
for iron is dehydrogenation, whereas for nickel, double
dehydrogenation is efficient enough that the NinCD2+
+
Ni6C
Ni5C+
species is not observed except for the smallest and
10
+
largest clusters. These results are qualitatively
Ni5
consistent with reactivity observed for hydrocarbons
Ni6CD+
10
on Fe and Ni surfaces, namely, carbide formation
Ni5CD+
occurs in an activated process.
Ni5D+
Thresholds for the various primary and
10
0
2
4
6
8
10
secondary reactions are analyzed and BDEs for cluster
Energy (eV, CM)
bonds to C, CD, and CD2 are determined. Importantly,
Figure 3. Reaction of Ni6+ with CD4
the accuracy of these BDEs can be assessed because
with primary (open symbols) and
there are usually two independent routes to measure
secondary (closed symbols) products.
BDEs for each cluster to D, C, CD, and CD2, e.g.,
Cross Section (10-16 cm2)
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D0(Ni6+-D) can be measured in the primary reaction of Ni6+ or the secondary reaction of Ni7+. We
find that the values obtained from the primary and secondary processes are in good agreement
with one another for D (which also agrees with the results from reactions with D2), C, and CD.
For the CD2 ligand, however, we find that the BDEs obtained from the primary reaction are
generally low compared with those from the secondary reaction, which is evidence that there are
barriers in excess of the endothermicity of the initial dehydrogenation reaction. For larger
clusters, evidence suggests that the barrier lies in the initial dissociative chemisorption step.
Figure 4 shows the final BDEs determined in
8
the nickel study.5 We find that the values vary
Nin+-C
somewhat for small clusters but rapidly reach a
6
relatively constant value with increasing cluster
Nin+-CD
size. The magnitudes of these bonds are consistent
with simple bond order considerations, namely, D
4
Nin+-CD2
(and CD3) form one covalent bond, CD2 forms two,
and CD and C form three. Given the results of
2
Nin+-D
Figure 1, it seems reasonable that our experimental
Nin+-CD3
BDEs for larger clusters should provide reasonable
0
estimates for heats of adsorption to surfaces. As
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
little experimental information is available for
n (cluster size)
molecular species binding to surfaces, the
Figure 4. BDEs of D, C, CD, CD2, and
thermochemistry derived here for clusters bound to
+
CD3 to Nin vs. cluster size.
C, CD, and CD2 provides some of the first
experimental thermodynamic information on such
molecular species.
Energy (eV, Lab)

Reactions of Iron Clusters with N2. This
study is designed to provide insight into the rate10
limiting step in the Haber process, which uses a
Fe N
Fe N
Fe + N
promoted iron catalyst to manufacture ammonia
Fe N
Fe N
from N2 and H2 at high pressures and temperatures.
CID
Fe N
10
Despite the very strong N2 bond energy of 9.76 eV,
Fe N
activation of this molecule on iron cluster cations,
Fe N
10
Fen+ (n = 1 - 19), is observed, as illustrated in
Figure 5. Both FemN2+ and FemN+ product ions,
where m ≤ n, are observed and the former can be
10
identified as a dinitride species. An energetic
0
3
6
9
12
15
Energy (eV, CM)
barrier for N2 activation of about 0.48 eV is
+
obtained
for the largest clusters. Fen+-N and
Figure 5. Reaction of Fe10 with N2
+
showing cross sections for dinitride (open Fen -2N bond energies as a function of cluster size
are derived from threshold analysis of the kineticsymbols), mononitride (closed symbols),
energy dependences of the endothermic reactions.
and the total CID products (solid line).
These experimental values are somewhat smaller
than bulk phase values, although this is potentially because the activation barriers for N2
activation have been underestimated in the surface work, as previously suggested by Benziger.17
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Future Plans
Experimental work has been completed on the reactions of Con+ with N2 and CD4. These
systems are designed to allow us to examine the periodic trends in the thermochemistry and
reaction mechanisms for activation of dinitrogen and methane. We have also initiated studies of
oxygenated iron clusters, FenOm+, which might mimic the chemistry of metal oxide surfaces. A
broad range of stoichiometries have been produced although larger clusters tend to form clusters
containing nearly equal numbers of iron and oxygen atoms. Initially, our studies are focusing on
characterizing the thermodynamic stabilities of these clusters by examining their dissociation
behavior in collisions with Xe. Some 30 different iron oxide cluster cations (with n = 1 - 10)
have been examined and the kinetic energy dependent cross sections are being analyzed to obtain
both oxygen and iron bond energies for these clusters. We intend to then examine the possibility
that specific oxidation states of the iron clusters might induce efficient oxidation of species like
methane.
Publications resulting from DOE sponsored research in 2003 – present (1 – 6) and
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Photochemistry at Interfaces
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Department of Chemistry
Columbia University
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eisenth@chem.columbia.edu
The scope of the program is the development of a molecular level description of the equilibrium and time
dependent chemical and physical properties of interfaces using as the primary methods the interface
selective second harmonic and sum frequency spectoscopies.
Recent Progress
Electron Transfer at an organic liquid/aqueous interface
We have carried out the first time resolved electron transfer experiments at a liquid/liquid interface. A
femtosecond laser pump pulse excited coumarin 314 (C314) molecules at the liquid dimethylaniline
(DMA)/aqueous interface. The interfacial excited state C314* accepts an electron from an interfacial
ground state DMA molecule.

C 314 + hν ⎯
⎯→ C 314 *
ET
C 314 * + DMA ⎯⎯→ C 314 •− + DMA•+
C 314 •− + DMA•+ ⎯BET
⎯
⎯→ C 314 + DMA
The use of liquid DMA as one of the bulk liquids eliminates the contribution of translational diffusion of
a donor-acceptor pair to the small separation required for the short range electron transfer process. The
electron transfer dynamics was followed by the increase in the second harmonic signal generated by time
delayed probe pulses as C314* decays. The electron transfer time was found to be 14±2ps.
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To confirm that this time constant was due to the electron transfer kinetics and not some other relaxation
process, e.g. solvation, rotation, vibrational energy relaxation we changed the frequency of the probe
pulse to a value which was two photon resonant with the ground to excited state transition of the product
radical ion DMA•+ with a small background due to the interfacial C314, C314*, DMA and water. The
formation time of DMA•+ corresponds to the electron transfer time. Its measured value, 16±3ps, is in
good agreement with the 14±2ps obtained from the decay of the coumarin excited molecule. This
confirms that we have correctly determined the dynamics of the interfacial electron transfer reaction.
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The recombination of the radical ions was found to be 163±4ps. Analysis of the dynamics using
theoretical models and simulations of electron transfer at liquid/liquid interface is underway.

Interface asymmetry and rotational dynamics
Because of the inherent asymmetry of an interface in-plane intermolecular forces should differ from out
of plane forces. As a consequence we anticipate that in-plane and out of plane rotational motions at a
liquid interface should provide some insight into the effect of this asymmetry on time dependent
interfacial phenomena. Such measurements provide a handle on frictional forces and their asymmetry at
liquid interfaces which is an unexplored area at this time. In earlier studies of ultrafast molecular
rotations at liquid interfaces we succeeded in establishing a method to measure the out of plane rotational
motions of an organic adsorbate at air and charged aqueous interfaces. In our current research we have
extended these studies to obtain interfacial in-plane rotation dynamics at an air/aqueous interface and in
addition determined the effect of a negatively charged interface on rotational dynamics. For the charged
interface we used a monolayer of sodium dodecylsulfate. The in-plane rotational dynamics at the air/H2O
interface was found to be 275±16ps, which is considerably slower than in bulk water, 100ps.
Furthermore the in-plane (275±16ps) was faster than the out of plane (352±9ps) rotational motions at the
air/water interface. At a full monolayer coverage of the anionic dodcylsulfate (100Å2/dodecylsulfate
interface) the in-plane rotation time constant increased to 334±13ps, which is faster than the out of plane
rotations (383±9ps) at the same interface. It was surprising that the charged interface had a relatively
small effect on both in and out of plane rotations considering the large effect of the surface charge on the
interface orientation of C314. Although the differences in the in vs. out of plane rotational dynamics
reflect the intrinsic asymmetry of the interface, the magnitude of this effect is not very large. Models are
needed to understand how large an effect is to be expected and why the rotation is faster in plane.
Stimulated by this work there are now simulations being carried out on rotations at aqueous interfaces.
Absolute orientation of molecules at interfaces
A method to determine the absolute orientation of molecules at liquid interfaces using sum frequency
generation has been shown to be feasible. Current methods typically yield the orientation of some
symmetry axis of the interfacial molecule, not its complete orientation. As a proof of method experiment
we used m-tolunitrile, a planar molecule at the air/water interface.

CH3

CN
The basic idea of the method is to measure the orientation of two of the chromophores in the molecule
with respect to the surface normal. Combining this with knowledge of the orientation of the two
chromophores in the structure of the molecule fixes the absolute orientation of the molecule. For m-
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tolunitrile the absolute orientation yields the twist angle of the phenyl plane with respect to the interface
normal. We found that the -C≡N chromophore is at 58˚ and the C3 axis of the-CH3 chromophore is at 23˚,
both with respect to the surface normal. The normal to the phenyl plane is then fixed at 68˚ with respect
to the surface normal, i.e. the molecule is 32˚ from being totally upright. The remaining question as to
whether the -C≡N projects into the water and the –CH3 into the air is answered by the simple observation
that the polar -C≡N is stabilized by hydrogen bonding with water and the –CH3 is hydrophobic. Thus the
-C≡N is expected to project into the water. In less obvious molecules the up vs. down orientation can be
deteremined by measuring the phase of the generated light as we originally demonstrated for both phenol,
substituted phenols and water at the air/water interfaces. The possible application of this method to
almost all complex molecules is anticipated.
Charging of oxide/aqueous interfaces
We demonstrated in previous work that an optical method (second harmonic generation), which is
noninvasive, can be used to determine the charge at a liquid interface, be it air/aqueous or a “buried”
liquid/solid interface. The surface charge, which is determined by protonation reactions at oxide surfaces,
directly impacts nanoparticle phase stability, ultrathin metal film growth on metal oxide, colloid
aggregation, adsorption processes and chemical reactions (catalytic). The oxide material is often used in
microparticle form to maximize the active surface area available for chemical reactions, such as excited
state electron transfer in solar energy systems. Efforts to develop chemical models capable of predicting
hydrated oxide properties in a wide range of natural and industrial systems require a fundamental
understanding of the relation of molecular level structure and the protonation of surface hydroxyl groups.
In our recent work, which seeks to connect surface properties with known surface structures we have been
studying the charging behavior, due to protonation or deprotonation of surface oxygens, of single crystal
faces of a number of metal oxides. We use SHG to determine and compare the charging of the (0001)
and (1102) crystallographic surfaces of α-Al2O3. These surfaces are commonly used as models of the
basal and edge type surfaces that are assumed to dominate Al-(hydr)oxide colloids and the aluminol
(AlOH) layers in clays. Both of these latter materials are important in environmental issues and
technology. The underlying idea of our method is based on our demonstration that when an interface is
charged the second order polarization of the bulk solvent (H2O) molecules contribute to the observed
SHG. The magnitude of the interface electrostatic potential due to the net surface charge depends on the
electrolyte concentration that shields the bulk water molecules from the charged surface. Thus the pH at
which the SHG signal is independent of the electrolyte concentration is the pH at which the net surface
charge is zero.

Our determinations of the pH at the point of zero charge are very different from current models of the
charging of α-Al2O3 surfaces. For the (0001) face the model predicts little charging between pH 2 and
10, which is contrary to our findings. Similary the current model predicts that for the (1102) face the
point of zero charge should be pH 8, contrary to our showing that it is 5.2. As a last significant point our
results show that the acid-base chemistry of Al-(hydr)oxide particles cannot be accounted for by some
combination of the acid-base chemistry of the (0001) and (1102) faces. We have collaborated with a
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simulations group to obtain the detailed charging (acid-base reactions) of the rutile, TiO2, 001 crystal
face.
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Chemical Kinetics and Dynamics at Interfaces
Solvation/Fluidity on the Nanoscale, and in the Environment
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Program Scope
Interfaces have a unique chemistry, unlike that of any bulk phase. This is true even for liquid interfaces,
where one might have (incorrectly) pre-supposed that a liquid’s lack of rigidity might strongly suppress
perturbations due to the interface. These interfacial effects include changes in fluidity and transport,
solvation of ions, and stability of excited states. The applicability of the knowledge gained extends reactions
and transport across two-phase systems (like microemulsions), electrochemical systems, and in many
situations where a fluid is present in molecular-scale amounts… such as in cell membranes, enzymes and ion
channels, or at environmental interfaces at normal humidities, such as the surfaces of atmospheric or soil
particles. We explore these systems with several unusual methods. These include re-creating liquid-liquid
interfaces using molecular beam epitaxy, and use of a molecular soft landing ion source. We also explore
fundamental properties of bulk ice, that relate to such issues as proton transport, amorphous ice properties,
and even the effect of ice in formation of planets.

Recent Progress
Probing Nano-Fluids: We use a unique approach to study interfacially perturbed materials: a soft-landing
ion source and molecular beam epitaxy together allow us to re-create liquid-liquid interfaces with high
precision. This has allowed us to probe fluidity with molecular precision near solvent interfaces, and
solvation potentials for ions at or near these interfaces. As shown in Figure 1, left, we grow thin films of
solvent, at cryogenic temperatures. While it is still too cold for any diffusion to occur, we add to the film,
very gently, a fraction of a monolayer of molecular ions (Cs+ in this case). These ions can be inserted at will
at any precise, initial location in the solvent (3-methylpentane) film. We then warm the film, and follow the
ion's motion with great precision, using an electrostatic Kelvin probe.

Figure 1. Probe ions placed at a distance x-monolayers (ML) away from an embedded water layer can either escape or get trapped when system is
warmed (left). At right shows percent of ions that are trapped vs starting voltage
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We used this approach to measure the nanometer dependence of the fluidity of 3 methyl pentane (3MP) at
the 3MP-Pt, 3MP-vacuum, and 3MP-water interfaces. We were able to show that the film is orders of
magnitude less viscous at the top of the film compared to the bulk material, and orders of magnitude more
viscous at the bottom. (Bell et Al. 2003).
We then applied this precision ion-doping methods to map the solvation potential near the oil-water
interface. Only a portion of the data is published from the first of many studies showing how we could
determine the solvation potential minimum, and its maximum slope. (Wu et Al. 1999, 2001). Our most
recent results include work where we gave ions a choice… by placing them x monolayers (ML) away from
water interface, with a water thickness of n ML (Figure 1, right). The ions can either follow the collective
ion-Pt induce potential gradient (Vf = 1 to 15 V across the 100 ML of 3MP), or fall backwards toward the
water interface. We find that for n to many monolayers, the outcome is independent of n. But the fraction
being trapped (Figure 1, right) varies strongly with Vf, and the distance away from the water interface. This
provides information on the detailed shape of the solvation potential.

Atmospheric Dust Aging (with Alex Laskin): Dust in
our atmosphere degrades our view, can make us sick, and
influences climate and chemistry of the atmosphere. The
dust’s chemical properties that determine these effects
constantly evolve, from the particle's birth until its
removal from the atmosphere, typically days later. We
explore atmospheric aging mechanisms of particles and
their implications. These often involve solid particles
with only monolayers of adsorbed water present, thus
limited solvation (see “Nano-fluids” section). Analysis in
the lab of samples of dust are done for each individual
particles using computer controlled scanning electron
microscopy with elemental analysis via emitted x-rays,
and time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry. The
"Environmental" electron microscope permits imaging
the particles at up to 100 % relative humidity, or several
Torr of reactive gases present.
Collaborating with Prof. V.H. Grassian’s group (U. of
Iowa), we studied particles reacting with nitric acid, a
pervasive trace pollution gas. Figure 1 shows changes
observed for SiO2, CaCO3, NaCl and sea salt particles.
Figure 2(a) shows a SiO2 particle before and after
exposure to nitric acid: no reaction is seen. Image (b)
shows CaCO3 dust reacting rapidly: its x-ray emission
(not shown) confirms transformation to calcium nitrate
(Krueger et al, 2003b). Images (c) and (d) show NaCl and
sea salt particles. The NaCl particles showed only small Figure 2. Single particle reaction with HNO3 and water vapor: (a)
SiO2 before/after exposure to 1 Torr HNO3 and ~25% RH for 20
amounts of NaNO3 crystallites on the particle surfaces minutes, (b) CaCO3 before/exposure to 20 µTorr HNO3 and 41%
while sea salt particles reacted nearly completely. These RH for 4 hours, (c) NaCl before/after exposure to 20 µTorr
3 and 17% RH for 5 hours and (d) sea salt before/after
transformations, accelerated by the hydroscopic nature of HNO
exposure to 20 µTorr HNO3 and 17% RH for 5 hours.
the products (especially Ca- and Mg- nitrate), may greatly
alter common dust’s lifetime and ability to seed clouds (Krueger, et al. 2003a; 2003b).
In a collaborative study with the group of Prof. B.J. Finlayson-Pitts (U. of California, Irvine) we probed the
composition of NaCl particles reacted with hydroxyl radicals (Laskin, et al. 2003b). We showed that hydroxyl
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radicals transformed sea salt dust into both hypochlorites/perchlorates and hydroxides, via reactions with
interfacial chloride ions. In the marine boundary layer, this increases particle alkalinity, increasing the uptake
and oxidation of SO2 to sulfate in sea salt particles. This may have an important impact on global warming.
Other ongoing collaborative projects include; aging of diesel exhaust particles (Prof. M.J. Molina and L.T.
Molina, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology) and biomass burning particles (with W.C. Malm and J.L. Hand,
Nat. Park Service and Colorado State U.).

Bulk Water Ice: Two projects involving bulk water ice (amorphous and crystalline) were done recently,
one on “nano-planets”, another on the pryo- and piezo-electric properties.
Probing Nano-Planets: What is a nano-planet? A nano-planet is just a fanciful way to describe the micronsized dust in a nebula around a newborn star, that may some day agglomerate to form planets. May form
planets is emphasized, as the new star's stellar wind also begins to slowly strip the nebula of this dust. A
planet must form within 1 million years, or the dust supply will be gone. The problem is, scientists have a
hard time understanding how the dust can stick together fast enough, to reach gravitationally bound
"planetesimals" (10's of meters of size). Our studies of the properties of low temperature water ices gave us
insight into that process.
Most dust grains in the
outer parts of the
nebulae will be heavily
coated
or
largely
composed of water ice.
Most of this ice forms
amorphously
via
condensation from the
vapor at from 10 to
100 K.
At these
temperatures,
the
water dipoles tend to
slightly align, creating
strong
electrostatic Figure 3. Left: Icy grains in pre-planetary nebula acquire electrostatic dipoles due to low temperature
fields within or around ice's spontaneous polarization (top). They spew charged fragments after collisions (middle), or
the ice grains (see polarize via subtle T-induced charge imbalances (bottom). Right: Time-lapse photo of a ball
Figure 3). Even in the bouncing from an amorphous ice slab, shows how inelastic this low temperature ice is.
presence of neutralizing charges, collisions and temperature changes re-expose these electric fields, which
then greatly enhances the sticking rate of the ice grains. We also measured the elastic properties of the low
temperature ice. As shown in Figure 3, it is very inelastic, which also makes it much easier for two colliding
icy grains to stick together. (Wang et al. 2004)
Pyro-and Piezo-electric Water Ice: We measured, for the first time, the pyro- and piezo-electric properties of
water ice. These describe, respectively, how temperature and strain cause water ice to polarize. These
properties are only non-zero for substances which possess no inversion symmetry, and most had supposed
for water ice I, that it should be uniquely zero. However water ice that is slightly proton-aligned lacks
inversion symmetry. So this does possess non-zero coefficients. Our soft-landed ions allow us to make
water ice that is around 10% percent proton-aligned. It has strongly non-zero piezo- and pyroelectric
coefficients. This has implications for the “nano-plane” work, and also can be very important in any study
that attempts to probe low temperature water ice (<150 K) with electrical measurements. This work is
written up, and will be submitted soon for publication.
Transport Properties in Water Ice: We measured, in 1999, to our surprise, that hydronium ions do not move
in water ice, at least between 50 and 190 K. This resulted in a Science article .(Tsekouras 1999) We also showed
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that D defects (Fig. 5) moved at 124 K, similar to the standard model, but that this also showed a remarkably strong
electric field dependence to this motion, shifting downward to 40 K by 1.1 x 108 V/m. The voltage of 1.1 x 108
V/m is only about 40 mV across a single water molecule, and is similar to that 12 Å away from a single ion, or that
across a voltage-gated proton transport channel in a cell.
Future Plans
A major ongoing effort is now finishing the
publication of several papers related to solvation
at the oil water interface, and a paper on ion
motion in bulk 3 methyl pentane. We are also
ananlyzing results from the water defect
translation work, some to be presented at this
meeting.
New experiments are in planning to re-create
buried interfaces, included neutrals and imbedded
ions, to look at their photochemistry with FTIR,
and time-resolved optical probes. This involves a
special small mobile ultrahigh vacuum system
that can deliver our custom tailored films to
optical probes located in other PNNL labs, and at
Figure 4. Water L and D defects, and proton hopping/transport
synchrotrons. One important new goal of this
work will be to understand the transport of excited state and electron-driven chemistry, under the influence of
intense gradient s in electric field and solvation asymmetry.
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Electronically Non-Adiabatic Interactions in Molecule
Metal-Surface Scattering
Alec M. Wodtke, Dept. of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of California Santa
Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA 93106 (wodtke@chem.ucsb.edu)

Abstract
Our group has been increasingly interested in developing a better understanding of the degree to
which chemical reactions at solid interfaces can be accurately viewed through the “standard
model of chemical reactivity” involving nuclear dynamics calculations on electronically adiabatic
potential energy surfaces. This talk will present experimental observations, which suggest that
excitation of electrons during energetic chemical events at metal interfaces needs to be better
characterized and understood before we can be confident that our approach to heterogeneous catalysis rests on a firm theoretical foundation. The talk will emphasize recent attempts to make
quantitative comparisons between experimental scattering experiments involving vibrationally
excited molecules and high level ab initio simulations relying on density functional theory. While
such attempts at experiment/theory interactions are still at an early stage, some of the difficulties
that need to be overcome can already be seen; for example the well known over-binding problem
in DFT can make comparisons between experiment and theory problematic as the influence of
trapping may be overemphasized by theory. Some speculation about how the manipulation of
electrons in solids might be used to influence reactivity at interfaces by making use of electronically non-adiabatic chemical interactions will also be presented in the hopes of stimulating discussion.
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The Role of Electronic Excitations on Chemical Reaction Dynamics
at Metal, Semiconductor and Nanoparticle Surfaces
John C. Tully
Department of Chemistry, Yale University, P. O. Box 208107, New Haven, CT, USA
john.tully@yale.edu
Program Scope
Achieving enhanced control of the rates and molecular pathways of chemical
reactions at the surfaces of metals, semiconductors and nanoparticles will have impact in
many fields of science and engineering, including heterogeneous catalysis,
photocatalysis, materials processing, corrosion, solar energy conversion and nanoscience.
However, our current atomic-level understanding of chemical reactions at surfaces is
incomplete and flawed. Conventional theories of chemical dynamics are based on the
Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear motion. Even when describing
dynamics at metal surfaces where it has long been recognized that the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation is not valid, the conventional approach is still used, perhaps patched up by
introducing friction to account for electron-hole pair excitations or curve crossings to
account for electron transfer. There is growing experimental evidence that this is not
adequate. We are examining the influence of electronic transitions on chemical reaction
dynamics at metal and semiconductor surfaces. Our program includes the development
of new theoretical and computational methods for nonadiabatic dynamics at surfaces, as
well as the application of these methods to specific chemical systems of experimental
attention. Our objective is not only to advance our ability to simulate experiments
quantitatively, but also to construct the theoretical framework for understanding the
underlying factors that govern molecular motion at surfaces and to aid in the conception
of new experiments that most directly probe the critical issues.
Recent Progress
Our initial focus is on the scattering of the nitric oxide molecule from the (111)
face of a gold crystal. The motivation for choosing this system is the very revealing
series of experiments currently being carried out by Wodtke and coworkers. They scatter
highly vibrationally excited NO molecules from a gold surface and state-selectively
detect the scattered molecules. They have observed very large amounts of vibrational
energy loss, of order 8 quanta or more, in apparent conflict with the gradual dissipation
predicted by the electronic friction model. The sudden electron jump (Franck-Condon)
model also does not appear to be adequate here, as discussed below. Recently, by
lowering the work function with co-adsorbed cesium, Wodtke, et al. have observed
electron emission from the surface, presumably produced by direct vibration-to-electronic
energy transfer. This is also in conflict with the current theoretical framework.
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We have carried out BLYP, 6-311+g(d), density functional theory (DFT)
calculations of the potential energy surface of a NO molecule interacting with a cluster of
20 gold atoms, using a pseudopotential that replaces all but one electron of each gold
atom. The ionization energy of the bare cluster, computed in this way, fortuitously
matches the experimental work function of gold. It is important to reproduce the correct
work function in order to accurately describe electron transfer from the metal to the
molecule. We have mapped out ab initio energies for a large number of NO internuclear
separations, NO-surface distances, lateral positions (bridge,on-top, etc.), and orientations
of the NO axis. In addition to tabulating the energy at each point, we have also computed
the Lowdin charge on the NO molecule. An example of the computed charge on NO as a
function of N—O separation and NO-surface distance is shown in the figure.

Lowdin charge on the NO molecule as a function of N—O bond length and the distance of the
center of mass of NO from the surface plane. NO is oriented along the surface normal over a 3-fold
site with the nitrogen end towards the surface. The interior of the light green curve is the classically
allowed region for a NO molecule with infinitesimal translational energy and classical vibrational
energy corresponding to the v=12 quantum state.

The figure shows that the transition between neutral and negative ion states is only partial
and occurs relatively gradually as the NO molecule approaches the surface. This calls
into question the Franck-Condon model which assumes a sudden electron hop.
In order to use the calculated ab initio points as the basis for dynamics
simulations, we have constructed an analytical approximation to the potential energy
surface. Because we wish to examine nonadiabatic effects in this system, we have
chosen to represent the potential energy surface as the lower eigenvalue of a 2x2
Hamiltonian matrix. The diagonal elements of the 2x2 matrix are the “diabatic” neutral
and ionic potential energy surfaces. These are coupled by an off-diagonal potential
surface such that the ground state becomes a mixture of ionic and neutral configurations.
In order to uniquely define the 2x2 symmetric matrix, we need three independent pieces
of information at each nuclear configuration. We have computed only two, the ground
state energy and the Lowdin charge on the NO molecule, which we assign to be the
square of the coefficient of the ionic configuration in the ground state. We supplied the
missing piece of information by prescribing a form for the off-diagonal coupling, a
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simple exponential function of the distance of the molecule from the surface, and we then
chose the two parameters in the exponential so that the resulting diabatic surfaces were
optimally smooth. The analytic forms of the two diabatic surfaces were chosen to be
similar to a previously used molecule-surface interaction potential, with the ionic surface
modified to incorporate the image potential.
Our first step toward understanding the role of nonadiabatic electronic transitions
was to carry out simulations on the ground state only, i.e., to neglect nonadiabatic
transitions. Note that the Franck-Condon charge transfer mechanism is operative, in
principle, even within the adiabatic approximation, since the molecule moves between
neutral and ionic regions of configuration space. We have carried out classical trajectory
simulations on the ground state potential energy surface, with the initial NO vibrational
energy corresponding to v=15 and other conditions chosen to match the experiments of
Wodtke et al. Surprisingly, with motion on the ground state only, we find large amounts
of vibrational energy loss in the scattered NO molecules, in rough accord with the
Wodtke results. A major contribution to this vibrational inelasticity is repeated entrances
into and exits from the ionic region as the molecule vibrates; it is not a single electron
hop as pictured in the Franck-Condon model. There is a serious problem, however, that
casts doubt on the validity of our preliminary results: our calculated probabilities for
trapping of the molecule on the surface (sticking) are much too high compared with
experiment. The source of this error is likely attributable, at least in part, to an overestimation of the binding energy of the molecule in the ab initio calculations, a wellknown deficiency of standard density functional theory. A consequence of this is that
trajectories remain in the vicinity of the surface too long, likely resulting in an
overestimate of vibrational energy transfer. This deficiency must be corrected before any
reliable mechanistic conclusions can be drawn.
Future Plans
The goals of our research program include both specific aspects of the NO-Au
system and more general investigations of nonadiabatic behavior at surfaces. With
regard to the former, we plan to address NO-Au in the following stages:
1. Carry out plane wave DFT calculations (using the VASP code) of the NO-gold
interaction, as well as higher level cluster calculations to obtain more reliable ab initio
energies.
2. Re-parameterize the 2x2 matrix representation to fit the improved ab initio data.
3. Carry out adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations to assess the importance of
nonadiabatic transitions.
4. Introduce nonadiabatic electron-hole pair excitations via electronic frictions.
5. Carry out mixed quantum-classical dynamics (Ehrenfest and surface hopping) using
the course-grained representation of the conduction band continuum as described below.
6. Through analysis of the results of application of this hierarchy of theoretical methods,
draw conclusions about the importance and nature of nonadiabatic electronic transitions
both in the NO-Au system and more generally.
While the NO-Au system is a valuable starting point, our goal is to develop the
theoretical tools required to describe the dynamics of a wide variety of nonadiabatic
molecule-surface processes. Theoretical methods to describe the interplay between
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discrete electronic states of adsorbates and the continuum of conduction band states, and
their influence on nuclear motion, are incomplete. A number of relevant parts of the
picture exist such as the Anderson-Newns model of a bound state in a continuum, the
formulation of electron-hole pair dissipation as a friction, and the stochastic wave-packet
approach for solving the Liouville-von Neumann equation. But progress will require
more than assembling existing parts. We propose to develop improved ab initio methods
for computing the energies and widths of lifetime-broadened electronic states, through
extension of the “constrained density functional theory”. These are the properties that
determine the rate and extent of electron transfer as a molecule approaches the surface.
In parallel, following related work in our group, we will attempt to extend current mixed
quantum-classical dynamics methods such as Ehrenfest and surface hopping to multiple
lifetime-broadened potential energy surfaces.
We will carry out ab initio calculations of energies, charge distributions and level
widths as input to constructing valence-bond type Hamiltonians for a number of chemical
systems beyond NO-Au. Among these are the interaction of hydrogen atoms and
hydrogen molecules with metal surfaces, including the dynamics of dissociation, and the
interaction of oxygen atoms and oxygen molecules with metal and semiconductor
surfaces. Both the oxygen atom and molecule are ground state triplets with low-lying
singlets, and both accept an electron when approaching a metal surface, so there may be
several mechanisms of nonadiabaticity in play. For example, in gas phase reactions of
the oxygen molecule, the ground O2( 3 Σ −g ) state is generally much less reactive than the
excited O2( 1 ∆ g ) of the oxygen molecule. As the reactants approach, the potential energy
surfaces that correlate asymptotically with O2( 3 Σ −g ) and O2( 1 ∆ g ) usually cross each other
However, because they correspond to different total spin and because spin-orbit coupling
is weak, there is a negligible probability of a transition; the dynamics can be assumed to
evolve on a single potential energy surface. At a metal surface, however, as the O2
molecule reaches the crossing point, a near-resonant 2-electron exchange can convert the
molecule from the triplet to the singlet; spin-orbit or magnetic interactions are not
required. This is related to the “Kondo effect” that is of current interest in the condensed
matter theory community. This argument suggests that the triplet ground state of oxygen
may have nearly the same reactivity as the excited singlet state at metal surfaces.
However, for the one case studied experimentally, dissociation of O2 on Al(111), this
does not appear to be the case; O2( 3 Σ −g ) has a small reaction probability in spite of a low
reaction barrier on the ground state surface. Addressing this type of process properly by
theory is an important challenge; it is likely that these considerations will require us to reevaluate many chemical reaction pathways involving radical reactants or intermediates on
metal surfaces. In addition, similar behavior can be expected for above band gap excited
state dynamics at semiconductor surfaces. Finally, chemistry at the surfaces of metallic or
semiconductor nanoparticles may display new features resulting from the discretization
of the valence and conduction bands due to finite size.
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Role of Solvent: Reactions in Supercritical Fluids
David M. Bartels and Daniel M. Chipman
Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory
Notre Dame, IN 46556
e-mail: bartels.5@nd.edu; chipman.1@nd.edu
Program definition
For a number of years this project has pursued the use of radiolysis as a tool in the
investigation of solvent effects in chemical reactions. The project has now evolved toward the
particular study of solvent effects on reaction rates in supercritical (sc-)fluids. Even more
specifically, radical reactions in supercritical water are targeted because of interest to use scwater as a coolant in future (GEN-IV) nuclear power plants. This has proven very fruitful from
the basic science standpoint, as virtually any reaction we investigate exhibits behavior best
characterized as “weird”.
An anthropomorphic way to think about near-critical phenomena, is that the fluid is
trying to decide whether it is a liquid or a gas. The cohesive forces between molecules that tend
to form a liquid are just being balanced by the thermal entropic forces that cause vaporization.
The result, on a microscopic scale, is the highly dynamic formation and dissipation of clusters
and larger aggregates. The fluid is extremely heterogeneous on the microscopic scale. A solute
in a supercritical fluid can be classified as either attractive or repulsive, depending on the average
pair potential between the solute and solvent. If the solute-solvent pair potential is more
attractive than the solvent-solvent potential, the solute will tend to form the nucleus of a cluster.
A local density enhancement will prevail around the solute, which might have implications for
various spectroscopies or for reaction rates. When the solute-solvent forces are repulsive, one
might expect the solute to remain in a void in the fluid as the solvent molecules cluster together.
Extremely large partial molal volumes are known for hydrophobic molecules in near-critical
water. This effective phase separation should have significant implications for the chemical
reactions in sc-fluids.
Our purpose in this work is to determine free radical reaction rates in supercritical fluids
to develop an understanding of the important solvent effects. Among these will be the effect of
local density enhancements (or depletions) on the solvation of reactants and transition states,
potential of mean force in the relative diffusion (caging effects), and possible nonequilibrium
energy and momentum transfer issues. Relatively few studies of free radical reactions have been
carried out under supercritical conditions. We do not propose to extensively review the literature
on this subject: an issue of Chemical Reviews [Chemical Reviews, 99, (1999)] contains several
useful reviews of work up to 1999.
The ultimate goal of our study is the development of a predictive capability for free
radical reaction rates, even in the complex microheterogeneous critical regime. No such
capability now exists. The calculation of transition state geometries for free radical reactions by
ab initio methods in the gas phase is still not completely reliable, though very good progress has
been made. The calculation of condensed phase transition states is a much more difficult task
because of the large number of configurations that must be considered, and the perturbation of
the reaction energetics by the solvent.
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The immediate goal of this work is to determine representative free radical reaction rates
in sc-fluid and develop an understanding of the important variables to guide development and
use of predictive tools. Electron beam radiolysis of water (and other fluids) is an excellent
experimental tool with which to address these questions. The primary free radicals generated by
radiolysis of water, (e–)aq, OH, and H, are respectively ionic, dipolar, and hydrophobic in nature.
Their recombination and scavenging reactions can be expected to highlight the effects of
clustering (i.e. local density enhancements) and solvent microheterogeneity both in terms of
relative diffusion and in terms of static or dynamic solvent effects on the reaction rates. We
already have transient absorption data for several of these species that highlights interesting and
unexpected reaction rate behavior. A major thrust of the next several years will be to push timeresolved EPR detection of H atoms in sc-water. The Chemically Induced Dynamic Electron
Polarization (CIDEP) generated in H atom recombination reactions is amenable to theoretical
simulations, and provides another unique probe of the cage dynamics and potential of mean
force. How different will be the potential of mean force between H atoms and between (e-)aq and
H? How easily will H atoms penetrate into water clusters?
Recent Progress
Nearly every reaction we have investigated in high temperature water has given
unexpected results. Several reactions of the hydrated electron in supercritical water at 380oC
have shown a minimum in reaction rate as a function of the density—at around 0.45 g/cc. This
behavior remains to be explained. A most surprising result was obtained for the textbook
reaction H2 + OH Æ H + H2O. Arrhenius behavior was found up to 225oC, but then the reaction
rate went down. We were unable to measure the lower reaction rate above 350oC. The reaction
H + OH- Æ H2O + (e-)aq was carefully measured up to 350oC. This reaction is very unusual in
that the entropy of activation seems to suddenly change sign at about 100oC. These reaction rate
results have been reported in the papers listed at the end of this report.
A large amount of transient absorption data is in process of analysis and write-up.
Several thousand kinetics traces for the hydrated electron in H2-saturated alkaline water up to
350oC are being analyzed to extract rate constants for (a) (e-)aq + (e-)aq Æ H2 + 2OH- ; (b) (e-)aq
+ H Æ H2 + OH-; (c) (e-)aq + H2O2 Æ OH + OH-; and (d) the equilibrium (e-)aq + H2O ↔ H +
OH- . The unusual reaction (a) of two hydrated electrons is diffusion limited up to 150oC, but by
250oC the reaction has essentially “turned off”. Above this temperature the recombination is
dominated by reaction (b). A large amount of kinetic data for the OH radical absorption at
250nm is also in process of analysis. The target is the second order recombination OH + OH Æ
H2O2. Unavoidably we obtain information on the OH + H2O2 reaction as well. The UV
absorption of these species changes significantly with temperature, making this system a very
difficult challenge. The result seems to be that OH + OH recombination rate hardly changes at
all at 250bar pressure above 250oC, until the low density supercritical regime is reached at about
375oC. Then the recombination rate drops dramatically and becomes too slow to measure easily.
It is very unclear why recombination reactions of the OH radical should become so much less
than diffusion limited at high temperature. Most surprisingly, the simple reaction of H atoms
with O2 to give HO2 product is found to decrease in rate above 250oC, reach a minimum at
325oC, and then suddenly increase again. It begins to appear that minima in these radical
reaction rates between 300 and 350oC in water is a general feature, which still requires a general
explanation.
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The atomic oxygen anion is an important nucleophilic component of irradiated basic
aqueous solutions, with chemistry quite different from that of its conjugate base, the electrophilic
and weakly acidic hydroxyl radical. In an effort to help clarify the poorly understood solvation of
O– we have characterized with computational electronic structure methods the clusters
(O–)(H2O)n of oxygen anion with n = 1-5 water molecules along with the related protontransferred clusters (OH–)(OH)(H2O)n-1, thereby finding unique hydrogen bonding motifs. The
(O–)(H2O)n family, which provides the lowest energy structures in all cases, strongly prefers
planar hydrogen bonding arrangements with the O– doubly occupied p electrons, while leaving
the remaining unpaired p electron free for chemical interaction with any available solutes. In the
(OH–)(OH)(H2O)n-1 family, on the other hand, nonplanar hydrogen bonding arrangements are the
rule about the anionic center, with the OH– moiety acting only as a hydrogen bond acceptor,
never as a donor. In both families the first-shell water molecule OH bonds that are involved in
making strong hydrogen bonds to the anionic center are significantly stretched by an amount that
correlates quantitatively with the associated O–O distance.
Future Plans
Immediate plans are to continue the optical transient absorption measurements of OH
radical and hydrated electron reaction rates. Calculations are in progress to characterize the
nature of the OH absorption at 250nm in water, with a view toward understanding why this
absorption seems to disappear in supercritical water. In the case of OH reactions, the transient
absorption experiments will be complemented by measurements of product yields to infer
reaction rates by competition. A most important target is the reaction H2 + OH in supercritical
water. Mechanisms of prototypical radiolytic reactions in aqueous solution such as H + OH Æ
H2O, H2 + OH Æ H + H2O, H2 + O- Æ H + OH-, OH + OH Æ H2O2 and OH + OH- Æ O- +
H2O , as well as the OH/O- equilibrium, will be characterized by ab initio methods as initial
steps toward the ultimate goal of understanding their unusual temperature dependences.
A major new effort will involve direct EPR measurements of free radicals in supercritical
water. The primary target of this experiment is the hydrogen atom. The hydrogen atom is the
prototypical free radical, and its reactions in condensed phase are naturally a subject of great
theoretical interest. Moreover, extensive isotope effect information can be generated by
comparison of D atom and muonium atom reactions. H (and D) atoms are readily generated in
acidic water by electron beam radiolysis. Time-resolved EPR is found to be a convenient and
specific technique for H atom detection. The large hyperfine coupling of H or D atoms make
their signals unambiguous. Virtually always, time-resolved H atom signals are found to be
polarized by Chemically Induced Dynamic Electron Polarization (CIDEP) in the radical
recombination reactions.
The most exciting aspect of EPR detection of H and D atoms in sc-water is the potential
to measure CIDEP in the H+H and D+D recombination reactions. One can calculate an average
polarization enhancement per diffusional encounter, from a stochastic Liouville equation
description of the combined spin and spatial diffusion. The enhancements depend upon the timeintegrated spin exchange between the radicals of a pair during a diffusive encounter, and the
degree of singlet triplet mixing (proportional to the difference in Larmor frequencies of the two
radicals). Because spin exchange is typically very short-ranged and singlet-triplet mixing is
slow, the phenomenon is sensitive to re-encounters and the full diffusional dynamics.
Polarization enhancements have been calculated for the simple case of spherical radicals freely
diffusing in a continuum. H atoms in liquid water may come close to this idealization, but
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quantitative measurements on this system have never been successfully carried out even at room
temperature. Diffusion is never fully free, and forces between the radicals will affect the size of
the polarization enhancements. The size of polarization generated in these encounters can
readily be estimated via the stochastic Liouville equation, assuming some relative diffusion
governed by a potential of mean force. Will the mean force of the solvent in sc-water effectively
keep H atoms apart or hold them together? How sensitive will the CIDEP be to the solvent
density? Will the H + H recombination remain in the diffusion limit or become "third-body"
limited?
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Ionic Liquids: Radiation Chemistry, Solvation Dynamics and Reactivity Patterns
James F. Wishart
Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973-5000
wishart@bnl.gov
Program Definition
Ionic liquids (ILs) are a rapidly expanding family of condensed-phase media with important applications in
energy production, nuclear fuel and waste processing, improving the efficiency and safety of industrial chemical
processes, and pollution prevention. ILs are nonvolatile, noncombustible, highly conductive, recyclable and capable
of dissolving a wide variety of materials. They are finding new uses in chemical synthesis, catalysis, separations
chemistry, electrochemistry and other areas. Ionic liquids have dramatically different properties compared to
conventional molecular solvents, and they provide a new and unusual environment to test our theoretical
understanding of charge transfer and other reactions. We are interested in how IL properties influence physical and
dynamical processes that determine the stability and lifetimes of reactive intermediates and thereby affect the courses
of chemical reactions and product distributions.
Successful use of ionic liquids in radiation-filled environments, where their safety advantages could be
significant, requires an understanding of ionic liquid radiation chemistry. For example, characterizing the primary
steps of IL radiolysis will reveal radiolytic degradation pathways and suggest ways to prevent them or mitigate their
effects on the properties of the material. An understanding of ionic liquid radiation chemistry will also facilitate
pulse radiolysis studies of general chemical reactivity in ILs, which will aid in the development of applications
listed above. Very early in our radiolysis studies it became evident that slow solvation dynamics of the excess
electron in ILs (which vary over a wide viscosity range) increases the importance of pre-solvated electron reactivity
and consequently alters product distributions. Parallel studies of IL solvation phenomena using coumarin-153
dynamic Stokes shifts and polarization anisotropy decay rates are done to compare with electron solvation studies
and to evaluate the influence of ILs on charge transport processes.
Methods. Picosecond pulse radiolysis studies at BNL’s Laser-Electron Accelerator Facility (LEAF) are used to
identify reactive species in ionic liquids and measure their solvation and reaction rates. IL solvation and rotational
dynamics are measured by TCSPC and fluorescence upconversion measurements in the laboratory of E. W. Castner
at Rutgers Univ. Diffusion rates are obtained by PGSE NMR in S. Greenbaum’s lab at Hunter College, CUNY. We
and our collaborators (R. Engel (Queens College, CUNY) and S. Lall-Ramnarine, (Queensborough CC, CUNY))
develop and characterize new ionic liquids specifically designed for our radiolysis and solvation dynamics studies.
Professor Mark Kobrak of CUNY Brooklyn College performs molecular dynamics simulations of solvation
processes.
Recent Progress
35
Solvated Electrons. Experiments performed at LEAF demonstrated
30
for the first time that radiolysis of [R4N][NTf2] [R4N][N(CN)2], and
N
25
[R4P][N(CN)2] ionic liquids produces solvated electrons that absorb over a
20
broad range in the near infrared and persisting for hundreds of
15
nanoseconds [1,3,5]. The esolv spectra of NTf2 salts of the N-methyl,NN
+
+
10
butylpyrrolidinium (P14 ) and hexyltributylammonium (HxBu3N ) cations
5
are shown at right. (Each spectrum is representative of four examples of
0
liquids with similar structures.) The differences in band shape and
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position indicate different distributions of electron solvation cavity sizes
and shapes as a function of cation structure, the nature of which may be revealed by future MD simulations.
Pre-solvated electron reactivity and solvation dynamics in ILs. In the course of kinetic measurements
described below it was found that relatively low scavenger concentrations substantially reduced the initial yield of
solvated electrons [1]. Direct scavenging of pre-solvated (“dry”) electrons competes effectively with the slower
electron solvation processes in ionic liquids. For example, a pyrene concentration of only 63 mM reduces the
solvated electron yield to 37% of the scavenger-free value. This finding has major implications for processing of
+

+
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radioactive materials, where seemingly innocuous quantities of solutes may scavenge electrons very effectively.
Conversely, dry electron scavenging facilitates the use of pulse radiolysis in electron transfer studies by providing a
way to circumvent diffusion-limited precursor formation rates. Measurements of excess electron solvation processes
and emission dynamics (Stokes shift and polarization anisotropy decay) of solvatochromic coumarin-153 show that
the reorganization dynamics of ionic liquids occur on much longer timescales (nanoseconds) than in conventional
polar solvents (picoseconds). The slow solvation dynamics would also be expected to significantly alter transition
state dynamics and provide a potential means to control product distribution. This becomes particularly important
for transition states with a very different polarity from the reactants and/or products.
To look at electron solvation with higher time
40
resolution, we used low-viscosity pyrrolidinium salts
50
and developed novel ionic liquids with even lower
melting points and viscosities, based on ether30
substituted pyrrolidinium cations [5]. These liquids
40
have RT viscosities low enough (65-95 cP) to flow
through the picosecond pulse-probe transient
30
20 ps
20
absorption system at LEAF, which requires sample
40 ps
80 ps
exchange to avoid cumulative radiation effects.
160 ps
20
320 ps
Consequently, the electron solvation process was
1 ns
10
2 ns
directly observed in three ILs by monitoring the decay
4 ns
10
of pre-solvated electrons at multiple wavelengths (to
8 ns
Digitizer 10 ns
yield a solvated electron spectrum similar to the blue
0
0
curve above). In N-methyl,N-butyl-pyrrolidinium NTf2400
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the electron solvation lifetime <τsolv> is 260 ps, while
Wavelength, nm
<τ solv> obtained from coumarin 153 Stokes shift
measurements is 220 ps.
Even slower solvation processes were observed in pulse radiolysis studies of ionic liquids containing ether-,
alcohol- and alkyl-functionalized quaternary ammonium dications (CH3)2(R)N+(CH2)nN+(R)(CH3)2 (NTf2-)2, where R
= (CH2)3OH, (CH2)2OCH2CH3, or (CH2)3CH3 and n = 3–8. Spectra on nanosecond timescales revealed that solvation
of the excess electron is particularly slow in the case of the alcohol-derivatized ionic liquids. The blue shift of the
electron spectrum to the customary 650 nm peak takes 25-40 nanoseconds at RT (viscosities ~4500-6800 cP).
Comparison with the ~1 ns electron solvation time observed in similarly viscous 1,2,6-trihydroxyhexane (2500 cP)
reveals the hindering effect of the ionic liquid lattice on hydroxypropyl side chain reorientation [4].
Reaction rates. Electron reactions with several aromatic acceptors, acids, and oxygen were measured in
(MeBu3N+)(NTf2-). Rate constants for solvated electron capture by benzophenone, pyrene and phenanthrene were on
the order of 1.6 x 108 M-1 s-1, typically 100 times slower than observed in conventional polar solvents [1]. The
reactions of hydrogen atoms with several of the same reactants were measured in the same ionic liquid. H-atoms
react very rapidly with pyrene and phenanthrene (~3 × 109 L mol-1 s-1) to form H-adduct radicals [2]. The H-atom
rate constants are similar to the values measured or estimated for the same reactions in aqueous solutions. The Hatom reactions with the aromatic hydrocarbons must be diffusion-controlled. but are faster than diffusion-controlled
reactions for solvated electrons in the same ionic liquid.
The results indicate that the diffusion rate for the solvated electron in ionic liquids can be significantly lower
than those of small neutral molecules or radicals such as the H-atom, in contrast to the situation in molecular
solvents. These results support the contention that the diffusion constants of charged and neutral reactants differ
considerably in ionic liquids, which could lead to a means of controlling reactivity and transport phenomena
through rational selection of ionic liquid properties.
Future Plans
Electron solvation and reactivity. The validity of proposed pre-solvated electron scavenging mechanisms will
be tested by exploring the competition between the electron solvation and electron capture processes in ionic
liquids. Electron solvation dynamics in several families of low-viscosity ILs will be measured by pulse-probe
radiolysis. Subsequently, scavengers will be added to measure the kinetics of pre-solvated electron capture. It is well
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known from work in molecular solvents that many scavengers, for example SeO42-, have widely different reactivity
profiles towards pre-solvated and solvated electrons. By quantitative measurement of the scavenging profiles of
many reactants, we hope to explain such conundrums mechanistically.
Many ionic liquids with slow electron solvation rates are too viscous to be flowed for pulse-probe experiments.
Detailed studies of electron solvation in these ILs will be possible upon installation of the “ultrafast single-shot”
detection system at LEAF. In the meantime, C-153 solvation dynamics studies will serve as proxies for the electron
results to aid the study of pre-solvated electron scavenging mechanisms as measured by “time-zero” radiolytic
product yields.
Charge transport in ionic liquids. Pulse radiolysis will be used to study how ionic liquids affect chargetransport reactions related to solar energy photoconversion systems, where their characteristics may prove valuable.
IL-based photoelectrochemical cells have already been reported. Focus areas will be the combined effects of ionic
solvation and slow solvent relaxation on the energy landscape of charge transport, including specific counterion
effects depending on the ionic liquid, and the influence of the lattice-like structure of ionic liquids on the distance
dependence of electron transport reactions.
Non-classical diffusion in ionic liquids. Ionic liquids contain considerable void space due to the poor packing
that makes them liquids instead of solids. The combination of voids and the ionic lattice result in unusual diffusion
rate trends reported in the literature. Kinetic and high-pressure pulsed-gradient spin echo NMR studies of diffusion
rates of charged and neutral species will examine how ionic liquids modulate diffusion as a function of size and
charge.
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Understanding Nanoscale Confinement Effects
in Solvent-Driven Chemical Reactions
Ward H. Thompson
Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045
Email: wthompson@ku.edu

Program Scope
It is now possible to synthesize nanostructured porous materials with a tremendous variety of properties including sol-gels, zeolites, organic and inorganic supramolecular assemblies,
reverse micelles, vesicles, and even proteins. The interest in these materials derives from their
potential for carrying out useful chemistry (e.g., as microporous and mesoporous catalysts
with critical specificity, fuel cell electrodes and membranes, molecular sieves, and chemical
sensors) and for understanding the chemistry in similar systems found in nature. Despite
the advances in synthetic techniques, our understanding of chemistry in solvents confined in
nanoscale cavities and pores is still relatively limited. Ultimately, one would like to design
nanostructured materials adapted for specific chemical purposes, e.g., catalysis or sensing,
by controlling the cavity/pore size, geometry, and surface chemistry. To develop guidelines
for this design, we must first understand how the characteristics of the confining framework
affect the chemistry. Thus, we are addressing the fundamental question How does a chemical
reaction occur differently in a nano-confined solvent than in a bulk solvent?
Solvent-driven reactions, typically those involving charge transfer, should be most affected by confinement of the solvent. The limited number of solvent molecules, geometric
constraints of the nanoscale confinement, and solvent-wall interactions can have dramatic effects on both the reaction energetics and dynamics. Our primary focus is on proton transfer
– a key class of solvent-driven reactions of widespread importance in chemistry and biology
– and related processes. A fundamental understanding of proton transfer reactions in nanoconfined solvents will impact many areas of chemistry in addition to providing important
insights into the larger class of solvent-driven reactions. The diversity among nanocavities
(e.g., in their size, shape, flexibility, and interactions with the solvent and/or reactants)
makes it difficult to translate studies of one system into predictions for another. Thus, we
are focusing on developing a unified understanding of reaction dynamics in the diverse set
of confinement frameworks.
Recent Progress
Proton Transfer. A model intramolecular phenol-amine proton transfer system in a
CH3 Cl solvent confined in a smooth, hydrophobic spherical cavity has been investigated.
We have developed a valence bond description for the reaction complex based loosely on
a widely applied model.1 Monte Carlo and mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics
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simulations have been used to investigate complex position distributions, free energy curves,
and proton transfer reaction dynamics.
The key results of Monte Carlo simulations2 in spherical, hydrophobic nanocavities are
1) The reactant proton transfer complex is located near the cavity wall while the product complex is found primarily in the interior (analogous to the case of charge transfer
chromophores3–5 ). 2) The reaction free energy depends strongly on the reaction complex
position varying from endothermic (by ∼ 1 kcal/mol) near the cavity wall to exothermic
(by ∼ 5 kcal/mol) deep in the cavity interior. Together these demonstrate that the reaction
coordinate must involve motion of the reaction complex from near the cavity wall to the
interior (analogous to previous time-dependent fluorescence results4 ). We observe small, but
not dramatic, cavity size effects on the position distributions and free energy curves for fixed
complex position.
That the reaction complex position is part of the reaction coordinate for proton transfer
in these nanoconfined solvents is confirmed by mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics
simulations in which the proton is treated quantum mechanically while all the other coordinates are described classically. Specifically, we have used vibrationally adiabatic simulations
(based on nonequilibrium trajectories initiated as reactants) to a first-order look at the
rate constants and reaction mechanism.6 The results show that the reaction becomes more
exothermic and the rate constants increase as the cavity is made larger. This is attributed
to an increase in the effective solvent polarity as the cavity size is increased. It is also found
that the reaction free energies decrease and the rate constants increase as the O-N hydrogen
bond distance is lengthened. This is attributed to the increased dipole moment of the ion
pair product complex as RO−N is elongated. This leads to better solvation of the products
compared to the reactants, thereby decreasing ∆Grxn .
On the basis of the Monte Carlo results2 it was expected that three possible mechanisms
might be observed. Specifically, the reaction must involve both solvent reorganization (as
in a proton transfer reaction in bulk solvent) and motion of the reaction complex from near
the wall (where reactants are favored) to the cavity interior (where products are favored).
These can occur with solvent reorganization preceding the complex motion, reactant complex motion into the cavity interior preceding solvent reorganization, or concerted complex
motion and solvent reorganization. In the mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics
simulations, all three mechanisms are observed. The concerted pathway occurs relatively
rarely. The dominant pathway involves solvent reorganization followed by diffusion of the
nascent products into the cavity interior. However, the relative contribution of the two major pathways depends on both cavity size and O-N distance. Specifically, the mechanism
in which reactant complex motion into the cavity interior precedes solvent reorganization
becomes more prevalent as the cavity size is increased. This is attributed to the changes
in the layered solvent density. This same mechanism becomes less prevalent as the heavy
atom distance is increased for fixed cavity size. This is attributed to better solvation of the
product complex as RO−N is increased in the polar methyl chloride solvent. The effect of
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including vibrationally nonadiabatic transitions in the rate constants, kinetic isotope effects,
and mechanism is an important issue that is being addressed by surface hopping simulations.
Conformational Equilibria. We have also investigated conformational energetics in nanoconfined solvents. This is an important issue in the rational design of microporous and mesoporous catalysts where conformational dynamics and energetics can affect both catalyst
activity and selectivity. To address this issue we have used Monte Carlo simulations with
umbrella sampling to calculate two-dimensional free energy surfaces of 1,2-dichloroethane
(DCE) in nanoconfined methanol.7 Specifically, the free energy has been obtained as a function of the solute position and DCE dihedral angle in spherical hydrophobic cavities. The
free energy surfaces obtained from the simulations are somewhat complex with several local
minima. The structure of the free energy surfaces is strongly influenced by the solvent radial
density (i.e., how the methanol solvent packs in the nanocavity), which shows significant layering. Both the trans and gauche conformers have local minima corresponding to the DCE
molecule lying in each of the solvent layers. In addition, the trans conformer has additional
minima at (center-of-mass) positions between solvent layers in which the DCE molecule is
aligned perpendicular to the cavity wall with a CH2 -Cl moiety in each layer. This perpendicular orientation is primarily due to packing effects and is only weakly affected by the DCE
electrostatic interactions. These features of the free energy surfaces indicate that the most
stable conformer depends strongly on the position of the DCE molecule in the cavity. We
are currently investigating the conformational dynamics for this system.
Future Plans
We are currently pursuing a number of extensions of the work described above. We are
investigating the effects of solvent flexibility and polarizability on energetics and dynamics in
nanoconfinement. We are extending the mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics simulations to include quantization of the hydrogen bond, e.g., O-N, coordinate. In addition, we
are developing valence bond models for more realistic phenol-amine proton transfer systems
(both intermolecular and intramolecular). Finally, we are systematically investigating the
effect of surface chemistry on reactivity in confined solvents as is now described.
Chemistry in Silica Pores. Atomically smooth confining frameworks are convenient for
exploring many of the fundamental effects of nanoscale confinement on chemistry (and display interesting and complex dynamics). However, these models lack two critical features:
molecular-scale roughness and site-specific chemical functionality (e.g., hydrogen bonding).
Atomistic cavity and pore models alleviate these problems but at the expense of computational efficiency. We have developed hybrid amorphous silica pore models that provide the
critical features missing in atomically smooth frameworks but at a reasonable computational
effort. Specifically, the system is divided into a several Ångstroms thick atomistic region that
defines the pore surface and an exterior region that contains all the remaining wall atoms
that are treated implicitly as an external potential.
These models will be used to investigate the critical question How does the surface chem-
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istry of the confining framework affect reactivity in a nanoconfined solvent? Specifically, we
have developed an approach for systematically varying the surface chemistry of these silica
pores from hydrophilic to hydrophobic. Starting from the unterminated amorphous silica a
hierarchy of stressed Si-O bonds that would be readily cleaved by hydrolysis is determined
and used to introduce surface silanol moieties. Altering the stress cutoff for the hydrolysis
event leads to various silanol surface densities. Alternatively, hydrophobic modification to
the surface can be achieved though replacement of the silanol moieties with other functional
groups (e.g., -OCH3 ). We are currently validating these silica pore models by investigating
the conformational equilibria of ethylene glycol in pores of varying size and surface chemistry; these results can be directly compared with previous experimental measurements of
the trans-gauche equilibrium in sol-gel pores.8 Subsequently, we will investigate (intramolecular, intermolecular, and surface) proton transfer reactions in these pores as a function of
the surface chemistry.
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Recent advances in computer simulations of molecular processes at liquid
water surface
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Summary. The adsorption and distribution of ions at aqueous liquid interfaces are fundamental
processes encountered in a wide range of chemical and biological systems. In particular, the
manner in which solvent molecules solvate ions is relevant to problems in chemical and physical
processes. For example, solvation of ions affects chemical reactions at interfaces and the
distribution of ions and/or counter-ions influences the structure and stability of large molecules
and membranes. The focus of research on this project is the characterization of solvation
processes at aqueous liquid interfaces using molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulation
techniques. We develop fundamental, molecular-scale information about the interactions of ions
and molecules in solvent phases and across aqueous liquid interfaces. We focus special effort on
understanding the precise mechanism and dynamics of the transfer process, and on learning the
role of many-body effects on the transfer mechanism of solutes across the aqueous liquid
interface. We use MD simulations to compute potentials of mean force for dilute solutions and
density profiles in concentrated solutions. In addition, research on chemical separation science
involves the development of methods and potential models for use in the simulation of crown
ether molecules mediating ion transport across water-organic liquid interfaces. Results of this
research further our understanding of ion transport across liquid-liquid interfaces, which in turn,
provides basic knowledge needed to address DOE’s environmental restoration issues.
Hydroxyl radical at the air-water interface. In order to assess the OH solvation behavior on a
long time scale, a free energy profile for transfer of an OH radical across the air/water interface
was calculated using a constrained molecular dynamics technique. The radical was transferred
along the normal to the interface (z). The free energy profile is defined up to an arbitrary additive
constant corresponding to the free energy of a reference state, which was chosen to be the water
slab with the hydroxyl radical located in the gas phase. The resulting free energy profile as well
as the density profile are shown in Figure1 and 2. Our calculated value of the free energy of
solvation, ∆Gs = –3.0 kcal/mol, agrees well with the experimental value of ∆Gs = –3.9 ± 0.3
kcal/mol. This results provides a validation of our revised OH force field employed in this work.
The present OH parametrization represents a refinement of the force field used in our previous
study, which underestimated the OH–water binding as well as the OH hydration free energy. Due
to its radical character, it is rather difficult to accurately describe the hydroxyl by a simple
empirical force field. Yet, the fact that with the revised OH force field it was possible to reach a
reasonable agreement between the calculated and experimental free energy of solvation indicates
that MD simulations with empirical potentials can provide a very useful insight into the
processes at the air/water interface involving radicals. The future work is to look at how the
presence of ions influences the OH that include the calculations of free energy profiles of OH
for NaCl, NaBr, and NaI solutions to compare it with pure water.
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Figure 1. (a) A snapshot from the simulation of five OH radicals in the water slab. (b) Density profiles of OH (in
red) and H2O (in black) indicating the propensity of OH for the air/water interface.

water

air

Figure 2. Free energy profile for transfer of a OH radical across the air/water interface. The interfacial region is
indicated by the dotted lines. ∆Gs denotes the free energy of bulk solvation, and ∆Ga the free energy of adsorption
on the water surface.

Cesium and iodide ion distributions at H2O-vapor and H2O-CCl4 interfaces. Molecular
dynamics simulations of H2O-CCl4 and H2O-vapor interfaces were carried out at different
cesium and iodide ion concentrations to compare ion distribution, interfacial orientational and
structural properties, and dynamics. It was found that cesium was repelled by both interfaces, but
iodide was active at both interfaces, but to a much greater degree at the H2Ovapor interface as
demonstrated in Figure 3. The Iodide induced dipole was found to increase at the interface, and
orient perpendicular to the interface for both systems, leading to stronger hydrogen bonds with
water. For the H2O-CCl4, though, there was a compensation between these strong hydrogen
bonds and short to moderate ranged repulsion between iodide and CCl4. Ion pairing was found to
be higher at the H2O-CCl4 interface than at the H2O-vapor interface, and the lowest in the water
bulk. Hydrogen bond distance and angular distributions showed weaker water-water hydrogen
bonds at both interfaces, but generally stronger water-iodide hydrogen bonds at them. Both
translational and rotational dynamics of water were faster at the interface, while for CCl4, its
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translational dynamics was slower, but rotational dynamics faster at the interface. For many of
the studied systems and species, translational diffusion was found to be anisotropic at both
interfacial and bulk regions.

H2O−vapor 1 M CsI

H2O−CCl4 1 M CsI

H2O−CCl4 3 M CsI

Figure 3. Snapshots from the simulations of CsI ions in the water slab. (b) Density profiles of CsI ions indicating
the propensity of CsI for the water interfaces.

HI at the water liquid/vapor interface. We carried out simulations to characterize solvation
properties of hydronium-iodide (HI) salt at the water liquid/vapor interface. In Figure 4, we
present the density profiles for water center-of-mass, oxygen atoms in H3O+ ions, and I- ions
obtained from a MD simulation. Upon examining these density profiles as well as the MD
simulation snapshots, we can make the following observations. 1) A significant number of iodide
anions are present near the Gibbs dividing surface (GDS) and form well-defined maximum, and
the H3O+ molecules are found to have enhanced concentration near the interface with significant
population at the interface. 2) These results differ from the results of NaI salt at the water
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Figure 4. Computed density profiles of HI and a molecular dynamics snapshot of HI at the liquid/vapor interface
water. The Gibbs dividing surface (GDS) is the location where the solvent density is half its bulk value. At the right,
O atoms in H3O+ and I- ions are indicated by blue and yellow spheres, respectively. Interfaces are at the left and
right of the right image.

liquid/vapor interface, in which the width of the electric double layer is smaller. The new results
are supported by our earlier studies on the potential of mean force for the transport mechanism of
an ion (Na+ and H3O+) across the water liquid/vapor interface. In the previous studies, the
computed H3O+ potential of mean force indicates that H3O+ is found closer to the dividing
surface than the Na+, and the computed free energy for H3O+ is lower (about 6 kcal/mol) at the
dividing surface. 3) It is interesting to point out that the hydration energies of H3O+ and Na+ are
nearly identical; therefore, the different behavior of these ions at the aqueous interface can be
attributed to the differences in the shape, charges distribution, as well as the polarizability of the
ion used in our classical simulations.
The mechanism of proton transport in liquid water is quantum mechanical in nature;
therefore, our classical polarizable model for H3O+ (i.e., fixed charge) may not accurately capture
the H3O+ - H2O interaction. It is well known that the proton diffusion mechanism in water will
strongly influence the results and this mechanism is also known to have non-negligible quantum
effects. An accurate study of the proton transport mechanism requires quantum statistical
treatment of the hydrogen motion in liquid water. Thus, extension of our study to include
quantum effects and comparison of the results to the results presented in this paper will be a
worthwhile next step. It remains to be seen whether the mechanism of proton transport will have
a significant effect on the distribution of H3O+ at the interface. Finally, the present study may
also contribute to the understanding of ion-induced nucleation of water vapor, which is thought
to be an importance in many atmospheric processes
Collaborators on this project include Tsun-Mei Chang, Collin Wick, Bruce C. Garrett, Gregory
Schenter, John Fulton, Matina Roeselova, Pavel Jungwirth and Douglas J. Tobias (UC, Irvine).
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Program Scope or Definition
The goal of this project is to explore and develop novel methodologies for probing
the nature of volatile liquids and solutions and their surfaces, employing combinations of
liquid microjet technology, with synchrotron X-ray and Raman spectroscopies.
Recent Progress
Utilizing the intense monochromatic soft X-Rays available at the LBNL Advanced Light
Source (ALS), we have investigated the temperature dependence of the bulk structure of deeply
supercooled liquid water by X-ray absorption spectroscopy[1]. It was recently suggested that the
hydrogen bond network of liquid water comprised rings and chains, rather than the traditionally
accepted disordered tetrahedral network. Our temperature- dependent measurements indicate
that this interpretation greatly overestimates geometric distortions within the hydrogen bond
network. Using an experimentally determined “energetic criterion” for a hydrogen bond, we find
that the NEXAFS spectrum of liquid water is actually in good agreement with the traditional
view of water as a locally tetrahedral liquid.
Using liquid microjets to avoid the problem of radiation damage to fragile solutes, we
have measured the pH-dependent NEXAFS spectra of several amino acids, including glycine,
proline, lysine, and the dipeptide diglycine[2,3]. We find that the nitrogen terminus of primary
amino acids is sterically shielded at high pH, and exists in an “acceptor-only” state, wherein
neither amine proton is involved in hydrogen bonding to the surrounding solvent. The diglycine
study characterized a similar behavior in this first study of the peptide bond hydration.
We have carried out a systematic study of the perturbative effect of a variety of inorganic
salts on the unoccupied water orbitals. We conclude that monovalent cations have a very small
effect on the local electronic structure, whereas simple anions are strongly perturbative[4][Plus 2
new papers submitted to J. Phys. Chem. B].
We have recently addressed the long standing controversy over whether continuum or a
multi-component (“intact” or “broken bond,” etc.) models best describe the hydrogen bond
interactions in liquid water. The temperature dependence of water’s Raman spectrum has long
been considered to be among the strongest evidence for a multi-component distribution.
However, we have shown, using a combined experimental and theoretical approach, that many of
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the features of the Raman spectrum considered to be hallmarks of a multi-state system, including
the asymmetric band profile, the isosbestic (temperature invariant) point, and van’t Hoff
behavior, actually result from a continuous distribution[5]. This work complements the study of
the structure of pure liquids by X-ray absorption spectroscopy that has been ongoing. We have
published a joint theory/experiment study of liquid methanol that characterized the nature of Hbonded domains[6,7].
Future Plans
In forthcoming scheduled runs at the Berkeley ALS, we plan to focus on the following
problems:
1. Measure NEXAFS spectra for pure liquid water, alcohols, and hydrocarbons, seeking to
achieve deep supercooling via controlled evaporation. In conjunction with theoretical
modeling, we will seek a coherent description of these systems.
2. Extend the study of amino and hydration vs. pH to all natural amino acids. Use the same
approach to study hydration of the peptide bonds in small polypeptides.
3. Complete the study of ionic perturbation of local water structure, such that the entire
Hofmeister series is addressed. We seek a comprehensive picture of the effects of both
cations and anions on the water structure.
4. Raman spectroscopy measurements will also be performed on these systems, the data from
which provide complementary insights and aid in the theoretical modeling.
5. In the course of our studies of liquid jets, we have recognized that we have a unique
capability to study the detailed physics of the evaporation process for water, which remains a
serious limitation in geological modeling. We plan to utilize small microjets to characterize
the isotope fractionation in evaporation, free from the complications caused by the reverse
process of condensation.
6. Finally, we will continue to explore and compare ion and electron detection of NEXAFS
spectra, seeking to reproduce earlier measurements of surface phenomena obtained with ion
detection. Thus far, we have not been able to reproduce the original measurements with our
newly-designed X-ray spectrometer.
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Program Scope
This program is aimed at obtaining a microscopic understanding of environmental materials and
solution chemistry in the gas phase using a variety of cluster models. Our primary experimental technique
is photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) coupled with electrospray ionization (ESI), which is used to produce
solvated clusters from solution samples. Experiment and ab initio calculations are combined to:
• obtain a molecular-level understanding of the solvation of complex anions (both singly and
multiply charged) important in condensed phases
• understand the molecular processes and initial steps of dissolution of salt molecules by polar
solvents
• probe the structure and dynamics of solutions and air/solution interfaces
Complexes anions, in particular multiply charged anions, are ubiquitous in nature, often found in
solutions and solids. However, few complex anions have been studied in the gas phase due to the
difficulty in generating them and their intrinsic instability as a result of strong intramolecular Coulomb
repulsion in the case of multiply charged anions. Microscopic information on the solvation and
stabilization of these anions is important for the understanding of solution chemistry and properties of
inorganic materials or atmospheric aerosols involving these species. Gas phase studies with controlled
solvent numbers and molecular specificity are ideal to provide such microscopic information. We have
developed a new experimental technique to investigate multiply charged anions and solvated species
directly from solution samples and probe their electronic structures, intramolecular Coulomb repulsion,
stability, and energetics using electrospray and PES. A central theme of this research program lies at
obtaining a fundamental understanding of environmental materials and solution chemistry. These are
important to waste storage, subsurface and atmospheric contaminant transport, and other primary DOE
missions.

Recent Progress (2003-2005)
Observation of Solvent-Mediated Folding of a Linear Doubly Charged Anion and Bulk vs. Interfacial
Aqueous Solvation of Dicarboxylate Dianions: The dicarboxylate dianions provide an interesting set of
systems with two well-separated and localized charges. Stepwise solvation of these anions by water is
expected to lead to a competition between Coulomb repulsion and water-water interactions. In addition,
carboxylate is an important negative charge carrier in proteins, present in the C-terminal of polypeptides
and the side chains of aspartic and glutamic acids. Linear dicarboxylate dianions -O2C-(CH2)n-CO2- have
two distinct charged groups (-CO2-) linked by a flexible aliphatic chain and can be viewed as simple
models for peptides. We studied the microsolvation of the suberate dianion, -O2C-(CH2)6-CO2- by water
and observed a solvent-mediated folding as a function of solvent number. We showed that water
molecules solvate the two negative charges in the linear suberate alternately at the two ends, but not the
middle hydrophobic aliphatic chain. As the solvent number increases, a folding occurs at about 16 waters,
where the cooperative hydrogen bonding of water is large enough to overcome the Coulomb repulsion
1

Collaborators on these projects include X. B. Wang, H. K. Woo, and P. Jungwirth.
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and pull the two negative charges closer through a water bridge. This conformation change, revealed both
from the PES data and molecular dynamics simulation is a manifestation of the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic forces at the molecular level. This work provides a simple and clean model system to study
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic effects and may be relevant to understanding the hydration and
conformation changes of biological molecules.
We further expanded such study to a series of dicarboxylate dianions with different aliphatic
chain lengths both in water clusters and in extended aqueous slabs using PES and molecular dynamics
simulations. Photoelectron spectra of hydrated succinate, adipate, and tetradecandioic dianions with up to
20 water molecules were obtained. Even-odd effects were observed as a result of the alternate solvation
mode of the two negative charges with increasing solvent numbers. The competition between hydrophilic
interactions of the charged carboxylate groups and hydrophobic interactions of the aliphatic chain leads to
conformation changes in large water clusters containing dicarboxylates bigger than adipate. It also leads
to a transition from bulk aqueous solvation of small dicarboxylates to solvation at the water/vapor
interface of the larger ones. While oxalate to adipate solvate in the inner parts of the aqueous slab,
suberate and longer dicarboxylate dianions have a strong propensity to the surface. This transition also
has consequences for the folding of the flexible aliphatic chain and for the structure of aqueous solvation
shells around the dianions.
Vibrational Cooling in A Cold Ion Trap: Vibrationally Resolved PES of Cold C60-: We demonstrated
vibrational cooling of anions via collisions with a background gas in an ion trap attached to a cryogenically controlled cold head (10 – 400 K). Photoelectron spectra of vibrationally cold C60- anions, produced by
ESI and cooled in the cold ion trap, were obtained. Relative to spectra taken at room temperature,
vibrational hot bands were completely eliminated, yielding well resolved vibrational structures and a
more accurate electron affinity for neutral C60. The electron affinity of C60 was measured to be 2.683 ±
0.008 eV. The cold spectra revealed complicated vibrational structures for the transition to the C60 ground
state due to the Jahn-Teller effect in the ground state of C60-. Vibrational excitations in the two Ag modes
and eight Hg modes were observed, providing ideal data to assess the vibronic couplings in C60-.
Observation of Weak C-H…O Hydrogen-Bonding by Unactivated Alkanes: Weak C-H…O hydrogen
bonding has been recognized to play a major role in biological molecular structures and functions. Using
the newly developed low-temperature PES apparatus we studied the C-H…O hydrogen bonding between
unactivated alkanes and the carboxylate functional group. We observed that gaseous linear carboxylates,
CH3(CH2)nCO2-, assume folded structures at low temperatures due to weak C-H…O hydrogen bonding
between the terminal CH3 and CO2- groups for n≥5. Temperature-dependent studies showed that the
folding transition depends on both the temperature and the aliphatic chain length. Theoretical
calculations revealed that for n = 3-8, the folded conformations are more stable than the linear structures,
but C-H…O hydrogen bonding only forms for species with n≥5 due to steric constraint in the smaller
species. One C-H…O hydrogen bond is formed in the n = 5 and 6 species, whereas two C-H…O hydrogen
bonds are formed for n = 7 and 8. Comparison of the photoelectron spectral shifts for the folded relative
to the linear conformations yielded lower limits for the strength of the C-H…O hydrogen bonds in
CH3(CH2)nCO2-, ranging from 1.2 kcal/mol for n = 5 to 4.4 kcal/mol for n = 8.
Solvation of the Azide Anion (N3-) in Water Clusters and Aqueous Interfaces: As a classic example of a
strong nucleophile, the azide anion is of considerable importance in organic and inorganic chemistry. We
obtained the PES spectra of N3-(H2 O)n (n = 0-16) clusters and performed computational studies on these
hydrated N3- clusters. PES spectra of the solvated azide anions were observed to consist of a single peak,
similar to that of the bare N3-, but the spectral width was observed to broaden as a function of cluster size
due to solvent relaxation upon electron detachment. The adiabatic and vertical electron detachment
energies were measured as a function of solvent number. The measured electron binding energies indicate
that the first four solvent molecules have much stronger interactions with the solute anion, forming the
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first solvation shell. The spectral width levels off at n = 7, suggesting that three waters in the second
solvation shell are sufficient to capture the second shell effect in the solvent relaxation. Density functional
calculations were carried out for N3- solvated by one to five waters and showed that the first four waters
interact directly with N3- and form the first solvation shell on one side of the solute. The fifth water does
not directly solvate N3- and begins the second solvation shell, consistent with the observed PES data.
Molecular dynamics simulations on both solvated clusters and bulk interface revealed that the asymmetric
solvation state in small clusters persist for larger systems and that N3- prefers interfacial solvation on
water clusters and at the extended vacuum/water interface.
Direct Experimental Observation of the Low Ionization Potentials of Guanine in Free
Oligonucleotides: PES was used to probe the electronic structure of mono-, di-, and trinucleotide anions
in the gas phase. A weak and well-defined threshold band was observed in the photoelectron spectrum of
2’-deoxyguanosine 5’-monophosphate (dGMP-) at a much lower ionization energy than the other three
mononucleotides. Density function theory calculations revealed that this unique spectral feature is due to
electron detachment from a π orbital of the guanine base on dGMP-, whereas the lowest ionization
channel for the other three mononucleotides takes place from the phosphate group. This low energy
feature was shown to be a “fingerprint” in all the spectra of di- and trinucleotides that contain the guanine
base. The experiment provides direct spectroscopic evidence that the guanine base is the site with the
lowest ionization potential in oligonucleotides and DNA and is consistent with the fact that guanine is
most susceptible to oxidation to give the guanine cation in DNA damages.

Future Plans
The main thrust of our BES program will continue to focus on cluster model studies of condensed phase
phenomena in the gas phase. The experimental capabilities developed provide us with opportunities to
examine fundamental chemical physics issues in complex anion solvation and solution chemistry. The
work planned for the Chemical Physics Program for the immediate future is briefly outlined below.
Continued Development of the Second Generation ESI-PES Apparatus — Controlling the Cluster
Temperatures: The ESI-PES apparatus developed in our laboratory has proven to be a powerful
technique to study multiply charged anions and solvated species. It has allowed a wide range of solutionphase species to be investigated in the gas phase. Over the past several years, we have gained
considerable experience in operating this apparatus and recognized several of its limitations. A critical
feature of this apparatus is its ability to trap ions and accumulate number density from the continuous ESI
source for subsequent time-of-flight mass analysis. The current trap is operated at room temperature. A
second generation ESI-PES apparatus, which is aimed at controlling the cluster temperature, is being
developed in our laboratory. A cryogenic ion trap is being constructed to produce cold anions, which will
be essential to suppress thermal broadening in the PES spectra. Furthermore, the current ion trap stores all
incoming ions, which reduces the trapping efficiency due to space charge effect. A quadrupole mass filter
will be added to pre-select the ions of interest for storage and accumulation. This is particularly important
for large clusters and weakly populated species. Preliminary results have already been obtained and we
have demonstrated the cooling effect on the trapped anions. In the coming year, we will continue to
develop the apparatus to enhance its flexibility and efficiency. In particular, we plan to install an ion
funnel in the ESI source, which is expected to increase the ion signals by a factor of five. This
improvement will be important to study solvated species and weakly populated anions.
Confirmation Change vs. Temperature: the Effect of Entropy: We anticipate that this second generation
ESI-PES apparatus will significantly expand our capability and flexibility to study solvated species in the
gas phase. A good example is to reexamine the microsolvation of dicarboxylate dianions, discussed
above. The previous experiment on solvated dicarboxylate was done at room temperature, but the real
temperature of the cluster was unknown. However, theoretical calculations indicate that the folding
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transition is not only dependent on the solvent number, but also on the cluster temperature due to the
effect of entropy. In the new apparatus, the ion trap temperature can be controlled and varied from 17 to
400 K. Systematic studies of the folding conformation change as a function of temperature will be
performed and compared with MD simulations.
Gas Phase Studies of Free and Solvated Oligonucleotides: The ionization of nucleotides plays very
important roles in the chemistry of DNA. Induced by electrophiles or ionizing radiation, the electron
deficient site (hole) on the nucleotide and its migration directly leads to DNA damages. In most cases, the
initial oxidation site or the electron-loss center ultimately moves via the DNA π stack to end up at a
guanine base, resulting in a guanine cation. This is attributed to the low ionization potential of guanine
relative to the other DNA bases. Thus the electronic structure of nucleotides and their ionization
properties are essential for understanding the mechanism of DNA damages. Gas phase PES studies probe
the intrinsic electronic properties of the nucleotides and provide important experimental data to compare
with and verify theoretical methods. We have already studied nucleotide anions in the gas phase and
observed that nucleotides with guanine bases possess low ionization potentials, consistent with the fact
that guanine is most susceptible to oxidation to give the guanine cation in DNA damages. We plan to
study the gas phase formation of the Watson-Crick base pairs, as well as solvent and counter-ion
stabilization on the structure and energetics of DNA nucleotides in the gas phase.
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Scope
Nanoscience in the 21st century is thriving – aerosols and nanoparticles are being studied in unprecedented detail
across a broad spectrum of disciplines. Applications for the particles have been found in fields varying from
medicine to computers, and the particles themselves are integral to studies ranging from spectral emissions in
interstellar space to climate changes in our own environment.
Systematic studies with vacuum ultraviolet light (VUV) and soft x-ray radiation can contribute to the study of
aerosol chemistry and nanoparticle physics in new and important ways. We have initiated a major program in the
study of these species at the Chemical Dynamics Beamline at the Advanced Light Source (ALS)1. The project
encompasses novel studies of the production, detection, size measurement and selection, and chemical
interactions of nanoparticles. The combination of size-selected particle beams and tunable VUV light affords the
opportunity to study the optical and electronic properties of these ultra fine particles in regimes not accessible
earlier.
Under the aegis of this program we have designed and constructed a novel experimental apparatus coupled to the
tunable VUV light source at a synchrotron. The main features of the apparatus are an aerodynamic lens system to
generate focused particle beams and provisions to detect scattered photons, image photoelectrons and perform
time of flight mass spectrometry on volatile species desorbed from aerosols and nanoparticles. To date we have
performed VUV light scattering of ultrafine silica particles, photoelectron imaging of insulating and metallic
particles, developed a novel source for biological mass spectrometry and made forays into studying aerosol
chemistry with tunable VUV light. Below we detail these results and highlight our capabilities at the chemical
dynamics beamline.
VUV light scattering of nanoparticles
We have undertaken a fundamental study of the optical properties of aerosol particles using VUV radiation.
Traditionally, Mie theory combined with visible scattering experiments have been used to understand the
interaction of visible light with particles ranging in size from 0.2 to 10 microns. However, the scattering cross
section at visible wavelengths decreases rapidly for particles smaller than 200 nm making these approaches
difficult to implement for ultrafine particles. We have extended these fundamental studies to vacuum ultraviolet
(VUV) wavelengths in an effort to examine the scattering properties of particles smaller than 200 nm.
Furthermore, few studies in this wavelength region have explored the complex interplay between scattering and
absorption.
Silica particles, chemically synthesized online, are size-selected by a differential mobility analyzer, and
introduced into vacuum through a set of aerodynamic lenses. The resulting focused particle beam is crossed at 90
degrees with the VUV radiation. These silica particles were previously determined to be spheres (SEM) and
therefore the VUV scattering results are amenable to standard Mie Theory analysis. The scattered photons from
the crossing area of the VUV synchrotron beam and particle beam are detected with a rotatable VUV photon
detector. The angular distributions of scattered photons (ADSP) originating from 70, 100, 200 nm diameter silica
particles are measured with 145.9 and 118.1 nm synchrotron radiation. As predicted by Mie theory, these angular
distributions show strong forward scattering. Using Mie theory to analyze our experimental results, the refractive
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indices of these chemically synthesized silica particles are determined to be 2.6 + 1.1i and 1.6 + 0.0001i for 118.1
nm and 145.9 nm wavelengths, respectively. A careful comparison of scattered fluxes at visible and VUV
wavelengths clearly shows enhanced size sensitivity at shorter wavelengths. The smallest particle size detected in
this way using visible illumination was 250 nm. Conversely, our VUV studies exhibited a small size detection
limit of 70 nm, which is presently limited by the particle transmission efficiency our aerosol endstation. As
anticipated, VUV scattering is a more sensitive probe for ultrafine particles and their optical properties2.
We also performed elastic light scattering with free, spherical silica nanoparticles prepared by approaches from
colloidal chemistry, with diameters between 100 nm and 240 nm. The colloidal nanoparticles of defined size are
transferred from an aqueous solution into the gas phase using the particle beam apparatus. There is evidence for
modulations in the scattered light intensity as a function of scattering angle, which is clearly distinguished from
the forward scattering component. The experimental results are compared to Mie scattering simulations for
isolated particles, yielding good agreement with the experimental results. Deviations from Mie simulations are
observed for samples consisting of significant amounts of aggregates. The present results indicate that the optical
properties of free nanoparticles and aggregates are sensitively probed by vacuum ultraviolet radiation3.
Aerosol Chemistry
We implemented the capability of studying aerosol composition and chemistry using VUV photoionization. This
“soft” ionization technique has been shown to yield near “fragment free” mass spectra of a variety of organic
molecules. In this way, VUV photoionization is ideally suited for compositional analysis of complex organic
mixtures associated with aerosol particles. In general, aerosol particles are generated in situ and focused into the
aerosol endstation using an aerodynamic lens. The particles are then flash vaporized (50-5000C) and the resulting
molecules are photoionized near threshold and then analyzed using time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometry. In
this way, the chemical composition of aerosol particles can be monitored in the course of a chemical reaction.
The first studies of aerosol chemistry using this technique were conducted in collaboration with Prof. Tom Baer
(University of North Carolina). Oleic acid aerosol particles are generated in urban areas as a by-product of meat
grilling in the fast food industry. In addition, oleic acid aerosols have been extensively characterized by many
other laboratories and provide a nice benchmark for the new technique. Oleic acid particles were generated in situ
and introduced into the aerosol endstation. The resulting mass spectrum (at 9 eV) obtained after the oleic acid
aerosol was vaporized contained a single dominant parent peak at 284 amu.4 In contrast, electron impact
ionization mass spectra obtained by other groups under identical conditions yield a complicated mixture of peaks
arising from extensive fragmentation of the oleic acid molecule. This extensive fragmentation prohibits the
detailed investigation of more complex aerosol chemistry due to interference between reactant and product
fragmentation peaks in the electron impact mass spectrum.
To further explore this point, oleic acid aerosols were reacted with O3 (a ubiquitous atmospheric oxidant). The
VUV photoionization mass spectrum showed a decrease of the parent ion with O 3 addition as well as an increase
in the particle phase products located at lower masses. In previous electron impact studies, these lower mass
products were obscured by the extensive fragmentation of the reacting oleic acid. Therefore, VUV
photoionization allows products of heterogeneous aerosol chemistry to be identified with high accuracy. In
addition, tunable VUV light can be used to separate isomers and overlapping masses, as has been demonstrated
recently in the case of flame chemistry5.
We have also constructed a 130 L aerosol reaction chamber to be used in conjunction with the aerosol endstation
and the commercial particle sizing instruments currently operational at the Chemical Dynamic Beamline. The
reaction chamber was designed for measuring the kinetics of secondary aerosol formation. The goal of these
experiments is to examine both the size and chemical evolution of particles generated by the gas phase reaction of
aerosols with ozone and OH radicals. We are able to follow in real time both the particle size evolution as well
as the chemistry. As expected from the previous oleic acid experiments, VUV photoionization allowed us to
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monitor in real time, with less fragmentation, how the particle composition evolved as a function of reaction time.
Although, analysis of these results are currently underway, we have observed the evolution of pinonic acid in the
particle phase, a major product previously identified by other groups. However, unlike previous studies by other
groups who conduct post analysis of products using GC-MS techniques, we were able to follow the pinonic acid
concentration in the aerosol particle in real time. These experiments have recently been extended using a movable
injector flow apparatus coupled to the aerosol endstation.
Photoelectron Imaging of Nanoparticles
Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light offers an opportunity to study the optical properties of particles in difficult to
access spectral regions. There are at present no molecularly incisive methods for spectroscopically probing the
surfaces of free nano-aerosol particles. Optical methods, based upon infrared spectroscopy or Raman scattering,
have been developed to investigate micron-sized particles. These techniques are difficult to extend to submicron
particles due to poor signal to noise ratios. Additionally, these spectroscopic techniques lack the sensitivity to
examine the surface structure of nanoparticles. Due to the shallow escape depth of electrons, valence band VUV
photoelectron spectroscopy is well suited to the study of the electronic structure of nanoparticles.
The technique of velocity-mapped imaging photoelectron spectroscopy coupled to synchrotron radiation allows
simultaneous measurement of angular and energy release from ionization events with 4π steradian collection
efficiency 6. This technique coupled with beams of free nanoparticles allows for detailed investigations of the
ionization and relaxation dynamics in these systems. The kinetic energy release suggests that these ultra fine
particles (50-300 nm) show bulk-like behavior. A remarkable size dependent asymmetry in the angular
distributions of the released photoelectrons is observed for insulating nanoparticles. A model utilizing optical
absorption and electron emission is invoked to explain the asymmetry. Typically at our VUV photon energies, the
absorption depth and escape probability of a low energy electron is a few nanometers. It is therefore not
surprising that when the particle radius approaches the size of both the photoabsorption length and electron escape
depth that homogenous photoelectron emission is expected. Conversely, as the particle size exceeds both the
photoabsorption and electron escape depths the images become more asymmetric, suggesting that only a fraction
of the total particle volume is emitting photoelectrons. This technique offers a means of measuring surface
specific chemical properties and in addition, the valence bands of nanoparticles can be mapped free of substrate
effects.
The ionization energies of biological nanoparticles have been determined using the same photoelectron imaging
technique. Biological nanoparticles produced by aerosol methods are photoionized with VUV light. The
ionization energy of the nanoparticles is derived from a plot of the photoelectron spectrum versus incident photon
energy. The nanophase results are compared to ionization energies determined theoretically and other surface
science experiments.
Biological Mass Spectrometry
Using the aerosol apparatus we have developed a novel method to introduce fragile biomolecules into the gas
phase via formation of aerosol nanoparticles, followed by thermal vaporization and detection by VUV
photoionization mass spectrometry. The general strategy is to synthesize dry nanoparticles comprised of
biomolecules that are then thermally vaporized in high vacuum. The resulting vapor, containing free neutral
biomolecules, can be “softly” ionized with tunable VUV synchrotron radiation producing nearly fragmentationfree mass spectra. In fact, the degree of fragmentation can be finely controlled via the thermal or photon energy,
yielding greater insight into the role of internal energy in the photoionization mass spectra of amino acids and
other bio-molecules.
To first demonstrate the general utility of this approach and to illustrate how internal energy affects single photon
ionization mass spectra, we examined the amino acid tryptophan in detail. In addition, we measured the ionization
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energies of a number of biomolecules; for some, these are the first reported measurements. Finally erythromycin
(733 amu) is the largest molecule that has been detected completely fragment free with this technique7.
Future work
To date, our results on nanoparticle VUV scattering are really “proof of principle.” The fundamental studies of
spherical particles will be extended to sub-70 nm particles with the incorporation of a nano-nozzle to access sub70 nm particles. Future studies will be also extended to non-spherical particles requiring more sophisticated
theoretical techniques. In addition, we will employ more advanced detection techniques, which would allow
VUV scattering to be measured in concert with the various other particle probes (velocity map imaging, VUV
TOF + particle impact vaporization) currently in use or in development here are the Chemical Dynamics
Beamline. Specifically, imaging detectors would allow us to measure many scattering angles simultaneously,
improving the S/N ratio over the current single angle detection scheme. Such a detector has been recently
acquired along with the capabilities of performing timing and coupling to a Echelle spectrometer. This allows the
study of fluorescence from VUV irradiated nanoparticles. By making these detection improvements the optical
properties of more complex aerosols can be simultaneously correlated with size and chemical composition. These
improvements will be particularly important for simulating aerosol formation in planetary atmospheres where the
optical properties of laboratory aerosols can be correlated with remote sensing measurements of planetary albedo.
We plan to extend our velocity map imaging studies to higher photon energies and smaller particles. Studies will
be conducted at higher photon energies to explore in detail the angular asymmetry produced by electrons at higher
kinetic energies (5-10 eV). Concurrently, efforts will be dedicated to transferring nanoparticles (1- 10 nm) into
the endstation for photoelectron imaging experiments. 1-10 nm particles would be an important size region to
study the transition from small clusters, exhibiting quantum size effects, to the bulk electronic structure in solids.
Initial results obtained to date all suggest that VUV photoionization + impact particle vaporization is a powerful
technique for probing complex heterogeneous organic chemistry in laboratory simulated aerosol particles. We
anticipate this technique will be of great interest to the aerosol community affording them the ability to tackle
more complex chemical problems by reducing the analysis problems associated with electron impact particle
analysis.
Efforts are currently underway to improve the sensitivity of the TOF, as well as to extend the transmission
efficiency of the instrument to sub 70 nm particles. If successful an entirely new class of problems can be
addressed with the chemical specificity of VUV photoionization.
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Program Scope
Our research funded by DOE Chemical sciences division deals with computational
chemistry of transition metal clusters and actinide complexes. Gas-phase spectroscopic studies
on these clusters are benefited by our computations. Computations of actinide complexes are
important to understanding of the complexes found in geochemical and biochemical environment
and are thus critical to management of high-level nuclear wastes. We are carrying out
computational studies ton these species. The geometrical and electronic properties such as
ionization potentials, electron affinities, and binding energies of transition metal clusters vary
dramatically with cluster sizes. Especially thrid and second row transition metal clusters
transition metal carbides and silicides are considered. Uranyl and plutonyl complexes of
environmental importance are being studied. These studies are made with relativistic complete
active space multi-configuration self-consistent-field (CASSCF) followed by large-scale CI
computations and relativistic CI (RCI) computations up to 60 million configurations.
Recent Progress
Our recent progress in this area is described extensively in publications1-20, which
contain all the details of the results, tables and figures. Here we briefly outline the major
highlights, in each of the categories. For this purpose the clusters and complexes that we have
studied were grouped into the various categories and each of them is briefly described below.
Electronic Structure of Transition Metal Species.
The transition metal-containing species studied included ruthenium carbide, RuC1, gold
dihydride2, AuH2, niobium clusters4, and the niobium carbide9. The RuC molecule has been a
challenging species due to the open-shell nature of Ru resulting in a number of low-lying
electronic states for this molecule. We have carried out state-of-the-art complete active space
multi-configuration self-consistent field followed by multireference configuration interaction
methods that included up 18 million configurations, in conjunction with relativistic effects. We
have computed 29 low-lying electronic states of RuC with different spin multiplicities and
spatial symmetries with energy separations less than 38 000 cm-1. We find two very closely lying
electronic states for RuC, viz., 1Σ+ and 3Δ with the 1Σ+ being stabilized at higher levels of theory.
Our computed spectroscopic constants and dipole moments are in good agreement with
experiment although we have reported more electronic states than those that have been observed
experimentally. Our computations reveal a strongly bound X1Σ+ state with a large dipole moment
and an energetically close 3Δ state with a smaller dipole moment. Overall our computed energy
separations of the excited states with energy separations less than 18000 cm-1 agree quite well.
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In collaboration with Prof Lester Andrews, AuH2 molecule was formed in solid
hydrogen by reactions of excited gold atoms from laser ablation and irradiation after thermal
evaporation. The X2B2 ground state of the AuH2 molecule is separated by a 53 kcal/mol barrier
from the Au(2D) + H2 decomposition products and it is 27 kcal/mole more stable than Au(2D) +
H2. The bending modes of AuH2, AuHD, and AuD2 have been observed at 638.1, 570.6, and
457.0 cm−1. These frequencies and the lack of infrared intensity in the stretching modes are in
agreement with the results of relativistic ECP DFT, MP2 and CCD calculations. The computed
bending potential energy surfaces of three electronic states of AuH2 using CASSCF/MRSDCI
methods reveal that there is a barrier for conversion of the X2B2 ground state to Au(2S) + H2.
Geometries and energy separations of the various low-lying electronic states of Nbn and
Nbn− (n = 4, 5) clusters with various structural arrangements have been investigated. The
complete active space multi-configuration self-consistent field (CASMCSCF) method followed
by multi-reference singles and doubles configuration interaction (MRSDCI) calculations that
included up to 52 million configuration spin functions have been used to compute several
electronic states of these clusters. The ground states of both Nb4 (1A′, pyramidal) and Nb4− (2B3g,
rhombus) are low-spin states at the MRSDCI level. The ground state of Nb5 cluster is a doublet
with a distorted trigonal bipyramid (DTB) structure. The anionic cluster of Nb5 has two
competitive ground states with singlet and triplet multiplicities (DTB). The low-lying electronic
states of these clusters have been found to be distorted due to Jahn-Teller effect. The electron
affinity, ionization potential, dissociation and atomization energies of Nb4 and Nb5 have been
calculated and the results have been found to be in excellent agreement with the experiment.
We have studied the potential energy curves and spectroscopic constants of the ground
and low-lying excited states of NbC9 the complete active space multi-configuration selfconsistent field (CASSCF) followed by multireference configuration interaction (MRCI)
methods, in conjunction with relativistic effects and 5s3p3d1f, 3s3p1d basis sets con Nb and C
respectively. For comparative purposes we performed comparative B3LYP and CCSD(T)
calculations. We have identified 26 low-lying electronic states of NbC with different spin
multiplicities and spatial symmetries within 40000cm-1. At the MRSDCI level of theory the 2∑+
and 2Δ states are nearly degenerated, with the 2Δ 172 cm-1 lower than the 2∑+ state. However
after spin-orbit splitting the 2Δ state becomes lower by 646 cm-1, in reasonable agreement with
the experimental result 831 cm-1. Our computed spectroscopic constants and dipole moments are
in good agreement with experiment. On the other hand our results for the excited sates of NbC
are different from previous density functional calculation, mainly due to the strong
multiconfigurational character of NbC that cannot be handled properly at this level of theory.
We have reported more electronic states than those that have been observed experimentally.
Electronic Structure of Actinide Complexes.
We have carried out extensive ab initio calculations on the structure and spectra of
H2UO2SiO4.3H2O, HUO2PO4.3H2O, and HUO2AsO4.3H2O. The calculated structures and
vibrational spectra have been compared with the available experimental data.The silicate,
phosphate and arsenate minerals are quite abundant in nature and their structural and bonding
studies are important to the understanding of the mobility of uranium in natural systems and in
soils contaminated by actinides. The theoretical studies of these model molecules are thus quite
important for the basic understanding of the uranyl-silicate, uranyl-phosphate, and uranylarsenate bondings of naturally occurring uranyl minerals.
The USi3W molecule has been studied very recently in solid form through EXAFS
technique. The phosphate and the arsenate molecules are studied as the simplest forms of the
corresponding uranyl compounds (UO2)3(PO4)2(H2O)4, and (UO2)[(UO2)(AsO4)]2(H2O)4. The
geometry optimization of USi3W, UP3W, and UAs3W at both the DFT/B3LYP and MP2 levels
show that the water molecules in these tri-hydrated complexes lie in a plane containing the
uranium and the silicate, phosphate or arsenate group, and thus forming pentagonal bi-pyramid
structures. We have compared the calculated geometries with the available crystal structure data
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and the agreement is quite satisfactory at both the DFT/B3LYP and MP2 levels. Our calculated
vibrational spectra of USi3W compare quite well with the observed vibrational spectra of
(UO2)2SiO4.2H2O. We have compared the calculated U-O3 and U-O4 distances of these
molecules. They show that the uranyl-silicate and uranyl-phosphate interactions would be similar
and the uranyl-arsenate interaction would be less than both of them.
We have studied the electronic and spectroscopic properties of plutonyl carbonate
complexes of the types PuO2CO3 and the hydrated forms, PuO2CO3.nH2O, (n=1,2). Our
computed equilibrium geometries and vibrational spectra of these species agree quite well with
the EXAFS and Raman data available on related complexes. We have reported the results of ab
initio quantum chemical computations on the plutonyl carbonate complex and its hydrated forms,
viz., PuO2CO3, PuO2CO3.H2O and PuO2CO3.2H2O. The results of our computations at the DFT,
MP2 and CCSD levels show that the computed geometries and vibrational frequencies are in
reasonable agreement among these theoretical levels. Our computed geometries for the various
interatomic distances at both MP2 and DFT levels agree quite well with the experimental
EXAFS results of Clark et al. at Los Alamos in solution for the limiting Pu(VI)O2-carbonate
complex. Our predicted equatorial carbonate vibrational mode frequency of 754 cm-1 at the MP2
level is consistent with the observed Raman band at 755 cm-1 in solution form of plutonyl
carbonate complex..
Extensive ab initio calculations have been carried out on the structure and bonding
characteristics of UO2(CO3)22− and M2UO2(CO3)2 (M= Li+, and Na+) both in the gas phase and in
solution using coupled cluster doubles (CCD), Møller-Plesset second order perturbation theory
(MP2) and density functional (DFT) theory. The calculated structure and vibrational spectra have
been compared with the available experimental data. The nature of the boding in these species is
discussed. The formation of uranyl carbonate formation is one of the most important processes
governing the actinide migration from geo-repositories. The uranyl carbonato complexes are
known to form water-soluble metal salts. In order to understand the nature of metal binding with
carbonato complexes, we have studied here the structure and bonding of UO2(CO3)22− and
M2UO2(CO3)2 (M= Li+, and Na+). The gas phase calculations on UO2(CO3)22− at the
DFT/B3LYP, MP2, and CCD levels reveal that, analogous to higher uranyl carbonate
complexes, the gas-phase structure UO2(CO3)22− is a D2h structure with the carbonates in the
equatorial position and the uranyl forming the axial linear bonds.
Future Plan
We are continuing to investigate second, third row transition metal clusters, carbides and
other complexes of transition metals and actinides. There are many challenges as we attempt to
study these species. Both relativistic effects including spin-orbit effects and electron correlation
effects must be considered accurately. We have also been investigation actinide complexes of
environmental importance and their salvation phenomena. We have been looking at methods to
consider aquous complexes of uranyl, plutonyl an dneputnyl species. Theoretical spectroscopy of
transition metal carbides particularly MoC and ZrC are being studied.
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Program Scope:
It would be difficult to overstate the importance of catalysis in maintaining the economic
competitiveness of the nation, with its role in effecting industrially and environmentally significant
reactions, as well as ones involved in energy production. Developing an understanding of the basic
principles that govern catalytic reactions is crucial for the tailoring of catalysts with desired efficiency and
selectivity. Unraveling the details of various catalytic processes and providing information on the
physical and chemical principles requires endeavors which span a wide range of investigations from
empirical observations of catalytic processes to fundamental surface science. Our program is designed to
elucidate selected aspects of the basic principles needed to realize the nature of selected sites of oxygen
transfer reactions involving transition metal oxides and noble metal clusters. These studies serve to shed
light on some of the fundamental mechanisms involved.
In recent years, there has been a growing acceptance of the use of gas phase clusters to model metal
oxide surfaces and to study industrially and environmentally significant reactions, providing a valuable
complementary method for probing the active sites responsible for selected classes of reactions. Our
continuing program is designed to investigate the roles of charge state, oxidation state, geometrical and
surface effects, and stoichiometry. These studies of gas phase clusters offer the opportunity to probe
complicated catalytic reactions on the nanoscale and avoid common problems such as elucidating effects
which can arise due to various methods of catalyst preparation. Through these studies, information
necessary to further understand the processes and fundamental mechanisms which take place in catalytic
reactions may be identified. Such findings will find use in guiding the production of customized catalysts
with desired selectivity and turn over rates.
Recent Progress:
During the recent grant period, we have continued our program aimed at uncovering the
characteristics and mechanistic details of oxygen transfer reactions. In this context, we have probed
reactions utilizing transition metal and noble metal oxides to study the fundamental steps of various
industrially and environmentally significant reactions. Through our recent studies, we have revealed
some new and significant findings regarding oxygen transfer reactions involving ethylene and vanadium
oxide clusters and for the oxidation of CO in the presence of oxidized gold clusters. Furthermore, we
have gained more insight into the mechanisms of these reactions through a collaboration with the
theoretical group of Professor Vlasta Bonačić-Koutecký at the Humboldt University in Berlin.
Through previous experimental investigations and theoretical findings, we revealed the presence of an
oxygen centered radical structure and have proposed a facile oxygen transfer mechanism involving V2O5+
and V4O10+ clusters and ethylene, which is in direct analogy to mechanisms believed to occur on vanadia
surfaces. In order to provide a more complete understanding of the factors influencing the dynamics of
this observed oxygen atom transfer reaction, detailed energetic studies of V2O5+ and V4O10+ clusters were
undertaken during the past year. We have found the Langevin equation to serve as a kinetic model that
fully accounts for our experimental findings. We discovered that not every cluster-molecule collision is
effective in leading to a reaction product. This is revealed by the observation of a reaction rate constant
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lower than the expected collision frequency of 1x10-9 cm3s-1 if every collision were effective. This is
evidence that the ion-molecule association is the rate-determining step, with subsequent steps proceeding
without significant barriers. Valuable new information about cluster reactivity is gained from this kinetic
model which allows, from experimental data on the energy dependence of the reaction cross section, a
determination of the magnitude of reaction barriers which would influence the course of a reaction.
These findings have provided insight into the general mechanism of this reaction that is of considerable
interest in the area of fundamental catalysis, as well as in the industrial production of acetaldehyde. Our
work establishes that the barrier for H-atom transfer plays little role despite statements in the literature to
the contrary.
Other recent studies have focused on reactions responsible for CO oxidation on gold clusters. During
the year, we have investigated gold oxides of varying stoichiometry for the monomer and dimer cations
and for gold cluster anions with one to 16 gold atoms. Particular attention has been focused on
determining whether the sole role of the cluster surface is to effect oxygen atom production, and most
importantly, whether the dissociation of the oxygen molecule is sufficient to induce the oxidation
reaction. Utilizing a fast-flow reactor mass spectrometer, we have investigated the oxidation of CO in the
presence of a variety of preoxidized gold cluster ions. Our experiments are unique in the fact that we
introduce the oxygen at the source in order to produce gold species that contain both molecular and
atomized oxygen. This enables us to avoid the rate-limiting activation of the oxygen molecule and
examine the role of atomic oxygen for the oxidation reaction. From these studies, along with the
theoretical investigation of various structural features, we have found that the presence of a peripheral
oxygen atom is necessary for the production of CO2; however, it is not sufficient. It is more a synergistic
effect between the presence of a peripheral oxygen atom and surmountable reaction barriers that governs
the reaction. To our knowledge, this fact has not been previously revealed and is of fundamental value in
tailoring the design of more efficient and selective catalysts.
Preliminary studies of the cations have revealed products of the form AunOm(CO)x+. These species
could be the products of either an association reaction, replacement of oxygen atoms or dioxygen with
carbon monoxide, or the oxidation of CO. For the anions, we did not observe any products containing
both CO and oxygen for the monomer or dimer species. However, with those anionic clusters containing
three or more gold atoms, species of the form AunOm(CO)x- began to emerge. Through density functional
calculations performed for the dimer and trimer anion clusters, it was realized that there is a relationship
between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the gold oxide species and the binding
energy of CO to produce the AunOmCO- species. Moreover, this relationship predicts the favorable
association of CO onto Au3O-, in agreement with our experimental results in which we only observe
association for this species.
Another interesting difference between the cations and anions was found in studies in which the
concentration of CO reactant gas was varied widely. With the anion studies, one series of experiments
was conducted in which pure CO was added at the reactant gas inlet located downstream of cluster
production. The addition of pure CO to the gold oxide cations resulted in the disappearance of all species
present following cluster production. With a lower concentration of CO added to the gold oxide clusters,
we observed products of the form AunOm(CO)x+, which could be association, replacement, or oxidation
products, as discussed above. With further study, and via comparison with the findings for the anions,
these results could offer valuable insight into the effect of charge state on the efficiency of the CO
oxidation reaction.
At present we are probing the reactions between gold oxide anions and CO utilizing a guided ion
beam mass spectrometer. These studies offer the opportunity for mass selection so that we may
definitively determine parent/product relationships. Furthermore, we have the ability to gain further
structural information via collision induce dissociation studies. These further studies, along with previous
experimental and theoretical investigations, provide further evidence for the lack of reactivity of oxygen
atoms at bridging sites. As these and our previous measurements have shown, the peripheral oxygen
atoms do display reactive oxidation of CO, but only in cases with appropriately low reaction barriers.
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Future Studies:
In order to further understand the effect of charge state on the oxidation of CO in the presence of
gold, we will employ the guided ion beam apparatus to study the larger anion species as well as cations of
similar size. This affords the opportunity for mass selection of individual gold oxide reactants prior to
interaction with the CO reactant gas. Not only will these studies allow for more information regarding the
role of charge state, they will also provide information on the parent/product branching ratios. In
addition, collision induced dissociation, as well as theoretical calculations, will be performed on the gold
oxide cations and larger anion species (AunOm-, n ≥ 4) in order to uncover structural information.
Through these studies, information of the reaction pathways may be realized in order to provide further
insight into the processes occurring on gold catalysts.
To further our program in contributing to a greater knowledge of condensed phase catalysis, we plan
to move toward investigating the effect of the support on the oxidation of CO in the gas phase. In the
context of fuel cell development, we plan to study the effects of AunMxOy+/- (M = Ti, Cs, Fe) on the
oxidation of CO. For these studies, we will employ the guided ion beam mass spectrometer in order to
study mass selected species and perform collision induced dissociation. Rate constants will be
determined using the fast-flow reactor technique. These studies will commence with investigation of the
efficiency of MxOy+/- clusters for the oxidation of CO as a prelude to a detailed study of the reactions
between CO and bimetallic oxide cluster ions comprised of gold and other metals of varying
stoichiometry and electronegativity. The individual metal oxide work will allow for the effect of the
surface material to be determined prior to studying the bimetallic clusters.
We also plan to continue our collaboration with the theoretical group of Professor Vlasta BonačićKoutecký in order to gain further insight into the interactions and reaction pathways that are involved in
the oxidation of CO in the presence of gold. Subsequently, related studies of the chemistry of nitrogen
oxides will be undertaken. The information gained from the combined experimental and theoretical
studies will allow us to obtain valuable insight into the fundamental processes and mechanistic details that
govern catalytic reactions in the presence of gold and other metals.
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Theory of Dynamics in Complex Systems
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My DOE sponsored research is devoted to developing and applying theoretical treatments
of complex systems. The specific systems currently under investigation are disordered
dielectrics, and super-cooled liquids and glasses. To treat the phenomena exhibited by
such materials, my coworkers and I have considered models based upon a coarse grained
picture of space and time, for which Ref. [1] is illustrative. We have shown that these
models can be used to intepret thermal properties, such as the percipitous growth of
relaxation times as temperature is lowered towards a glass transition, and we have
uncovered an unsuspected crossover, where the relaxation of a glass former evolves from
hierarchical dynamics at low temperatures to diffusive dynamics yet lower temperatures.
We have recently shown how this crossover is manifested experimentally [2]. This
particular manifestation focuses on so-called “decoupling,” where viscosity growth, for
example, is not proportional to a diffusion constant inverse. We have also succeeded at
explaining decoupling [3] and demonstrated its connection to distributions of exchange
and persistence processes in glass forming materials [4].
Decoupling is a fluctuation effect, and when such effects are present, one expects the
presence of growing length scales as with a phase transition, and also non-linear
response. In our work, we have demonstrated that growing length scales are found in
d+1 dimensions, where d is the physical dimension, and 1 refers to time [1,5].
Dynamical arrest of glass formers is an order-disorder phenomenon in space-time,
namely an entropy crisis in trajectory space. Others before us have ventured the view
that the dynamical arrest of glass formers is related to an entropy crisis. This view has in
the past suffered from inconsistencies. It had before been suggested that this collective
phenomenon would occur in state space, By showing it occurs in trajectory space, we
have avoided the inconsistencies of prior treatments.
Among topics for the future, I am focusing on non-linear effects. Two illustrations are
noteworthy. First, on applying a dc force field, the resulting drag velocity of a probe
molecule in a super cooled material is less per unit force at high force strength than it is at
low force strength. As such, the response to a sufficiently strong ac field will cause
amplification, akin to the action of a ratchet. Second, a super cooled material under shear
will produce a shear banding of mobility. In the presence of this banding, the
macroscopic mobility of a probe molecule will vanish in directions transverse to the
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shear. Therefore, the action of shear leads to a dynamic switch – current is halted by
shaking. While not yet observed experimentally, the theoretical principals from which
we have found these effects seem entirely sound, and I believe experimental verification
will soon follow.
We have also recently completed our nascent studies of virus capsid assemblies [6].
Nature’s ability to engineer the fabrication of these nanoscale objects is truly remarkable.
We have created a class of mesoscopic models obeying Newtonian dynamics that can
exhibit assembly, used transition path sampling to examine the assembly, and mapped out
ranges of conditions over which kinetically trapped glassy configurations are avoided and
self-assembly occurs.
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Molecular Theory & Modeling
Transport and reactivity in amorphous solids
L. René Corrales
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Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
902 Battelle Blvd.
Mail Stop K1-83
Richland, WA 99352
rene.corrales@pnl.gov
The objectives of this work are to understand the factors that control the interactions and
transformations of nuclear waste glasses, optical and micro-electronic devices, and
bioactive materials caused by chemical reaction, ion transport and irradiation processes
that can compromise their fabrication and performance lifetime. Underlying the extent to
which a material will undergo physical and chemical transformations are the molecular
level structural characteristics, and the collective response to the operational
environment. The former has a strong dependence on processing history and the latter
depends on the particular composition, such as the concentration of radionuclides
embedded into a glass, and physical state of the material that can include phase separated
states or introduction of heterogeneous environments such as aqueous solid interfaces.
There is a great interest to DOE in networked oxide glasses, such as silicates and
phosphates, because they are well suited for use in entombing nuclear waste and
they form the basis of optical fibers, photonic devices, scintillators for radiation
detection, and bio-inorganic composites for modern nanotechnology.
The structure of networked oxide glass forming systems is rigorously examined using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation methods. Underlying the confidence that
simulations can provide a concise and accurate picture of the atomic and molecular
structure is the ability to compare experimentally measured quantities with MD results.
Our emphasis has been in comparing MD data with neutron and X-ray diffraction,
EXAFS, and NMR results. Challenges remain in the ability to calculate IR and Raman
spectra as well as to determine NMR shifts, because they require electronic structure
methods. An important factor in employing electronic structure methods for glass
systems is that the system size is limited and, therefore, structural features and their
distributions may not be well represented. Nonetheless, it remains the only means to
acquire certain information to compare with experiment and to quantify predictions of
structure – property relationships. We have been focusing on developing a systematic
approach in which simulated glasses are first produced and structures validated using
classical molecular dynamics, and then employing a strategy of making a series of
smaller sized samples that as an averaged group are statistically identical to the large
glass structures that can be used for electronic structure simulations.1 Alternatively, the
small glass structures are created from first principle based MD methods and the resulting
structures carefully analyzed and compared to larger simulated structures. In this way, it
is possible to provide a complete analysis of the simulated structure with measured
quantities that can be directly compared to experiment.
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Having built confidence that our simulated structures are in fact related to real glass
systems we can proceed to extract structural details that are not accessible to experiment.
Simulations can also be used to decisively determine sources of anomalies, and to
determine the factors that control phase behavior and structural reorganization. The role
of the structural response to chemical reactions of silica with water have shown the
significance of the “quality” of the glass network in providing stability as well as
instability towards chemical reactions.2 Below, we describe in more detail two examples
of how MD simulations are used to examine ion segregation near a melt surface,3 and to
ascertain the source of the anomalous shift of the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) in
alkali silicate glasses and the extent to which the FSDP is correlated with intermediate
range glass structure.4 In a key collaboration with a BES Materials Science program, our
research aims at understanding damage formation and corresponding evolution of recoil
ions cascades in oxide ceramics.5,6 In this collaboration, my work focuses on determining
the factors that control energy dissipation in MD simulations in support of improving
simulation methodologies to study systems taken far from equilibrium.7,8
The volatility of alkali ions from an oxide melt has been a topic of interest for some
time,9,10,11 and remains a technological issue and of great scientific interest. The rate at
which a melt of a glass forming system achieves equilibrium is of interest and so is the
resulting near surface structure. The factors that drive the enrichment and reconstruction
of the surface must be characterized as a means of gaining control of the surface states.
A molecular level understanding of the structure of viscous melts can be obtained using
atomic level classical molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations. In this work, MD
simulations are used to determine the free energy profile near the surface of melts at
thermodynamic equilibrium. The results provide insight into the cause of ion migration
observed in cleaved glass surfaces and provide insight into observed volatilization
processes.
The reconstruction of a glass surface depends significantly on kinetic processes such as
the diffusion of ions to the surface. In contrast, in a melt the thermodynamic equilibrium
state is independent of the path(s) it took to get there and establishes a clear picture of the
preferred thermodynamic state. Thus, by determining the free energy profile or landscape
of the melt, the preferred ion distribution is identified. The free energy then provides
details of the chemical potential driving force for ion migration to the surface in the melt
or the glass phase.
The net conclusions found are that the surface state of sodium calcium aluminosilicate
glass melts reveal that the thermodynamic equilibrium state near the surface leads to an
enrichment of NBO and sodium ions. The chemical equilibrium condition of the surface
is likely the driving force for alkali ions to enrich the surface of a cleaved glass, but does
so significantly slower than in the melt state. Surface exposure drives the NBO atoms to
the surface so as to drive the network forming cations, with higher charge, into the bulk
of the system and the network modifiers to the surface with the sodium ion being the
dominant surface cation species.
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Figure 1. The potential of mean force of the density profile going across both interfaces
into the center of the simulation cell for the sodium ions (top) and the NBO ions
(bottom). Near the surface there is a significant decrease in the free energy for both of the
systems.
The first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP), or prepeak, observed in a number of networkforming glasses is considered to be an indication of the medium range order.12,13 The
origin of the FSDP and its relation to real space structural features in a network glass
remain highly controversial.14 The intensity and position of the FSDP changes with
temperature, pressure, composition, and neutron irradiation doses. The composition
dependence of the FSDP in silicate glasses reveals a trend in the lithium silicate glasses
inconsistent with other alkali silicate glasses. The origin of this anomaly has been
suggested to come from the negative scattering length of lithium.15

Figure 2. Influence of the neutron scattering length on the total structure factors in
sodium disilicate (left) and lithium disilicate glasses (right). The decrease in the peak
height as the scattering length goes from negative to positive is seen for both the Na and
Li containing glasses. Hence, the scattering length clearly dictates the peak height.
In our work the source of the experimentally observed anomalous behavior of the First
Sharp Diffraction Peak (FSDP) in lithium silicate glasses was determined using classical
molecular dynamics simulations. Partial structure factors obtained from simulations were
used to investigate the sensitivity of the total structure factor to the scattering length of
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alkali ions. The result clearly establishes that the major difference of the FSDP between
lithium and sodium disilicate glasses is due to the negative scattering length of lithium
ions. Additionally, it was determined that the unusual intense FSDP in lithium silicate
glass has little to do with differences of the medium range structure in these glasses.
Our research goals are targeted towards exploring the response of networked oxide
materials to radiation sources that includes high-energy ion implantation, recoil cascades,
electronic excitations, and thermal spikes. For crystalline systems the initial
configurations are complicated by the presence of defects and dopants. The need to
determine the role of initial configurations, i.e. the distribution of defects and impurities,
has a significant affect on the results and, thus, a means to collect significant statistics
must be considered. Similarly, the quality of a glass structure must also be considered
prior to carrying out the simulations. An excellent example is provided by ice and glassy
water (a.k.a amorphous solid water) that are known to support electronic excitations.
Future research is planned to study by first principle molecular dynamics the differences
in how the two “extreme” systems support low-lying electronic excitations as well as
high-energy species that can be formed from irradiation processes. The comparison of
bulk-type structures with structures formed on metal surfaces will be made. Charge
transfer between different phases and between distinct materials will be explored.
Collaborators: J. Du (PNNL), R. Devanathan (PNNL), W. J. Weber (PNNL), H. Jónsson
(UW), A. Chartier (CEA-Saclay), C. Meis (CEA-Saclay)
This work was supported by the Office of Basic Energy Science, U.S. Department of
Energy. Battelle operates the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory for US DOE.
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Program:
Reaction Intermediates in Condensed Phase: Radiation and Photochemistry
Scope:
It is the goal of this project to develop ultrafast techniques for electron pulse
radiolysis. Ultrafast (<10-11ps) physical processes play a pivotal role in all chemical
reactions. Detailed knowledge of primary events such as energy (charge) transfer,
thermalization, solvation and the chemistry of pre-thermalized electrons is essential in
order to produce a complete picture of reactivity. Due to the lack of a suitable
femtosecond source of ionizing radiation, experimental studies on the primary events in
radiation induced chemical reactions are virtually nonexistent. Understanding of these
ultrafast processes will be beneficial to areas as diverse as photochemistry, materials
processing, device fabrication, catalysis, astro and environmental chemistry and radiation
processing. It is the ultimate goal of this project to provide such information so that we
can gain a full understanding of radiation chemistry. Achievement of this goal requires
the implementation of ultrafast laser, radiolytic and x-ray spectroscopic techniques,
techniques that currently do not collectively exist for this purpose. Recent advances in
super-intense ultrashort laser technology have led to the ability to generate subpicosecond
electron, proton and x-ray pulses without the use of a traditional electron accelerator.
The objective of our current efforts is to develop a state-of-the-art table-top 5-20 TW
terawatt laser system (T3) that will produce these types of pulses for chemical physics
studies. Utilized in conjunction with our ultrafast laser system the electron pulses will
provide unprecedented insight into many of the contemporary issues concerning the
primary processes of radiation induced chemical reactions.
Recent Progress:
The Terawatt Ultrafast High Field Facility (TUHFF) has been constructed in the
Chemistry Division. The first version of a 20 TW laser has been competed and routinely
generates subpicosecond electron pulses. The most significant accomplishment over the
last year has been the observation of solvated electrons generated in water using the
electron pulses from the T3 system. The solvated electrons have been observed using two
different methods, electron pump/ fs optical probe (picosecond resolution measurements,
Figure 1) and electron pump/ CW optical probe (nanosecond to microsecond resolution,
Figure 2). Another major advancement has been the ability to reproducibly generate
electron pulses with charges as high as 3.0 nC with MeV energies (Figure 3). The
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Figure 1. Electron pulse optical probe TA signal of the solvated
electron in water taken at a delay time of 670 ps. Each point is an
average of ten shots and the error bars represent 95% confidence
limits. Note the lack of correlation between the TA signal (red) and
the transmitted electron charge (green).

electron pulse charge is
typically in the range of 1.52.0 nC. The main focus over
the last six months has been
placed on the optimization of
pump-probe techniques on the
T3 system and characterization
of
the
electron
beam.
Additionally, significant progress has been made in the
areas of development of
adaptive optics, electro-optic
measurement of the electron
pulse longitudinal profile, and

measurement of the electron
energy spectrum (Figure 3).
Due to large shot-to-shot variations in the
yield of high-energy electrons (200 ± 100
pC at 10 TW and 2.0 ± 0.3 nC at 20 TW)
and low repetition rate of the setup (10 Hz),
the standard pump-probe detection of
transient absorption kinetics is not an

(a) 2

e-aq + O2 → O2-

o
o
Figure 2. Dynamics of the solvated electron in water
using the CW probe technique. The signal strength
corresponds to a charge of 75pC. The decay is due
to the reaction of the solvated electron with
impurities, mainly oxygen.

spectrum

(b) 14

efficient
approach
for
ultrafast
measurements at TUHFF. For these
reasons, high priority was put on the
development of a robust single-shot
detection methodology that provides an
0
10
20
alternative way to sample ultrafast
electron energy, MeV
kinetics. Our current solution is ultrafast
Frequency Domain Single-Shot (FDSS)
Figure 3. Energy spectrum of the
electron beam measured with a 2º
transient absorption (see publication 10). Additional
and 14º skimmer
improvements (by almost an order of magnitude) in
the signal to noise have been realized by normalizing the ps pump probe signal (Figure 1)
by the CW signal (Figure 2).
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Future Plans. The main focus of our current effort is directed towards using TUHFF to
perform our first time-resolved measurements. It is expected that our first measurements
will have a time resolution of ~5ps, limited by the electron pulse charge and energy
dispersion. As the pulse charges increases the experimental time resolution will also
improve. Recently our group has carried out several femtosecond photoionization studies
of liquid water (see abstract of Shkrob et. al and references therein). This work has
provided a significant amount of insight into the dynamics of solvation and
thermalization for above-the-gap ionization of liquids. We will use this knowledge as the
starting point for our first radiolysis experiments. The first studies will focus on
thermalization and solvation dynamics of electrons that are generated in water radiolysis.
This work will be followed by studies of the reactivity of electron precursors (i.e.,
chemistry that occurs before thermalization). An upgraded version of the TUHFF laser
system has been designed and will be implemented in the future. This upgrade will
include a deformable mirror and improvements in the stretcher/compressor system.
Other future projects which are already in progress include development of ultrasensitive
electro-optic sampling methods to characterize the longitudinal (temporal) characteristics
of the electron pulses and the generation of hard x-rays via Thompson scattering.
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Program Scope
The focus of our research program is the study of gas phase metal clusters to evaluate their
potential as models for the fundamental interactions present on heterogeneous catalytic surfaces.
These clusters are molecular sized aggregates of metals or metal compounds (oxides, carbides). We
focus specifically on the bonding exhibited by "physisorption" on cluster surfaces. Complexes
containing one or more metal atoms bound to small molecules provide the models for physisorption.
Infrared spectroscopy in various forms is employed to measure the vibrational spectroscopy of the
metal clusters themselves and, in particular, the spectra of physisorbed molecules. These studies
investigate the nature of the metal-adsorbate interaction and how it varies with metal composition
and cluster size. The vibrational frequencies measured are compared with the predictions of theory
to reveal the electronic state and geometric structure of the system. Neutral clusters are studied with
infrared multiphoton ionization spectroscopy, while ionic clusters are studied with mass-selected
infrared photodissociation spectroscopy.

Recent Progress
The main focus of our work over the last two years has been infrared spectroscopy of massselected cation-molecular complexes, e.g., V+(CO2)n, Ni+(C2H2)n, Ni+(H2O)n, Nb+(N2)n. These
species are produced by laser vaporization in a pulsed-nozzle cluster source, mass-selected with a
specially designed reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer and studied with infrared
photodissociation spectroscopy using an IR optical parametric oscillator laser system (IR-OPO;
wavelength coverage: 2000-4500 cm-1). We have studied the infrared spectroscopy of various
transition metal ions in complexes with CO2, acetylene, water and molecular nitrogen. In each
system, we examine the shift in the frequency for selected vibrational modes in the adsorbate
molecule that occur upon binding to the metal. The number and frequencies of IR-active modes in
multi-ligand complexes reveals the structures of these systems, while sudden changes in vibrational
spectra or IR dissociation yields are used to determine the coordination number for the metal ion in
these complexes. In some systems, new vibrational bands are found beginning at a certain complex
size that correspond to intra-cluster reaction products. In small complexes with strong bonding, we
use the method of “rare gas tagging” with argon or neon to enhance dissociation yields. In all of
these systems, we employ a close interaction with theory to investigate the details of the metalmolecular interactions that best explain the spectroscopy data obtained. We perform our own
density functional theory (DFT) or MP2 calculations (using Gaussian 03W) and when higher level
methods are required (e.g., CCSD), we collaborate with local theorists (P.v.R. Schleyer, H.F.
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Schaefer). Our infrared data on these transition metal ion-molecule complexes is the first available,
and it provides many examples of unanticipated structural and dynamic information.
Studies of metal-CO2 clusters have investigated Fe+, Ni+ and V+ metal ions with from one
up to 10-14 CO2 ligands attached. In all of these systems, the CO2 asymmetric stretch (2349 cm-1 in
the isolated molecule) is studied and found to shift 30-50 cm-1 to higher frequency when the ligand
is attached directly to the metal. Ligands are found to bind in a linear configuration with the metal,
i.e., M+-OCO, with high symmetry configurations for multiple ligands. When external ligands are
present, a second band is measured at 2350 cm-1. Its proximity to the isolated molecule band
establishes that this represents molecules bound externally on the surface of the cluster that
experience only a small perturbation. In the iron system, the coordination number is not clearly
evident from the onset of the surface band, but this appears gradually in the n=4-6 size range. For
nickel and vanadium, however, the surface band appears sharply at a cluster size of n=5, and this is
also the cluster size at which the overall dissociation yield abruptly increases. The coordination in
these systems is therefore four ligands. In both vanadium and nickel clusters with CO2, another new
vibrational band strongly shifted further to the blue emerges at much larger cluster sizes in the n=810 size range. This is assigned as a CO2 ligand bound to a metal oxide core ion of the form
MO+(CO), i.e., an oxide carbonyl species that results from an intracluster oxidation reaction.
M+(C2H2) clusters have been studied for the metals vanadium, iron, cobalt and nickel in the
region of the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of acetylene. Although the symmetric
stretch is not IR active for the isolated molecule, distortion of the ligand in these complexes induces
IR activity for this mode. The C-H stretches in these systems are shifted to the red by 30-50 cm-1
from the corresponding modes in the isolated acetylene molecule, consistent with predictions for πcomplexes. However, the magnitude of the red-shift is different for the different metals, consistent
with the relative amounts of sigma donation and π-back bonding. Fe+, Co+ and Ni+ all form πcomplexes with acetylene, while V+ forms a three-membered ring metallacycle. Multiple acetylene
complexes have been studied for Ni+ and Co+. Coordination numbers are established as four
acetylenes for nickel and three for cobalt. New vibrational bands emerge that are shifted even
further to the red, but these are only seen after the coordination is exceeded by one ligand. These
bands are assigned to the presence of a cyclobutadiene ligand that results from an intracluster
cyclization reaction. Prof. P.v.R. Schleyer has collaborated with us on the theory of these systems.
M+(H2O)n complexes and those tagged with argon have been studied for iron, nickel and
vanadium complexes. In the vanadium system, partial rotationally resolved spectra have been
obtained. In the iron system, complexes with one or two water molecules (argon tagged) exhibit
isomeric structures for both argon and water binding sites. Nickel complexes have been studied for
up to 30 water molecules, providing a detailed probe of the dynamics of solvation. Hydrogen
bonded structures appear for the first time at a cluster size of n=4-5, and the free-OH symmetric
stretch disappears at n=8 indicating that most external water molecules are bound within a hydrogen
bonding network after this size. The IR signature that we have recently identified for clathrate
structures in protonated water clusters, H+(H2O)n, is a single peak for the free-OH asymmetric
stretch, but this signature is not found for the Ni+(H2O)n complexes.
M+(N2)n complexes have been studied in the N-N stretch region for Fe+, V+ and Nb+
complexes. Again, binding to metal makes this mode IR active even though it is forbidden in the
isolated molecule. Theory shows that most metals prefer end-on binding configurations, but some
(e.g., cobalt) prefer to bind side-on as in a π-complex. The N-N stretch is red shifted for these
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metals, and coordination numbers are six for the V+ and Nb+ complexes. M+(N2)4 complexes for
both of these metals are found to have a square-planar structure. In Nb+, addition of the fifth ligand
induces a spin change on the metal ion from quintet to triplet.

Future Plans
Future plans for this work include the extension of these IR spectroscopy studies to more
ligands, to complexes with multiple metal atoms and to a more extended region of the IR spectrum.
In the vanadium-water system, we have already measured spectra in the water bending mode region
for complexes containing up to 15 metal atoms, using a free electron laser. This work establishes
the feasibility of studies on larger metal systems. We want to study more reactive metals with
hydrocarbons such as ethylene or methane that might produce carbenes, vinylidene or ethylidyne
species. These systems should exhibit characteristic IR spectra, and will allow us to make better
contact with IR spectroscopy on metal surfaces. Studies of carbon monoxide have been limited so
far because the tuning range of our present laser system only extends down to 2000 cm-1. However,
new crystals have just become available (silver-gallium-selenide) to extend the range of OPO
systems like ours down to the 1000-2000 cm-1 range. We recently obtained one of these crystals,
which will allow us to study ligands like CO and to probe other adsorbate molecules in additional
vibrational modes (C-C stretch of acetylene, water bending mode, etc.).
In all of these studies, we have focused on the qualitative effects of metal-adsorbate
interactions and trends for different transition metals interacting with the same ligand. Our
collaboration with theory has revealed that density functional theory has serious limitations for these
metal-ligand complexes that were not previously recognized. This is particularly evident in metals
such as vanadium and iron, where two spin states of the metal lie at low energy. DFT has difficulty
identifying the correct relative energies of these spin states. Further examinations of this issue are
planned, as it has significant consequences for the applications of DFT.
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Summary.# We are interested in the theoretical characterization of molecular properties and reactivity of clusters
and molecules, in particular in the condensed phase. One focus of our research involves the initial molecular
processes that follow the primary energy deposition in radiolysis of water as observed in various applied
technologies. We aim to characterize: i) the mechanisms and dynamics of the intrinsic reactions; ii) the effects of
medium on the dynamics; iii) the mechanism of energy transfer within the solute and into the solvent; iv) the
mechanism of (vibrational) energy transfer and/or secondary reactions in the locally-heated medium in the
vicinity of the initial energy release. Direct ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) calculations are been carried out
to investigate the ionization dynamics of the (H2O)17 cluster which is the first water cluster that includes a fourfold coordinated water. A second focus of our research involves the determination of vibrational spectra that
account for anharmonicities and mode coupling. These effects are known to be particularly large in strongly
interacting ion-water clusters. We are calculating spectra for several ion-water clusters for which high resolution
spectroscopic data have recently become available. To this end we use the direct ab initio MD method combined
with quasi-classical initial conditions. A third focus involves the theoretical characterization of organic radicals
and radical ions in solution, including the calculation of reduction potentials, acidities, bond dissociation energies,
and activation energies, all data relevant to thermochemical kinetic models, such as those in DOE programs in
environmental management sciences and that can not be easily measured. This research is done in collaboration
with Don Camaioni (PNNL). For this we use continuum models of solvation in the context of DFT calculations.
Important limitations in the accuracy of continuum models of solvation for describing organic radical ions have
been traced to the definition of molecular cavities. This finding is leading us to propose novel semi-empirical and
ab initio definitions of molecular cavities for the accurate predictions of molecular properties.

Direct Dynamics Study of Chemical Reactions (Dupuis with Furuhama, JSPS, Tokyo)
Motivation: We have undertaken a computational characterization of the primary processes induced by ionizing
radiation of aqueous systems. We aim to elucidate the initial reaction immediately following the ionization of
(H2O)17, to estimate the reaction time, and to quantify the vibrational energy transfer from the reactive subsystem
to the medium.
Approach: Direct ab initio MD calculations at the RHF/3-21+G* level of the theory (that has been benchmarked
to be of semi-quantitative accuracy) are being carried out to investigate the ionization dynamics of the cluster
(H2O)17 which is the
first water cluster
(H2O)17
[(H2O)17 Æ (H2O)17+]
(H2O)17+
that includes a fourfold
coordinated
water. A quasiclassical
MD
trajectory
is
calculated starting
on
the
(H2O)17
potential surface and
switching to the
(a) 0 fs
(b) 400 fs
(c) 500 fs
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(H2O)17+ at a given time. It was observed that two neighboring water molecules to the ionized molecule interact
strongly with the ionized molecule to form what we call a “reactive trimer (cluster)”. The other 14 water
molecules constitute the “medium”.
Results: Within less than 50 fs after ionization a proton transfers from the ionized molecule to a neighboring
molecule, and H3O+ and OH are formed. We characterize the distribution of vibrational energy before and after
ionization by calculating the kinetic energy in the instantaneous intra-molecular vibrational internal coordinates of
the reactive cluster and of the “medium” cluster. Upon ionization it is observed that two “strongly” interacting
water molecules move to closer contact the ionized water. One of the bonded OH acquires slower oscillations that
ultimately end in one H+ atom being transferred to one of the two interacting water molecules within ~ 35 fs to
form the hydronium ion and the OH radical. Following the proton transfer the hydronium ion and the third water
molecule diffuse away from the OH radical. Upon ionization of (H2O)17, the total kinetic energy of the total 17mer cluster increases. A kinetic energy increase is seen in all the low frequency inter-molecular modes of the
“medium” 14-mer. These low-frequency modes act as the locally-heated bath. The increase in kinetic energy in
the modes of the 14-mer is consistent with a reorganization of the “solvent” molecules upon creation of the
ionized center to adopt a configuration more energetically favorable.
Quasi-Classical Direct ab Initio Dynamics for Vibrational Spectroscopy (Dupuis with Aida, Hiroshima)
Motivation: Fundamental insights about the forces involved in hydrogen bonds, proton transfer, and ionic solvation
can be obtained from measured cluster properties. Recent high resolution spectroscopic studies of water clusters and
ion-water clusters are proviting data in need of “fresh
(H2O)F- : DOS & HARM
theoretical treatments, both to refine assignments and elucidate
structures.”[W.H. Robertson et al., Science 299, 1367 (2003);
Bonded OH st
K.R. Amis et al., Science 299, 1375 (2003); C. Chaudhuri et al.,
Molec. Phys. 99, 1161 (2001)].
Approach: We apply the method of direct dynamics to
generate quasi-classical trajectories with forces calculated ‘on
the fly’ at the quantum chemical MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of
0
800
1600
2400
3200
4000
theory to account for anharmonicities and mode couplings. We
Freq(cm-1)
calculate the density of vibrational states from the velocity
autocorrelation function (ACF), the IR intensities from the
(H2O)3H+ : DOS & HARM
dipole ACF, and the Raman intensities from the molecular
polarizability ACF. Initial atomic velocities are defined
Bonded OH st
consistent with the harmonic vibrations. The analysis can be
performed on a subset of internal coordinates to assign DOS
peaks to selected internal coordinates, akin to traditional FG
analyses.
Results: Spectra for (H2O)F- and for (H2O)3H+ are shown. The
800
1600
2400
3200
4000
simulation data are in accord with the VSCF results of Chaban 0
Freq(cm-1)
et al. [J. Phys. Chem. A 107, 4952 (2003)] for (H2O)F , in
particular showing the large shift of the H-bonded stretch
(harmonic ~ 2400 cm-1 and anharmonic ~ 1500 cm-1). Thus the methodology is found to account well for
anharmonicities and mode couplings, as well as to capture the most significant quantum effects of zero point vibrations.
Our calculations suggest that a similar shift exist for the H-bonded stretches in the protonated water trimer.
Ab Initio-based Characterization of Aqueous Solvation of Organics (Dupuis with Camaioni, PNNL)
Motivation: After extensive experimental characterization of tank wastes during the 1990s (Mecham et al. 1998;
Camaioni et al. 1998; Meisel et al. 1993, Meisel et al. 1991), theoretical input, based on ab initio theories, is needed to
obtain an improved understanding of chemical reactions in aqueous phase and to provide fundamental data
(thermochemical, spectroscopic, and reactivity data of organic radical ions) that cannot be easily measured and yet is
needed for the development of reliable thermochemical kinetic models.
Approach: We apply existing solvation models (e.g., COSMO, and Chipman’s SS(V)P) with MO and DFT theories
using large basis sets with the solute residing in a molecular shaped cavity embedded in a dielectric continuum.
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Results: Continuum solvation models provide a practical way
to characterize solvation effects on the energetics of many
chemical reactions; however, they are unable to yield
consistently chemical accuracy for many systems outside the
type of molecules used to calibrate the models. Systematic
investigations have shown that current cavity definition models
do not reproduce well the detailed solute-solvent interactions.
We are developing more accurate and consistent chemical
functionality-based schemes of defining cavities involving
atomic radii dependent on atomic charges that capture specific
solute-solvent interactions. The protocol was initially defined
for oxoanions and is currently being extended to other organic
functional groups.

Two Cavity models based on Van der Waals radii (left) and
atomic charges-dependent radii (right). The later model
captures well the specific interactions of the solute with the
first solvation shell.
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Interfacial Oxidation of Complex Organic Molecules

G. Barney Ellison — (Grant DE-FG02-93ER14364)
We propose to build a new experiment to study the oxidation of surfactants
coating water droplets. We plan to produce a stream of organic aerosols, size-select
them and inject them into an atmospheric flow tube where they will be dosed with OH
radicals. The resultant oxidized particles will be analyzed with a novel aerosol mass
spectrometer.
All clouds and ice particles nucleate on aerosols.1 In 1999 Ellison et al. published a
model2 that proposed a chemical structure for marine aerosols, accounted for their
organic content, and described the chemical evolution or atmospheric processing of the
organic material. This model was further extended into biology.3

Fig. 1
Fig. 1 shows the model for organic aerosols as inverted micelles. Hydrophobic
surfactants are carried up from the ocean’s surface and born into the atmosphere on the
surface of the drop. The surfactants will be bound to the aqueous drop by several polar
groups (such as —N(CH3)3+, —CO2—, etc); in Fig. 1 these polar groups are indicated by a
red dot, (•).The inverted micelle model predicted2 that the aerosol’s organic surfactants
would be steadily oxidized in the atmosphere. Based on the density4 of OH radicals,
ρ(OH) = 106 cm-3, it was conjectured that the processing time would be 3–8 hours. This
processing by atmospheric radical chemistry will transform the organic film into a
hydrophilic layer. Consequently the oxidized aerosols are much better cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN’s) than the nascent particles; this transformation is shown in
(1).
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(1)
As the surfactants are oxidized by atmospheric oxidants such as OH, O3, O2, or NO3, the
hydrophobic alkyl groups are transformed into alcohols, aldehydes, carboxylic acids,
etc. A surface sprinkled with polar groups (such as alcohols, aldehydes, and carboxylic
acids) is easy5 to “wet” and will be an excellent CCN. The fundamental molecular
reactions driving the chemical transformations in eq. (1) are poorly understood. Initially
we choose to concentrate on the OH-mediated oxidation of organic films. Because of the
large bond energy6 of water [DH298(H-OH) = 118.82 ± 0.07 kcal mol-1] OH radicals will
abstract H atoms when they strike a film of saturated organics. The bond energies7,8 of
all alkanes are less than 100 kcal mol-1 so it is exothermic by almost 1 eV for an OH
radical to abstract a H atom.
We propose to build a new experiment to a) produce a stream of organic aerosols
in a flow tube, b) oxidize them with OH/O2 radicals, and c) to analyze these particles
with a novel aerosol mass spectrometer. A schematic outline of our new apparatus is
shown in Fig. 2. A stream of synthetic air sweeps through a bubbler charged with a
dilute solution of NH4+HSO4— and the ammonium salt of an alkanoic acid such as lauric
acid, CH3(CH2)10CO2—NH4+. The stream of air emerging from the bubbler is entrained
with a population of aqueous droplets that are coated with a single organic surfactant,
CH3(CH2)10CO2—. We desire a stream of particles of a constant, nominal diam. of 1 — 10
µm. A 10 µm organic aerosol (see top of Fig. 2), it contains roughly 1013 waters in the
core and carries about 109 surfactant CH3(CH2)10CO2— ions. The heat of vaporization of
water is 40.7 kJ mol-1; therefore it takes roughly 1.2 µJ to vaporize a 10 µm drop. If we
use a 50 W CO2 laser that is focused to a 100 µm spot, then an aerosol traveling at 104 cm
sec-1 will be irradiated for approximately 1 µsec. Consequently the coated water droplet
can be steadily heated up to 50 µJ. The surfactant-coated droplet will completely
dissociate and release the carboxylates for analysis by a quadrupole mass filter. [We
may require a drift region to break up RCO2—(water clusters)n].
Photodissociation of a 10 µm droplet in Fig. 2 will release 109 ions and a gentle
extraction lens (200 V cm-1) should collect approximately 10-5 of the resultant RCO2—
ions into quadrupole. If the particle density in the flow tube is 104 aerosols cm-3, then a
25 cm2 flow tube with buffer gas flowing at 10 cm sec-1 will pass 2.5 x 106 aerosols sec-1.
If the aerodynamic lens has a 1 mm diam entrance, then the lens will transmit 3 x 103
aerosols sec-1. Consequently a quadrupole mass filter should monitor 5 x 107 ions sec-1. If
the OH/O2 chemistry oxidizes only 0.1 % of the surfactants, we should have oxidation
product [OO-RCO2—] count rates of 5 x 104 sec-1. The quadrupole mass filter in Fig. 5
must be able to monitor about 107 [CH3(CH2)10CO2—] ions sec-1 at m/z 199 Da and
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simultaneously detect roughly 104 [•OO-C11H22CO2—] ions sec-1 at m/z 230 Da. This
should be a straightforward task for a quadrupole mass filter.

Fig.2

An uncertain part of the experiment in Fig. 2 is the CW IR photodissociation of
the surfactant-coated droplets with concomitant release of the NH4+ and RCO2— ions. It
is essential that we disintegrate the aerosol into its constituent monomers without
molecular fragmentation. There is a recent, relevant study of this problem.9 A pulsed IR
laser-induced thermal ablation of aerosol particles resulted in the ejection of desolvated
ions into the gas phase. Dessiaterik et al. carried out studies of ethylene glycol droplets
containing 10-6 and 10-1 M RbCl. A high-power infrared CO2 laser pulse vaporized the
aerosol particles, and the resulting ions were detected by time-of-flight mass
spectrometry and by total current measurements. The results show that, at low
concentrations, the ion signal was directly proportional to the ion concentration,
whereas the signal saturates above 10-4 M RbCl. By comparing the TOF signal to the
total current measured on the ion repeller plate, it was demonstrated9 that ion-ion
recombination was the major cause of signal saturation. A 10 µm organic aerosol will
carry 109 surfactants on the surface; this corresponds to a carboxylate “concentration” of
5 x 10-6 mole L-1.
There has been a huge effort to design and build aerosol mass spectrometers.10
As far as we are aware, no one has been able to detect organic radicals on aerosol
particles. Consequently a major, initial goal of this program will be to design and build
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the experiment in Fig. 2. In particular, we must be able to use a mass spectrometer to
detect ions without fragmentation. We plan to explore the mass spectrometry of organic
aerosols with different coatings. With a lauric acid coating, we should detect a single
negative ion at m/z 199. As we vary the surfactant from lauric to myristic to palmitic to
stearic, m/z of the ion should shift from 199 to 227 to 255 to 283.
—
RCO2–
•OO-RCO2
Surfactant coating aerosol
m/z (Da)
m/z (Da)
lauric acid
myristic acid
palmitic acid
stearic acid,

CH3(CH2)10CO2–
CH3(CH2)12CO2–
CH3(CH2)14CO2–
CH3(CH2)16CO2–

199
227
255
283

230
258
286
314

As we oxidize these surfactants with OH/O2 the m/z of the resulting oxidant,
—
•OORCO2 , should shift from 230 to 258 to 286 to 314.
Negative ion detection of carboxylate ions should be straightforward since they
are robust11 anions; EA(RCO2) ≅ 3.5 eV. The oxidation products, •OO-RCO2—, are
radical/anions and are called distonic ions.12 Typical R-OO bond energies are roughly8,13
1.5 eV; consequently we must fragment the aerosols very gently to detect the
—
•OO-RCO2 ions intact. Of course working with negative ions has the advantage that
our detection scheme is blind to the huge amounts of H2O or N2 in the flow tube. If
traces of pump oil contaminate the aerosols, we might not detect them because they will
not be charged. But they will interfere with reactions of OH at the atmosphere/aerosol
interface.
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The Effect of Crystallization on the Proton Pump Function
Of Bacteriorhodopsin
Laurie Sanii and Mostafa El-Sayed
Laser Dynamics Lab., Georgia Tech, Atlanta, Georgia
Bacteriorhodopsin ("bR”) , the other photosynthetic system in nature besides chlorophyll, is a
retinal protein with 248-amino acid, 26 kDa transmembrane protein first discovered in the purple
membrane (cell membrane) of the salt-marsh bacterium Halobacterium salinarium by Oesterhelt and
Stoeckenius in 1971.Upon light absorption, retinal isomerizes. This is followed a dark cycle of
intermediates resulting in the deprotination of the its Schiff base ( to form the M-intermedite)and the proton
pump to the surface of the cell membrane. This created proton gradient is latter used to make the ATP of
the bacteria (the fuel of its life processes),
Our program is focused on using spectroscopic tools to study the photo cycle of bR and its
perturbed forms in order to understand the mechanism of the proto pump process.. We tried to answer
questions regarding the relationship between the protein packing structure of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) and its
function as a proton pump.
In 2002, a novel crystallization method published by Bowie and Farham2 resulted in an unusual
antiparallel monomeric packing structure of bicelle bacteriorhodopsin (bcbR) crystals the spectroscopic
properties of which had not been studied..Last year, tew investigated these bcbR crystals to better
understand how the changes in the protein tertiary structure affect the function. Specifically: Does the
retinal Schiff base retain its ability to isomerize in this unusual protein packing structure of bR? How is the
hydration of its binding pocket affected? Does the protein retain the ability to undergo the photocycle and
pump protons? If so, how are the rates of the deprotonation/reprotonation of the Schiff base affected by the
antiparallel monomer packing structure of the protein? Is Asp85 still the proton acceptor during the
deprotonation process of the photocycle? In this work, visible, Raman, FTIR, and single-wavelength
transient absorption spectroscopy (flash photolysis) have been used to answer these questions.
Diamond-shaped bcbR crystals approximately 100 x 200 µm in size were synthesized by the
hanging-drop crystallization method published by Farham et al.2 and are shown in Figure 1. .

Figure 1: Typical diamond-shaped bcbR crystals within their DMPC:Chapso detergent matrix.
A mass of hydrated bcbR crystals still within their detergent matrix was investigated by visible
spectroscopy. Reversible changes in the absorption maximum upon exposure to light illustrate that the
photo-isomerization of the retinal Schiff base is still possible in the bcbR crystals. The visible absorption
spectrum of hydrated, light-adapted single bcbR crystals is compared to that of hydrated, light-adapted
native bR to better understand the hydration environment of the retinal Schiff base binding pocket within
the bcbR crystals. From these studies, it was concluded that the band broadening in single bcbR crystals
relative to native bR is due to a difference in hydration environments among the various retinal binding
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pockets within the bcbR crystals, a characteristic shared in the cbR crystals. In both single-crystal visible
and single-crystal Raman spectroscopy experiments, it was shown that it is possible to ‘trap’ the
deprotonated retinal Schiff base if the bcbR crystals are dried under exposure to either broad band light, or
514 nm laser excitation. Raman and visible spectroscopy performed on bcbR crystals that are dehydrated
in the dark do not result in the previously-observed deprotonated Schiff base, thereby confirming that
retinal Schiff base deprotonation is a photochemical process, not simply the product of a thermal
deprotonation of the parent species.
Single-crystal Raman spectroscopy using the 514 nm incident wavelength was used to detect
bands belonging to the M intermediate in single hydrated bcbR crystals. Raman bands belonging to both
the parent and the M intermediate were observed in the hydrated bcbR crystals. To demonstrate that the
new bands appearing are actually due to the photochemical formation of the M intermediate and not simply
due to resonance enhancement of a thermally formed M analogue, Raman band intensities were monitored
as a function of 514 nm laser power. In these studies the intensities of the Raman bands increased
nonlinearly with the increasing laser power, confirming that in the hydrated bcbR crystals the M
intermediate is being formed photochemically (Figure 2). Single-wavelength transient absorption
spectroscopy (flash photolysis) was used to monitor the rise and decay kinetics of the M intermediate in
bcbR crystals in both H2O and D2O. In these studies, the M intermediate rise time in bcbR crystals in H2O
was found to be three times faster compared to that of native bR and cbR crystals,, with a decay time that
was seven times slower than in either native bR or the previously-published in-cubo (cbR) crystals3.
The kinetic isotope effect for M rise in bcbR crystals was found to be nearly 9, in contrast with the
published value of 5.5 for the KIE in native bR. The KIE for M decay in bcbR crystals was found to be 2.0,
in contrast with the published value of 1.7 for the KIE in native bR. Possible explanations for these
observations are given.
Finally, FTIR difference spectroscopy was used to monitor both the changes in the protein and the
surrounding amino acids during the proton transfer time scale. It was found that Asp85 was the proton
acceptor during the formation of the M intermediate in bcbR crystals, indicated by the appearance of a
positive band at 1760 cm-1. In addition, the C=C stretch region of the deprotonated retinal Schiff base in
the bcbR crystals in either H2O or D2O (Figures 3 and 4) was found to be more broad than in native and in
the previously-observed cbR crystals. The possibility of our ability to resolved the C=C stretch in the two
M states in bcbR crystals was discussed.
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Figure 2: Increasing the power of the 514 nm Raman laser on a hydrated single bcbR crystal increases the
intensity ratio (inset) between the 1562 nm band (M intermediate) and the 1525 nm band (parent)
nonlinearly. This is the first indication that the bcbR crystals are capable of making the M intermediate
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photochemically, and that the deprotonated Schiff base is caused by photochemical formation of the M
intermediate and not by thermal dehydration of the parent.
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Figure 3: Changes in the FTIR spectrum upon irradiation with 514 nm laser for a mass of bcbR crystals
(A) and native bR (B) in H2O. The presence of the 1760 cm-1 band in the bcbR crystal spectrum
indicates protonation of the Asp85 residue upon the formation of M. The more broad absorption of the
positive band at 1557 cm-1 in the bcbR crystals relative to the same band at 1565 cm-1 for the native
suggests that in the bcbR crystals there is heterogeneity in the M state population.
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Figure 4: Changes in the FTIR spectrum upon irradiation with 514 nm laser for a mass of bcbR
crystals (A) and native bR (B) in D2O. The presence of the 1760 cm-1 band in the bcbR crystal
spectrum again indicates protonation of the Asp85 residue upon the formation of M. The broad,
somewhat forked absorption of the positive band centered at 1558 cm-1 in the bcbR crystals
relative to the same band at 1565 cm-1 for the native again suggests that in the bcbR crystals there
is heterogeneity in the M state population.
Future work on this project involves the use of microsecond and millisecond time-resolved FTIR
spectroscopy to better understand the origin of the broad deprotonated retinal Schiff base region described
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above. Time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy would capture the changing FTIR spectrum during the M rise
and decay processes to determine that if in these bcbR crystals the origin of the broad band is due to two
simultaneously forming M populations (parallel photocycles) or is actually due to an equilibrium between
the M1 (extracellular trajectory) and M2 (cytoplasmic trajectory) populations.
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Liquid and Chemical Dynamics in Nanoscopic Environments
Michael D. Fayer
Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305
email: fayer@stanford.edu
The goal of this research project is to greatly increase understanding of the
influences on the properties of liquids and chemical processes caused by the confinement
of liquids in systems in which the size scale is approaching molecular dimensions. For
very small systems, interfacial affects as well as structural confinement will play an
important role in system properties. We are initially focusing on water, but we will
examine other liquids as well. Over the last year, the bulk of the experiments and theory
have focused on reverse micelle, but other nanoscopic structures, in particular
experiments on water channels in Nafion membranes and in sol gel glasses have been
initiated. Chemical processes are intimately tied into the properties and dynamics of the
solvent in which they occur. In addition to investigating the influence of
nanoconfinement on liquid properties, we are investigating the resulting modification of
chemical processes. Electron transfer is a basic chemical process, and it is sensitive to its
environment. Understanding and control of photoinduced electron transfer and geminate
recombination is an important problem that has significant implications for solar energy
conversion. Photoinduced electron transfer experiments in nanoscopic media, such as the
water nanopools of reverse micelles, offer the opportunity to explore the impact of
nanoscopic environments on a fundamental chemical process.
The main tools that we are employing for the investigation of liquid dynamics are
ultrafast infrared vibrational experiments that can directly probe structural evolution of
water or other liquids in nanoscopic environments. Several types of experiments are of
particular importance and can provide very detailed understanding of the relationships
between size, structure, and dynamics. They are ultrafast infrared multidimensional
vibrational echo experiments and ultrafast infrared spectrally resolved and polarization
selective transient absorption experiments. Photoinduced electron
transfer and geminate recombination are being studied using
transient absorption and stimulated emission that enables us to
monitor both forward electron transfer and geminate
recombination. We will also employ new ultrafast 2D vibrational
echo chemical exchange experiments to study electron transfer
under ground state thermal equilibrium conditions. In addition to
experiments, several theoretical studies are being conducted,
some in collaboration with outside theoretical groups. Of
particular importance are collaborative efforts to perform molecular dynamics
simulations that permit calculation of our experimental observables.
The dynamics of water in nanoscopic pools 1.7 – 28 nm in diameter in AOT
reverse micelles were studied with ultrafast infrared spectrally resolved stimulated
vibrational echo and pump-probe spectroscopies. The figure is a schematic of an AOT
reverse micelle. Iso-octane surrounds surfactants with negatively charged head groups
that have associated Na+ counter ions. The interior is the water nanopool. The
experiments were conducted on the OD hydroxyl stretch of low concentration HOD in
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r(t) anisotropy

peak shift (fs)

the H2O, providing a direct examination of the hydrogen bond network dynamics. The
dilute OD stretch is used to avoid excitation transfer. The vibrational echo experiments
are sensitive to hydrogen bond dissociation and reformation dynamics, which are
observed to change with reverse micelle size. Vibrational echo decays were obtained at
the peak of the absorption spectrum for each size reverse micelle as a function of Tw, the
time between the second and third pulses in the vibrational echo pulse sequence. The
data are fit using time dependent diagrammatic perturbation theory to obtain the
frequency-frequency correlation function (FFCF) for each micelle. The results are
compared to the FFCF of water. In bulk water, the slowest time scale dynamics are
caused by global structural evolution of the hydrogen bond network that involves making
and breaking of hydrogen bonds.
To simplify the data display, the figure shows the peak shifts of the vibrational
w0
τ2 (ps) d (nm) # H2O
echo decay curves as a function of Tw. As Tw is
120
2
20
1.7
~40
increased there is more time for structural
5
8
2.4
~300
100
10
5
4.0
~1000
evolution of the hydrogen bond network, which
20
2.3
7.0
~5400
80
results in more spectral diffusion, and hence, a
40
1.8
17
~77,000
Bulk 1.5
∞
∞
faster vibrational echo decay with a reduced peak
60
shift. When the peak shift becomes zero,
2
40
5
structural evolution is complete in the sense that
10
20
all configurations have been sampled. The water
bulk
20
dynamics occur on a variety of time scales. The
40
0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 greatest difference between bulk water and
Tw (ps)
nanoconfined water occurs on the longest time
scale, τ2 in the table. As the size of the water
nanopool is decreased there is a dramatic slowing of the hydrogen bond network
evolution. When the nanopool size is 28 nm (w0 = 60), the data (not shown) are
indistinguishable from bulk water. For the smallest nanopools, the longest time scale
component of the water dynamics is ~15 times longer than dynamics in bulk water. In
collaboration with the group of Professor James Skinner, University of Wisconsin at
Madison, molecular dynamics simulations of the vibrational echo experiments are in
progress.
The time resolved orientational anisotropies of water in AOT reverse micelles
were also studied using ultrafast infrared polarization and spectrally resolved pump-probe
spectroscopy, and the results were compared to the same experiments on bulk water.
0.40
Nanopool sizes were studied from w0 = 2 to 60 (1.7
0.35
nm to 28 nm).The orientational anisotropy data. for
0.30
three smallest water nanopool sizes (4 nm, 2.4 nm,
0.25
and 1.7 nm) and bulk water are shown in the figure.
w0 = 2
0.20
The nanowater orientational relaxation can be fit
0.15
well with bi-exponential decays for these small sizes.
w0 = 5
0.10
The bi-exponential decays were analyzed using a
0.05
w0 = 10
wobbling-in-a-cone model that involves fast
bulk water
0.00
0
2
4
6
8 10 12 14 16 18
orientational diffusion within a cone followed by
t (ps)
slower, full orientational relaxation. The data
provide the cone angles, the diffusion constants for motion within the cones, and the final
diffusion constants as a function of the nanopool size. The two processes can be
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interpreted as a local angular fluctuation of the OD and a global hydrogen bond network
rearrangement process. The trend in the long decay constants indicates a longer
hydrogen bond network rearrangement time with decreasing reverse micelle size. This
observation is consistent with the results from the vibrational echo experiments.
Comparisons of the data to the molecular dynamics simulations of Professor Branka
Ladanyi, Colorado State University, show semiquantitative agreement. Above ~7 nm in
diameter, the anisotropy decay becomes single exponential. As the diameter of the
nanopool becomes greater than 7 nm, the orientational relaxation rapidly approaches that
of bulk water. For 28 nm diameter, the nanopool and bulk water anisotropy decays are
identical, 2.04 ps.
The change from bi-exponent decay to single exponential decay of the anisotropy
happens suddenly between 4 nm and 7 nm diameter nanopools. This change can be
understood by comparing the time scales for the diffusion in the cone component to the
slowest decay component of the FFCF measured with the vibrational echo experiments.
As the nanopool becomes larger, the time to sample the full cone becomes longer and the
time for global hydrogen bond rearrangement (slowest component of the FFCF, τ2 in the
table above) becomes faster. The cone is produced because the orientational relation can
only sample a limited range of angles until the network globally rearranges, which
permits all angles to be sampled. When the time scale for global rearrangement becomes
faster than the time to “hit the cone angular limit,” then orientational relaxation is not
restricted by a “fixed” network structure, and single exponential orientational diffusion
occurs. The combined anisotropy data and vibrational echo data supports this picture.
In addition to the ultrafast IR experiments described briefly above, we have begun
similar experiments on non-ionic head group reverse micelles, water nanopools in sol gel
glasses, and water channels in Nafion hydrogen ion exchange membranes. Nafion is a
membrane composed of Teflon with side chains terminated by sulfonate head groups, the
same head groups as in AOT reverse micelles. The polymer chains form bundles with
the head groups on the outside. Between the bundles are water channels that serve as
hydrogen ion conduction channels in fuel cell applications. Proton transfer through the
channels is controlled by the water hydrogen bond rearrangement dynamics. The size of
the channels is determined by the water content of the membrane. We have recently
obtained the first orientational relaxation data in Nafion, and we are studying the
anisotropy decay as a function of membrane hydration. Vibrational echo experiments
will also be performed. We have also conducted photoinduced electron transfer and
geminate recombination experiments between donors and acceptors in liquids and
micelles. These experiments are the first to examine radical recombination following
forward electron transfer from subps to ns time scales. The results are being analyzed
with a statistical mechanics theory that include important factors such as diffusion with
the hydrodynamic effect, the radial distribution function, and for the micelles the
influence of a spatially non-homogeneous dielectric constant. Future electron transfer
and proton transfer experiments will be conducted in water nanopools of reverse micelles
as a function of the nanopool size to examine the influences of nanoscopic confinement
on chemical processes.
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(2005).
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Molecular Theory & Modeling
Accurate Descriptions of Chemical Reactions in Aqueous Systems
Bruce C. Garrett
Chemical Sciences Division
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
902 Battelle Blvd.
Mail Stop K9-90
Richland, WA 99352
bruce.garrett@pnl.gov
The long-term objective of this project is to understand the factors that control the
chemical reactivity of atomic and molecular species in aqueous environments. Chemical
reactions in condensed phase environments play crucial roles in a wide variety of problems
important to the Department of Energy (DOE), for example:
• Corrosion in nuclear reactors promoted by reactive radical species, such as OH.
• Release of hydrogen from chemically-bound hydrogen for use as a fuel.
• Chemical production using catalysis to provide efficient energy use.
• Contaminant degradation in the environment by natural and remedial processes.
• Degradation of materials used for nuclear waste entombment.
• Destruction of hazardous waste by supercritical oxidation.
The need in all of these areas is to control chemical reactions to eliminate unwanted reactions
and/or to produce desired products. The control of transport and reactivity in these complex
systems demands knowledge of the factors that drive the chemical reactions and requires
understanding how the driving factors of the systems can be manipulated to affect the reaction
rates. The goals of this research are the development of theoretical methods for describing
reactions in condensed phases (primary aqueous liquids) and the application of these methods to
prototypical problems of interest to DOE.
The calculation of accurate rate constants for reactions in condensed phases remains a
major challenge. Electronic structure calculations of molecular interaction energies for extended
systems are necessarily approximate. Accurate dynamical calculations require a quantum
mechanical treat and for extended systems they are also necessarily approximate - variety of
approximations but few benchmark studies. A wide variety of approximate methods for both
energetics and dynamics exist with little or no accurate benchmarks to validate their performance
for extended systems. Our approach builds upon the success of variational transition state theory
(VTST) for predicting rate constants of gas-phase reactions. VTST provides a systematically
improvable framework for computing rate constants of liquid-phase reactions, including both
nonequilibrium solvation and quantum mechanical effects. The reaction energetics are treated by
a hierarchical approach (from accurate first principles calculations on model systems to
approximate treatment of solvation energies by QM/MM and continuum solvation models), in
which in which higher accuracy calculations on model systems provide benchmarks for more
approximate methods that can be applied to more realistic models of the reactive system. In the
VTST approach to condensed-phase reactions the solvent influence on reaction energetics is
computed from equilibrium averages over solvent configurations to give a potential of mean
force (PMF). A cluster model of the reactive system is treated explicitly, so the PMF is
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multidimensional. The coupling of solvent dynamics to the reactive system is included by a
generalized Langevin model of solvent friction.
One focus of the research in the past year has been on understanding the factors
controlling radical reactions in aqueous systems. An important factor is the effect of the openshell nature of the radical on the solvation structure around the radical, since solvation and
solvent reorganization can play an important role in chemical reactivity. Towards this end, we
have initiated a study of OH radicals with water to understand how the unpaired orbital in OH
can affect the interaction energy. For geometries with Cs symmetry the two lowest electronic
states have different symmetries (A’ and A”) and their energies can be calculated accurately
using the CCSD(T)/aug-c-pVTZ level of theory. We also performed full valence MultiConfiguration-Self-Consistent Field (MCSCF) followed by Multi-reference Configuration
Interaction (MRCI) calculations as benchmarks for these calculations.
The global minima for both the A’ and A” state are for configurations in which water is
the proton donor. The interaction energy at the global minimum for the A” state is 3.5 kcal/mol
with an OO separation of 3.05 Å while the energy at the global minimum for the A’ state is 5.6
kcal/mol with an OO separation of 3.2 Å. These values are in good agreement with previous
calculations. We also performed calculations along scans for different intermolecular
coordinates to systematically study the potential energy surfaces. Examples of energy scans for
two configurations are shown as a function of OO separations in figure 1. The figure shows that
the splitting between the two states is small, ranging from about 2.5 kcal/mol at the global
minimum (H2O is the proton donor) to less than 0.5 kcal/mol at the minimum where OH is the
proton donor. Figure 2 shows the interaction energies as a function of angular coordinates for
rotation the OH radical relative to the water molecule for the cases where water and OH are
proton donors. Once again it is seen that the splitting between the two states is small over larger
variations of the rotational coordinates. We note that we have also observed a crossing of the two
states for a geometry with C1 symmetry.
The next step in this project is to determine the behavior of the splitting between the two
states as more water molecules are added to the cluster. In addition, we are interested in
understanding the importance of many-body interaction in these systems. Xantheas has shown

Figure 1. Energies for the A” state (higher curve) and A’ state (lower curve) for OH interacting with
water as a function of OO separation for two orientations of OH relative to the water molecule: H2 O as
proton donor (left) and OH as proton donor (right)
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Figure 2. Energies for the A” state (higher curve) and A’ state (lower curve) for OH interacting with
water as a OH rotational angle for two orientations of OH relative to the water molecule: H2O as
proton donor (left) and OH as proton donor (right)

that the energetics of water clusters are dominated by pair interactions, with three-body
interactions contributing around 20% to the binding energies at local minima and the sum of
higher order terms contributing less than a few percent. Our preliminary studies of OH with two
water molecules indicate that the three-body terms contribute up to 40% of the binding energy.
Future work will quantify these effects and study the importance higher order terms. In addition
have also fitted analytical potential energy surfaces for OH interacting with water and future
work will extend this potential to allow studies of OH in bulk water.
Collaborators on this project include G. K. Schenter, M. Dupuis, T. Iordanov, S. S. Xantheas, J.
Li, S. Du, and J. Francisco. Battelle operates Pacific Northwest National Laboratory for the U. S.
Department of Energy.
References to publications of DOE sponsored research (2003-present)
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edited by V. Buch and J. P. Devlin (Springer, Berlin, 2003), p. 25-51.
2. D. G. Truhlar and B. C. Garrett, “Reduced Mass in the One-Dimensional Treatment of
Tunneling,” Journal of Physical Chemistry A 107, 4006-4007 (2003).
3. G. K. Schenter, B. C. Garrett, and D. G. Truhlar, “Generalized Transition State Theory in
Terms of the Potential of Mean Force,” Journal of Chemical Physics 119, 5828-5833 (2003).
4. S. L. Mielke, K. A. Peterson, D. W. Schwenke, B. C. Garrett, D. G. Truhlar, J. V. Michael,
M.-C. Su, and J. W. Sutherland, “H + H2 Thermal Reaction: A Convergence of Theory and
Experiment,” Physical Review Letters 91, 063201 (2003).
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Relationship between the Enthalpy of Formation of Carbenes Upon Cleavage of the Double
Bond in Fluoroolefins and the Electron Density on the Pi Bond: An Ab Initio Study,”
Doklady Physical Chemistry 392, 212-216 (2003).
7. Y. A. Borisov, B. C. Garrett, Y. A. Kolbanovskii, I. V. Bilera, and N. N. Buravtsev, “On the
Relationship between the Enthalpy of Formation of Carbenes Upon Cleavage of the Double
Bond in Fluoroolefins and the Electron Density on the Pi Bond: An Ab Initio Study,”
Doklady Physical Chemistry 392, 212-216 (2003).
8. L. X. Dang and B. C. Garrett, “Molecular Mechanism of Water and Ammonia Uptake by the
Liquid/Vapor Interface of Water,” Chemical Physics Letters 385, 309-313 (2004).
9. B. C. Garrett, “Ions at the Air/Water Interface,” Science 303, 1146-1147 (2004).
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11. S. M. Kathmann, G. K. Schenter, and B. C. Garrett, “Dynamical Nucleation Theory:
Understanding the Role of Aqueous Contaminants,” in Proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Nucleation and Atmospheric Aerosols, edited by M. Kulmala and M.
Kasahara (Kyoto University Press, 2004), p. 243-246.
12. M. Roeselova, J. Vieceli, L. X. Dang, B. C. Garrett, and D. J. Tobias, “Hydroxyl Radical at
the Air-Water Interface,” Journal of the American Chemical Society 126, 16308-16309
(2004).
13. B. C. Garrett, D. A. Dixon, D. M. Camaioni, D. M. Chipman, M. A. Johnson, C. D. Jonah, G.
A. Kimmel, J. H. Miller, T. N. Rescigno, P. J. Rossky, S. S. Xantheas, S. D. Colson, A. H.
Laufer, D. Ray, P. F. Barbara, D. M. Bartels, K. H. Becker, H. Bowen, S. E. Bradforth, I.
Carmichael, J. V. Coe, L. R. Corrales, J. P. Cowin, M. Dupuis, K. B. Eisenthal, J. A. Franz,
M. S. Gutowski, K. D. Jordan, B. D. Kay, J. A. LaVerne, S. V. Lymar, T. E. Madey, C. W.
McCurdy, D. Meisel, S. Mukamel, A. R. Nilsson, T. M. Orlando, N. G. Petrik, S. M.
Pimblott, J. R. Rustad, G. K. Schenter, S. J. Singer, A. Tokmakoff, L. S. Wang, C. Wittig,
and T. S. Zwier, “Role of Water in Electron-Initiated Processes and Radical Chemistry:
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14. S. M. Kathmann, G. K. Schenter, and B. C. Garrett, “Ion-Induced Nucleation: The
Importance of Chemistry,” Physical Review Letters 94, 116104 (2005).
15. B. C. Garrett and D. G. Truhlar, “Variational Transition State Theory,” in Theory and
Applications of Computational Chemistry: The First 40 Years, edited by C. E. Dykstra, K. S.
Kim, G. Frenking, and G. E. Scuseria (Elsevier, in press).
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Department of Chemistry
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Detroit, MI 48202
evi@sun.science.wayne.edu
Program Scope:
The major focus of the research in this program is the study of the behavior of molecular
systems confined in nanoscale environments. The goal is to develop a theoretical
framework for predicting how chemical reactions occur in nanoscale environments. To
achieve this goal we have employed ab initio quantum chemistry, classical dynamics and
quantum dynamics methods. Much of the research has focused on the behavior of
molecules confined within single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). We have also
studied interactions of small molecules with the exterior surface of SWCNTs.
Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics of interfaces of sliding surface interfaces have also
been performed.
Recent Progress:
We (Goldfield group) have continued our research into the behavior of hydrogen
molecules confined within SWCNTs of various shapes and sizes. Recently we completed
a new study of the discrete energy levels of H2 and its isotopes confined within singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) of various shapes and sizes. As in our previous
studies, we explicitly treat the rotational and translational motion, solving the problem of
a confined rigid rotor. Our previous studies were the first to treat translation and rotation
together. Quantum mechanical energy levels are computed for the hydrogen molecule
and its homonuclear isotopes confined within nanotubes of various sizes and structures
using three different interaction potentials. We study the dependence on the interaction
potential and the size of the nanotube of several quantities including zero-pressure
quantum sieving selectivities for both isotopes and neutron spin states, ortho-para energy
splittings and characteristics of the energy levels. We show that large quantum sieving
selectivities as well as large deviations from gas phase ortho-para splittings occur only
under the condition of extreme two dimensional (X2d) confinement, when the
characteristic length of the hydrogen-carbon interaction potential is nearly equal to the
radius of the nanotube. Under these conditions, we see very dramatic effects on
rotational structure. The results of this research have been written up and submitted to the
Journal of Physical Chemistry B: T. Lu, E. M. Goldfield and S. K. Gray, " Quantum
states of hydrogen and its isotopes confined in single walled carbon nanotubes:
dependence on interaction potential and extreme two dimensional confinement"
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Current work is focused on the calculation of the interaction of H + H2 within SWCNTs..
Because the transition state of this reaction is collinear, it is possible that the restriction of
impact parameters that may occur will enhance the probability of reaction. However, this
may depend quite strongly on the diameter of the nanotube. It is also the case that
hydrogen atoms that are close to the walls of the nanotube will react strongly with
carbons. Therefore, we ran wavepacket calculations to see whether H atoms at one end of
a nanotube with momenta directed along the central tube axis were capable of traveling
through to the other end of the tube. Portions of the wavepacket that were attracted to the
walls were absorbed. We computed the distance traveled as a function of tube diameter
and initial wavepacket momentum. Not surprisingly, the larger the tube, the more
wavepacket density reached the other end. But, except for the smallest tubes studied, a
large portion of the hydrogen did emerge on the other end of the tube.
The H + H2 quantum calculations have been computed using a simplified model for the
reaction that focuses on the most important degrees of freedom .We explicitly treat the
there internal degrees of freedom of H3. Motion relative to the nanotube is modeled with
one rotational and one translational coordinate. This model should allow us to explore
effects of confinement on reactivity for systems this and similar systems. Wavepackets
have been propagated using this model and we are currently analyzing the results.
The Goldfield and Schlegel groups are currently studying the binding of small molecules
such as NO2 to the outer and to the inner walls of semi-conducting SWCNTs. This work
is in conjunction with a member of our computer and electrical engineering department
who is developing a nanotube based chemical sensor. The current project studies binding
of NO2 to a (10,0) SWCNT which is 20 Å in length. We are trying to understand
experimental results that seem to indicate that this binding is quite strong. The interaction
between NO2 and a finite length semi-conducting (10,0) carbon nanotube (C200H20) has
been studied at PM3, Hartree-Fock and density functional levels of theory. Semiadsorbs
on
the
carbon
empirical
calculations
show
that
NO2
nanotube; however, the spin unrestricted calculations have a very large spin
contamination and therefore quantitatively give wrong values for band gap after
NO2 adsorption. Spin restricted open shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) calculations give more
reasonable energetics and charge distributions. We have used naphthalene and pyrene as
"models" for SWCNTs and studied the interaction of two NO2 molecules with these
molecules at the B3LYP level of theory in chemisorbed as well as physisorbed
configurations A mechanism for formation of NO3 on the small molecules is also
investigated at B3LYP level, which will be subsequently investigated on the (10,0) finite
sized nanotube.
The dissociation of formaldehyde confined in a carbon nanotube has been studied in the
Schlegel group using QM/MM methods. The nanotube was treated with the UFF
molecular mechanics force field and the H2CO was treated quantum mechanically (HF/321G level of theory). The results from about 100 trajectories show that both CO and H2
fragments are formed with more vibrational excitation compared to the gas phase
dissociation. CO is produced with 66% in v=0, 31% in v=1 and 3% in v=2. Vibrational
levels up to v=5 are populated in case of H2. The average vibrational quantum number for
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H2 is calculated to be 1.6 compared to 〈v〉=1.16 in the gas phase. Most of the available
energy resides in product translation and the CO translational energy is found to be
greater for dissociation within the tube. The average rotational quantum numbers are
〈J〉=24 for CO and 〈J〉= 8.9 for H2. Compared to the gas phase dissociation, the CO
rotational distribution occurs at lower values of J and at higher values of J for H2. The CO
fragment receives about 7% energy in rotation compared to 13% in the gas phase. More
trajectories need to be integrated in order to get better statistics. It will also be interesting
to see if a tube with a smaller diameter (such as a (5,5) tube) would cause significant
changes in the dynamics. A manuscript is in preparation: S. Anand, E. M. Goldfield and
H. B. Schlegel; "Dissociation of formaldehyde (H2CO H2 + CO) confined within a
single walled carbon nanotube"
A current focus of the Schlegel group is the study of ionization potential (IP) and electron
affinity (EA) of molecules within SWNT's. Whether the molecule or the tube will gain or
loose an electron depends on the relative IP’s and EA’s of the molecule and the carbon
nanotube, and on the stabilization resulting from their interaction. Because carbon
nanotubes are highly polarizable, they stabilize cations and anions more than neutrals.
Thus, when a neutral molecule is placed inside a carbon nanotube, or in close proximity
to one, its ionization potential will be lowered and its electron affinity will be increased
by as much as 1 eV. A series (7,7) armchair nanotubes ranging in length from 13-30 Å as
well as (8,8) and (9,0) nanotubes of ca 15 Å length were calculated at the B3PW91/321G level of theory and the molecules within them were calculated at the B3PW91/6311++G(d,p) level. The IP’s and EA’s of carbon nanotubes vary with length more than
with diameter and can be understood in terms of simple Hückel theory. Five categories
can be identified for the ionization of a molecule + carbon nanotube system: (i) the
molecule always ionizes but the nanotube does not, (ii) the nanotube always ionizes but
the molecule does not, (iii) the molecule ionizes spontaneously as soon as it is placed
inside the nanotube, (iv) the nanotube ionizes spontaneously as soon as the molecule is
placed inside, and (v) either the molecule or the nanotube ionizes, depending on the
length of the tube. Most neutral molecules with high IP’s and low EA’s fall into case (ii).
Atoms and molecules with very low IP’s, such as alkali metals, are examples of case (iii).
Halogens and molecules with high EA’s can serve as examples for case (iv). Because the
nanotubes have low IP’s and high EA’s, and because nanotubes strongly stabilize
molecules within them, no example could be found for case (i) for the nanotubes in the
present study. The CN radical is an intriguing example of case (v). Because the IP
oscillates by more than 0.5 eV as the length is incremented, the electron is removed from
CN for some lengths and from the nanotube for other lengths. This work will be
submitted for publication in the very near future: J. E. Knox, M. D. Halls and H. B.
Schlegel, "Carbon Nanotube Inner Phase Effects on Guest Ionization", (to be submitted
to the journal Small, October 2005).
Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations were performed in the Hase research
group to study the dynamics of energy transfer at the interface of a small nanoscale
hydroxylated alpha-alumina surface sliding across a much larger surface of the same
material . Nonequilibrium energy distributions were found at the interface for each of the
conditions studied. The velocity distribution P(v) for the atoms in a sublayer of the
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smaller surface oscillates during the sliding, reflecting the periodicity of the interfacial
intermolecular potential. When averaged over the sliding, this P(v) for each of the
sublayers is bimodal with Boltzmann and non-Boltzmann components. The nonBoltzmann component, with temperatures in excess of 1000 K and as high as 2500 K, is
most important for the interfacial H-atom sublayer and becomes less important in moving
to a sublayer further from the interface. Similarly, the temperature of the Boltzmann
component decreases for sublayers further from the interface and approaches the 300 K
temperature of the boundary. The temperature of the Boltzmann component decreases,
but the importance of the non-Boltzmann component increases, as the sliding velocity is
decreased. The temperature of the non-Boltzmann component is relatively insensitive to
the sliding velocity. Friction forces are determined by calculating the energy dissipation
during the sliding, and different regimes are found for variation in the friction force
versus sliding velocity v(s) and applied load.
Future Work:
Work in the near future will focus completing quantum study of the H + H2 reaction
confined to a nanotube. We plan to follow this up with a classical molecular dynamics
study of this system, treating the motion of all atoms. Goldfield and Schlegel also plan to
continue to study the interactions of other small molecules, including NO3, with
SWCNTs and map out reaction pathways that may occur on the surfaces of carbon
nanotubes that may be relevant to CNT sensors.
Publications of DOE Sponsored-Research (2003-2005)
1. O. A. Mazyar, H. Xie and W. L. Hase, "Nonequilibrium energy dissipation at the
interface of sliding model hydroxylated α-aluminar surfaces", J. Chem. Phys.
122, 094713 (2005)
2. T. Lu, E. M. Goldfield and S. K. Gray, “ The equilibrium constants for molecular
hydrogen in carbon nanotubes based on iteratively determined nano-confined
bound states”, Journal of Theoretical and Computational Chemistry, special issue
on Iterative Methods in Quantum Mechanics and Applications to Chemical
Problems” 2, 621 (2003)
3. T. Lu, E. M. Goldfield and S. K. Gray, “Quantum states of molecular hydrogen
and its isotopes in single-walled carbon nanotubes “,J Phys Chem B 107, 12989
(2003)
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Reactive Intermediates in the Condensed Phase: Radiation and Photochemistry
David Gosztola*, Robert A. Crowell, and Ilya A. Shkrob
Radiation and Photochemistry Group, Argonne National Laboratory, Chemistry Division
9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439 TEL: (630)252-3541, FAX: (630)252-4993,
e-mail: gosztola@anl.gov
Scope:
The Radiation and Photochemistry program at Argonne National Laboratory primarily
studies the initial events and ensuing chemistry that follow energetic excitations. The fundamental
mechanisms of internal energy conversion, charge trapping or solvation, and charge relaxation
following energetic excitation can be studied by probing both the chemical and physical dynamics of
the system. Although the primary goal of the Group this past year has been to finalize construction
of our wholly laser-based electron accelerator — the Terawatt Ultrafast High-Field Facility
(TUHFF), and to begin making measurements of spur kinetics in water, we continue to conduct our
related research using the wide range of instruments at our disposal such as our femtosecond laser
system, LINAC and Van de Graaff accelerators, and the Advanced Photon Source (APS). Our
research into the dynamics of structural changes in condensed phase materials caused by charge
trapping complements our core program which primarily utilizes non-structural specific techniques
such as transient absorption and transient DC conductivity.
During the inception of the TUHFF laser system design, it was realized that a laser system
that was powerful enough to produce an ultrafast pulsed relativistic electron beam could also be used
to produce ultrafast pulses of X-rays using a gas, liquid, or metal target. Since our priority has been
to bring TUHFF to full operational status, we have been carrying out initial X-ray structural studies
using the APS. This work will initially be focused on the following two areas: Firstly, we are
currently investigating the structural nature of trap sites in nanocrystalline metal oxide
semiconductor films which is the focus of the work described below. Secondly, we hope to soon
begin to make dynamic X-ray absorption measurements of solvent reorganization following charge
transfer to solvent (CTTS) processes.
Recent progress:
The efficiency of metal oxide semiconductor assisted radio- and photo-catalysis is often
determined by energy loss pathways such as charge recombination and charge trapping.
Nanoparticulate wide band gap semiconductors can behave as miniature electrochemical cells in
which the electrochemical potential arises from either radiolytic or photoinduced charge separation.
It is for this reason that it is important to understand the complex interplay between structure and
electronic properties and how they effect both the lifetime and chemical potential of charge carriers.
We have chosen to begin with nanocrystalline TiO2 films for these experiments because of the ease
in which charge carriers can be introduced through electrochemical means as well as by direct bandgap optical excitation and radiolysis.
Using a specially designed electrochemical cell, we have recently been able to
simultaneously measure both the X-ray absorption (near edge: XANES, extended: EXAFS) and the
optical absorption spectrum (400 nm-900 nm) of a nanocrystalline TiO2 film while controlling its
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potential. We have coupled spectroelectrochemical and X-ray absorption spectroscopies in order to
begin to reveal the electronic nature of injected charge carriers and the structural changes due to their
localization. In particular, localization of charge carriers may be manifested by changes in local
oxidation state, local structure and symmetry, as well as in the appearance of new optical absorption
transitions.
Figure 1 shows the simultaneously recorded visible absorption and XANES spectra of a
nanocrystalline TiO2 film at various potentials. The nanocrystalline film was deposited on a
conductive, optically transparent electrode supported on a thin piece of Mylar. The Mylar substrate
formed one window of an optically transparent cell which held a 1 mm thick layer of electrolyte
solution (acetonitrile/ 0.2 M LiClO4). The optical layout was such that the X-ray fluorescence could
be collected without having to transverse the 1 mm of solvent. The visible absorption spectra shown
in Figure 1A were recorded as the potential of the TiO2 film was made more negative and are fully
consistent with previously published nonaqueous results from other labs. Briefly, an increase in
absorption throughout the visible-NIR region was observed which has been attributed to the
accumulation of electrons in the film. At potentials negative of -1.3 V, electrons should begin
populating the conduction band giving rise to a weak broad band centered around 1030 nm (not
observable). At potentials negative of -1.8 V, a stronger absorption band appeared at 750-800 nm
which has been attributed to shallow surface inter-band trapped electrons. Slowly growing in at
potentials negative of -2.6V is a band at 500nm which has been attributed deep surface state traps.
The X-ray absorption spectra in the near edge region (XANES) recorded simultaneously with
the absorption spectra are shown in Figure 1B. Upon reduction, the X-ray absorption edge shifted to
lower energies, consistent with a reduction in the formal oxidation state of Ti4+, and a decrease in the
fine structure was observed, consistent with a decrease in symmetry around Ti. One possibility is
the formation of Ti3+ since Ti2O3 has a D3d symmetry which is significantly different from the D2d
symmetry of anatase TiO2. It is also known that at potentials negative of -1.8V, Li+ ions are
intercalated into the porous film which may also perturb the symmetry of TiO2.
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Figure 1A: Absorption spectra of TiO2 nanocrystalline film
in acetonitrile/LiClO4 at various potentials. Substrate: ITO
coated Mylar. Potentials are versus Ag/AgNO2.
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Figure 1B:
X-Ray absorption spectra of TiO2
nanocrystalline film in acetonitrile/LiClO4 at various
potentials recorded simultaneously with 1A.

Future plans:
We will continue with our investigations into the structural and electronic changes that
accompany charge localization in nanoparticulate wide band gap metal oxide semiconductor films.
In addition to the data discussed above we have already collected and are beginning to analyze
extensive data sets from films in solutions lacking Li+ ions which show marked differences.
Continuing with TiO2 films in particular, we will begin dynamic studies of the time evolution of the
trapping/detrapping process itself including time-resolved measurements from photo-ejected, prefilled trap sites to better understand charge mobility in the near absence of available trap sites. We
would also like to broaden the investigation to other metal oxide semiconductor films such as ZnO
which has many similar optical and electrochemical properties to TiO2.
We intend to extend the X-ray measurements to begin studying the structural dynamics of
trapped charges in liquids. We will begin with EXAFS measurements of solvent reorganization
following photo-induced CCTS to be carried out at the APS.
Acknowledgment: This work was supported by the U.S. DOE, Office of BES, Division of Chemical
Sciences, under contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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PROGRAM SCOPE
We carry out modeling and simulations relevant to light interacting with metal nanoparticle
(MNP), nanohole and other nanostructured systems. The work includes microscopic studies of
electronic, structural and optical properties, and continuum-level electrodynamics studies. A
major goal is to learn how to confine and manipulate electromagnetic energy on the nanoscale. A
broad range of theoretical methods is needed, and another goal is to develop a corresponding suite
of nanophotonics simulation tools. We also work with applied mathematicians and computer
scientists in developing optimal algorithms and software with high-performance capabilities.
At a microscopic level, we must understand the mechanisms underlying the assembly of atoms
into clusters and clusters into larger systems. Understanding these mechanisms and the
parameters they depend on is essential for designing cluster-based architectures with desired
nanophotonics properties. The atomic-level mechanisms are ultimately defined by interatomic
interactions. Accurate, but computationally efficient descriptions of these interactions are sought
in order to uncover correct mechanisms.
Our microscopic work also provides optical
information, e.g. static and dynamic polarizabilities, for the estimation of size-dependent
dielectric properties of relevance to our electrodynamics work.
Maxwell's equations, assuming certain frequency-dependent dielectric properties, describe how
light interacts with nanosystem architectures. We use several computational electrodynamics
methods to solve these equations numerically. These solutions allow us to develop an
understanding of the physical phenomena that can occur, such as surface plasmons (SP's). SP's
are collective electronic excitations near the surfaces of metallic structures. The high intensity
and localization of SP's make them very relevant to chemical and biological sensing, nanoscale
optics and optoelectronics.
RECENT PROGRESS
Microscopic Studies of Electronic, Structural and Optical Properties: We continued work on the
construction and evaluation of new, more accurate semiempirical many-body potentials for
metals. In collaboration with M. J. Lopez, we used a new, five-parameter form of the Gupta-type
potential and performed extensive evaluation of the size-specific structural and dynamical
properties of clusters of nickel and silver with up to ~ 2000 atoms (~ 4.4 nm). The results
obtained were contrasted with those derived using other available potentials. The differences in
the structural properties are explained in terms of the different effective ranges of the potentials.
The predicted changes in the preferred structural motifs of silver clusters as they grow in size are
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yet to be verified experimentally. We also constructed a new potential for gold using both bulk
and dimer properties as fitting data and are currently evaluating it.
Large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of cluster nanoparticles deposited on substrates were
initiated. Our aim is to understand the mechanisms of particle-substrate interactions as defined by
the material and size of the particles, and the material, morphology, and temperature of the
substrates. The ultimate goal is to acquire knowledge that will allow for rational design of clusterassembled nanosystems with desired structural and optical characteristics. We considered silver
clusters on a silica surface. We are in the process of evaluating different force fields and the
effects of the surface. To elucidate the effects of particle/substrate interactions, we concomitantly
perform high-level density functional theory (DFT) studies of structural forms and electronic
properties of gas phase silver clusters. In collaboration with J. Wang and others we are
performing DFT studies of structural and electronic properties of small and medium sized gold
clusters. An intriguing finding, in press as a cover article in J. Chem. Phys A [9], is that medium
sized gold clusters (e.g., Au50) may form hollow cage structures, which are energetically
competitive with their three-dimensional space-filling conformations. We also determined that
filled fullerene cage structures are energetically favorable for certain medium-sized silicon
clusters, including Si40, Si45, and Si50 [10].
We expanded our investigation of the static polarizabilities of Cun and found that the calculated
values are much smaller than the reported experimental values. The central result is that, if the
measured polarizabilities are assumed to be correct, they must include contributions beyond the
response of the electronic charge to applied fields. One such possible contribution is the
permanent dipole in the clusters [11].
The dipole moments are very sensitive to the details of cluster structure, but reliable ground state
conformations for Cun were not available beyond n = 8. We combined the new “big bang”
algorithm [1, 12] with high-level density functional theory computations to determine optimal
structures of Cun, n = 8 – 20. We found that the published idea that Cu clusters follow the
icosahedral growth pattern over these sizes needs revision [Jackson, Jellinek and coworkers, J.
Chem. Phys. submitted]. For example, we found that icosahedral Cu13 is nearly 1 eV less stable
than the true ground state. The preferred structures for n ≤ 16 are layered, with increasingly
oblate, platelet-like shapes. For n = 17 and beyond, more spherical structures are optimal. We
showed that the size-driven shape changes in Cun are due to electronic factors and they closely
mirror similar changes in Nan clusters. Static electric dipole polarizabilities provide significant
insight into the physical character of atomic clusters [13]. To gain a insight into the static
response of clusters to external fields, we initiated work on the development of a general scheme
for determination of local, or position-dependent, polarizabilities which ultimately make up the
total polarizability of a finite system.
We studied the optical properties for Agn, n = 2-8, clusters, characterizing the absorption spectra
and static dipole polarizabilities [14]. The computations were carried out using time-dependent
(TD) DFT and finite-field methods within a real-space ab initio pseudopotential framework. The
treatment represents the state-of-the art in the field. The computed spectra are in good agreement
with the available quantum chemical (CI) and measured results. Very recently an experimental
group informed us that of all the available theoretical results ours [14] fit best their recent, yet
unpublished measured data. The central findings of our study are: 1) The static dipole
polarizabilities of Agn exhibit even-odd alternation in the range n ≤ 6. There is a decrease in
polarizability for n = 7 and 8. We correlated this decrease with the transition from 2-D to 3-D
structures at n = 7; 2) The d electrons play an important role in the optical spectra of Agn. They
both quench the oscillator strength through screening the s electrons, and they can be directly
involved in the optical transitions; 3) Determination of static dipole polarizabilities from low-
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energy optical absorption data may lead to substantial errors. Other aspects of our work in
progress include exploration of structural, electronic, and optical properties of Aun clusters,
investigation of the isomer specificity of optical properties of Agn clusters, comparative
evaluation of the TD DFT/LDA and the GW-Bethe-Salpeter approaches to computation of optical
spectra (in collaboration with J. R. Chelikowsky), and extension of studies to larger silver and
gold clusters.
Electrodynamics Studies: This work involves realistic and model computational electrodynamics
studies, as well as analytical analysis. Two kinds of rigorous computational electrodynamics
theory are employed: the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) and the finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) method. DDA is a frequency-domain method while FDTD is a time-domain
method. Both methods provide the ability to realistically model light interacting with
nanostructured systems with overall dimensions up to microns. The methods have overlapping
capabilities, but in specific applications it is often the case that one will be more convenient or
more accurate. Also, we are developing an interface between classical electrodynamics and
quantum chemistry so that we can study the coupling of molecules to enhanced electromagnetic
fields on metal particle surfaces.
Our recent DDA studies have been concerned with triangular prisms, cubes and other anisotropic
MNP structures. In joint work with Mirkin's experimental group, we studied a new class of gold
triangular prisms that have been synthesized with wet chemistry methods, leading to the first
observation of quadrupole resonance effects for this particle shape [15]. In addition, we
characterized the properties of higher multipole resonances for such systems [16].
Motivated by earlier quasistatic limit calculations [5], we carried out FDTD studies of chirped
laser pulses, with durations ranging from femtoseconds to picoseconds, interacting with 2-D
nanowires and 3-D cone-shaped MNP's [17]. We showed how localized SP hot spots could be
created on one region of a MNP and driven, in a controlled, spatiotemporal manner, to another
region, with possible implications for chemical sensing. Two-dimensional arrays of MNP's or
nanoholes are also interest for chemical sensing and other purposes. We carried out FDTD
studies of MNP arrays covered by a photo-sensitive polymer, providing an interpretation of
corresponding experimental results of Wiederrecht and coworkers, and pointing to an exciting
new near-field imaging technique [18]. We extended our earlier FDTD work on isolated
nanoholes [4] to 2-D arrays of nanoholes in metal films and the mechanism of enhanced
transmission of light through such arrays was carefully analyzed [19]. Also, we characterized
hole array structures fabricated by Odom's experimental group, showing that near-field
microscopy measurements are sensitive to interference effects associated with SP polariton
scattering [20]. Nanoscale thick metal films are also very relevant to nanophotonics. We carried
out FDTD calculations to demonstrate how very intense and long-range SP polaritons could be
created in such films by forcing natural radiation loss to be reflected back up to the propagation
surface, thereby regenerating SP polaritons [21].
Further examples and features of the
spatiotemporal control and hole problems were discussed [22].
Accurate nanophotonics simulations of metallic nanostructures are computationally challenging
owing to their multiscale character: strong field variations can occur in 5-10 nm regions near
metal surfaces, but overall system dimensions of a micron or more are often of interest. The use
of Fourier methods to evaluate spatial derivatives should, in principle, lead to greater efficiencies
in the numerical solution of Maxwell's equations. However, the abrupt material property
variations often present leads to solutions with artificial oscillations known as Gibbs oscillations.
In collaboration with members of Argonne's Mathematics and Computer Science (MCS)
Division, significant progress was made in eliminating such errors via a reconstruction technique
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[23]. Progress was also made on a different approach to the multiscale problem involving
adaptive mesh refinement of the simplest form of the FDTD method. A parallel, working 2-D
code has been developed that allows arbitrary 2-D cross-sectional nanowires and nanowire array
structures to be studied.
Based on numerical and analytical electrodynamics work, we proposed a possible solution to one
of the most important nanophotonics problems: efficient delivery of optical energy to nanoscale
[8]. This solution includes adiabatic transformation of optical radiation into nano-localized SP's in
graded plasmonic waveguides, and was based on an Eikonal (or WKB) approximation analysis.
Employing analytical theory and numerical studies of a 1-D time-dependent Schrödinger
equation, we found an efficient mechanism of laser energy deposition in dielectrics for ultrashort
pulses and moderate intensities that do not cause an electron avalanche [24]. This mechanism
invokes a "forest fire" where an ionized atom facilitates ionization of its neighbors. We have
numerically examined a surface plasmon laser (spaser) consisting of self-similar chain of silver
nanospheres in an active medium and found conditions for efficient generation [25]. We
discussed the fundamental limitations of the use of thin metal slabs as perfect lens, with
implications for nano-imaging, lithography and spectroscopy [26]. Numerically, on the basis of
a quasistatic-limit Green's function method, we found giant fluctuations and scaling of the local
second-harmonic fields in metal nanostructures [27].
FUTURE PLANS
The work on construction of more accurate, computationally efficient semiempirical potentials
will be extended to other metallic systems, including bimetallic ones. These potentials will then
be used in large-scale dynamical simulations of cluster-based nanoassembly. The assembly
mechanisms will be studied as a function of cluster size and composition as well as the
characteristics of the supports. The first system we will explore in detail is silver particles
deposited on silica surfaces. As a means of achieving assembly of nanostructures with desired
photonic properties, we will study the role of patterning of the supports. An important aspect of
the studies will be exploration of the thermal stability of the assembled nanosystems.
The studies of Agn particles, both gas phase and deposited, will be extended to larger sizes and
complemented by similar explorations of gold particles. The structural data obtained will be used
as input in explorations of the optical properties of these systems. Among the issues addressed
will be the isomer specificity of both the polarizabilities and the spectra. We will investigate the
added potential particles with cage structures may have in nanophotonic applications. In
particular, we will explore the possibility of tuning the optical properties of these particles by
“filling” them with atoms of other elements.
We will continue the development of the scheme for characterization of position-dependent
polarizabilities. The scheme will include specification of atomic contributions to the particle
polarizability The atomic contributions will be further partitioned into local dipole and chargetransfer terms, which will be used to gauge the degree of non-metallic and metallic responses.
Contributions from surface and interior atoms will be analyzed to probe the screening effect in
metallic clusters.
As part of the methodological developments, we will continue the comparative evaluation of the
TD DFT/LDA and the GW-Bethe-Salpeter approaches. In addition, we will apply our recently
formulated new way of computing the full (wavevector and frequency-dependent) dielectric
function. The results will be analyzed with the purpose of arriving at an understanding of the
fundamental aspects of the size-evolution of the dielectric function. Such an understanding will
allow for formulation of an efficient model that will link the dielectric properties of discrete finite
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systems with the continuum description used in the bulk limit. This model will be used in some of
our electrodynamics work.
We will use the DDA method to study a new class of nanoparticles from the Odom group at
Northwestern in which multiple layers of metals are fabricated into a pyramidal shape. We will
also study, in collaboration with Mirkin's experimental group, gold nanorods that support
multipolar plasmon modes. In a new direction, we will begin a study of forces acting on metallic
nanoparticles interacting with strong radiation fields. There are significant issues here both at the
fundamental level (e.g., the relative importance of the three terms that act on the particles, arising
from different terms in the Maxwell equations, the importance of conservative and
nonconservative forces, and the magnitudes and directions of the forces on two neighboring
nanoparticles) and for applications (e.g., how can these radiation forces be used to form particular
geometric patterns).
The FDTD method will be used to examine light propagation in metal films with nanoscale slits.
Preliminary work we have done suggests that sub-wavelength bending of light can be achieved
with surprising efficiency in such structures. In another application of the FDTD method, we will
study enhanced transmission through hole structures in which we use groove structures to
enhance the coupling of light into propagating plasmons. We will also study multilayered films,
in which dielectric materials and silver films are combined to create both plasmonic and photonic
resonance effects that can be coupled to light using hole array structures. The use of the FDTD
method in combination with the time-dependent Schrödinger equation to model various SPenhanced spectroscopies, will be investigated. Our collaborative work with Argonne's MCS
division will continue, including a 3-D generalization of the adjustable-mesh FDTD code.
Further electrodynamics plans include model studies of attosecond optical responses of metal
nanostructures. Another project will be computational theory of a plasmonic laser or spaser built
of a ~10 nm thick silver layer surrounded by quantum dots. Also, we will carry out a more
rigorous computational investigation of the adiabatic energy concentration in graded plasmonic
waveguides.
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Program scope
This is a comprehensive program to study the properties of electrons at molecule/metal interfaces on the
femtosecond timescale and the nanometer lengthscale. We examine a broad variety of systems (examples
include atomic adsorbates, polymer oligomers, and model solvents) and phenomena (electron solvation and
localization, the band structure of interfaces, and the electronic coupling of adsorbates to a metal substrate)
with both experiment and theory.
Our primary experimental technique is angle-resolved two-photon photoemission (2PPE). Briefly, a femtosecond laser pulse excites electrons from the valence band of a Ag(111) substrate to the interface with an
adsorbed molecular film (typically 1–3 monolayers thick). Some delay time later, ∆t, a second laser pulse
photoemits the electron, sending it to a time-of-flight detector. From the kinetic energy of the electron and
the photon energy of the probe pulse, we can deduce the binding energy of the electronic state. The wavelength dependence of the photoemission spectrum tells whether the state is initially occupied, unoccupied,
or a final state resonance.
This technique also gives us access to a wealth of information about the electron’s dynamics. The kinetics
of population decay and dynamical energy shifts (two-dimensional electron solvation) are determined with
< 35 meV energy resolution and ∼ 100 fs time resolution. An additional experimental degree of freedom is
the angle between the surface normal and the detector. Only electrons with a specific amount of momentum
parallel to the surface will reach the detector. The energy versus parallel momentum (the dispersion) gives
the effective mass of the electron, m∗ . For localized electrons (m∗ À 1) the amplitude of the signal versus
parallel momentum can give an estimate of the spatial extent of localization in two dimensions.
Two-photon photoemission accesses both electronic states of the molecular film, such as the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), as well as states
intrinsic to the surface. Image-potential states (IPS) are an important example of the latter. The IPS electrons are bound a few angstroms from the metal surface, making them sensitive probes of the electronic
structure and dynamics of monolayer adsorbate films. In the direction parallel to the surface, however, the
IPS electrons are free-electron-like, in most cases. Interactions with any disorder of the surface or with the
dynamic motions of adsorbates can localize the electron in the plane of the surface.
Recent progress
Electron solvation and localization at interfaces : Time- and angle-resolved two-photon photoemission has
been used to probe the dynamics of an electron excited into an image-potential state at an interface between
a metal and a polar, aprotic organic film. Interactions between the electron and one or more layers of linear
nitrile molecules result in a dynamic binding energy (electron solvation) on the femtosecond timescale. The
overall solvation dynamics for multilayer systems are multiphasic, with the majority of the energy relaxation
occurring during the first 500 fs. Essentially, this is a two-dimensional analogue of electron solvation in
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liquids, in which the system response is typically separated into a Gaussian, representing a rapid inertial
response and one or more exponentials representing diffusion on multiple time scales. In our systems, the
longer-lived components are relatively weak, which is consistent with studies in liquid acetonitrile, but may
also reflect the fact that physisorbed molecules at cryogenic temperatures have greatly reduced translational
degrees of freedom.
Rapid localization of the electron in these films is also observed, with the rate depending critically on the
energetic disorder of the film, ranging from small polaron-like localization in the most ordered films to
Anderson-like in the least ordered films. The spatial extent of the localized electrons parallel to the interface
is estimated through their angle-dependent photoemission intensities. Unlike the solvation dynamics, however, the spatial extent shows no clear dependence on the alkyl chain length, indicating that the electrons are
perhaps localized to sites primarily in the vicinity of the functional group of the molecule.
Intraband relaxation : Intraband relaxation of delocalized IPS electrons is omnipresent in 2PPE. The kinetics of population decay as a function of parallel momentum show that electrons quickly relax to the bottom
of the IPS band in many different adsorbate systems. Nevertheless, the process is not well understood. The
simplest organizing principle to understand these many observations is friction, and this concept explains
complications that arose in previous analyses as direct consequences of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
We have developed a theory based on Smoluchowski’s equation for overdamped harmonic motion to describe the motion of electrons down an IPS band. This theory has a coefficient of friction as its only free
parameter, and we find that the friction extracted from the model is equivalent to the friction one would
expect for that due to electron-electron scattering between the IPS electron and the electrons in the substrate. Further work is underway to examine the friction as a function of thin film material in an effort to
see if it may be tuned by, for example, attempting to decouple the IPS electron from the substrate. Finally,
these methods will be extended to further elucidate the mechanism of electron localization, which may be
concomittant with intraband relaxation or even provide a channel for it.
C60 /Ag(111) : In addition to probing image potential states, 2PPE can be used to study electronic states
of molecular films. Because this technique is a twophoton process, we can examine both initially occupied (HOMO) and initially unoccupied (LUMO) states.
Furthermore, through the use of angle-resolved spectra,
we can directly measure the effective masses of these
states when they are incorporated into electronic bands
in a thin film. These band masses are important quantities in modelling electronic transport, and techniques
that can extract them for both occupied and unoccupied states are few and far between. In the case of
C60 /Ag(111), we have experimentally determined the
effective masses of the HOMO, LUMO, LUMO+1, and
LUMO+2-derived bands. These results were then examined from a theoretical standpoint through the use of
both quantum chemical calculations and group theory
(Figure 1). Further work will focus on exploring the
differences between excitonic and anionic transport in
this and related systems.
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Figure 1: The C60 orbitals may be studied both
through direct calculation of their wavefunctions
or by the use of group theory. Shown are one of
the five degenerate orbitals of the HOMO and one
of the three degenerate orbitals of the LUMO. The
HOMO state has a2 symmetry on the surface and a
negative effective mass, whereas the LUMO state
has a1 symmetry on the surface and a positive effective mass.

Continuing and Future work
Molecular electronics — PTCDA and fluorene oligomers : PTCDA is a model system for the burgeoning
field of molecular electronics. It has a truly epitaxial growth on Ag(111), and the occupied electronic
structure is fairly well understood. The unoccupied electronic structure and, especially, the dynamics, on
the other hand, have not been explored. 2PPE may shed light on the the mechanism(s) of optical excitation
(intramolecular or metal-to-molecule) and the nature of the molecular excited states of these films as a
function of the layer thickness.
Polyfluorenes are blue-emitting polymers for organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), but the nature of charge
injection from the cathode into these systems is somewhat mysterious. 2PPE of films of fluorene oligomers
as a function of oligomer chain length and the side-group functionalization may give details of optical charge
injection in this promising technological system.
DMSO/Ag(111) : Our solvation results for nitriles can be extended by comparing them with DMSO.
Acetonitrile and DMSO have very similar dipole moments and dielectric constants, yet they behave very
differently as electrochemical solvents. Preliminary 2PPE results of one monolayer of DMSO/Ag(111)
show that the DMSO monolayer does not solvate the IPS electrons, but the multilayer solvates a great
deal and dynamically localizes the electrons. This is an important contrast to nitriles, which solvate and
localize IPS electrons at all coverages. This is a direct, molecular scale probe of the contrasting differential
capacitance of these two molecules as measured in electrochemistry.
Biphasic Thin Films : One area in which we plan to extend our investigations is to develop further comparisons between the systems we currently study and systems of more relevance to electrochemistry. Many
electrochemical processes, however, take place in mixed environments, and so we are beginning to explore
the behavior of electrons in multi-component thin films. The electron dynamics in these films are not necessarily related to any one of the components. For example, thin films containing a 1:1 mixture of meta- and
para-xylene display electron localization dynamics different from those of either of the pure molecules on
their own, and it is not yet entirely clear why this is the case. We have also recently started studying mixed
systems of water and small organic molecules. Small amounts of water impurities have been seen to affect
electron localization, and in some instances we have observed features with dramatically increased lifetimes
at these interfaces. A full exploration of these systems should greatly aid in making further connections
between the properties of individual electrons at interfaces and the behavior of large numbers of electrons
in electrochemical cells or devices.
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1.

Scope of Project.

There has been much progress in the synthesis, characterization and theoretical studies of various
nanostructures such as nanotubes, nanocrystals, atomic wires, organic and biological
nanostructures, and molecular junctions. However, there remain immense challenges to obtain a
basic understanding of the properties of these structures and their interactions with external
probes to realize their potential for applications. Some exciting frontiers in nanoscience include
molecular electronics, nanoscale opto-electronic devices, nanomechanics (nanomotors), light
harvesting and emitting nanostructures. The ground and electronic excited properties of the
nanostructures and how they are coupled to the external stimulations/probes are crucial issues.
Since nanostructures are neither at the molecular nor the bulk limits, the calculations of
their electronic and optical properties are subject to severe computational bottlenecks. The
present program therefore focuses on the electronic structure theory and modeling of
nanostructures, including their electronic excited-state and optical properties, with applications to
topics of current interest. We are attacking the rate-determining steps in these approaches in
collaboration with computational scientists and applied mathematicians, by seeking novel
reformulations of the underlying physical theories.
2.

Summary of Recent Progress.

As this is a multi-investigator program, space precludes us summarizing all projects that are
underway. Below, we highlight a selection of recent accomplishments in slightly more detail.
Many-body methods for large systems. We are examining ways to make the proven electron
correlation methods of molecular quantum chemistry applicable to systems on the nanoscale.
Significant progress has been made with the development of a modification [4,8] of second order
many-body perturbation theory that is both computationally less expensive, and more accurate
than the standard approach. Already this approach can be applied to systems in the regime of
100 atoms, and work is underway to develop low-scaling implementations [6] that will be
applicable to significantly larger systems by exploiting spatial locality. With the aid of new
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developments in the theory of localized orbitals [2], early progress is also being made on
formulations of coupled cluster theory [9] that have the potential for application to nanoscale
systems.
Optical Response and Temperature and Pressure Effects on the Properties of Carbon
Nanotubes. We carried out ab initio calculations (based on the GW-BSE approach) to
investigate the optical response and the temperature and pressure effects on the electronic
properties of carbon nanotubes. We showed that, because of the reduced dimensionality of the
nanotubes, many-electron effects are very important, and they change qualitatively the optical
spectrum of both metallic and semiconductor tubes. This has led us to several new discoveries -giant exciton binding energy in semiconducting nanotubes, the existence of bound excitons in
metal tubes, and net repulsive electron-hole interaction in some metallic tubes, etc. [10,11] We
also computed the temperature and pressure dependences of the band gap (Eg) of the carbon
nanotubes. [1,12,13] These are two of the most fundamental properties of any semiconductor.
Understanding of these shifts provides important information about the nature of the band-edge
electronic states and their coupling with static and dynamic lattice distortions. The family
behavior in both phenomena is elucidated in terms of the structural dependent orientation of the
bonding and antibonding characters of the band edge states of the nanotubes. Many of the above
theoretical predictions have been verified by recent experiments.
A new method for calculating quantum transport. Current methods for calculating quantum
transport properties tend to be computationally more expensive than highly optimized methods
for the computation of molecular and bulk ground states. Furthermore, no simple and efficient
method exists which can use the plane-wave non-local pseudopotential Hamiltonian that is so
successful for ground state calculations. To address these issues, an efficient new method [14]
has been developed to calculate the elastic (coherent) quantum transports using auxiliary periodic
boundary conditions. This method allows the use of conventional ground state ab initio programs
(e.g., planewave pseudopotential programs) with some relatively small changes. The scattering
states of the transport problem are solved exactly in a fast and numerically stable procedure. The
total computational time of this method is similar to a conventional ground state calculation,
which makes it possible to calculate elastic quantum transport for large systems.
Developments in screened exchange density functional theory. One potentially efficient way of
improving upon the standard density functional theory (DFT) description of properties such as
semiconductor gaps is screened exchange DFT. With a new implementation of the sX model,
we have begun investigating a number of interesting issues. One question is, in semiconductor
systems, whether the screening should be short range (e.g., Thomas-Fermi-like) or long range
(e.g. like the semiconductor dielectric function). To investigate this, we have compared the selfenergy term in the sX-LDA formalism with the self-energy term in the GW approximation and
the exchange-correlation hole of variational quantum Monte Carlo simulations. Calculations
using sX-DFT has also been performed for the calcium hexaboride crystal structure and electron
band structure. The band structure of this system is very sensitive to its crystal structure. We
have also performed sX calculations on AlxGa(1-x)N semiconductor alloys, that give a very
different bowing parameter (Eg(x)) than LDA results.
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Spintronic Materials: Bulk and Nanoscale Properties Dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS)
are semiconductors into which a magnetic impurity has been intentionally introduced, and
exhibit unique magnetic, magneto-optical, and magneto-electrical effects. They hold the promise
of using electron spin, in addition to charge, for creating a new class of “spintronic”
semiconductor devices with unprecedented functionality. We expect that nano-crystalline DMS
should exhibit intriguing magnetic properties, which are different from those of the bulk, because
quantum confinement is known to enhance spin-spin interactions.
We performed calculations for the electronic structure and magnetic properties of Mncontaining Ge, GaAs, and ZnSe nanoparticles [2,15,16]. We determined the electronic structure
of these systems from pseudopotentials constructed from density functional theory. Our analysis
for these nanocrystals indicates that the qualitative level splitting and magnetic moment picture
is similar to that of the bulk. This is due to the short-range interaction of Mn with its neighbors.
However, there are also significant differences between the electronic structure of the bulk and
the nanocrystals. So, while the ferromagnetism and half-metallicity trends found in the bulk are
preserved in the nanocrystals, the localized Mn states are less affected by quantum confinement
than are the delocalized host states. As a consequence, in nanocrystals the Mn-related impurity
states become much deeper in the gap with decreasing size. The ferromagnetic stabilization in
the nanocrystals is dominated by double exchange via localized holes, rather than by free holes
(as in bulk GaAs:Mn) or by a Rudderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) mechanism (an
alternative to the free-hole mechanism for bulk Ge:Mn). This is a novel quantum size effect.
Development of a linear scaling orbital-free density functional theory. Development of a linear
scaling density functional theory (DFT) for metallic systems will allow the study of metallic
nanostructures of realistic width and length, containing thousands of atoms. We are in the final
stages of implementing linear scaling orbital-free DFT (OF-DFT) [17] with arbitrary boundary
conditions in real space using the Multigrid method, which employs grids on several different
length scales to accelerate convergence. We first implemented periodic Multigrid OF-DFT, so
as to compare with FFT-based OFDFT. We reformulated the ion-electron, Hartree repulsion,
exchange-correlation, and several kinetic energy density functional (KEDF) terms via finite
discretization in real space up to sixth order, and wrote and validated all required periodic
Multigrid machinery against FFT-based codes. We then implemented real-space boundary
conditions by changing the finite discretization algorithm, how the ion-electron potential was
calculated and how the new boundary conditions are handled within Multigrid.
The Kondo effect for Co on Cu(111) We are studying the Kondo effect seen by STM for
Co/Cu(111), using our first-principles embedded configuration interaction (ECI) theory. Here
bulk Cu conduction electrons align their spins to screen out the Co magnetic moment, reducing
low T Cu conductivity. ECI theory begins with periodic KS-DFT on the total system. Then a
sub-region is treated with ab initio CASSCF or CI in the presence of an embedding potential
based on the total DFT density. Along with implementing ECI in MOLCAS, two technical
advances are: (i) use of ultrasoft pseudopotentials [18] in a consistent manner across all levels
(periodic DFT, CASSCF, and CI) and (ii) elimination of approximate KEDFs in the embedding
operator, instead using orbital-based KED potentials. Periodic DFT for Co/Cu(111) unphysically
predict a net non-zero magnetic moment localized on the Co adatom. By contrast, ECI theory
yields a singlet ground state, in agreement with experiment. Low-lying spin excitations are also
outcomes of the theory, including a triplet 0.34 eV above the ground state.
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3.

Summary of Research Plans.
•
•
•
•

4.

Development of low-scaling coupled cluster theory for nanoscale systems
Study carbon nanotubes of different diameters and chiralities, and wide bandgap BN
nanotubes for which we expect even more dominant excitonic effects.
Joint development of new eigensolvers for electronic structure calculations
Complete orbital-free DFT implementation, modifying our Poisson solver to use
boundary conditions at infinity to obtain correct Hartree potentials throughout.
Publications from DOE Sponsored Work, 2003-present.
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Program Scope
Synthesis of tailor-made biomaterials requires a detailed understanding of the
effect of solvent on structure, stability, and dynamics. How these physical quantities
develop during self-assembly will be affected by the nature of the solvent, as evidenced
by the fact that biopolymers such as proteins can be denatured or stabilized by various
additives. Anfinsen’s experiments on ribonuclease-A [1] showed that most proteins selfassemble in vitro without aid of other proteins or the need for specific cellular conditions
to fold. In vitro protein folding is a vibrant field both experimentally and theoretically,
and both seek to define how amino acid sequence translates into orchestrated fundamental
forces that guide protein self-assembly. This view of protein folding as a physical process
(as opposed to a biological process that seeks to determine protein function through
protein structure) equates with our considering proteins as biomaterials whose properties
we would like to control and design [2].
Proteins are designed to fold in nature in aqueous environments and the relative
contributions of hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions are essential to this process.
Changing conditions through temperature, pressure, or solvent composition can alter the
folding kinetics or relative free energies of folded and unfolded states. Non-aqueous
solvents such as guanadinium hydrochloride and urea are used to denature proteins.[3,4]
Additions of trifluoro-ethanol or methanol can lead to specific stabilization of certain
structural motifs, [5] whereas other organic solvents such as acetone, formamide, and
DMSO are known to destabilize protein native states. The formulation of effective cosolvents is important in biopharmaceutical production of peptide and proteins to improve
their long-term storage and delivery.[6] In principle, molecular switches can be created by
control over protein function and reactivity through their solvent environment; such a
possibility was recently demonstrated by embedding hemoglobin in a glassy solid of low
water content trehalose solutions to reduce the protein conformational transitions and
thereby turn off function [7]. Clearly, solvent interactions mediate the thermodynamics
and kinetics of protein conformations that in turn influence their self-assembly and coassembly properties. Understanding solvent environmental influences may lead to the
ability to exploit not only differences in monomer composition but solvent composition,
to create polymers, both biological and non-biological, with desired properties.
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Timasheff and co-workers [8] have reported that the addition of osmolytes results
in preferentially hydrated protein molecules that they attribute to changes in surface
tension around the protein, thereby stabilizing the protein structure in solution. However
it is also observed that while osmolytes such as sugars may function as cryoprotectants,
they can also exhibit a more complicated role as a destabilizing agent under conditions that
may depend on the protein, on the water content, on temperature, or some combination
of all variables. A definitive explanation for these competing roles that co-solvents can
play as stabilizers and destabilizers, and complications due to conditions such as water
content or temperature is not available. We note that the dynamics of these solutions, and
relative timescales of motion of the constituents of solution are much more poorly
characterized and understood than structure.

Recent Progress
The complexity of protein systems has led to consideration of simplified
representations that might serve as reduced models of the protein folding process. My
group has focused on understanding hydration environment through the study of
individual blocked amino acids as a function of their concentration in water.[9-10] The
role of hydration in the earlier steps of folding are mimicked when the local concentration
of amino acids is relatively dilute, while more concentrated solutions describe the
consequences of hydration in later folding stages when the local concentration of amino
acids is high and driving toward the formation of a collapsed state or hydrophobic core.
This can be viewed as a model systems approach for the characterization of hydration or
environmental influence on protein self-assembly or co-assembly. It invokes the zerothorder concept that polymers can be modeled by increasing the effective local
concentration of monomers, giving rise to a situation resembling a much denser liquid of
monomers in the local vicinity of the chain. We will perform liquid diffraction, quasielastic scattering, and molecular dynamics simulations on our model biopolymer system,
N-acetyl-amino-acid-methylamide in solution with a variety of co-solvents. These
combined approaches will determine how changing solvent environment that arise from
perturbations in temperature, salts, osmolytes, and denaturants influences biomolecular
self-assembly or co-assembly.

Future Plans
Structure of Aqueous Monomer Solutions with Chaotropes and Kosmotropes.
Overall the structural view of chaotrope and kosmotrope buffers in aqueous solution of
amino acids, and a breakdown of these thermodynamic stabilizing or destabilizing forces
into the specifics of monomer-solvent systems, is not known or not well understood. We
hope to provide a more comprehensive picture of molecular liquid structure using x-ray
scattering (wide and small angle) of aqueous solutions of N-acetyl-amino acidmethylamides over a solute concentration range of 0.1-2.0M for five different amino acid
types (glycine, glutamine, leucine, phenylalanine, and arginine), and with various cosolvent kosmotropic and chaotropic types. We will also investigate these solutions as a
function of temperature (over the biologically relevant temperature range from 2-77C) for
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which we can enhance or mitigate the net surface tension of water. We chose glycine as a
model of the polypeptide backbone, glutamine and leucine as the prototypical hydrophilic
and hydrophobic amino acids, respectively, and phenyalanine as the representative
aromatic side chain. Arginine’s guanidinium moiety allows us to characterize the
chaotropic character of the sidechain itself, or paired with a kosmotropic co-solvent. Xray scattering intensities for pure water and aqueous solutions will be measured at the
Advanced Light Source (ALS) at UC Berkeley on BL 8.2.1 and 8.2.2; these beamlines
are routinely used for protein crystallographic experiments, but we have adapted to them
for our solution diffraction studies.
Dynamics of Aqueous Monomer Solutions with Chaotropes and Kosmotropes.
Disordered materials such as the solutions we propose to investigate here offer a rich
venue for materials characterization, not only through liquid state crystallography, but
through timescales of motion of these weakly interacting species susceptible to thermal
perturbation. There is little information available on the dynamics of the basic protypical
protein-solvent interaction except for our recent published work, and virtually no
information on dynamics of these systems and their solvent additives, and how dynamics
might effect solution assembly or association. One hypothesis we will explore is that
recognition and association of the constituents requires “timescale matching”, i.e. that
the behavior of kosmotropes and chaotropes on proteins not only has a thermodynamic
origin, but perhaps a kinetic origin as well. We will perform quasi-elastic incoherent
neutron scattering by protons at both high- and low-resolution for H2O concentrated
solutions (0.5M–2.0M) of completely deuterated single amino acids, and D2O solutions
with hydrogenated samples over the same concentration range, as a function of different
co-solvent additives. Our first tests will be with urea, guanidinium hydrochloride, and
glucose, since the deuterated forms of these co-solvents are relatively inexpensive. The
quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) experiment will likely be performed at NIST
Center for Neutron Research, using the disk chopper time of flight spectrometer (DCS)
where we have completed past work. All experimental analysis procedures will be carried
out as done in [9].
Theoretical analysis and MD simulations of neutron and x-ray solution scattering
data. It is conventional in the analysis of diffraction from molecular liquids to separate
the intensity into contributions from individual molecules (self-scattering), and that
arising from intermolecular correlations defined by the structure factor, H(Q).
sin Qrij
(1)
I (Q ) = ! xi x j f i (Q )f j (Q )
+ ! xi x j f i (Q )f j (Q )H ij (Q )
Qrij
ij
i" j
where the sums are over the atom types present in the sample, xi is the atomic fraction
and fi(Q) the Q-dependent atomic scattering factor, for atom type i. In the case of x-rays
the assumption is commonly made that the scattering can be represented as arising from
independent neutral atoms, each with a spherical electron density distribution. We have
recently introduced a modification of the atomic scattering factors for liquid water which
rescales them properly at low Q where chemical bonding effects are known to be
significant, while retaining their values at large Q where chemical bonding effects on the
core electron distribution should be negligible[10]. Similar types of modified atomic
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scattering factors for solutes and co-solvents will be derived from high-level quantum
mechanical calculations.
For the analysis of the dynamics in these aqueous solutions, we will perform
simulations of solute configurations consistent with our structural experiment. Basic
dynamic analysis of the data will use the Einstein relation to derive the translational selfdiffusion coefficients from the mean square displacement of center of mass positions, the
rotational dynamics of water using the orientational autocorrelation function, and the
intermediate scattering function in order to reproduce the neutron experimental
observable directly, after which we can analyze the dynamics with greater confidence.
With the advent of completely ab initio simulations of liquid water[11-13], it is
now possible to predict the x-ray scattering from the distribution of electron density, ρ(r),
generated from the condensed phase simulation trajectory [14] using Eq. (1)

I (Q) = F (q)

2

with F (q) =

#

$ "(r ) exp(iqr )dr

(2)

0

This allows for the straight simulation of the true experimental observable, the intensity,
without requiring the process of extracting radial distribution functions from intensity
data over a finite Q-range. If the simulated intensity curve using Eq. (2) agrees well with
! (with only moderately large Q-ranges), then we can analyze the
experiment
corresponding real-space trajectory to ascertain the pair distribution function(s). Due to
the current expense of simulating the full ab initio trajectory, the effective integration
step in Eq. (2) will be the generation of snapshots along the classical trajectory [15].
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Program Scope:
This project is concerned with the experimental challenge of reaching single molecule
sensitivity with sub-molecular spatial resolution in optical spectroscopy and photochemistry.
These experiments would lead to an understanding of the inner machinery of single molecules
that are not possible with other approaches. Results from these studies will provide the scientific
basis for understanding the unusual properties, processes, and phenomena in chemical and
physical systems at the nanoscale. The experiments rely on the combination of the unique
properties of lasers and scanning tunneling microscopes (STM).
Recent Progress:
The phenomenon reported in a number of the papers published in the past year is
concerned with a newly discovered mechanism of conductance through a single molecule – that
we named “bipolar conduction” [Publications 7, 8, 10, 12, 13]. This conduction mechanism is
observed only if the molecule is sandwiched between two tunnel barriers, and in our case
between the vacuum barrier (tip-molecule tunnel junction) and an ultrathin oxide (moleculesubstrate tunnel junction). Bipolar conduction refers to the electron flow through a molecule that
involves the same electronic state at both positive and negative bias voltages. This is unusual
since conventionally the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is involved in the
conduction at negative bias, while the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is involved
in the conduction at positive bias.
Vibronic states of single molecules were observed for the first time by the STM. A
necessary condition for the observation is the reduced coupling of the molecule to its
environment, achieved in our experiments by adsorbing the molecule on an ultrathin (5 Å) Al2O3
film grown on a NiAl(110) metallic substrate [Publications 7, 8, 10, 11, 12]. The adsorption of
C60 on such an isolating substrate led to the formation of a two-dimensional organic crystal, and
the vibrational states associated with single impurities in this crystal were measured by the STM
[Publications 6, 12]. There are two other publications during the past year that are concerned
with the conformational changes in single molecules induced by tunneling electrons [Publication
9], and the dissociation pathways of a single molecule controlled by injecting or removing
electrons from the molecule [Publication 14]. The vibronic states and conformational changes
are involved in light emission from single molecules induced by tunneling electrons and are also
expected to be important in other optical phenomena that are currently under investigation.
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Future Plans:
The focus of the research will be on the coupling of lasers to the STM and to the
determination of the conditions for achieving optical effects with sub-molecular resolution. How
can sub-molecular processes be induced by photons with near-IR, visible, and near-UV
wavelengths? Recently, we have succeeded in observing photon induced electron transfer to and
from a single molecule with sub-molecular resolution. This observation depends on several
factors: 1. stable STM, 2. stable laser power, 3. appropriately chosen system for first
demonstration. These initial results open up new opportunities that we will explore in the
coming year.
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THEORY OF THE REACTION DYNAMICS OF SMALL MOLECULES
ON METAL SURFACES
Bret E. Jackson
Department of Chemistry
701 LGRT
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
jackson@chem.umass.edu
Program Scope
Our objective is to develop realistic theoretical models for molecule-metal
interactions important in catalysis and other surface processes. The dissociative adsorption
of diatomics on metals, Eley-Rideal and Langmuir-Hinshelwood reactions, recombinative
desorption and sticking on surfaces are all of interest. To help elucidate the UHVmolecular beam experiments that study these processes, we examine how they depend upon
the nature of the molecule-metal interaction, and experimental variables such as substrate
temperature, beam energy, angle of impact, and the internal states of the molecules.
Electronic structure methods based on Density Functional Theory are used to compute the
molecule-metal interaction potentials. Both time-dependent quantum scattering techniques
and quasi-classical methods are used to examine the reaction dynamics. Some effort is
directed towards developing improved quantum scattering methods that can adequately
describe reactions on surfaces, as well as include the effects of temperature (lattice vibration)
in quantum dynamical studies.
Recent Progress
We have continued our studies of Eley-Rideal (ER) and hot atom reactions. In an
ER reaction, a gas-phase particle combines directly with another particle adsorbed onto a
substrate. These reactions are often very exothermic. Extensive studies of the reactions of
H atom beams with H-covered metal surfaces demonstrated that the cross sections for his
2
ER reaction are small, on the order of 0.1 – 0.2 Å , even though this is a strongly
exothermic and barrier-less reaction. Studies of the reaction dynamics showed why the
cross section is small, and showed that the incident H atoms prefer to trap onto the surface
without reacting, even at relatively high H atom coverages. These trapped “hot” atoms
initially have 2 or more eV of excess energy, and are highly mobile on the surface for
several 100’s of fs. If they react with an adsorbate before dissipating this excess energy
into the substrate, the molecular hydrogen formed can be highly excited, as in a more direct
ER process. Our dynamical and kinetic models for ER and HA reactions are in excellent
agreement with experiment, and demonstrate that these hot atom (HA) reactions dominate
molecular hydrogen formation on metal surfaces. A textbook chapter summarizing these
DOE-funded ER and HA studies has appeared in “The Chemical Physics of Solid
Surfaces” [2].
We have concluded our studies of the H(g) + Cl/Au(111) reaction, which have been
motivated primarily by two detailed experimental studies of this system. These experiments
observe strong H atom trapping and a thermal Langmuir-Hinshelwood channel for HCl
formation, as well as ER and HA channels. One of our findings is that the ER reaction
2
cross section is much larger than for H(g) + H/metal reactions, roughly 1 –2 Å . This is
due to a steering mechanism [1], and arises from the relatively large distance of the
adsorbed Cl above the metal. The incoming H atom is strongly attracted to both the Cl and
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the metal, but it encounters the layer of adsorbed Cl atoms first, and steers towards them.
Thus there is no competition between ER reaction and trapping of the H atom onto the
surface. There are also some interesting variations of ER reactivity with the Cl vibrational
state, and an exchange pathway is observed (for the first time), in which the H remains
bound while the Cl desorbs. More than two years have been spent using quasi-classical
trajectories to study this reaction for the case of large Cl coverages, and with dissipation of
the trapped hot atoms’ energy into the lattice [6]. The ER and HA reaction pathways for
HCl formation are a bit more complicated than for molecular Hydrogen formation. We find
that HA reactions dominate the formation of HCl. We also find that there must be
significant energy loss into the substrate excitations, from either the trapped hot H atoms, or
the excited product HCl, in order to agree with experiment.
In an earlier study of H atom recombination on Ni(100), we allowed the lattice
atoms to move, which required that we construct a potential energy surface based upon the
instantaneous positions of the lattice atoms and the adsorbates. We avoided the usual
problems associated with pairwise potentials by using a potential based upon ideas from
embedded atom and effective medium theory, but instead of using the isolated atom electron
densities, we fit the one and two-body terms to reproduce the results of our high-level
electronic structure calculations. More recently we have used the part of this potential
describing the Ni-Ni interactions to study the sputtering of Ni surfaces by Ar beams, in
order to further test the utility of these potentials [4]. We find that this form for the
potential very accurately describes the energy required to severely distort the lattice or to
remove one or more Ni atoms form the lattice. Agreement of sputtering yields and
threshold energies with experiments is greatly improved over earlier models.
We continued our studies of H-graphite interactions. These reactions are believed
to play an important role in the formation of molecular Hydrogen on graphitic dust grains in
interstellar space, as well as in the etching of the graphite walls of fusion reactors. Using
electronic structure methods, we demonstrated that an H atom could chemisorb onto a
graphite terrace carbon, with the bonding C atom puckering out of the surface plane by
several tenths of an Å. We computed the potential energy surface for the ER reaction of an
incident H atom with this chemisorbed H atom, and suggested that the reaction cross
sections should be very large – on the order of 10 Å2. Motivated by our studies, the group
of Küppers (Bayreuth) demonstrated experimentally that H could indeed chemisorb, and
that the lattice did pucker. Our computed adsorbate vibrational frequencies and
(recombinative) thermal desorption temperatures were found to be in excellent agreement
with experiment. Küppers and co-workers then measured the cross sections for the H(g) +
D/graphite ER reaction to form HD(g), and again, theory and experiment were in excellent
agreement. We demonstrated that the H2 formed in these ER reactions should be very
highly excited, vibrationally. It has been suggested that vibrationally excited H2 might be
responsible for some of the unique chemistry that occurs in interstellar clouds.
More recently, both our efforts and the efforts of the experimental groups have been
focused on graphite edges. Real graphite surfaces are rough in the sense that a sizable
fraction of the exposed carbon atoms can be on the edges of graphite planes, as opposed to
the terraces. We have performed total energy electronic structure calculations to examine
how H atoms react with edge vs terrace carbons. We found that the hydrogenation of an
edge carbon proceeded with no barrier, and that the barrier for addition of a second
hydrogen to the edge carbons was small [3]. These studies of graphite are also relevant to a
sizable body of work examining molecular hydrogen adsorption in and on nano-crystalline
graphite. We have examined how molecular hydrogen can chemisorb onto such structures,
and have found two low energy pathways where H2 dissociatively adsorbs over one or two
edge carbons, resulting in a doubly-hydrogenated edge carbon, or two neighboring singly-
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hydrogenated edge carbons, respectively [3]. The doubly-hydrogenated structure gives rise
to a peak that has been observed (but not explained) in the radial distribution functions
extracted from neutron scattering studies of graphitic nano-structures exposed to H2. We
have demonstrated that the vapor pressure of H2 in equilibrium with these hydrogenated
structures is too small to be useful for hydrogen storage, due to the strength of the bonds.
The experiments of the Küppers group have shown that the sticking probabilities of
H on the graphite terrace are large. Given the significant lattice distortion required for
chemisorption, this is surprising. We have used electronic structure methods to map out the
H-graphite interaction as a function of the position of the bonding carbon. We find a
barrier to chemisorption of about 0.2 eV, in excellent agreement with recent experiments.
We have used these studies to construct a potential energy surface for trapping and sticking,
and have implemented a low-dimensional collinear study of the trapping process [5]. We
find that the bonding carbon can reconstruct in 50 fs, and that trapping probabilities can be
5-20%. Our results suggest that sticking proceeds via a trapping resonance, which relaxes
by dissipating energy into the substrate over a ps or so. More recently we have computed
the full three-dimensional potential, and have used classical mechanics to compute the
2
sticking cross sections, which are on the order of 0.1 Å , giving sticking probabilities
consistent with experiment.
We have long been interested in the dissociative adsorption of methane on metals,
and have begun to compute barriers to methane dissociation on a Ni surfaces. A problem
that is not well understood is how and why methane reactivity varies with the temperature of
the metal. To explore this we have started to examine how these barriers change due to
lattice distortion. We have recently seen that when a Ni atom puckers out of the plane of the
surface, the barrier to dissociation over this Ni atom decreases. This should lead to
interesting thermal effects.
Future Plans
We are finishing our fully 3D studies of H atom trapping and sticking on graphite.
As in our collinear study, some additional lattice degrees of freedom are necessary to help
carry energy away from the newly formed bond, and how these are included can affect the
sticking probability. We have adopted an accurate potential energy surface describing the
motion of the atoms in a graphite lattice, and are using this in our studies to examine the
dissipation of energy into the lattice. We expect to finish this project this fall.
We are continuing our studies of H atom reactions at graphite edge sites, since
much of the current experimental work is focusing on these sites. It is possible that the
formation of molecular hydrogen on interstellar dust grains occurs at these edge sites, since
the barrier to H adsorption on the terrace carbons is relatively large. We are examining the
pathways and computing the barriers for H(g) reacting with H atoms adsorbed on the
edges. We see that while singly-hydrogentaed edge carbons are relatively unreactive with
respect to ER abstraction, doubly-hydrogenated structures are more reactive. We are also
examining barriers to and the dynamics of H atom diffusion and recombinative desorption
on the terrace, near the edge, and at the edge.
We expect to make much progress this year on the problem of methane dissociation on
metals. We have demonstrated that lattice motion can significantly modify the barriers to
methane dissociation. Our work also clearly shows that the standard model for including
lattice motion in these problems, in which the barrier simply moves back and forth with the
vibrating metal atom, are incorrect. Our calculations are being used to construct a potential
energy surface for methane dissociation that explicitly includes the position of the Ni atom.
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The dissociation probability as a function of incident energy, surface temperature, and
molecular vibrational state will be computed using a 5 degree-of-freedom quantum model.
We hope to compare the thermal effects of the terrace sites on Ni and Pt, as well as the
defect sites on these metals.
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Structure and dynamics of chemical processes in water clusters: DE-FG02-00ER15066
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Haven, CT 06520
Our project integrates theory and experiment to reveal molecular aspects of aqueous
chemistry using size-selected clusters as model systems. Because of the ubiquitous role played
by the hydrated electron, eaq- ,(1) as a primary intermediate in biological radiation damage,(2) we
have concentrated much of our effort on the structure and dynamics of the (H2O)n- clusters as
microscopic analogues of eaq- .(3-14) In fact, there has been a resurgence of interest in these
species,(15-19) in large part because of the difficulty in achieving a consensus description of the
bulk properties of eaq- . The impact of our activity in this endeavor is evidenced by the fact that
we contributed three(13, 15, 20) of the 14 papers cited by the Editors of Science Magazine that
were collectively acknowledged as the #8 “breakthrough of the year” for 2004. Papers already
published(12-14, 20-29) or submitted (30, 31)under our present DOE grant, which ends in July,
2006, are indicated by * in the reference list attached.
We have focused on unraveling the mechanism of electron attachment to well-defined
water networks by analyzing a series of measurements obtained from specifically designed
experiments.(13, 29, 31) Recent results include the determination of the local H-bonding motifs
that accommodate an excess electron as well as the modespecific rates for energy exchange between vibrations of the
supporting water network and the excess electron. Our
experimental approach involves coordinating anion
photoelectron spectroscopy with size-selected vibrational
predissociation spectra using double focusing, tandem time-offlight methods developed at Yale.(32) Of particular
importance to our experimental progress has been the
introduction of argon-mediated cluster synthesis
methodology:(33)
A + (H2O)n- · Arm → A · (H2O)n- · Arp + (m-p) Ar
which enables rational preparation of key water cluster anions
(e.g., ((H2O)4- ) in abundance. Because this synthetic
method naturally incorporates argon atoms into the product
ions, it is ideally suited for the application of “messenger”
predissociation spectroscopy:(34)
(H2O)n- · Arp + hν → (H2O)n- · Arq + (p-q) Ar

Fig. 1. Structure of the water
hexamer anion illustrating the
special role of the double H-bond
acceptor (AA) water molecule.
Note that both AA hydrogen
atoms point directly into the
electron cloud.

This technique has the dual advantages of cooling the complexes into their minimum energy
structures and enabling one-photon (i.e., linear) action spectra that are readily compared with
theory. We now have essentially complete spectral coverage from 600 cm- 1 in the infrared to
250 nm in UV. This capability has proven remarkably powerful in that it provides both electronic
and vibrational spectroscopic characterization of a wide range of solute species with a precisely
controlled number of attached solvent molecules.
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A.

Discovery of the local electron binding site in the anionic water clusters: Spectroscopic
characterization of the “AA” motif.

One of the major breakthroughs resulting from this program has been the elucidation of
the structures of the small (H2O)3-6- clusters, which reveal the molecular character of the electron
binding site.(13, 14, 30) Fig. 1 presents the structure of the hexamer anion, for example, where
one molecule dominates the interaction with the excess electron cloud. This water molecule is
attached to the network by accepting two H-bonds, an arrangement that enables it to orient both
of its hydrogen atoms directly into the excess electron wavefunction. Note that this configuration
also provides a “doorway” for the excess electron to partially penetrate into the valence orbital
network.
An important consequence of the AA arrangement is that the symmetric (? s) and
asymmetric (? a) OH stretching vibrations of this unique water molecule dominate the vibrational
spectrum of the clusters in the mid infrared. This enhancement occurs because displacement of
the nuclei along the ? a and ? s normal coordinates result in strong
n
νs νa
modulation of the excess electron wavefunction.(7) We have
F
(a)
F
also characterized the vibrational-mode dependence of the
6
coupling to the electron cloud by analysis of the “Fano” type
(b)
lineshapes that occur when the upper levels of the vibrational
B
7
transitions occur above the cluster vertical detachment energies
α
β
(c)
(VDE).(13, 35) The resulting autodetachment rates, extracted
9
(d)
from this treatment, reveal that the coupling strengths differ by at
11
least an order of magnitude according to the nature of the
(e)
vibrations.
13
This vibronic enhancement of the transitions associated
(f)
F
15
with the AA molecule leads to a favorable situation where the
(g)
presence of the AA motif in the binding site is readily apparent
17
in the more complicated spectra of the larger clusters.(31) Fig.
(h)
18
2 presents a survey of the OH stretching spectra for the (H2O)n(i)
clusters over the range n = 6-21, where it is evident that the AA
19
binding site is retained intact up to n = 9 before a modified motif
(j)
20
emerges above n = 13. Defining the nature of the new form is
(k)
now a major thrust of our work, requiring the calculation of
21
vibrational spectra for rather large systems. We have anticipated
3000 3200 3400 3600 3800
this situation, and have already developed a computational
Photon Energy (cm−1)
method that can treat the subtleties of the diffuse, excess electron
cloud in the context of a one-electron model.(36) This method
Fig. 2. Vibrational spectra of
involves the introduction of fictitious “Drude” oscillators on the
the (H2O)6-21 clusters
water molecules that are optimized to recover the high order
illustrating the evolution strong
effects (dispersion, correlation) that are found to be important in
doublet (?a and ?s) assigned to
the AA water molecule. FAAD
ab initio treatments of small water clusters. In the past year, we
and FAD denote the free OH
have tested the level of theory required to address the binding of
stretch vibrations associated
an excess electron through an extensive study of the trimer
with AAD and AD water
anion, (H2O)3- .(30) This is the smallest of the water clusters that
molecules, respectively, in the
yield sharp vibrational bands, in this case the DOD bending
hexamer anion structure (Fig.
vibrations, which lie just below the VDE (130 meV).(9, 30)
1).
AAD

AD

B.

Local binding motifs and the nature of the isomers

Very recent work from the Neumark group(17) has identified the extension of a weak
binding isomer class to much larger clusters (n = 20 - 200) than originally reported by Bowen and
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co-workers.(37) When combined with all earlier measurements,(9) we now have three
distinguishable isomers that evolve with cluster size as indicated in Fig. 3. One possibility
advanced by Neumark is that the isomers differ primarily according to whether the excess
electron resides on the surface or in the interior of the clusters. Our earlier vibrational
spectroscopic studies (Fig. 2) were carried out on the high binding, class I isomers that featured
the AA binding motif, and it was therefore of interest to obtain the infrared spectra of the class II
2.4

Isomer II

2.2
2.0
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1.6
1.4
1.2

AA
Isomer I

1.0
0.8
0.6

Isomer I
Isomer II
Isomer III

0.4
0.2
0.0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Water Cluster Size, n

Fig. 3. Evolution of the vertical electron
binding energies for the three (H2O)nisomer classes. The data represent a
composite of the Bowen,(37)
Neumark,(17) and Johnson data.(9)

Fig. 4. Independent vibrational spectra in the
bending region of the two (D2O)6- isomers,
deconvoluted using covariance maps shown on
right. The absence of the characteristic band from
the AA water molecule in the weak binding isomer
(II) reveals that it adopts a different local binding
motif.

isomers to identify whether the more weakly bound isomer has a different local electron binding
motif. We were able to isolate the spectrum of the class II form of the hexamer anion using the
strong dependence of the isomer distribution on the number of attached argon atoms in the
(D2O)6- · Arm clusters.(29) This yielded spectra with systematically varying contributions of
overlapping patterns from two isomers, that we were able to disentangle with a covariance
mapping technique.(38) The two independent spectra are displayed in Fig. 4. Most importantly,
the spectrum of the more weakly binding isomer does not display the telltale red-shifted bending
vibration of the AA water molecule,(13) thus establishing that it indeed has a different local
binding motif. Note that the two isomers of the hexamer anion both accommodate the excess
electron on the surface of the cluster, but differ according to the local, molecular level binding
motif. This observation raises the question of whether the binding energy differences associated
with the two isomers at larger clusters, previously thought to be due to surface vs. internal
electron solvation, are instead both surface states with the different local binding motif identified
at n = 6. Spectra of the n = 6 - 24 clusters in both the stretch and bend region have already been
obtained and indicate that the AA motif is indeed present over this entire size range. We are now
engaging isomer-selective spectroscopic and associated theoretical studies of these larger clusters
to determine if the spectral signature of the weak binding n = 6 isomer is preserved in the larger
clusters as well.
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Program Scope
The focus of this project is to develop a fundamental understanding of the chemical physics
governing nucleation of nano-sized salt crystals in solution. DOE has underscored the importance of
nucleation by stating [http://www.sc.doe.gov/production/bes/nanoscale.html], “Since most phase
transitions involving nanostructured materials occur under conditions far from equilibrium, the kinetic
pathways available to these systems are numerous and not well understood. ... It will be important for
making progress in the areas of synthesis and processing, therefore, to develop our understanding of
nanochemistry and the broader general issues of nucleation and growth.” Nanostructured materials are
currently of great technological interest because their properties depend strongly on size, shape, and
composition that differ significantly from either bulk or isolated molecules. This complex dependence of
properties is precisely the reason there is so much interest, demand, and potential for exploiting nanosized systems. The physical, electronic, and optical properties, in principle, can be “tuned” to create new
materials with desired characteristics. However, the desire of “materials by design” has been replaced by
a “cook and look” approach simply because there are too many degrees of freedom in the relevant
systems and appropriate molecular-level insight is needed to bridge the gap.

Figure 1. Illustration of salt crystallization and dissolution processes in aqueous NaCl.

The physical reason why nucleation is so sensitive can be understood intuitively. Since the nucleation
process involves many mechanistic steps (typically 10’s to 100’s), small changes in each step can be
amplified over the total number required to reach the critical cluster – defined as the cluster at the top of
the nucleation barrier. The sensitivity of nucleation to subtle variations in the interaction potentials,
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nuclear degrees of freedom, etc., motivates the search for relative effects on nucleation in solution with
and without various seeds (ions, impurities, contaminants, etc.).
Recent Progress
Crystallization in solution is one of the most challenging problems in chemical physics. At a given
temperature and pressure, solubility is defined as the concentration of a saturated salt solution in
equilibrium with the salt precipitate – when this concentration is achieved the chemical potentials of the
solute in solution and the pure salt crystallites are equivalent. The driving force for salt crystallization in
solution occurs when the actual solute concentration exceeds the solution solubility (sometimes referred
to as supersaturation). Salts having large solubilities require larger salt concentrations to crystallize than
salts with lower solubilities. The relevant timescale for the nucleation event in solution is dictated by the
potentials of mean force between the newly forming clusters and solvated ions. Nucleation is inherently a
rare occurrence and trying to observe it directly via molecular simulation at realistic conditions is very
computationally demanding – the majority of time is spent searching irrelevant regions of the solution
configuration space.
Recently, we showed how various seed ions have a profound influence on the ion-induced nucleation
of water from the vapor and how radically a molecular-level description departs from a continuum
treatment. This work also addressed the century-old controversy concerning water’s sign preference
showing that the ion’s chemical identity plays an essential role in addition to the sign in determining
cluster thermodynamics.
Using the statistical mechanical framework of Dynamical Nucleation Theory (DNT), a molecularlevel model of cluster formation is being developed for nucleation in solution. The extension of DNT to
solution phase crystallization requires a cluster definition. This is equivalent to choosing a dividing
surface separating reactants (clusters) from products (not clusters) in the solution configuration space (see
Figure 1). A kinetic formalism can be constructed utilizing variational transition state theory (VTST) to
relate the variation in the cluster Helmholtz free energy with respect to the relevant dividing surface for
cluster dissolution. The cluster dissolution rate constants (αi) and equilibrium constants KEQ allow
determination of association rate constants (βi-1). Given these dynamical parameters the nucleation rates
for crystallization can be calculated and compared with experiment for consistency/validation and/or
refinement of the interaction potentials and/or formalism. We present here a simple connection between
DNT and Chandler’s transition state theory (TST) rate expression in solution to calculate salt dimer
dissolution rate. We can define the configurational partition function of the NaCl dimer by

exp["ANa -Cl (rcut ,T ) / kBT ] = Q(rcut ,T ) =

rcut

# dr r

2

exp["W (r) / kBT ],

0

where W(r) is the Na-Cl PMF in water, r = RNa-Cl is the distance between the two ions, and ANa-Cl(rcut,T) is
the Helmholtz free energy of the aqueous NaCl dimer. In this expression rcut is relevant coordinate used to
describe the DNT dividing surface, defined as the radius of a spherical constraining volume whose center
! with the dimer center-of-mass. Using DNT, the NaCl dissolution rate can be expressed as
is coincident
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1
dANa -Cl
2 $µkBT dr

=
rDNT

2
kBT rDNT
exp[#W (rDNT ) / kBT ]
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where µ is the reduced mass of NaCl. This result shows the equivalence between DNT and Chandler’s
transition state theory rate expression for a reaction in solution for the special case of the NaCl dimer. The
results of Smith and Dang [JCP 100: 3757(1994)] for the potential of mean force (PMF) between Na+ and
! in SPC/E water at 300 K find that the first minimum at 2.9Å is the Contact-Ion Pair (CIP) and
Cl- atoms
the second minimum at 4.9Å is the Solvent-Separated-Ion Pair (SSIP). The DNT dissolution rate for the
CIP is αCIP ≈ 0.3 ps-1 with a PMF barrier of 1.9 kcal/mol and αSSIP ≈ 1.7 ps-1 with a PMF barrier of 0.6
kcal/mol. The result for the CIP dissolution rate agrees with the Smith and Dang result of 0.29 ps-1, as it
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should. It should be noted that Smith and Dang found that solvent induced re-crossing effects were
important and reduced the dissolution rate for the CIP by a factor of six. We also anticipate re-crossing to
be important explicit dynamical corrections will be needed to correct the DNT dissolution rate constants.
This simple example demonstrates that DNT can be extended to salt crystallization in aqueous solution,
however, more general dividing surfaces are required to capture the multi-component dissolution
channels. For example, monomer loss channels from NaCl would require two dividing surfaces, one for
each ion dissolving from the crystal cluster.
Future Plans
Nucleation of salt from concentrated solution presents several challenges not present in the dilute
limit. A supersaturated solution generates clusters (or nuclei) of the new phase. These clusters can form
homogeneously within the mother phase or heterogeneously on seeds, impurities, dust, or other
irregularities that provide local regions of stability (e.g., defects, steps, edges, or other imperfections). The
PMFs between ion pairs depends on the degree of saturation. In the subsaturated state, you have ionic
hydration shells well separated from other ionic hydration shells another allowing ionic transport as
evidenced by an increase in conductivity as the solution becomes more dilute. In the supersaturated
solution, the PMFs favor compact salt structures and/or tightly packed ionic hydration shells that hinder
transport – sometimes referred to as ion atmosphere friction. In an effort to understand these effects, we
will calculate the relevant PMFs covering dilute to supersaturated concentrations of CaCl2, NaCl, and
AgCl. The choice of these salts is threefold: (1) atomistic simulations have been performed on several of
these systems, and (2) they represent simple chemical salts of alkali halides and metal halides, and (3)
display solubilities differing by many orders of magnitude.
To calculate the rates of salt cluster dissolution using DNT, simulations of the salt clusters must
be performed. This will be done using interaction potentials benchmarked against accurate electronic
structure calculations, Molecular Dynamics, and Monte Carlo simulations performed within our group.
Monte Carlo simulations will be used to determine the Helmholtz free energies and dissolution rate
constants. The interactions between the various species will incorporate polarization of both ions and
water molecules using the Ewald summation technique with periodic boundary conditions for the solvent.
The typical simulation cell will contain 1000 molecules to minimize correlation effects between periodic
images. It must be noted that since nucleation requires describing interactions spanning from monomers
to critical clusters in solution, the justification of those interactions must be verified. EXAFS experiments
performed by researchers at PNNL will be utilized to validate the description of the interaction potentials
since it yields concentration dependent information on the structural behavior of the ions and water
molecules in solution. Radial distribution functions will be monitored for various solution concentrations
to investigate the signatures leading to crystallization. The solvents for the alkali halide and metal halide
salts will be chosen such that the solute concentrations to achieve crystallization are consistent with the
DNT dividing surface defining the monomer reaction channels - solvents in which the salts have low
solubilities meet this criteria. Additionally, various seeds will be placed within the clusters to assess their
influence on cluster stability.
Simulations are also in progress to obtain concentration dependent PMFs for Ca-O, Ca-Ca, Ca-Cl,
O-O, Cl-O, and Cl-Cl PMFs for aqueous CaCl2 to compare with EXAFS experiments for validation of the
potentials and statistical mechanical sampling. The relevant solution concentrations range from 1 to 9m
CaCl2. Our initial simulation results on 6m CaCl2 suggest that the ions become trapped in long-lived
glassy states, making it more difficult to converge the radial distribution functions. Figure 2 shows an
equilibrium snapshot taken from a Monte Carlo simulation of bulk 6m CaCl2 at 300K.
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Figure 2. An equilibrium configuration from bulk 6m CaCl2 at 300K showing the presence of contact as well as
solvent separated ion pairs. Ca2+ is shown in dark blue and Cl- in light blue.
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Facility in the William R. Wiley Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory.
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Program Scope
The objective of this program is to examine physiochemical phenomena occurring at the surface
and within the bulk of ices, oxides, and amorphous materials. The microscopic details of
physisorption, chemisorption, and reactivity of these materials are important to unravel the
kinetics and dynamic mechanisms involved in heterogeneous (i.e., gas/liquid) processes. This
fundamental research is relevant to solvation and liquid solutions, glasses and deeply
supercooled liquids, heterogeneous catalysis, environmental chemistry, and astrochemistry. Our
research provides a quantitative understanding of elementary kinetic processes in these complex
systems. For example, the reactivity and solvation of polar molecules on ice surfaces play an
important role in complicated reaction processes that occur in the environment. These same
molecular processes are germane to understanding dissolution, precipitation, and crystallization
kinetics in multiphase, multicomponent, complex systems. Amorphous solid water (ASW) is of
special importance for many reasons, including the open question over its applicability as a
model for liquid water, and fundamental interest in the properties of glassy materials. In addition
to the properties of ASW itself, understanding the intermolecular interactions between ASW and
an adsorbate is important in such diverse areas as solvation in aqueous solutions, cryobiology,
and desorption phenomena in cometary and interstellar ices. Metal oxides are often used as
catalysts or as supports for catalysts, making the interaction of adsorbates with their surfaces of
much interest. Additionally, oxide interfaces are important in the subsurface environment;
specifically, molecular-level interactions at mineral surfaces are responsible for the transport and
reactivity of subsurface contaminants. Thus, detailed molecular-level studies are germane to
DOE programs in environmental restoration, waste processing, and contaminant fate and
transport.
Our approach is to use molecular beams to synthesize “chemically tailored” nanoscale films as
model systems to study ices, amorphous materials, supercooled liquids, and metal oxides. In
addition to their utility as a synthetic tool, molecular beams are ideally suited for investigating
the heterogeneous chemical properties of these novel films. Modulated molecular beam
techniques enable us to determine the adsorption, diffusion, sequestration, reaction, and
desorption kinetics in real-time. In support of the experimental studies, kinetic modeling and
Monte Carlo simulation techniques are used to analyze and interpret the experimental data.
Recent Progress and Future Directions
Dynamics and Kinetics of Adsorbate/Substrate Interactions The interactions of an adsorbate
with a substrate, be it a metal, an oxide, or an ice, determine the ultimate fate of that molecule,
i.e. whether the molecule scatters, traps, adsorbs, or reacts. Understanding these complex
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interactions at a fundamental level may eventually lead to our ability to control the reactivity and
selectivity of gas/surface reactions. Understanding the effect that the nanometer scale
confinement of matter has on catalytic properties is one of the current scientific challenges.
Detailed analysis at the nanoscale allows us to probe the atomic scale interactions of the
adsorbed metals and their oxide supports, with each other and with other adsorbed species.
We have used molecular beam scattering and temperature programmed desorption at low
temperatures to study the adsorption and dissociation of alkanes (methane, ethane, propane, etc.)
on MgO(100) thin films. Highly collimated molecular beams of the small alkane molecules are
impinged on the sample and the adsorption dynamics and desorption kinetics are studied. The
coverage dependent desorption energy and desorption prefactor for a series of normal (straight
chain) alkanes adsorbed on MgO(100) are extracted from a TPD analysis technique that allows
the coverage-dependent desorption energy to be accurately determined by mathematical
inversion of a TPD spectrum, assuming only that the prefactor is coverage-independent. A
variational method is used to determine the prefactor that minimizes the difference between a set
of simulated TPD spectra and corresponding experimental data. The data show that the prefactor
for desorption increases dramatically with chain length. The observed increase can be physically
justified by considering the increase in rotational entropy available to the molecules in the gaslike transition state for desorption. Prior experimental work on alkane adsorption on metals
indicated that the prefactor was independent of chain length. However, preliminary studies in
our laboratory also indicate a significant chain length dependence for the desorption prefactor on
metals which is in agreement with a recent theoretical study. Clearly, this topic requires
additional research.
The interaction of water with a substrate is also of considerable interest in numerous scientific
disciplines including surface science, electrochemistry, environmental science, atmospheric
science, and biology. Thus, understanding the water/substrate interaction at a fundamental level
will have a wide range of applications. In a recent paper we investigated the adsorption,
desorption, and clustering behavior of H2O on Pt(111) using specular He scattering. The time
dependence of the scattering intensity depends on the adsorbed water structure. At low substrate
temperature the exponential line shape indicates that the water is randomly adsorbed, whereas at
higher temperature, the linear time dependence indicates a clustered island structure. These data
show that water adsorbed on a clean Pt(111) surface undergoes a structural transition from a
random distribution to clustered islands near 60 K. The water desorption kinetics can also reveal
information about the water layer structure. Surprisingly, the linear time dependence of the
helium signal indicates that the desorption kinetics for submonolayer water are zero-order. The
zero-order desorption kinetics are consistent with a two-dimensional, two-phase coexistence
between a high density H2O condensed phase (islands) and a low density two dimensional gaslike phase on the Pt surface. Future studies will examine the effect co-adsorbates have on the
water-substrate interaction.
The Effect of the Incident Beam Energy on the Properties of Amorphous Solid Water and
Crystalline Ice Films. Water vapor deposited on a cold substrate (T<~130 K) forms an
amorphous soild known as amorphous solid water (ASW). In general, whether a vapor deposited
material grows as an amorphous or crystalline solid depends on the ability of an incident
molecule to explore the entire energy landscape. The energy and time needed to find the
minimum free energy crystalline configuration will depend on the incident flux, incident energy,
incident angle, substrate temperature, and other factors related to the dynamics of energy transfer
between the incoming molecule and the substrate. Molecular beam techniques provide a method
to study these dynamic processes.
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We have recently studied the effect of the incident beam energy on the phase, crystallization
kinetics, and the porosity of vapor deposited water films. We find that for films deposited at
20 K and 0° incident angle on Pt (111) the collision energy (up to 205 kJ/mole) has no effect on
the initial phase of the deposited film or its subsequent crystallization kinetics. The substrate
temperture does affect the phase and crystallization kinetics of the deposited films but this result
is independent of the incident collision energy. These results suggest that the crystallization of
amorphous solid water requires cooperative motion of the water molecules in order for
crystallization to occur. On the other hand, the incident beam energy does affect the porosity of
the deposited films. At low beam energy (0.05 eV), the porosity of the vapor deposited film
depends strongly on the incident growth angle. Films with structures from non-porous to highly
porous can be grown by increasing the angle of incidence of the impinging molecules. The
porosity of the ASW films decrease with increasing beam energy. Future studies will extend
these measurements to other amorphous molecular solids.
Synthesis, Characterization, and Reactivity of Nanoporous Thin Films. Highly nanoporous
materials can have useful applications in a variety of areas including catalysis and chemical
sensors. The fundamental interaction of gases and fluids with these nanoporous films will
determine the performance characteristics of such devices. Understanding these interactions is
therefore essential for the rational design and synthesis of materials for particular applications.
We have previously shown that morphology of vapor deposited ASW films is strongly
dependent on the incident growth angle. A simple physical mechanism, ballistic deposition, can
be used to understand the dependence of morphology on the growth angle. The basic premise of
ballistic deposition is that molecules incident from the gas phase stick at the first site they
encounter at the surface of the solid without subsequent diffusion. Ballistic deposition at or near
normal incidence results in rough surfaces due to the stochastic nature of the deposition process.
At grazing incidence, deposition can not occur in regions behind high points on the surface due
to simple shadowing, resulting in the formation of columnar, porous materials.
Based on ballistic deposition and shadowing concepts, we have developed a new technique,
reactive ballistic deposition (RBD), to grow compositionally and structurally tailored nanoporous
MgO films with extremely high porosities and surface areas. These films consist of arrays of
highly oriented, predominantly independent, columnar filaments tethered to the underlying
substrate. These thin films have been characterized by N2 adsorption and electron microscopy
and have surface areas as high exceeding 1000 m2/g. The films are thermally robust, retaining
their surface area up to 1200 K. We speculate that the largely independent filaments are
responsible for the observed high-temperature stability and will give rise to facile transport of
reagents within the film. Additionally, low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) reveal that the films are crystalline. The feather-like structure of the
individual filaments indicates that porous MgO has a very high surface area desirable for
possible chemical applications.
Recently, as a first step in the chemical characterization, we have studied the physisorption of N2
by the nanoporous MgO films. In general, physisorption is a very sensitive probe of the
interaction between the substrate and the adsorbate and is thus a good probe of the distribution of
binding sites on the surface where the relevant chemistry will occur. Physisorption also allows
us to measure the adsorption capacity of the porous films, i.e. to measure the total number of
adsorption sites. The surface area information obtained is analogous to that from N2 BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) isotherm measurements. Preliminary studies on porous films show that
the percentage of defect sites is greatly increased compared to smooth dense films.
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Given that the mechanism is based on a simple shadowing picture, the approach should be
applicable to a wide range of nanoporous materials including metals. We have recently used the
ballistic deposition technique to grow nanoporous Pd metal films. The images of the Pd films
are reminiscent of the MgO films having the same filament like structure. In the future we plan
to characterize the catalytic properties of these films. We have also been developing other
strategies to create highly porous nanomaterials. One approach we call “Reactive Layer
Desposition”, involves vapor depositing Mg metal atoms onto O2 ice multilayers. We have
shown that this approach can also create MgO films with surface areas as high as 700 m2/g. We
plan to further exploit this approach to create other highly porous materials. We expect to learn
how to control the reactivity of the nanoporous materials through control of the morphology and
chemical composition using multiple molecular beams. Future research in this area will focus on
characterizing the chemical reactivity and reaction kinetics and dynamics in these novel
materials.
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Program Scope
The objective of this program is to investigate non-thermal reactions at surfaces and interfaces using
ultra-high vacuum, surface science techniques. The fundamental mechanisms of radiation damage to
molecules in the condensed phase are of considerable interest to a number of scientific fields ranging
from radiation biology to astrophysics. In nuclear reactor design, waste processing, radiation therapy, and
many other situations, the non-thermal reactions in aqueous systems are of particular interest. Since the
interaction of high-energy radiation (gamma-rays, alpha particles, etc.) with water produces copious
amounts of low-energy secondary electrons, the subsequent reactions of these low-energy electrons are
particularly important. The general mechanisms of electron-driven processes in homogeneous, dilute
aqueous systems have been characterized in research over the last several decades. More recently, the
structure of condensed water and its interactions with electrons, photons, and ions have been extensively
studied and a variety of non-thermal reaction mechanisms identified. However, the complexity of the
electron-driven processes, which occur over multiple length and time scales, has made it difficult to
develop a detailed molecular-level understanding of the relevant physical and chemical processes.
We are focusing on low-energy, electron-stimulated reactions in thin water films. Our approach is to use a
molecular beam dosing system to create precisely controlled thin films of amorphous solid water (ASW)
and crystalline ice. Using isotopically layered films of D2O and H2O allows us to explore the spatial
relationship between where the incident electrons deposit energy and where the electron-stimulated
reactions subsequently occur within the films. Furthermore, working with thin films allows us to explore
the role of the substrate in the various electron-stimulated reactions.

Recent Progress and Future Directions:
Electron-stimulated sputtering of amorphous solid water films on Pt(111)
For condensed gases (e.g. water ice, CO2, etc.) the sputtering by high-energy ions is related to the
electronic stopping power of the target material, which is the energy lost per unit path length due to
electronic excitations and ionizations. Here we investigate the sputtering of thin amorphous solid water
(ASW) films adsorbed on Pt(111) by 87 eV electrons. The sputtering appears to be dominated by two
processes: 1) ESD of water molecules, and 2) electron-stimulated reactions leading to the production of
molecular hydrogen and molecular oxygen. The sputtering yield as a function of thickness for thin films
suggests that erosion of the film occurs due to reactions at both the water/vacuum interface and the
Pt/water interface. Experiments with layered films of D2O and H2O demonstrate significant loss of
hydrogen due to reactions at the Pt/water interface. The current results are supported by previous research
that has shown that the electron-stimulated reactions leading to molecular hydrogen occur at the
water/vacuum and Pt/water interfaces.
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20
15
10
5
0
1.1
D2O at various locations within an H2O film of constant
X ML H O cap
thickness and measuring the post-irradiation TPD spectra of both
1
3 ML D O
22 -X ML H O spacer
D2O and HDO (to account for all of the D atoms remaining in
0.9
the film). Figure 2 shows the D atom mass loss from 3 ML of
0.8
D2O due to electron-stimulated reactions versus the coverage of
the H2O cap layer in an H2O/D2O/H2O “sandwich” with a total
0.7
coverage of 25 ML. Not surprisingly, when the 3 ML D2O layer
0.6
is at or near the vacuum interface, a substantial amount of it is
sputtered away during the irradiation and the D atom mass loss
0.5
0
5
10
15
20
25
decreases when the D2O layer is deposited in the middle of the
H O spacer layer coverage (ML)
2
film. However, when the D2O layer is positioned near the
Pt/water interface, the D atom mass loss increases again showing Fig. 2. Sputtered D2O vs H2O spacer
that significant sputtering of the film occurs from reactions layer coverage.
forming D2 and other products near the Pt/water interface.
2

2

2

Δθ(D O) (ML)

2

If we assume that D2O ESD, and the electron-stimulated reactions leading to O2 and D2,
dominate the total sputtering of the film, then we can qualitatively account for the total sputtering
as a function of coverage. Since the concentration of reaction intermediates is low, each O2 that
desorbs should be correlated with the destruction of 2 D2O, and the loss of approximately 4 D
atoms, primarily through D2 and D ESD. Therefore in mass-loss weighted units, the O2 ESD
signal versus coverage should be multiplied by 2 when compared with the D2O ESD. Figure 1
shows the total sputtering (YS), as well as the integrated D2O (ED2O) and O2 (EO2) ESD signals,
and the sum ED2O + 2*EO2 versus θ. The sum of twice the O2 ESD plus the D2O ESD semiquantitatively reproduces the coverage dependence of the total sputtering yield. Future work will
examine the role of the substrate in these electron-stimulated reactions by using different
substrates such as Ru(0001) and ZrO2.
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Electron-Stimulated Production of O2 in Thin Amorphous Solid Water Films
We have investigated the low-energy, electron-stimulated production of molecular oxygen from
pure amorphous solid water (ASW) films and ASW films co-dosed with H2O2. Layered films of H216O
and H218O are used to determine the spatial profile of the reactions in the films leading to O2. The O2 yield
is dose-dependent, indicating that precursors are involved in the O2 production. For temperatures below
~80 K, the O2 yield at steady state is relatively low and nearly independent of temperature. At higher
temperatures, the yield increases rapidly. The O2 yield is enhanced from H2O2-dosed water films, but the
experiments show that H2O2 is not the final precursor in the reactions leading to O2. Instead, a stable
precursor for O2 is produced through a multi-step reaction sequence probably involving the reaction of
OH radicals to produce H2O2 and then HO2. The O2 is produced in a non-thermal reaction from the HO2.
The reactions leading to O2 occur at or near the ASW/vacuum interface. However, the ionizations and
electronic excitations which initiate the reactions primarily occur deeper in the film. A kinetic model
which qualitatively accounts for all of the observations is presented.
At all temperatures, the O2 ESD signal is initially approximately zero and then increases until
reaching a steady state value. At the end of the electron-irradiation, the O2 ESD signal promptly decays to
zero. Since the initial O2 ESD yield is zero, increases with electron dose, and promptly recovers after an
interruption of the electron irradiation, the O2 is produced from a stable precursor which accumulates in
the film with increasing electron dose. However, the dose dependence of the ESD yield at lower
temperatures (e.g. 40 K, fig. 3) suggests that the O2 precursor is not produced directly by a non-thermal
reaction, but is itself the product of a reaction (or reactions) between some other precursors.
Using isotopically layered films of H216O and H218O allows us to profile the spatial distribution of
the electron-stimulated reactions leading to O2. For H216O films that have been subsequently “capped”
with various amounts of H218O, the 16O2 ESD decreases exponentially as the coverage of the H218O cap
layer is increased (1/e ~ 1.5 ML), indicating that the O2 is made at or near the vacuum interface.
1.2
To test H2O2 as a possible precursor, we
A)
investigated the O2 ESD from water films dosed with
1
H2O2. Figure 3 shows the O2 ESD versus irradiation
H2O2 dosed

2
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2

0.8
time for relatively thick H2O films that are capped
with H2O + H2O2 mixtures and irradiated at 40 K
0.6
40 K
and 100 K. For comparison, the O2 ESD from neat
0.4
water
H2O films is also shown. A significant enhancement
0.2
of O2 ESD for the H2O2 -dosed samples is observed
suggesting H2O2 is a precursor to O2. However, the
0
experiments indicate that H2O2 is not the final
B)
H O -dosed
3.5
precursor. In particular, the O2 ESD signal from
3
H2O2-dosed films is initially zero and increases as
100 K
-αt
2.5
~(1-e ) at early times for all temperatures,
2
indicating that further reactions that produce HO2,
1.5
are required prior to the electron-stimulated
1
production of O2.
water
Based on the experiments, we have
0.5
developed a kinetic model of the O2 ESD in which
0
0
20
40
60
80
100
OH is produced by the dissociation of electronically
time (s)
excited water molecules at the vacuum interface. The
OH radicals then react to produce H2O2 and HO2. Fig. 3. O2 ESD vs. time for pure and H2O2-dosed
water films.
The O2 results from an electron-stimulated reaction
involving the HO2. Figure 3 compares the model (solid lines) to the data (dotted lines) for neat
water films and H2O2-dosed films irradiated at 40 K and 100 K. The model qualitatively
reproduces the results. In the future, we plan to use FTIR spectroscopy to better characterize the
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2

2

electron-stimulated reaction products and precursors in the thin films, and to investigate these
processes at lower electron energies (i.e. closer to the ionization threshold for water).
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Program Scope
Radiation chemistry techniques are used to probe the influence of solid ceramic
oxide interfaces on the decomposition of water and aqueous solutions. Experimental
examination of systems ranging from aqueous dispersions of nanoparticles to hydroxide
monolayers are coupled with model calculations on the distribution of energy deposition
and species migration to give a complete description of the radiolytic processes.
Interfaces provide the opportunity for the transfer of energy and charge between two
phases. Adsorbed species may have completely different decomposition mechanisms than
in the bulk since the surface can stabilize otherwise reactive intermediates. Understanding
the radiation effects at an interface is relevant to many practical technological problems
of importance to the Department of Energy. Heterogeneous systems are frequently
encountered in the management of nuclear materials and nuclear waste, and in nuclear
power plant infra-structure. Examples include sludge and slurries in storage facilities, and
the metal oxide surfaces of the primary circuit in a nuclear reactor.
The major experimental thrust is to examine the influence of oxide interfaces on
the stable products in the radiolysis of water. Aqueous suspensions or slurries are used to
determine the effect of different oxide interfaces on the radiolytic production or
destruction of H2 and H2O2. Variation in surface bound species such as hydroxides and
other oxides are being examined using FTIR and Raman reflection techniques. The focus
is to identify and quantify the species escaping from the interface as well as those
absorbed on it following radiolysis. Important contributions to this program include
atomistic level characterization of the interface and the stochastic modeling of energy
deposition across interfaces. Initial energy deposition and the subsequent migration of
energy, charge or other carriers are vitally important to understanding the ultimate
radiolytic outcome in heterogeneous systems.
Recent Progress
Molecular hydrogen production from water adsorbed on various ceramic oxide
particles has been shown to be significantly greater than can be accounted from energy
directly absorbed by the water layer. (1-3) Further studies have found similar effects in
aqueous oxide slurries. (4) Energy initially deposited in the bulk oxide is transferred to
the surface to initiate water decomposition, presumably by excited states like excitons.
(1) Particle type, size and other parameters will have significant influence on the nature
of the carriers and the probability of reaching the surface. The smaller particle sizes are
thought to facilitate migration of the energy carriers to the surface. Pulse radiolysis
studies on the reduction of methyl viologen ions adsorbed on the surface of silica
nanoparticles suggest that the diffusion distance for reducing equivalents to reach the
surface is about 15 nm. (5) Monte Carlo track calculations on the energy deposition by
high-energy electrons suggest that average spur sizes in silica are larger than in water and
that the 15 nm limit may just reflect the spur size. (5) Experiments on different sized
zirconia particles in combination with previous results of Petrik et al. (1) suggest a
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diffusion distance of 21 nm. The results indicate that energy migration occurs on the tens
of nanometer scale. More in-depth calculations and experiments with other oxides will
help determine the nature and range of energy migration to the particle interface.
Zirconia normally has a monoclinic crystalline structure at room temperature and
is converted to the tetragonal form at about 1100 C. A recent study shows that the
tetragonal volume fraction is equal to unity with increasing particle size up to about 20
nm diameter followed by a sigmoidal decrease to zero at particle diameters of greater
than 200 nm. (6) In other words, small ZrO2 particles tend to have a tetragonal structure
even though that is not the stable form of the bulk oxide. Excess surface energy due to the
small particle size is given as the reason for this observation. Experiments on aqueous
zirconia slurries suggest that the tetragonal crystal structure is more efficient for the
formation of H2 than the monoclinic. (7) Unfortunately, these studies could not rule out
surface contamination because extreme heating to remove surface contaminants also
leads to the annealing from tetragonal to monoclinic form. This annealing has been
shown to occur from the outer surface inward (8) so even short times at high
temperatures can affect chemistry at the surface.
The energy transport within ZrO2 particles is thought to be due to excitons based
in part on scavenging studies in which Nb is added in various concentrations as an
exciton trap. (1) Defects within the ZrO2 can also trap excitons leading to a decrease in
H2 yields. Experiments were performed in which two ZrO2 samples from the same lot
were treated identically except that one was preirradiated with gamma rays to a dose of
almost 900 kGy. The H2 yield decreased by almost 30% in the preirradiated sample due
to the radiolytic formation of centers capable of trapping energy carriers. Further
experiments will examine H2 formation from samples preirradiated with heavier proton
or helium ions. The argon ion bombardment of ZrO2 films was found to lead to a
conversion from the monoclinic to tetragonal structure. Such a change may lead to an
increase in H2 yields rather than a decrease. These results will be especially important in
understanding radiolytic aging effects on nuclear power plants.
Several of the experiments on H2 production also sampled the gaseous products
for the formation of O2. The gaseous yield of O2 was always at least an order of
magnitude smaller than that of H2. The stable oxidizing species in the radiolysis of water
is H2O2. An initial speculation was that this compound can be stabilized on the oxide
surface. Several experiments examining the stability of H2O2 in aqueous slurries of oxide
particles found that the H2O2 decomposed to give stoichiometrically one half molecule of
O2. This decomposition was found to be extremely fast on ZrO2 and to occur on the
particle surface. Obviously, H2O2 is not the oxygen containing species remaining on the
particle surface following radiolysis.
Previous studies have suggested that most water decomposition occurs at the
particle surface, (2) although the formation of excess hydrated electrons in aqueous SiO2
suspensions suggests that species definitely can migrate from one phase to another. (9)
The surface of the oxide is covered with hydroxide groups formed from the dissociation
of water. (10) Physisorbed water normally dominates the IR spectra of wet oxides, but
high temperature can be used to expose the hydroxide surface as shown in Figure 1.
Hydrogen formation from the surface may result in the depletion or modification of one
of the hydroxide peaks and possibly to the formation of reactive oxygen species such as
peroxides.
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Figure 1. IR transmission of physisorbed H2O on
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ZrO2 (dashed line) and chemisorbed H2O on ZrO2
eV for H2O, Al2O3, and SiO2 ,
baked at 400 C (solid line).
respectively. These shifts will
have a significant influence on the mean spur sizes in these media. Further calculations
with other oxide materials are in progress.
2

Future Plans
Radiolysis studies of wet SiO2 and ZrO2 suggest that energy deposited directly in
the oxide can lead to formation of excess production of H2. Other oxides of technical
importance, such as Al2O3, and TiO2, and metal/metal-oxide composites, will be
examined. In addition, a significant effort will be made to examine the effects of particle
band gap energy on H2 formation by incorporating dopants to change the energy levels.
These studies may prove to be useful in the commercial production of H2. Variation in
particle size is especially important in determining the transport of energy or material
through the interface and will be explored. Mixtures of similar weight percent but
different particle sizes will give information on the efficiency of charge or mass transport,
since the relative surface areas determine transport through the interface. Another method
to determine the identity of transients is to induce defects in the solid so that trapping at
these defects then competes with transient migration to the surface. Defect sites will be
radiolytically produced in the solid oxide followed by the adsorption of water and further
irradiation and the measurement of the radiolytic formation of H2. The storage of energy
in defect sites and the eventual manifestation of this energy in hazardous gas formation
may have important implications in the long term storage of sealed containers of
radioactive materials.
The radiolysis of adsorbed water can produce copious quantities of H2, but no
corresponding oxidizing species are observed to evolve from the surface. Peroxides or
other oxygen species must be adsorbed on the surface or absorbed into the oxide. Water
adsorbed on SiO2, Al2O3, and ZrO2 will be irradiated and the surface examined with FTIR and Raman techniques. The presence of peroxides and several other oxygen species
should be readily observable if they are radiolytically produced.
Monte Carlo track calculations will complement all the experimental studies by
examining the migration of energy and charge through the interface. Special attention
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will be made to determine the migration distances of different energy carriers in the
oxides of interest. Electronic structure calculations will be designed to deliver accurate
predictions of surface structure and coverage for the water-oxide interfaces and to
characterize, at the atomistic level, the observed radiolytic transformations.
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With funding from this grant, we are investigating fundamental properties of the solvent
pool in reverse micelles that could be used as templates for nanoparticle synthesis. The program
utilizes a two-pronged approach, both experimental and theoretical, to explore basic structure and
dynamics of water inside the nanoconfines of reverse micelles (RMs). We are also investigating
the properties of the surfactant that surrounds the water pool. RMs are nanostructured macromolecular assemblies that form in ternary or higher order systems of polar, nonpolar and amphiphilic
molecules. The reverse micellar phase occurs in an excess of the nonpolar component and corresponds to surfactant-coated polar nanodroplets dispersed in the continuous nonpolar phase.
When the RM is spherical, its diameter is proportional to w0 = [polar molecules]/[surfactant].
Four publications [1-4] have resulted from our DOE-supported research during the past year.
Experimentally, we have used quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) to explore water
motion inside the RMs. QENS is a powerful technique for investigating the dynamics of hydrogen-containing species in view of the fact that the 1H isotope has a larger incoherent cross section
than other nuclei. Selective deuteration of the sample can enhance signals from different portions
of the RMs. We have used this procedure to enhance either the signals from H2O or from the
alkyl chain portion of the alcohol cosurfactant. Our experiments were carried out using the
QENS spectrometer at the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS) at Argonne National Laboratory and the disk chopper spectrometer (DCS) at NIST.
Our investigations have included the effects of surfactant headgroup charge, counterion
type, cosurfactant and the nonpolar phase on the properties of RM systems in which water is the
polar phase. An anionic surfactant, Aerosol-OT (sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate, AOT)
and a cationic surfactant, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), have so far been used. In
the case of AOT, the effects of substituting other monovalent (K+) and divalent counterions (Ca2+
and Cu2+) for Na+ are under investigation. In the case of CTAB, the role of the n-pentanol cosurfactant, which is necessary to form stable RMs in this case, is under study. In all cases, the effects of RM size, w0 , are being varied to determine its effects water mobility. Two nonpolar
phases, isooctane and cyclohexane, have been used as the RM oil component.
Experiments both at IPNS and NIST explored water motion in ion exchanged AOT RMs
in two different nonpolar continuous phases. The high resolution available for the DCS instruments makes it better for measuring slower translational motion while the substantial range of the
QENS instrument allows measurement of shorter-time rotational motion. Experimental QENS
data were analyzed using either a jump-diffusion/isotropic rotation model or bounded jumpdiffusion/isotropic rotation model.
The results of our QENS study of H2O/AOTd34/perdeuteroisooctane in the size range w0 = 1 – 5 were described in last year's report and have
since been published [1]. As noted in that report, a parallel MD study of the water hydrogen selfintermediate scattering function, FS ( Q, t ) , where Q is the momentum transfer vector, was car-
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ried out to aid in the interpretation of these results and provide additional information on water
dynamics in RMs [1].
Our experimental QENS results show that water motion in RMs formed in cyclohexane is
more restricted than that for water in RMs in isooctane. We attribute this to the smaller size of
the RMs in cyclohexane. Replacing the standard Na+ counterion for AOT with K+ appears to
allow freer water motion in the RMs.
In CTAB RM samples, we explored motion of both water and n-pentanol cosurfactant
through
selective
deuteration,
either
H2O/C5D11OH/deuterated
CTAB/C6D12
or
D2O/C5H11OD/deuterated CTAB/C6D12 on DCS at NIST. Experimental traces required multiple
Lorentzian lineshapes to fit the data, which were subsequently analyzed using a jump-diffusionisotropic rotation model, shown in Fig. 1. Results for D2O/C5H11OD/deuterated CTAB/C6D12
show substantial mobility for the pentanol cosurfactant, which may signify a substantial concentration of the cosurfactant in the cyclohexane phase. Interpretation of the data from
H2O/C5D11OH/deuterated CTAB/C6D12 RMs is somewhat more complicated as OH groups on npentanol comprise one third of the signal. Using data
from the literature (Palazzo et al. J. Phys. Chem B
2003 107 1924), we can separate the contribution to
the observed diffusion coefficient, Dobs,OH from water
and n-pentanol. Specifically, for the relative mole
fractions f water and f ROH ,
1
2
Dobs ,OH = f water Dwater + f ROH DROH = Dwater + DROH
3
3
where Dwater and DROH are the diffusion coefficients
of water and n-pentanol. From this analysis, we find
Dwater=7x10-6 cm2/s, about a third that for bulk water
and similar to results for water in AOT RMs [1]. FurFig. 1. Analysis of the low-Q QENS spectral
thermore, using the literature data, we can gauge the
lineshape for water/n-pentanol/CTAB/C6D12
RMs in terms of the jump-diffusion model.
fraction of n-pentanol partitioned into the micellar
interface:
1
Dobs,C H OD = f RM DRM + 1 − f RM Dbulk ,
11

(

)

MAOT

where Dbulk and DRM are the diffusion coefficients of npentanol and the RM in the continuous nonpolar phase.
This analysis shows only ~30% of the pentanol is assembled into the RMs.
As noted above, we are using QENS to study
counterion effects on water mobility within RMs. In order to gain additional insight into counterion effects, we
have performed MD simulations of w0 = 5 RMs in which
we have compared water hydrogen FS ( Q, t ) for different
alkali ions (Na+, K+ and Cs+) serving as AOT counterions. In this work, we have used the e Faeder/Ladanyi
model (J. Phys. Chem. B 104, 1033 (2000)) of reverse
micellar interior, which provided an accurate description
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Fig. 2. Counterion effects on the selfintermediate
scattering
functions,
FS (Q, t ) , for water hydrogens in model
RMs. Depicted are the results for the
AOT surfactant and counterions M+ = Na+,
K+ and Cs+

S(t)

of QENS in water/AOT/isooctane over a range of w0 values [1]. We found strong counteriondependence on the water mobility, as is illustrated in Fig. 2. Separation of FS ( Q, t ) into contributions from interfacial and core regions showed that it is mainly water near the interface that is
affected by the counterion type. We were further able to correlate differences in water interfacial
mobility with structural features, especially ion-water coordination, and the extent of disruption
by the counterions of the water hydrogen bond network.
Using MD simulation, we in1.0
1.0
vestigated the effects of chromo−
+
I2 solute
"I2 "solute
phore-headgroup interactions on
w0 = 2
w0 = 4
chromophore location and solvation
w0 = 7.5
dynamics in RMs [3]. We focused
0.5
0.5
on the electrostatic aspects of this
interaction by examining how the
solvation energy response, S (t ) , differs for ionic chromophores that dif0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
fer only in the charge sign. Specifit/ps
t/ps
cally, we compared solvation re- Fig. 3. Solvation response S(t) for charge localization in diatomic
sponses for charge localization of chromophores in a AOT-like RMs of different size, w . Left
two chromophores, I −2 and "I +2 " , that panel: the I −2 solute; right panel: the "I +2 " solute.
differ only in charge sign. The latter
chromophore is electrostatically attracted to the AOT surfactant SO3− headgroup and has a much
higher probability of residing in the interfacial region. We found dramatically different behavior
of S (t ) for the two chromophores, as illustrated in Fig. 3. As can be seen from the figure, the
longer-time solvation response is slower and much more strongly w0 -dependent for the "I+2 " than
for the I −2 . Further mechanistic study showed that the slow portion of the response is due not
only to the fact that the "I 2+ " solute is initially in the region of low water mobility, but also to the
slow motion of the solute to a different location relative to the interface.
In collaboration with the group of Professor Michael D. Fayer, one of us (N.E.L.) studied
the dynamics of water in AOT reverse micelles in the w0 range 2 – 10 using frequency-resolved
infrared vibrational echo experiments [4]. The data for confined water were compared to bulk
water and salt solution data. The experimentally determined frequency-frequency correlation
functions showed that the confined water dynamics is substantially slower than bulk water dynamics and is size dependent. The fastest dynamics (∼ 50 fs) is more similar to bulk water, while
the slowest time scale dynamics is much slower than water, and, in analogy to bulk water, reflects
the making and breaking of hydrogen bonds.
Work in progress involves atomistic MD simulation studies of aqueous interfaces with
hydrocarbons and with ionic surfactants. Extension of these to RM systems is planned. We are
continuing our investigations via QENS of the counterion effects on RM properties. Future plans
include studies, using QENS and MD, of nonaqueous RMs.
0
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PROGRAM SCOPE:
The goal of this research program is to understand the role the intermoiety interactions (charge
transer, van der Waals and H-bonding) play in the charge/energy transfer processes of fundamental
importance to photochemistry and photobiology. Our major effort during the reporting period was
directed to the origin of the ultrafast internal conversion of pyrimidine bases and *-mediated
Intramolecular charge transfer in aminobenzonitriles and aminobenzethynes.
RECENT PROGRESS
Short-lived excited states play crucial functions in several molecular systems of importance to
photochemistry and photobiology. Perhaps the two best known examples of the molecular systems
displaying very short excited-state lifetimes are the nucleic acid bases that are building blocks of DNA,
and 4-dimethylaminobenzonittrile (DMABN) and related molecules, which are the prototype of electron
donor-acceptor molecules exhibiting Intramolecular charge transfer. Despite the great many studies that
have been carried out for these molecules,1,2 neither the origin of the ultrashort lifetimes of the DNA bases
nor the mechanism of the photoinduced charge transfer in DMABN is known with any certainty. We
have very recently initiated a concerted experimental and theoretical study that seeks to refine our
understanding of the excited-state dynamics of these important molecular systems. The progress to date
is summarized below.
DNA Bases
The hallmarks of the photophysical property of DNA bases are the ultrafast radiationless decay to
the ground state, leading to the very short excited-state lifetime (subpicoseconds), and the dramatic
lifetime lengthening that results from simple chemical modifications.3 In cytosine, for which the
substituent dependence of the lifetime has been most extensively
studied, the ~720 fs lifetime of the unmodified base increases to ~73 ps
by replacement of the C5 hydrogen by fluorine (5-fluorocytosine), and
to ~280 ps by acetylation of a hydrogen atom in the amino group
attached to the C4 carbon (N4-acetylcytosine).1,3 These observations are
key to understanding the ultrafast S1 radiationless decay of the
unmodified pyrimidine bases. Although there are a number of
theoretical studies that address the ultrafast nonradiative decay of
nucleic acid components, none of the existing models is able to provide a rational explanation of the
observed substituent effects on S1 lifetime.
Very recently, we have presented a theoretical model for the ultrafast S1  S0 internal conversion
of cytosine in which a state switch from the initially prepared 1* state to the out-of-plane deformed
excited state of biradical character (I) controls the rate of the S1 (*) decays,4 Fig. 1. The calculations,
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based on CIS and completely renormalized
equation of motion coupled cluster (CR-EOMCCSD(r) calculations, show that the state switch
from the 1* to the biradical sate (which
intersects the ground state) is barrierless in
cytosine, but has substantial energy barriers in
5-fluorocytosine and N4-acetylcytosine.4 This
difference accounts for the dramatically longer
S1 lifetimes of the modified bases relative to the
unmodified bases. The replacement of the C5
hydrogen atom by a methyl group is predicted to
lead to a substantial, but not dramatic, increase
in the S1 lifetime, also consistent with
experiment.
Extension of the study to uracil and
thymine shows that the same mechanism applies
to these pyrimidine bases as well.5 Moreover,
the three-state nonradiative decay mechanism
(S1  I  S0) predicts that the replacement of
the C6 hydrogen by fluorine does not introduce
a barrier for state switch. Consistent with this
prediction, the experimentally-deduced S1 nonradiative decay rate of 6-fluorocytosine is more than two
orders of magnitude greater than that of 5-fluorocytosine. The nonradiative decay rate of 6-fluorouracil is
also dramatically greater than that of 5-fluorocuracil.
Photophysics of guanine-cytosine and adenine-thymine base pairs are presently under
investigation.
DMABN
The *-state-mediated ICT model (1*  1*  ICT) we have proposed a year ago6 (see
2004 CPIMS Abstract), has been put to a direct experimental test through time-resolved laser
spectroscopy.
Figure 2 shows the transient absorption
spectra of DMABN in acetonitrile recorded at 2 ps
delay time. Four major picosecond transients, with
intensity maxima at about 670 nm, 500 nm, 430 nm
and 410 nm, are apparent in the spectra. Comparison
of these four transitions with the calculated (TDDFT)
vertical
excitation
energies
(and
oscillator
strengths),7,8 also shown in Fig. 3, allows the
assignments of the picosecond transients to specific
electronic transitions. Thus, the 670-nm transient can
be assigned to the * state, 500-nm and 430-nm
transients to the * state, and the 410-nm transient
to the ICT state.
Figure 3 shows the time profiles of the 410
nm ICT absorption, 680 nm * absorption, and 460
nm * absorption in the range of 0 – 30 ps.
Although a detailed analysis of the excited-state
dynamics is made difficult by the multi-exponential
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character of the decay profiles, the precursor-successor
relationship between the * state and the ICT state is
evident from the comparison of the temporal
characteristics of the 410 nm and 680 nm transients.
This comparison shows that the rise time (~ 3.6 ps) of
the ICT-state absorption at 410 nm is identical to the
decay time of the dominant, short-lived component of
the *-state absorption at 680 nm, within the
experimental uncertainty (0.2 ps). The result is
consistent
with
the
reaction
scheme,
k

k

 * 1   * 2  ICT , in which k1 is
significantly greater than k2. The magnitude of k1 can
be estimated from the rise time of the *-state
absorption, which is about 600 ± 200 fs. Interestingly,
the time profile of the *-state absorption at 460 nm
shows a fast-decaying component of similar time
scale, Fig. 2. We therefore interpret 600 fs to be the
reciprocal of the rate constant (k1) for the 1*  1
* state switch. It is instructive to estimate the time
required for the *-state absorption to attain its
maximum intensity (tmax) using these estimated rate constants (k1 = 1/600 fs, k2 = 1/3.6 ps) and the
equation tmax = ln (k2/k1)/k2 – k1). The value of tmax so obtained is about 1.2 ps, which is close to the
observed tmax of about 1.5 ps. For the *-state absorption at 460 nm, the rise time is instrument limited.
These results strongly support the occurrence of the consecutive ICT mechanism, *  *  ICT, in
which the * state, formed from the state switch by the initially excited * state, plays a central role in
the formation of the fully charge-separated ICT state in polar solvents.
The sequential ICT mechanism is also supported by the observation that the lifetime of the *
state is very short for aminobenzonitriles and aminobenzethynes that exhibit ICT, and very long for those
that do not. Time-resolved resonance Raman study, which probe the CN stretches of DMABN in the
three states (*, * and ICT), will be carried out to further test the validity of the sequential ICT
model.
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Program Scope
Our research is focused on the use of single-molecule techniques to understand molecular dynamics in
condensed phase and at interfaces. Single-molecule approaches are unique for heterogeneous and complex
systems because the static and dynamic inhomogeneities can be identified, characterized, and/or removed
by studying one molecule at a time. Single-molecule spectroscopy reveals statistical distributions correlated
with microscopic parameters and their fluctuations, which are often hidden in ensemble-averaged
measurements. Single molecules (and molecular complexes) are observed in real time as they traverse a
range of energy states, and the effect of this ever-changing "system configuration" on chemical reactions
and other dynamical processes can be mapped. We selected two system classes for our molecular dynamics
research: 1) electron transfer reactions on solid surfaces (interfaces) and 2) reactions and dynamics in
proteins and protein complexes. The selection of biomolecules in studying condensed-phase chemical
dynamics reflects both relevance and advantages. The proteins have been engineered by years of evolution
to perform interesting dynamics (large-scale conformational motion, cooperativity, selective chemistry,
etc.). Many of them have been studied at length by other methods at the ensemble level providing a sound
basis for interpretation of new data that are not obtainable in ensemble-averaged experiments.
Single-molecule photon stamping spectroscopy, time-resolved single-molecule anisotropy, single-molecule
fluctuation and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) spectroscopy, near-field and atomic force
microscopy-enhanced confocal imaging microscopes, and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy have been
applied to the study of single-protein conformation and reaction dynamics and interfacial electron transfer
dynamics.

Recent Progress and Future Plans
Single-Molecule Electron Transfer Dynamics. Transition metal complexes such as ruthenium complexes,
having metal-to-ligand charge (MLCT) transfer states, are being extensively investigated for their
involvement in solar energy conversion, interfacial electron transfer, and electron transfer in biological
systems. The dynamics of this process can be highly complex and inhomogeneous, especially when
molecules are involved in interactions and perturbations with heterogeneous local environments such as at
interfaces or in covalent interactions with electron-transfer proteins. Single molecule spectroscopy has been
shown to be a powerful approach to studying such complex photophysical dynamics in inhomogeneous
systems. However, there are only a few studies involving single molecule detection of transition metal
complexes, typically due to low quantum yields and low emission rates. We have demonstrated the use of
1
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photon antibunching to measure triplet-state lifetimes at room temperature on a microsecond timescale.
Using photon antibunching measurements under CW laser excitation, non-classical photon statistics, and
excitation power dependent measurements, we were able to selectively measure the single-molecule MLCT
state lifetime. We apply this approach to the studies of the MLCT state dynamics of a ruthenium complex,
with the potential application of probing MLCT ground state recovering dynamics and electron transfer
rates. This ruthenium complex may have a wide utilization in solar energy conversion systems and
contribute to a fundamental understanding of protein redox systems.
Interfacial electron transfer (ET) dynamics is important for environmental and catalytic reaction systems.
Extensive ensemble-averaged studies of the electron transfer kinetics in the dye-sensitized TiO2
nanoparticle (NP) systems on different time scales have been reported. Their results show large
discrepancies in the observed rates of electron transfer dynamics, which indicates broad inhomogeneity in
the kinetics of interfacial redox reactions. To examine interfacial electron transfer inhomogeneity, we have
studied the dynamics of the single-molecule interfacial electron transfer process of cresyl violet and
coumarin 343 adsorbed at the surface of TiO2 NPs. Conducting single-molecule spectroscopy experiments
can avoid molecular aggregation, multiple electron injection to a single particle, and multiple electroncation recombination at a single particle. Fluorescence intensity trajectories of individual dye molecules
adsorbed on a TiO2 NP surface show fluorescence fluctuations and blinking, with time constants distributed
from milliseconds to seconds. We demonstrated that the fluorescence fluctuations are due to the interfacial
ET reaction rate fluctuations, associating redox reactivity intermittency with the fluctuations of moleculeTiO2 electronic and Franck-Condon coupling. Intermittent interfacial ET dynamics of individual molecules
could be characteristic of a surface chemical reaction strongly involved with, and regulated by, moleculesurface interactions.
Currently, combining site-specific Raman spectroscopy, time-dependent wave packet scattering spectral
analyses, and single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy, we have been working on characterizing the
molecular properties that control the ET processes, including donor-acceptor electronic coupling, the redox
reaction driving force, the Franck-Condon factor, and nuclear relaxation energies. We have also been
studying conformation-gated electron transfer dynamics of cytochrome proteins. The long-term goal of this
project is to develop a noninvasive, vibration-selective, single-molecule sensitive spectroscopic
methodology to study single-molecule dynamics and energetics in chemical and environmental reaction
systems.
Single-molecule protein conformational dynamics under protein-protein interactions. There is
increasingly more evidence showing biomolecular recognition and function are determined not only by
structures but also by dynamics or flexibilities. We have combined single-molecule spectroscopy
experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to examine the dynamics of flexible binding
protein-protein interactions. A Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome Protein (WASP) fragment CBD that binds only
the activated intracellular signaling protein Cdc42 was labeled with a solvatochromic dye and used to probe
hydrophobic interactions significant to Cdc42/CBD recognition. The single-molecule experimental study
show static and dynamic inhomogeneous conformational fluctuations of the protein complex that involve
bound and loosely bound states. Using MD simulation, we investigated the origin of these conformational
states and associated conformational fluctuations by exploring the underlying energy landscape of the
binding process. Our MD simulation revealed the double-well two-state cooperative binding-folding surface
potentials of the protein-protein interactions, which shed light on characterizing the nature of the proteinprotein recognition dynamics. The combined study provides a novel test ground for the theoretical study on
the fundamental mechanisms of flexible binding and insights for future experimental exploration on
recognition binding with large conformational changes. In principle, by using multi-color fluorescence
single molecule spectroscopy, one should be able to monitor several degrees of freedom (protein folding
and binding) simultaneously; although the cross-talk between the detection channels for different dyes may
complicate the data analysis. Nevertheless, a full picture of cooperative binding-folding dynamics and the
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structure of the underlying binding free energy landscape remain elusive. Our ongoing and future studies
will employ FRET, polarization spectroscopy, and dye labeling methods to interrogate the complexity of
the energy landscape.
Single-Molecule Biological Solar Energy Conversion Dynamics: Electron and Energy Transfer
Dynamics and Mechanism in Photosynthetic Pigment-Protein Complexes. In nature, bacterial
(Rhodopseudomonas acidophila) photosynthetic complexes, light-harvesting (LH1 and LH2) complexes
and reaction center (RC), are a nanoscale condensed-phase system that requires a single-molecule approach
to obtain a molecular-level understanding of the mechanism and dynamics. Static structure and ensembleaveraged analyses have provided significant understanding of the interactions and the reaction pathways of
the photosynthetic system. It has been known that the photosynthetic process initiated by photon excitation
of the LH1 and LH2, and followed by energy transfer to RC and electron separation in RC to covert solar
energy to chemical energy. Based on the static structure analysis, LH1 directly surrounds the RC, and LH2
is not in direct contact with RC but transfer energy to RC through LH1. The light-absorbing pigments in
LH1 and LH2 are primary bacteriochlorin (BChl) molecules in a highly symmetric ring (18 closly packed
BChl in a ring) structures. The whole photosynthetic system, like a nano-machine, is embedded in the cell
membrane.
Our initial effort has focused on the study of LH2 complexes to evaluate the spectral
fluctuations, excited state dynamics, dipolar coupling, and conformational fluctuations in membranes at
room temperature.
Revealing inhomogeneous vibrational reorganization energy barriers of interfacial electron transfer: To
identify and characterize inhomogeneous interfacial chemical reaction dynamics, it is highly advantageous
to obtain both topographic and spectroscopic characterization of surfaces and interfacial systems. For
example, the site-to-site variations in the geometries and interactions at the molecule-surface interface result
in an inhomogeneous distribution of electron transfer rates that can be effectively evaluated with singlemolecule methods. Vibrational-mode resolved single-molecule dynamics should be highly informative and
powerful to decipher inhomogeneous chemical dynamics at interfaces and in the condensed phase. In recent
years, there have been tremendous advances in applying SERS to study nanoparticles and nanostructures at
the single-molecule level. Applying microscopic AFM-Raman characterization and analysis, we have
found that for alizarin/TiO2 interfaces, the vibrational reorganization energy barriers of interfacial electron
transfer are inhomogeneous at a sub-mesoscale (~250 nm). We determined that (1) the total vibrational
reorganization energy was inhomogeneous from site to site; (2) the alizarin/TiO2 bridging normal modes
were the primary contributor to the total vibrational reorganization energy and its inhomogeneity; (3) the
mode-specific analyses indicated that the energy distributions were inhomogeneous for bridging normal
modes and less inhomogeneous or homogeneous for nonbridging normal modes, especially for modes far
away from the alizarin-TiO2 coupling hydroxyl modes; and (4) the vibrational reorganization energy
inhomogeneity was closely associated with the local environmental heterogeneity of the alizarin/TiO2
interface. It is most likely that the vibrational reorganization energy inhomogeneities contributed to the
inhomogeneous dynamics of the interfacial electron transfer processes. However, it remains a challenge to
identify a detailed mechanism of the contribution of the inhomogeneity to both forward and backward
electron transfer processes in the alizarin/TiO2 system. Although the topographic and spectroscopic
detection limits reported here have not yet reached single-molecule, single-semiconductor nanoparticle, or
even nanoscale-specific sites, our results demonstrate that correlated AFM-confocal Raman microscopy is a
promising approach for gaining a quantitative understanding of inhomogeneous interfacial charge transfer.
Our future work includes AFM-tip enhanced near-field Raman spectroscopy to study electron transfer
vibrational reorganization energy analysis at the single-nanoparticle level.
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Our DOE sponsored work focuses on understanding solvation, especially dynamical aspects of
solvation, and its influence on charge transfer processes. Over the past few years our emphasis
has been in two areas: i) exploring the distinctive features of solvation and charge transfer in
ionic liquids and ii) using time-dependent emission spectroscopy to learn about dynamical
solvent control of charge transfer reactions. Some of our recent work and future directions are
summarized below.
1) Kerr-Gated Emission (KGE) Spectroscopy: We have completed construction of a versatile
spectrometer for measuring time-resolved emission spectra of typical fluorophores with subpicosecond time resolution. Although we continue to make improvements to the design, the
instrument now fully functional and is described in detail in Ref. [9]. During the past year we
have used it for several of the studies described below. In the near future we will extend these
measurements to studies of intramolecular charge-transfer in several old and new model
compounds.
2) Charge Transfer Spectroscopy: We recently completed an extensive survey of the steadystate and time-resolved emission spectroscopy of a series of molecules that undergo twisted
intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) reaction in the excited state [7]. We showed that the TICT
reaction rates in these systems are influenced by polar solvation dynamics and that in some cases
the spectral evolution reveals a complex interplay between the two parts of the reaction
coordinate, twisting and solvation. Attempts to model the steady-state spectra and their
dependence on solvent reported in Ref. [7] were only partially successful. We are continuing to
pursue modeling studies in order to better describe this complex spectral dynamics.
Although the KGE instrument is capable of measuring solutes
with multi-nanosecond lifetimes, probes with ~1 ns lifetimes N
N
afford better spectra with signal-to-noise. One molecule that
proved to be particularly well suited to the KGE experiment is 4-dimethyamino-4’-cyanostilbene
or “DCS”, shown above. Over the past year we have examined the spectroscopy and
photophysics of this solute and have just submitted a manuscript describing these studies [11].
Measurements of steady-state spectra, transition moments, and time-resolved emission spectra as
functions of solvent provided a fairly compete picture of this molecule in the S1 state. In contrast
to many conflicting and complicated interpretations of the spectral dynamics of DCS in the
literature, we find that only a single excited state of strong charge-transfer character is
responsible for emission in all solvents. Dynamic Stokes shifts observed with DCS are well
correlated to those of the standard solvation dynamics probe C153, showing that this solute
should be considered a useful new addition to the arsenal of polar solvation probes.
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3) Ionic Liquids: Ionic liquids are a new category of room-temperature solvents being
vigorously studied for potential use a variety of applications. A number of groups, ourselves
included, have been examining fundamental aspects of solvation and reaction in these liquids, in
order to learn the similarities and differences between these liquids and conventional organic
solvents. Thus far we have mainly measured solvation energies and the time-dependence of
solvation and solute rotation in a variety ionic liquids using steady-state spectroscopy and timecorrelated single photon counting (TCSPC) [1,4-6]. We have uncovered several correlations
between the observed solvation energies and dynamics and liquid characteristics such as ion size,
solvent viscosity, and ion diffusion rates. But at present our understanding is purely
phenomenological. We have initiated molecular dynamics studies which we hope will help
provide the insight needed to construct theories of solvation in these systems.
Through the course of our TCSPC work, we found that although the observed solvent relaxation
is relatively slow (~1 ns) in many instances up to half of the solvation dynamics is faster than
could be detected by such experiments (< 5ps). We recently examined several ionic liquids
based on the 1-butyl-3-methylimazolium cation (Im41+) using a combination of the KGE and
TCSPC methods in order to examine the nature of the fast response [10]. Figures 1 and 2 display
some of the results of this work. Figure 1 shows the quality of the KGE emission spectra we
now regularly obtain. Figure 2 illustrates the remarkably distributed nature of the solvation
response in ionic liquids. Note that significant relaxation occurs on time scales ranging between
100 fs to >1 ns. In some cases, for example [Im41+][PF6-], we observe a distinct fast (~300 fs)
component to the solvent response which resembles the inertial dynamics recently observed in
some computer simulations. In other cases, for example [Im41+][Tf3C-], fast dynamics occur at
times <10 ps but it is not clear that these dynamics are distinct from those occurring at longer
times. These differences appear to be correlated to (in this case) the relative size of the anion
involved PF6- < Tf2N-<Tf3C-, but more work is needed to definitively establish the ion
dependence of the fast response.
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Fig. 1 (above): Time-resolved fluorescence spectra of DCS
in [Im41+][Tf2N-] at 25 ºC.
Fig. 2 (right): Spectral response functions Sν(t) of
[Im41+][PF6-], [Im41+][Tf2N-], and [Im41+][Tf3C-] at 25 ºC.
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Our current and future work in ionic liquids involves characterizing several series of new liquids
prepared by Gary Baker (Oak Ridge NL), searching for clear signatures of dynamic
heterogeneity, beginning studies of electron transfer reactions in ionic liquids, and pursuing
computer simulations on simple model systems.
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METALLIC NANOPARTICLES UNDER IRRADIATION
Dan Meisel
The Radiation Laboratory, University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556 dani@nd.edu
Program Scope
The goal of this program is to explore the effects of metallic particles at the nano-scale
dimensions on radiolysis of various media, in particular water. Using radiation chemical
techniques we probe the interaction of radicals generated radiolytically in the aqueous phase with
the metallic interface and the possible escape of charge carriers from the metallic particles to the
liquid phase.
The exchange of energy and charge-carriers between the solid and liquid phases
following irradiation of a biphasic system is of interest as a fundamental phenomenon but is also
relevant to a multitude of applications of technological signifcance. From energy productions to
environmental remediation and from managing nuclear materials to radiotherapy, these
interfaces are frequently encountered and they affect the outcome of the irradiation. Metal-water
interfaces are of catalytic utility in H2 production from water but they may also contribute to
preferential localization of radiation damage in a desired tissue. Our on-going studies focus on
these two mirror-image areas of the interface. We produce the radicals in the aqueous phase and
study the course of their reaction in the presence of metallic particles, on one hand, but we also
attempt to produce charge carriers in the metallic particle and capture them at the water-metal
interface. The latter aspect is especially intriguing because the absorption of ionizing radiation by
matter is proportional to its electron density, and thus, the energy is preferentially absotbed by
the solid particles, most pronounced in metallic particles. For example, for Au or Pt, density of
-3
approximately 20 g cm implies that the energy absorbed by the particle is some 20 times higher
than by the same volume of water. If that energy can be funneled to the interface it may offer a
method to target radiation effects, including biological damage, to the vicinity of the particle.
Furthermore, the wealth of currently evolving methodologies to specifically bind biomolecules to
the metallic interface allows a-priori selection of the identity of the targeted species at the
particle interface.
Recent Progress
We have recently shown that radicals from the aqueous phase strongly adsorb on gold
nanoparticles and determined the relative adsorption constants of few groups on the radical
(amines, ketones ethers and directbinding via the nitrogen center of nitroxy radicals) in these
(1)
radicals. Other radicals were shown to adsorb to the surface of oxides and their cross-sections
(2)

on the surface were determined. We have shown that when the unpaired electrons are close to
the metallic, but not the oxide, surface they rapidly exchange with conduction-band electrons
(<20 ns; epr time scale) and thus lose their identity and memory of the radical origin (in the epr
sense). Efforts to observe these and many other radicals (including nitroxides, viologens and and
various aromatic conjugated derivatives of theirs) at the surface of gold and silver particles using
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy were unsuccessful. On the other hand, using the same
technique, several groups have shown that adsorption of the molecular species to particles of
these two metals often result with structures that resemble those of the corresponding one-
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electron reduced radicals. At present we are trying to identify if electron transfer from the radical
to the metallic particle has occurred, which prevents detection of the radicals.
Our recent work on the fate of radiolytically generated charge carriers in silica
nanoparticle suspensions established the distance that electrons (and excitons) can migrate in this
(3)
solid before localization in traps and electron-hole annihilation occurs. Similar information for
metallic particles, lifetime and migration distances of the carriers are not known. We, therefore,
try to determine whether electrons or holes from the metal can be captured at the metal/water
interface by determining the yield of water specific species from irradiation of aqueous
suspensions heavily loaded with metallic particles. We choose production of H2 as a probe
reaction since ultra-fast formation of hydrogen is a potential indication of energy and earlyprecursor escape from the solid to the water. On the other hand, any increase in the yield of
hydrogen generation by radicals from solutes in the water is an indication of a catalytic rather
than a “direct” effect.
Suspensions containing up to 65% by weight of relatively large gold particles (r ≈ 0.5
µm) show large increase in the yield of H2. We have shown that this is not a result of chargecarriers escape from the particles but rather catalytic conversion of the radicals produced by the
radiolysis to molecular hydrogen. The efficiency of carriers escape from the particles is expected
to be dependent on the particles size. Therefore, we developed a method to generate metallic
particle suspensions of high particle concentrations and yet at systematically increased sizes.
This provides silver particles of clean surfaces, “naked” of foreign stabilizers, but highly stable
even at large concentrations. Their spectroscopy, surface potential, and identity of species at the
surface were determined and their behavior under irradiation is now studied. Initial results show
that the yield of H2 from these suspensions is suppressed at low radiation doses but increases
dramatically at high doses. Several sources for the low-dose suppression, “conditioning“ of the
particles, were identified; these include the presence of residual parent ions at the particles
surface (unexpectedly, complexed to hydroxide ions and thus generating negative surface
potential), accumulation of electrons on the particles to generate the overpotential required for
hydrogen evolution, and in some metals, adsorption of molecular hydrogen. The contribution
from each of these sources is now being quantified.
Less is known in general on the fate of holes generated in nanoparticles than the fate of
their counter-part electrons, partially because of difficulties associated with their optical
properties. We have shown that excess holes can accumulate in silica particles and determined a
lower limit for the redox potential of these scavengeable carriers. Early results suggest that
seeding oxide particles with metallic particles on their surface, either as core-shell structures or
as islands at the surface, enhances the ability of scavengers to react with the holes.
Future Plans
We will pursue our studies of radiolytic effects in size controlled silver particles. No
report on escape of charge carriers from metallic systems has appeared so far. Because of the
significance and far reaching implications of such a process we will attempt to demonstrate it in
the recently developed size controlled suspensions of siver particles that were described above.
The relatively broad range of sizes available (10-200 nm), and yet the reasonably narrow size
distribution (±10%), also suggets experiments to identify the optimal particle size for surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy. We, therefore, will revisit our efforts to identify radicals of
decreasing lifetime at the surface of these particles using surface enhanced Raman.
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Because of the difficulties associated with the chemistry of the metallic systems we will
need to resort to bi-component systems including the much more stable oxide particle. We
envision deposition of metallic particles on silica (or other oxides) particles using wellestablished literature techniques. Silver, gold and platinum on silica and titania were already
been prepared in our laboratory, albeit at lower concetrations than needed in our experiments.
These can be produced either as core-shell or as islands-on-the-core morphologies. We will
develop these approaches and study the effects of these particles on both, the catalytic reactions
of radicals from the aqueous phase and on possible ejection of electron/holes from the metallic
particle. Preliminary results from hybride SiO2@Ag silica particles suggest that charge carriers
migrate to the metal where they can react with a variety of scavenger molecules. In the absence
of the metal the carriers remain trapped in the particle. We will study the effect of the hybrid
particles on the fate of charge carriers in the solid material.
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Center for Radiation Chemistry Research
Principal Investigators: Andrew Cook, Sergei Lymar and John R. Miller,
jrmiller@bnl.gov Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Scope:
This program examines charged or radical species and develops
tools to create and probe these species. Principal among these tools is the
Laser Electron Accelerator Facility (LEAF) at Brookhaven that produces 7 ps
electron pulses and detection systems. We encourage use of LEAF’s present
and planned capabilities by a broad range of scientists including members of this
CPIMS meeting: See Facilities at http://www.cfn.bnl.gov/default.asp for a
description. An example of science at LEAF is given in the talk by Jim Wishart at
this conference. This poster will list some other research in our group and will
describe results in two areas.
Dissociation of Aryl Halides Anions: Electronic Effects on Barriers Charge
transfer to organic molecules can result in scission of chemical bonds. An
important class of such reactions is a one-electron reduction of organic halides in
solution leading to dissociation of the carbon10
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Earlier work had frequently framed the question of sequential vs.
concerted reaction mechanisms. These experiments show that electron addition
and bond scission occur in two distinct consecutive steps; as often occurs the
idea of concerted reactions slips away as better time resolution becomes
available. Further work on these reactions, if pursued, would attempt to illuminate
the possibility of “concerted” reactions.
Electronic Effects in Charge Transfer by Excited Anions Solvated electrons
are readily attached to benzoquinone (BQ)
in pulse radiolysis experiments to create
the radical anion and even its excited state
(BQ-*), energies of which have been
established. In weakly polar fluids (e.g.
THF and isooctane) the excited state is
created at near- diffusion-controlled rates
and is strongly preferred over the ground
state in reactions that proceed, almost
certainly via the 2nd excited state, BQ-**.
The fast rates of these bimolecular electron transfer (ET) reactions are typical
and expected when for ET reactions exoergic by 50 meV or more. In contrast ET
reactions directly to or from BQ-* are unexpectedly slow. Reductants having
sufficient redox energy to produce BQ-*, but not BQ-**, fail to produce either as
indicated by the upper arrow with an X though it, →
X in the figure. Similarly BQ-*
fails to react with a series of molecules such as naphthalene in the expected
near-difusion-controlled reactions although energetics are sufficient to produce
those radical anions (lower →
X ). The results tell us that fast ET does not occur
either to or from BQ-*, although all of these reactions are energetically favorable,
and the excited state lifetime of BQ- is sufficiently long. Present data shows
these reactions are slower than the expected diffusion-controlled rates, but
competing reactions prevent determination of how slow they are.
Future studies of quinone radical ions by a mixture of chemical reduction and
pulse radiolysis experiments will be aimed at answering a few key questions:
• How serious in the apparent prohibition against ET to or from BQ-*, and is
it due to nuclear (Franck-Condon) of to electronic barriers?
• Can we observe excited state electron transfer involving the higher π*- π *
state in BQ-? ET from this state may be difficult due to its expected short
lifetime.
• Anions of quinones are important participants in energy storage in
photosynthesis. Can their excited states be used in new energy storage
mechanisms?
Other Scientific Topics Include:
• Reactivity of Nitrogen Oxides including “spin-forbidden acids”
• Photodissociation of ion-pairs
• Energetics of strongly-reducing species including carboranes
• Excited states of radical ions
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•

Proton transfer reactions

Experimental Tools A principal component of our effort seeks to create
increasingly better tools for the study for fast chemical processes. Recent efforts
• obtained ~100 ps time resolution in single-shot experiments with the
incorporation of a fast transient digitizer, • extended pulse-probe experiments
(~10 ps resolution) to the near infrared region integrating an OPA into the
system, • Developed a LabView-based control system for digitizer based
experiments that provides a user-friendly interface and will simplify planned
improvements. • A more stable, but lower rep-rate (10 Hz) pump laser has
substantially improved system reliably and reduced effort toward laser
maintenance.
Future plans for experimental systems include: • Automated collection of
spectra from visible through near IR, • A fast single-shot detection system for
transient absorption • Two types of pulse-pump-probe experiments that will
combine excitation by electron and laser pulses • A wide range of continuous
improvements to obtain improved stability, reliability and signal/noise ratios.
The experimental improvements will enable measurements of fast intramolecular
electron transfer reactions. Essential here will be the single-shot experiment that will
obtain high time resolution on custom-synthesized molecules not available in gram
quantities. The same techniques will be applied to examination of charge transport in
“molecular wires.” Rates of proton transfer will be measured and correlated with free
energies. Energies of conjugated carboranes will be examined. The limits of electron
transfer with two-electron changes will be probed as will the boundary of concerted
reactions.
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Spectroscopy of Organometallic Radicals
Michael D. Morse
Department of Chemistry
University of Utah
315 S. 1400 East, Room 2020
Salt Lake City, UT 84112-0850
morse@chem.utah.edu
I. Program Scope:
In this project, we seek to obtain fundamental physical information about unsaturated,
highly reactive organometallic radicals containing open d subshell transition metal atoms. Gas
phase electronic spectroscopy of jet-cooled transition metal molecules is used to obtain
fundamental information about ground and excited electronic states of such species as the
transition metal carbides and organometallic radicals such as CrC2H, CrCH3, and NiCH3. High
resolution infrared spectroscopy is applied to the unsaturated transition metal carbonyls, MCO,
M(CO)2, M(CO)3, etc.
II. Recent Progress:
A. Optical spectroscopy of RuC, CrC2H, CrCH3, and NiCH3
During the past two years, we have carried out resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI) and
dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectroscopic studies of the transition metal carbide, RuC,1 and of
the polyatomic transition metal radicals CrC2H, CrCH3, and NiCH3.2 Our work on RuC has
included rotationally resolved studies of the 0-0, 1-0, 2-0, 3-0, and 4-0 bands of the [18.1]1A –
X1E+ system, which has allowed an RKR potential curve to be generated for the [18.1]1A state.
In addition, the [21.4]0+, [21.6]2, and [23.2]3)3 states have now been identified in RuC. Excited
state lifetimes have been measured for all of these states, and rotationally resolved measurements
of the line positions have been made, allowing bond lengths to be determined for all of these
states. Ruthenium carbide is now the best-known of all of the diatomic transition metal carbides,
having 16 different electronic states (as defined by S, 7, and S) identified and characterized.
The fact that RuC has the greatest bond energy of all of the 3d and 4d carbides is not at all
accidental to this result. The molecules with smaller bond energies have larger densities of
states, and the resulting state mixing makes interpretation of the spectra much more problematic.
Our studies of the vibrationally resolved resonant two-photon ionization and dispersed
fluorescence spectra of CrC2H, CrCH3, and NiCH3, have been recently published in the Journal
of Chemical Physics.2 These molecules are among the most complicated open d-subshell
molecules yet known for which optical spectra have been obtained in the gas phase. The
vibronically resolved spectra that have been recorded for CrC2H and NiCH3 have allowed
metal-carbon vibrational frequencies and anharmonicities to be measured for these species in
their excited states. For NiCH3, values of Te and Texe were also obtained for the ground state.
For CrCH3 and CrC2H, values of )G1/2 for the Cr-C stretching vibration were also obtained for
the ground state. Rotationally resolved scans over all three molecules have been accomplished,
but these have not yet yielded to analysis. The NiCH3 scans show obvious perturbations, since
the different vibrational levels of the upper state and the scans over the 58Ni and 60Ni species are
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all very different in appearance. In contrast, the rotationally resolved spectra of CrC2H and
CrCH3 are a forest of lines.
Finally, during the collection of data on CrC2H, we also recorded the spectrum of the
minor isotopomer of chromium hydride, 50Cr1H. We measured the excited state lifetime of this
species, which is currently of considerable interest in astrophysics. This paper has now been
published in the Astrophysical Journal.3
B. Infrared Spectroscopy of unsaturated transition metal carbonyls
We have completed the development of a slit-jet discharge source diode laser
spectrometer for high-resolution investigations of unsaturated transition metal carbonyls. The
device uses a slit orifice with a width of 200 :m and a length of 15 mm. A Teflon insulator
separates the slit aperture from a pair of stainless steel discharge electrodes. During the operation
of the pulsed valve, the discharge electrodes are biased to a negative potential, inducing a
discharge in which electrons are accelerated into the slit channel, completing the circuit at the
grounded slit nozzle body. Volatile organometallic molecules such as Cr(CO)6, Fe(CO)5, and
Ni(CO)4 seeded in the argon carrier gas, are exposed to the discharge, producing fragment
species such as CrCO, Cr(CO)2, Cr(CO)3, etc.
Following supersonic expansion into vacuum, the beam of molecular fragments is crossed
with the output of a lead-salt diode laser that is multipassed across the length of the slit jet
expansion (currently 15 times) using a Perry cell. The transmitted laser intensity is detected
using a HgCdTe detector. In order to increase the detection efficiency and discriminate against
precursor molecule absorptions and noise, the discharge is pulsed at 15 kHz and the preamplified
signal is detected using a lock-in detector.
In addition to the main IR laser beam, partial reflections are used to record (1) fringes
from a 0.048 cm-1 free spectral range germanium étalon, and (2) the spectrum of a reference gas,
typically OCS, N2O, or allene. These are used for absolute calibration of the instrument.
One year ago we reported that this system had been successfully tested using Fe(CO)5,
and that the CO stretching vibrations of FeCO and Fe(CO)2, which had previously been reported,
were readily detected. Since that time, we have succeeded in recording the spectrum of the <1
mode (CO stretch) of NiCO. The spectrum is displayed in Figure 1 below. Although the band
origin portion of this spectrum could not be recorded, due to mode hops in all three diode lasers
in our possession that cover this range, the band could still be assigned and fitted, using
rotational constants recently obtained by a pure rotational spectroscopic study. The fitted
constants from our study provide band origins of 2010.692 89(34) and 2010.645 28(23) cm-1 for
58
NiCO and 60NiCO, respectively. Rotational constants and bond lengths determined from the
spectra are consistent with values reported from the millimeter wave spectroscopic study that was
published in 2004.
In the course of collecting the NiCO spectrum, we also observed the spectrum of a
molecule that depleted when the discharge was turned on. This was surprising, since the parent
molecule, Ni(CO)4 has no known transitions in this region. After some investigation, the
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spectrum was determined to arise from the isotopically substituted species, Ni(CO)3(13CO),
which constitutes only 4% of the molecules in the sample. The 13CO stretch of this isotopomer is
shifted to lower frequencies, where it shows up as a parallel band, as displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Rotationally resolved and assigned spectra of 58NiCO and 60NiCO, in the CO stretching
region.

Figure 2. Rotationally resolved and assigned spectra of 58Ni(CO)3(13CO) and 60Ni(CO)3(13CO), in
the 13CO stretching region.
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III. Future Plans
A. R2PI and DF spectroscopy of transition metal carbides and radicals
During the past year we have recorded spectra of a new band system of MoC, which we
hope to rotationally resolve and report. We have recorded intense spectra of TiC, at high
rotational temperatures, which are too complex to analyze readily. During the coming year, we
plan to use dispersed single rovibronic level fluorescence to assign the rotational quantum
numbers, thereby measuring the ground and excited state symmetries and rotational constants.
This molecule is important for understanding the growth processes leading to formation of
metallocarbohedrenes (met-cars). We also plan to study transition metal carbides that have high
ionization energies, which have previously been inaccessible to studies employing the R2PI
method. These molecules, which include CuC, AgC, AuC, OsC, and IrC, will now be accessible
for study using the F2 excimer laser for photoionization. We hope to obtain a satisfactory
rotational analysis of the more complicated transition metal radicals CrC2H and NiCH3 as well
B. IR spectroscopy of unsaturated transition metal carbonyls
Having successfully recorded IR spectra of FeCO, Fe(CO)2, and NiCO, we now plan to
search for the spectra of other partially carbonylated metals. Luckily, the locations of strong IR
absorptions are known from matrix isolation and some low-resolution gas phase studies. Target
molecules to be sought are listed below, along with the expected IR frequencies:
Metal
Monocarbonyl

Wavenumber

Metal
Dicarbonyl

Wavenumber

Metal
Tricarbonyl

Wavenumber

Fe(CO)3

1950 cm-1

Ni(CO)2

1990 cm-1

Ni(CO)3

2030 cm-1

CrCO

2010 cm-1

Cr(CO)2

1990 cm-1

Cr(CO)3

2000; 1880 cm-1

MoCO

1890 cm-1

Mo(CO)2

1900 cm-1

Mo(CO)3

2000; 1888 cm-1

WCO

1870 cm-1

W(CO)2

1890 cm-1

W(CO)3

1890 cm-1

The aim of this work will be to establish the vibrational frequencies, rotational constants,
geometries, bond lengths, and electronic symmetries of these molecules. After success on
several of these molecules, we will move on to metal nitrosyls, such as CrNO, and NiNO.
IV. Publications from DOE Sponsored Research 2003-present:
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2. D. J. Brugh, R. S. DaBell and M. D. Morse, "Vibronic spectroscopy of unsaturated transition
metal complexes: CrC2H, CrCH3, and NiCH3," J. Chem. Phys. 121, 12379-85 (2004).
3. S. Shin, D. J. Brugh, and M. D. Morse, “Radiative lifetime of the v=0,1 levels of the A6E+
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New Single- and Multi-Reference Coupled-Cluster Methods for High Accuracy Calculations of Ground
and Excited States
Piotr Piecuch
Department of Chemistry, Michigan State University, East Lansing MI 48824
E-mail: piecuch@cem.msu.edu
Program Scope
This research program focuses on new generations of predictive ab initio electronic structure methods and
efficient general-purpose computer codes, exploiting coupled-cluster wave function ansatz, which can
provide an accurate description of chemical reactions pathways, radicals, biradicals, and other reaction
intermediates, molecular potential energy surfaces and properties other than energy, and electronic
excitations in molecules. The goal is to develop accurate and affordable methods that enable precise
modeling of processes and properties relevant to combustion, catalysis, and photochemistry, and important
reaction mechanisms in areas such as organic chemistry. The main focus is on balancing high accuracy of the
results, expected from predictive ab initio methods, with the ease of use and the relatively low computer cost
of the proposed new approaches, so that applications do not have to be limited to small, few electron systems
or small basis sets. The most promising methods developed in this research program include renormalized
coupled-cluster approaches and other approximations employing the method of moments of coupled-cluster
equations (MMCC), as well as multi-reference coupled-cluster theories. Renormalized coupled-cluster
methods extend standard quantum-chemical approaches to potential energy surfaces involving biradicals,
bond breaking, and excited states with an ease of a black-box calculation. Multi-reference coupled-cluster
methods developed in this program are easy to use as well and have the flexibility that enables accurate
calculations for all kinds of closed- and open-shell molecular systems with manageable computer costs.
Recent Progress
Background information. Ab initio electronic structure calculations, followed by dynamical and other types
of molecular simulations, are nowadays recognized as a cornerstone for the in-depth understanding and
successful modeling of chemical processes and properties. Novel quantum chemical approaches, which can
accurately describe many-electron correlation effects, are critical for these studies. It is generally
acknowledged that the theory that provides the best compromise between an accurate treatment of electron
correlation effects and relatively low computer costs is coupled-cluster theory. The problem is that standard
coupled-cluster methods, such as CCSD, CCSD(T), and EOMCCSD, work well only for non-degenerate
systems and excited states dominated by one-electron transitions. One of the biggest challenges is to extend
coupled-cluster methods to electronic quasi-degeneracies that occur when bond breaking, excited states
dominated by two-electron transitions, and radicals, biradicals, and other open-shell systems are examined.
Recent results (2003-present). The renormalized coupled-cluster methods, such as CR-CCSD(T) , and other
methods based on the aforementioned MMCC formalism, which we discovered in 2000 and incorporated in
the GAMESS package in 2002, were initially developed for the ground electronic states only and most
applications focused on bond breaking in singlet electronic states. Thus, we have extended the CR-CCSD(T)
and other renormalized coupled-cluster methods to open-shell and excited states. One of the most promising
methods that has resulted from this effort is CR-EOMCCSD(T). A few variants of the CR-EOMCCSD(T)
theory for singlet excited states have been incorporated in GAMESS in 2004 and the efficient computer
codes for the open-shell extension of the CR-EOMCCSD(T) method have already been developed. All of
these new codes were used in various benchmark studies, including ground and excited states of the CH and
OH radicals, ozone, C2 and N2 molecules, Be, BeH2, Be3, CH2, and SiH2, to mention a few examples,
showing the ability of the inexpensive black-box CR-EOMCCSD(T) approach to describe excited states
dominated by two-electron excitations with accuracies on the order of 0.1 eV, which cannot be achieved by
other coupled-cluster methods characterized by the similarly low computer costs. The CR-CCSD(T) codes
have also been extended to higher-order excitations, resulting in efficient CR-CCSD(TQ) approach (also
included in GAMESS), which describes the combined effects of triply and quadruply excited clusters with
computer costs that are only a few times larger than those characterizing the standard (and failing) CCSD(T)
and CCSD(TQ) methods. The CR-CCSD(TQ) and other higher-order variants of the MMCC theory enable
one to obtain very good results for multiple bond breaking and more severe cases of electronic neardegeneracies within a straightforward single-reference formalism. In particular, we found a formal way to
merge the renormalized coupled-cluster methods with the extended CCSD method of Arponen and Bishop
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and its analog developed by the PI and Bartlett, which provide better values of cluster amplitudes in cases of
severe quasi-degeneracies characterizing multiple bond breaking. The resulting ECCSD(TQ) approach is
capable of providing an accurate and effectively variational description of single- and multiple bond breaking
with an ease of a single-reference calculation. We have also developed efficient coupled-cluster codes for the
first-order reduced density matrices and properties of ground and excited states other than energy, including
dipole and transition dipole moments, and integrated these codes in the most recent version of GAMESS.
The original renormalized coupled-cluster methods, such as CR-CCSD(T), provide great
improvements in the description of biradicals and bond breaking compared to standard coupled-cluster
methods of the CCSD(T) type, but they do it at the expense of slightly violating size extensivity. Since these
methods will eventually be applied to systems with hundreds of electrons and thousands of basis functions
(we have already successfully applied them to systems as big as Au8 or {(NH3)3Cu}2O2)2+, both of interest in
catalysis), it is important to develop the rigorously size extensive extensions of the renormalized coupledcluster methods. We have proposed two ideas in this regard. The first idea is that of the locally renormalized
coupled-cluster methods, such as LR-CCSD(T), which are based on the numerator-denominator connected
MMCC expansion and which lead to a size extensive description when local orbitals are employed. The LRCCSD(T) and similar methods break chemical bonds as efficiently as the original CR-CCSD(T) and CRCCSD(TQ) approaches, while eliminating small size extensivity errors from the CR-CCSD(T) and CRCCSD(TQ) calculations. The second idea, which seems even more promising and which may lead to a new
standard in coupled-cluster theory, is that of the biorthogonal MMCC expansion. Our preliminary analysis
indicates that the resulting methods, such as CR-CCSD(T)L, are not only rigorously size extensive and
practical (i.e., applicable to larger many-electron systems), but they are also as accurate in studies of bond
breaking as the prohibitively expensive full CCSDT (coupled-cluster singles, doubles, and triples) approach.
The CR-CCSD(T)L and other methods based on the biorthogonal MMCC theory can also be extended to
excited states, providing great improvements in calculations of states dominated by two-electron transitions.
The renormalized coupled-cluster methods have been applied to solve important chemical problems.
In particular, in our most recent study of the mechanism of the [2+2] cycloaddition reaction of cyclopentyne
to ethylene, which has remained unexplained for about 20 years, we demonstrated that unlike the previously
used ab initio methods, the CR-CCSD(T) approach favors the concerted pathway involving a [2+1] transition
state. Our findings agree with the experimentally observed stereochemistry. The popular CCSD(T) method,
which is often regarded as the “gold standard” of electronic structure theory, and low-order multi-reference
methods, such as CASSCF or CASMP2, support the less probable biradical mechanism which contradicts the
observed stereochemistry. We have also demonstrated that in agreement with multi-reference perturbation
theory and experiment, the CR-CCSD(T) method favors the concerted mechanism of the Cope
rearrangement of 1,5-hexadiene involving an aromatic transition state. Again, the standard CCSD(T)
approach fails in this case, favoring incorrect pathways through biradical structures. We have successfully
resolved a controversy related to the discovery of a new, previously unknown, molecular species, HNOO, by
accurately simulating its anharmonic vibrational spectrum which was incorrectly interpreted by one of the
groups that claimed the discovery of HNOO (in collaboration with Professors Roger DeKock, Wesley Allen,
and Henry F. Schaefer). We have performed unprecedented coupled-cluster calculations to address an issue
of the relative stability of the clusters of up to eight gold atoms (in collaboration with Professors Mark
Gordon, Horia Metiu, and co-workers), showing that the most stable structures of Aun are planar for n=4,6
and non-planar for n=8, in sharp contrast with the results of calculations using density function theory, which
predicts all three clusters to favor the planar configuration. We have carried our highly accurate calculations
of the entire potential energy surface for the Be+HF reaction, including the Be+HF→ BeF+H, BeH+F, and
H-Be-F (bond insertion) channels using CR-CCSD(T) approach. We demonstrated that the resulting potential
energy surface is as accurate as the potential surface resulting from the very expensive multi-reference
configuration interaction calculations. We also demonstrated that the CR-CCSD(T) approach eliminates the
failures of the CCSD(T) approach, which produces errors on the order of several eV in some regions of the
BeFH potential energy surface. Our CR-EOMCCSD(T) codes for excited states have been used by us to
explain the experiment by Roubin and collaborators, in which the UV radiation was used to photoisomerize
acetyloacetone trapped in a nitrogen matrix. This experiment could not be understood before because of the
lack of good calculations that would be consistent with the observed spectra.
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In addition to the renormalized coupled-cluster methods, which can be viewed as single-reference
computational black boxes that can be used by experts as well as non-experts, we have developed a few new
ideas in the area of multi-reference coupled-cluster theory. In particular, after proposing the successful
active-space coupled-cluster methods for excited electronic states, such as EOMCCSDt, we have extended
these methods to excited states of radicals by combining the EOMCCSDt approach with the electron attached
(EA) and ionized (IP) equation of motion coupled-cluster methods. The preliminary results for the ground
and excited states of the CH and OH radicals are very promising. The new EA-EOMCCSDt and IPEOMCCSDt methods provide the 0.1 eV or better accuracies for the electronic spectra of radicals with a
computational effort similar to that of a standard CCSD calculation. We have also developed new classes of
noniterative corrections to multi-reference coupled-cluster energies. The resulting methods can be viewed as
extensions of the popular CCSD(T) approach to a genuine multi-reference formalism. They offer significant
improvements in the results of multi-reference coupled-cluster calculations, particularly in the regions of
potential energy surfaces plagued by intruders. We have also developed a pilot version of the new ab initio
theory which combines the low-order multi-reference perturbation theory with the noniterative MMCC
corrections to the CCSD energies. We have explored novel coding techniques. This effort has resulted in the
automated implementation of parallel computer codes for CR-CCSD(T) and active-space CC methods, which
were interfaced with the NWChem suite.
Finally, we have carried out the unprecedented, microscopic, and converged ab initio calculations for
ground and excited states, and properties of closed- and open-shell nuclei, including the A=15-17 isotopes of
oxygen, using new coupled-cluster methods developed in this research program for molecules and modern
nucleon-nucleon interactions derived from effective field theory (in collaboration with Dr. David Dean). This
shows that the highly accurate and relatively inexpensive quantum many-body methods developed by us are
not limited to atoms and molecules. They have a range of applicability that crosses the boundaries between
chemistry/biochemistry and physics, enabling us to study systems as small and as strongly bound as atomic
nucleus and as large and as weakly bound as molecules and van der Waals species.
Future Plans
We will focus on the development of new, rigorously size extensive, renormalized coupled-cluster methods,
which may set a new standard for high-level electronic structure calculations, since they are as accurate as
the popular CCSD(T) approach, while eliminating the failures of CCSD(T) for biradicals and bond breaking.
We will develop open-shell extensions of the size extensive renormalized coupled-cluster methods and work
toward the development of analytic gradients for them. We will develop the electron-attached and ionized
active-space coupled-cluster methods, which provide promising results for the electronic states of radicals
with a small computer effort. We will develop new classes of multi-reference coupled-cluster methods,
including perturbative and noniterative multi-reference coupled-cluster approaches. As in the past, the most
practical and successful approaches will be incorporated in GAMESS. We will apply the resulting computer
codes to challenging reaction mechanisms (e.g., the optical, geometrical, and structural isomerizations of
cyclopropane, reactions involving OH radicals, Bergmann cyclizations, etc.), catalysis (e.g., structures of
gold particles, oxygen activation by copper metalloenzymes), and molecular electronic spectra.
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Program Scope
Fundamental processes of radiation chemistry are investigated from their earliest
stages using a multi-facetted approach employing experiments in conjunction with Monte
Carlo track chemistry modeling and electronic structure calculations. The goal is to
determine mechanisms, kinetics, and yields in the radiolysis of aqueous and hydrocarbon
based systems. Challenges associated with these types of chemical systems are found
throughout the DOE portfolio. For instance, radiation effects due to the mixed radiation
fields of nuclear reactors or to the self-radiolysis by α-particles from transuranic waste
materials are different from those induced by γ-rays and fast electrons, because of
fundamental chemical processes.
Recent Progress
Experimental measurements in coordination with Monte Carlo track chemistry
calculations have examined the yield of the hydrated electron in the radiolysis of water
with protons, helium ions and carbon ions. Glycylglycine, in concentrations ranging from
10-4 to 1 M, was employed as a scavenger for eaq-. (1)
NH3CH2CONHCH2CO2- + eaq- + H2O → •CH2CONHCH2CO2- + NH4+ + OH-

+

The inverse Laplace transform of the scavenging capacity dependence gives a reasonably
accurate description of the time dependence of the transient species for heavy ion
radiolysis. (2) Therefore, the quantitative production of the ammonium cation is a probe
of hydrated electron yields from about 2 ns to 20 µs. Monte Carlo track chemistry
simulations of product yields reproduce experimental observations, providing detailed
information used to elucidate the heavy ion track physics and chemistry. Comparison of
the heavy ion results with those found in γ radiolysis shows intra-track reactions are
significant on the nanosecond to microsecond time scale as the ion track relaxes, and that
a constant (escape) yield is not attained on this time scale. Numerical interpolation
techniques gave both track average and track segment yields for use in practical
applications or for comparison with other models. The model results also gave the first
hints that initial (~ 5 ps) hydrated electron yields, and possibly other water decomposition
products, are dependent on the type and energy of the incident radiation.
Heavy ion tracks have a very different structure from the tracks of low-LET 60Co
γ and fast electron radiation. As a radiation particle passes through liquid, it produces a
track of highly reactive radicals and ions in a nonhomogeneous spatial distribution. These
species undergo fast diffusion limited chemistry, which depends critically on the type and
energy of the ionizing radiation. (3) The nonhomogeneous kinetics reflect the
competition between the diffusive relaxation of the spatial distribution and the chemical
reactions of the radicals and ions and give the most direct experimental information about
the transfer of energy from the radiation particle to the liquid. The figure on the following
page shows the evolution of a 3H β track in water. The snapshots are from calculations
using stochastic simulation techniques to investigate the physical and chemical factors
observed to influence experimental radiation chemistry. Track structure studies provide a
detailed description of ion tracks as a function of both incident particle type and velocity,
specifically:
• the dependence of the spatial distribution of the energy deposition – local dose – upon
the properties of the primary radiation particle, e.g. energy, charge, LET, etc.;
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probe the radiolytic decomposition of
liquid pyridine. The major single
Evolution of a 3H β track in water:
condensed phase product in the γ(•) eaq-; (•) H3O+; (•) OH; (•) H; (•) H2; (•) OH-;
radiolysis of pyridine is dipyridyl
(•) H2O2; (•) O(1D) and O(3P)
with a yield of 1.25 molecules/100
eV total energy absorbed. Scavenging
studies suggest that most, if not all, dipyridyl has a radical precursor, but only about 10%
of that is due to the pyridyl radical. The remainder of the dipyridyl may be due to reaction
of the parent radical cation with pyridine. Iodine scavenging and quantum chemical
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calculations both show that the ortho-pyridyl radical (2-pyridyl) is far more stable than
the other two isomers.
Future Plans
Major questions remain about the physical, physico-chemical and chemical
processes that occur in a radiation track on the sub-picosecond time scale. (5) The poorly
understood energetics and fragmentation patterns of the molecular cation, H2O+, in water
will be studied with electronic structure methods. To model the situation in the liquid
phase, small water clusters will be explicitly treated together with implicit solvation
models (6) that describe bulk effects by surrounding the clusters with dielectric
continuum. All the available dissociation channels in low-lying states of the cation will
be investigated, particularly focusing on the ultrafast deprotonation that produces OH and
H3O+. It has recently been shown (7) that about 70% of the total molecular hydrogen
ultimately produced in the gamma-radiolysis of water originates from a previously
unrecognized ultrafast process. Possible explanations involving dissociative electron
recombination with H2O+ will be studied along with alternatives such as dissociative
electron recombination with H3O+. (8) The information obtained from ab initio
theoretical studies will guide stochastic simulations employing simulated fast electron
and heavy ion track structures to study the ultra-fast reaction of the molecular cation of
water with an adjacent water molecule to give H3O+ and OH radical, which is the
dominant source of OH in liquid water radiolysis. There is no definitive observation of
H2O+ in liquid water. The rate coefficient of the proton transfer reaction in the gas phase
suggests a lifetime of ~18 fs at the density of liquid water. (9) Furthermore, theoretical
calculations for the water dimer give a lifetime of 30-80 fs. (10) Monte Carlo track
chemistry simulations will be made employing a range of lifetimes from 10–100 fs, and
the results analyzed by comparison with experimental studies on the scavenger kinetics of
OH radical decay and H2O2 formation. Further calculations will consider the scavenging
of the molecular cation, looking at the ultra-fast formation of Br2– in concentrated Br–
solution and at the effect of concentrated nitrate solutions on the yield of H2O2.
Elucidation of the radiolysis of well-defined organic systems is important in
understanding radiation damage of polymers and the radiation-induced degradation of
organic solvents as these effects are central to matrix degradation and hazardous gas
production in the storage and handling of radioactive waste associated with organic
materials. Very few hydrocarbon systems have been examined in detail to obtain a
mechanistic description including all of the radiation processes from the initial molecular
ionization to final product formation. Monte Carlo track models for the radiolytic
chemistry of organic media will be developed in conjunction with experimental
observations and incorporating the results of quantum chemical computations undertaken
to predict the relative amounts of the molecular radicals.
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Program Scope
The long-term objective of this project is to advance the understanding of the relation
between detailed descriptions of molecular interaction and the prediction and characterization of
macroscopic collective properties. To do this, we seek to better understand the relation between
the form and representation of intermolecular interaction potentials and simulation techniques
required for statistical mechanical determination of properties of interest. Molecular simulation
has the promise to provide insight and predictive capability of complex physical and chemical
processes in condensed phases and interfaces. For example, the transport and reactivity of
species in aqueous solutions, at designed surfaces, in clusters and in nanostructured materials
play significant roles in a wide variety of problems important to the Department of Energy.
We start from the premise that a detailed understanding of the intermolecular interactions
of a small collection of molecules, through appropriate modeling and statistical analysis, will
enable us to understand the collective behavior and response of a macroscopic system, thus
allowing us to predict and characterize thermodynamic, kinetic, material, and electrical
properties. Our goal is to improve understanding at the molecular level in order to address
increasingly more complex systems ranging from homogeneous bulk systems to multiple phase
or inhomogeneous ones, to systems with external constraints or forces. Accomplishing this goal
requires understanding and characterization of the limitations and uncertainties in the results,
thereby improving confidence in the ability to predict behavior as systems become more
complex.
Recent Progress
In developing interaction potentials, we have recently focused on the relation between
accurate ab initio electronic structure calculations of aqueous ion clusters, x-ray absorption fine
structure measurements and empirical potentials used in molecular simulation. Initially we
studied the extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of dilute solutions of Ca2+ and Sr2+
in water and methanol. [6] Using classical molecular dynamics simulation (MD) techniques and
polarizable potential models, we provided a detailed study of the solvation structure of dilute
Ca2+ and Sr2+-water solutions. We developed a set of polarizable ion-solvent interactions that
accurately describes the hydration enthalpy, the coordination numbers and the peak locations of
the ion-solvent radial distribution functions. Simulated MD-EXAFS spectra were found to be in
good agreement with corresponding experimental measurements. Using similar techniques, the
analysis was extended to the study of aqueous K+ solvation. [13] In both of these studies, subtle
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differences were observed between the experimental and theoretical structure of the ion-water
interactions in solution. (See Figure 1.)
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Figure 1. Fourier transform of EXAFS. Comparison of experimental measurement and simulation using an empirical
potential at 300K.

The width of the first peak in the ion – oxygen radial distribution function, the DebyeWaller factor (DWF), σ2, was consistently smaller than that determined from EXAFS
measurement. In an attempt to better understand this difference a series of ab initio electronic
structure calculations of aqueous ion clusters were performed. A harmonic analysis of the DWF
was performed for the clusters. Similar analysis was performed for the empirical potential. (See
Figure 2(a).) The electronic structure values for the DWF were larger than the values determined
from the empirical potential. For practical considerations the electronic structure calculations
were limited to a harmonic analysis. Doing simulations using the empirical potential tested the
role of anharmonicity. We found that there is a universal relation between the DWF and the ionoxygen distance that is recovered by the harmonic analysis. (See Figure 2(b).) A procedure was
developed that shows that the electronic structure results of the clusters are consistent with
experimental measurement of the bulk solvation. Future plans will explore modifications to the
empirical potential to improve agreement with experimental measurement.
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Figure 2 (a). Harmonic DWF versus Ca-O distance for Ca2+(H2O)n clusters, n=1-7, at 300K. (b). DWF versus Ion-O
distance for Ca2+(H2O)n, K+(H2O)n and Cl-(H2O)n clusters, comparing anharmonic analysis to harmonic analysis
using an empirical potential.
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Future Plans
Initial analysis was also carried out on Cl- solvation using a polarizable ion-solvent
interaction that accurately describes the hydration enthalpy, the coordination numbers and the
peak locations of the ion-solvent radial distribution functions. The simulated MD-EXAFS
spectrum was found to be in good agreement with corresponding experimental measurement.
(See Figure 1.) In future studies we will refine our description of ion-solvent interaction in the
low concentration limit as we explore the relation between ab initio electronic structure
calculations of clusters and EXAFS measurement, seeking consistency between the approaches.
In the next stage of development we will consider the influence of molecular interaction between
ion-pairs. Our challenge is to be able to account for changes in features in EXAFS measurement
as a function of solute concentration. Initial simulations of the concentration dependence of HCl
EXAFS will allow us to better characterize H3O+ Cl- ion pairing in aqueous solution. Can this
interaction be effectively described using an empirical potential? In future studies we will
concentrate on CaCl2 and AgCl solutions as electronic structure calculations and experimental
EXAFS measurements are being performed.
In an effort to develop more robust representations of intermolecular interaction, we
continue to explore the use of semiempirical self-consistent field (SCF) methods. Neglect of
differential diatomic overlap (NDDO) methods that include such parameterizations as MNDO,
AM1, and PM3, have the ability to treat the formation and breaking of chemical bonds, but have
been found to poorly describe hydrogen bonding and weak electrostatic complexes. In contrast,
most empirical potentials are not able to describe bond-breaking and formation, but have the
ability to add missing elements of hydrogen bonding using classical electrostatic interactions.
We continue to develop a method that combines aspects of both NDDO-based SCF techniques
and classical descriptions of polarization to describe the diffuse nature of the electronic
wavefunction in a self-consistent manner. We have developed the self-consistent polarization
NDDO (SCP-NDDO) theory with the additional description of molecular dispersion developed
as a second-order perturbation theory expression. Initial efforts using this approach have allowed
us to parameterize the model to reproduce the accurate MP2/CBS estimates of small water
cluster binding energies of Xantheas et al, as well as the intramolecular frequency shifts as a
function of cluster size. Initial steps have been made to parameterize protonated and hydroxide
water clusters. Future efforts will extend the parameterization to aqueous solvation of more
complex ions.
Collaborators on this project include B. C. Garrett, S. M. Kathmann, S. S. Xantheas, and L. X.
Dang, V.-A. Glezakou, John Fulton, Yongsheng Chen, T. D. Iordanov and D. T. Chang. Battelle
operates Pacific Northwest National Laboratory for the U. S. Department of Energy.
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Reactive Intermediates in High Energy Chemistry.
Principal Investigators: Ilya A. Shkrob,* Robert A. Crowell, and David Gosztola
Radiation and Photochemistry Group, Chemistry Division, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois 60439; tel.: 630-2529516; FAX: 630-2524993; e-mail: shkrob@anl.gov
1. Program Scope.
Our twofold goal is (i) to study localization, thermalization, and chemical transformations of
short- lived reaction intermediates (e.g., electrons and holes) generated by ionization, electron
detachment, and other energetic processes in condensed media and (ii) to characterize the
structure and dynamics of trapped charges (e.g., excess electrons) in liquids, solids, and oxide
nanomaterials. Of special interest are chemical processes initiated by high-power lasers and
accelerated particles. The excitation and ionization events in radiolysis are clustered in
nanodomains called spurs. We are "dissecting" these spurs and learning about the rapid,
concerted processes occurring in the initial phase of their evolution. Presently, the main approach
is modeling such processes using ultrashort laser pulses. The methods include pump-probe
spectroscopy, pulse radiolysis, time-resolved conductivity, and magnetic resonance. The use of
fast and slow techniques, short-pulse lasers and particle accelerators, addressing both the kinetic
and structural aspects of the chemistry, and theoretical modeling are the constitutents of our
multifaceted approach. Our ability to pursue such comprehensive studies will soon be aided by a
10 TW table-top laser system capable of generating subpicosecond electron pulses (T3 system).
Once this T3 system is operational, spurs on the picosecond time scale will be studied. Most of
the group effort is currently focused on the development of this T3 system, yet we vigorously
pursue the research on the reactive intermediates in radiolysis and photolysis, as summarized
below.
2. Progress report.
The studies completed during the previous year were reviewed in the 2004 CPIMS report. These
studies focused on rapid, energetic processes in aqueous systems. The aim of our present
ultrafast studies on such systems is H-OH dissociation that follows three photon UV excitation of
liquid water. Understanding of these dynamics is required for modeling the evolution of
radiolytic spurs and water photolysis. So far, there were no experimental or theoretical studies of
the dynamics of water photodissociation in liquid phase. We are also completing, in
collaboration with S. E. Bradforth of USC, a detailed study of charge transfer to solvent (CTTS)
reactions involving photoexcited aqueous anions, including many common polyvalent anions
(this research was partially summarized in our 2004 report). This report summarizes our recent
progress in understanding of the na ture and the dynamics of excess electrons in nonpolar media.
2.1. Photo-Stimulated Electron Detrapping and the Two -State Model for Electron
Transport in Nonpolar Liquids.
The mechanism for charge conduction and radiation- and field- induced dielectric breakdown in
nonpolar liquids and solids (which are common insulating materials) present considerable
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practical interest. In such media, there is usually a dynamic equilibrium between trapped
(localized) and quasifree (extended) states of the excess electron (the so-called "two-state
model"). These equilibria are very rapid and thus difficult to study. The recent time-domain
time-resolved THz studies from T. F. Heinz' group at Columbia University suggested that a
drastic revision of the two-state models for electron conduction is needed since the properties of
quasifree electrons observed using the THz spectroscopy appeared to be very different from
those expected from the previous, less direct studies. Our study [1] vindicates the established
picture of electron conduction and shows how the unanticipated THz observations can be
interpreted within this standard picture. Using time-resolved d.c. conductivity, IR
photoexcitation of trapped electrons in saturated hydrocarbons was studied. The light promotes
the ele ctron from the trap into the conduction band of the liquid. From the analysis of the twopulse, two-color photoconductivity data, the life time of the electrons in traps has been estimated
as 10 ps. The estimated localization time of the quasifree electron is 20-50 fs; both of these time
estimates (for localization and thermal detrapping) are in agreement with the "quasiballistic"
model of Mozumder. The localization time is much shorter than 300 fs estimated using THz
spectroscopy for the same systems. The properties of trapped electrons in hydrocarbon liquids
were accounted for using the simple electron bubble model. The THz signal actually originates
from the oscillations of these electron bubbles rather than the oscillations of free-electron
plasma; vibrations of these bubbles are responsible for the deviations from the Drude behavior
observed below 0.4 THz. Various implications of these results have been analyzed.
2.2. Cluster Chemistry in Dilute Solution: Electron Trapping by Polar Molecules in Alkane
Liquids and Electron Encapsulation.
Are there condensed-phase analogs for dipole-bound anions (such as CH3 CN-) and negatively
charged clusters of polar molecules (such as (H2 O)n -) that occur in the gas phase? Our recent
study [2] suggests that both monomers and clusters of polar molecules (such as aliphatic alcohols
and acetonitrile) can reversibly trap conduction band electrons in very dilute alkane solutions.
The dynamics and energetics of this trapping have been studied using pulse radiolysis and timeresolved photoconductivity. Binding energies, thermal detrapping rates, and absorption spectra
of electrons attached to monomer and multimer solute traps were obtained and possible
structures for these species suggested. "Dipole coagulation" (stepwise growth of the solute
cluster around the cavity electron) predicted in 1972 was observed. Acetonitrile monomer was
shown to solvate the electron by its methyl group. The electron is dipole-bound to the CN group;
the latter points away from the center of the cavity. The resulting negatively charged species has
a binding energy of 0.4 eV and absorbs in the IR. Alcohol molecules cluster in the alkane
solution due to the formation of H-bonds between the monomers. These clusters solvate the
excess electron by their OH groups; at equilibrium, the predominant electron trap is a trimer or a
tetramer; the binding energy of this solute trap is ca. 0.8 eV. Trapping by smaller clusters is
opposed by the entropy which drives the equilibrium towards the electron in a solvent trap. For
alcohol monomers, the trapping does not occur; a slow proton transfer reaction occurs instead.
For acetonitrile monomer, the trapping is favored energetically but the thermal detachment is
rapid (ca. 1 ns). Our study suggests that a cluster anion cons isting of a few polar molecules
imbedded in an alkane "matrix" is the closest analog to the core of solvated electron in a neat
polar liquid. Another conclusion is the possibility of a single- molecule, fixed-geometry
supramolecular cage encapsulating the electron in the same fashion that several polar molecules
do it in the alkane solution. Such a species would greatly assist the structural and theoretical
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studies of solvated/trapped electron, as the solvent flexibility can be eliminated. It would also
provide a novel approach to the synthesis of all-organic quantum dots (wells) with uniform
properties and long spin decoherence time for the electron. We are actively pursuing this line of
research in collaboration with F. T. Williams of UTK and J. F. Wishart of BNL.
2.3. Ammoniated electron as solvent stabilized multimer radical anion
The excess electron in liquid ammonia ("ammoniated electron")
is commonly viewed as a cavity electron in which the s-type
wave function fills the interstitial void between 6-9 ammonia
molecules. While this one-electron cavity model accounts for the
optical properties of ammoniated electron, it is incompatible with
the magnetic resonance and IR-Raman data for this species. Our
theoretical study aims to resolve this conflict. An alternative
model of ammoniated electron based on many-electron Density
Functional Theory (DFT) approach was suggested in which this
species is regarded as a solvent stabilized multimer radical anion.
In this model, most of the excess electron density resides in the
frontier orbitals of N atoms in the ammonia molecules forming
the solvation cavity; a fraction of this spin density is transferred to the molecules in the second
solvation shell. The cavity is formed due to the repulsion between negatively charged solvent
molecules. Using DFT calculations for small cluster anions in the gas phase, it is demonstrated
that such core anions would account for the observed pattern of Knight shifts for 1 H and 14 N
nuclei as observed by NMR spectroscopy and the downshifted stretching and bending modes as
observed by IR-Raman spectroscopies. Our model vindicates the hypothesis of Symons (1976)
suggesting just such a picture of the ammoniated electron. Excess electrons in other aprotic
solvents (but not in water and alcohols) might be analogous to the ammoniated electron, with
substantial transfer of the spin density into the frontier N and C orbitals of methyl, amino, and
amide groups forming the solvation cavity. A revision of the models for electron solvation in
medium pola rity and nonpolar liquids might be necessary since one-electron models do not
capture the essential physics in such liquids. [http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0509137]
3. Future plans.
We have already began picosecond pulse radiolysis studies of liquid water using the T3 source
and we will focus our entire effort on such studies next year. We are particularly interested in the
experimental verification of "hot spur" hypothesis formulated in ref. (7) which posits that in
radiolysis, the thermalization of the ele ctron occurs on the time scale of 10-30 ps due to the finite
time required for the heat to escape the spur. Other priorities are the studies of photoionization in
nonaqueous liquids, electron encapsulation and structural characterization, photodynamics of
electron during geminate recombination, and the mechanism for photodissociation in liquid
water.
Recent publications (2004-2005).
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I. Program Scope
This research program seeks to examine the heterogeneous reaction kinetics and reaction
dynamics of surface chemical processes which are of direct relevance to efficient energy
production, condensed phase reactions, and materials growth including nanoscience objectives.
We have recently had several notable scientific and technical successes. Illustrative highlights
include: (1) a thorough study of how one can efficiently produce synthesis gas (SynGas) at
relatively low Rh(111) catalyst temperatures via the reaction CH4+1/2 O2 ! CO+2H2. In these
studies methane activation is accomplished utilizing high-kinetic energy reagents generated via
supersonic molecular beams, (2) experiments which have incisively probed the partial oxidation
chemistry of adsorbed 1- and 2- butene on Rh and ice, as well as partial oxidation of propene on
Au; (3) investigation of structural changes which occur to the reconstructed (23x√3)-Au(111)
surface upon exposure to atomic oxygen, (4) a combined experimental and theoretical
examination of the fundamental atomic-level rules which govern defect minimization during the
formation of self-organizing stepped nanostructures, (5) the use of these relatively defect-free
nanotemplates for growing silicon nanowires having atomically-dimensioned widths, (6) a
combined scanning probe and atomic beam scattering study of how the presence of selfassembling organic overlayers interact with metallic support substrates – this work has led to
revision of the currently held view of how such adsorbates reconfigure surface structure at the
atomic level, (7) an inelastic He atom scattering study in which we examined the effect of chain
length on the low-energy vibrations of alkanethiol striped phase self-assembled monolayers on
Au(111), yielding information on the forces that govern interfacial self-assembly, and (8) a study
of the activated chemistry and photochemistry of NO on NiO/Ni. Innovative STM and
molecular beam instrumentation has been fabricated to enable this program.
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II. Recent Progress
1. Molecular Beam Studies of Enhanced Routes to SynGas Production Using Methane
Methane is an abundant natural resource for
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chemistry to yield CO+2H2 from the partial oxidation of CH4. Concurrent molecular beams of
O2 and CH4 were used, with both beams having narrow kinetic energy distributions. The
reaction is highly activated, with the fraction of CH4 converted being strongly dependent on
normal translational energy, approaching unity for energies greater than ~1.3 eV. No CO2 was
detected under the conditions used, a key observation for reaction efficiency and minimization of
greenhouse gases.
2. Reaction of Small Olefins with O(3P) Adsorbed on Rh, Ice, and Au
Using molecular beams, we have studied the reaction of O(3P) with 1- and 2-butene on the
surface of Rh and ice, and propene on the surface of Au, in vacuum at cryogenic temperatures.
For 1-butene, the products are 1,2-epoxybutane, butanal, and a trace of butanone. For the 2butenes, the reaction products include cis- and trans-2,3 epoxybutane and butanone. The
propene reaction yielded a mixture of propylene oxide, propanal, and acetone. These results,
taken together, demonstrate that the surface serves as an efficient sink for the excess energy of
these highly exoergic reactions, yielding the stabilized adduct products. These investigations
have emphasized that significant differences occur in condensed phase reactions as compared to
related gas phase oxidative reaction where fragmentation and rearrangement dominate due to the
absence of other energy-dissipation channels. Our observations indicate that heterogeneous
interfaces provide a mechanism for channeling away excess energy, therefore leading to adduct
stabilization. These experiments will, ultimately, provide kinetic data that are needed for the
accurate modeling and design of advanced combustion and catalytic reforming systems.
3. O-Atom Induced Reconstruction of the Au(111) Surface
Using He diffraction, we have investigated morphological changes of the reconstructed (23x√3)Au(111) surface when small quantities of O atoms are adsorbed. The electronegative oxygen
removes charge from the surface, which causes the surface to restructure and ultimately revert to
the (111) structure. The extent of this deconstruction is dependent on the initial O coverage and
the surface temperature. When the deconstruction is complete, the oxygen can be removed from
the terraces by annealing, leaving the surface in the unreconstructed (111) structure. Ultimately,
and at a much slower rate, the surface begins to reconstruct. These experiments are important as
they demonstrate that catalytic interfaces cannot be viewed as static entities, but rather as having
evolving structure upon the adsorption of strongly-interacting reactive gases.
4. Oxygen Induced Restructuring of Stepped Metals: Experiment and Monte Carlo
Simulation of Nucleation-Controlled Step Doubling
In order to make effective use of the extreme density of nanoscale elements that form
spontaneously in self-assembling architectures, one must address the associated issue of
minimizing defect creation during the formation of such structures. In this project we have
examined the competing roles that nucleation kinetics and two-dimensional growth processes
play in nanostructure formation and defect minimization. We employed oxygen-induced step
doubling of vicinal Ni(977) surfaces as our physical system, using elevated temperature scanning
tunnelling microscopy and Monte Carlo simulations to extract the desired details of interface
evolution. Two interesting topological defect features were observed on the surface after
doubling reaches its asymptotic limit: (i) “frustrated ends,” which form when two counterpropagating step-doubling events that have a single step in common intersect, leaving a stable
topological defect, and (ii) residual “isolated single steps,” which form when a single step is
unable to partner with an adjacent step. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to better
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understand these results. These simulations indicate that control of the delicate and competing
interplay of nucleation kinetics and two-dimensional growth kinetics is the key to the formation
of more perfect interfaces. Such optimized interfaces can act as templates for guiding the
hierarchical assembly of nanowires and other nanoscale molecular assemblies (see next section).
5. Reactive Deposition of Silicon Nanowires Templated on a Stepped Nickel Surface
We have employed STM to examine the initial stages of Si nanowire growth by reactive
deposition of disilane (Si2H6) on Ni(977). At low dosing exposures, Si2H6 decomposes on the
stepped surface and forms oriented nanoscale wires which decorate the substrate’s step edges.
This method of gas-phase reactive deposition on a stepped surface, with the substrate acting as
both catalyst and nano-template with easily tunable width (by varying the vicinal miscut angle) is
a fruitful approach to creating massively-parallel nanoscale arrays of highly aligned structures.
6. Coexistence of the (23x√3)-Au(111) Reconstruction and a Striped Phase SAM
We have studied the effect of adsorption of a low-density alkanethiol monolayer on the state of
the Au(111) reconstruction. It is commonly believed that the substrate deconstructs following
formation of a thiolate self-assembled monolayer, but our results suggest this is not always the
case. He diffraction from 1-decanethiol and 1-octanethiol striped phase monolayers is exploited
to establish the surface nearest-neighbor spacing and to illustrate a unit cell corresponding to the
long dimension of the 23x√3 reconstruction. Using our observed 0.198 Å-1 peak spacing and the
11.5x√3 unit cell reported in the literature, we measure a substrate nearest-neighbor spacing of
2.76 Å along the [11̄0] direction, which represents the atomic spacing of the uniaxiallycompressed, reconstructed gold surface. Moreover, 1/2-order peaks in the diffraction from
decanethiol/Au(111) demonstrate a distinction between neighboring thiolate dimers. These peaks
are not observed for octanethiol/Au(111). Therefore, the 1/2-order peaks are not an inherent
characteristic of alkanethiol SAMs. The most likely explanation is a reconstructed substrate.
Complementary STM data indicate persistence of the reconstruction during growth of a
decanethiol striped phase monolayer and no evidence for vacancy islands typically associated
with deconstruction. Our model involving a still-reconstructed substrate is consistent with all
available data, while alternative models fail to explain the results from our laboratory.
7. Surface Vibrations in Alkanethiol Self-Assembled Monolayers of Varying Chain Length
We have performed a series of single-phonon inelastic He atom scattering experiments,
complemented by appropriate numerical simulations, in order to dissect the forces driving the
self-assembly of alkanthiolate monolayers, including inter-chain and chain-substrate interactions
which govern the self-assembly process. The striped phases of 1-decanethiol, 1-octanethiol, and
1-hexanethiol exhibit FTz phonons at 8.0, 7.3, and 7.3 meV, respectively. Molecular dynamics
simulations suggest that the frequencies of the low energy vibrations are relatively constant with
respect to chain length, in agreement with experiment. We also suggest that the modestly
increased energy of the C10 mode with respect to C8 and C6 comes from increased binding due
to the commensurate structure that C10 has with respect to the Au(111) reconstruction. This
work represents a step forward in understanding the forces that govern interfacial self-assembly.
8. Activated Chemistry and Photochemistry of NO on NiO/Ni
These activities are exploring the mechanistic details of NO chemistry with NiO(111)/Ni(111).
Intense and kinetic energy tunable molecular beams have led to the formation of unusual surface
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adsorbate structures exhibiting higher density (new bonding configurations); vibrational and
photochemical studies have been performed on these new bonding arrangements. These studies
are improving our fundamental understanding of heterogeneous processes which are relevant to
controlling NOx in the environment.
9. Instrumentation Development: During the past grant period we have completed the
assembly of a new cryogenically cooled STM (LiqN2 or LiqHe can be used). This facility is
giving crucial support to our effort in interface reactivity. We have also recently completed a
laser-ignition (7J CO2 TEA laser) pulsed beam source for the production of O(3P) atoms
spanning the kinetic energy range from sub-eV to multi-eV. This new addition will allow us to
examine important dynamical details of condensed phase oxidation reactions.
III. Future Plans
Studies of interfacial oxidation reactions, involving molecular and atomic oxygen, will continue.
During the coming year we hope to extend these studies to include our new hyperthermal
variable energy (sub-eV to multi-eV) atomic oxygen beam source in order to probe precise
dynamical details of adiabatic and non-adiabatic oxidation reactions. SAM overlayers which
present spatially-oriented end-groups will also be assessed as a route to probing directly
geometry-restricted chemical reaction dynamics at interfaces. STM imaging will be used in
support of these scattering experiments, giving an atomic-level view of the reaction systems.
IV. Publications
In Search of Nano-Perfection: Experiment and Monte Carlo Simulation of NucleationControlled Step Doubling, Yi Wang, T. P. Pearl, S. B. Darling, J. L. Gimmell, and S. J. Sibener,
J. Applied Physics, 91 (12): 10081-10087 (2002).
Reactive Deposition of Silicon Nanowires Templated on a Stepped Nickel Surface, Yi Wang
and S. J. Sibener, J. Phys. Chem. B 106, 12856-12859 (2002).
Coexistence of the (23x√3)-Au(111) Reconstruction and a Striped Phase Self-assembled
Monolayer, S.B. Darling, A.W. Rosenbaum, Yi Wang, and S.J. Sibener, Langmuir 18, 74627468 (2002).
Surface Vibrations in Alkanethiol Self-Assembled Monolayers of Varying Chain Length,
A.W. Rosenbaum, M.A. Freedman, S.B. Darling, I. Popova, and S.J. Sibener, J. Chem. Phys.
120, 3880-3886 (2004).
Applied Reaction Dynamics: Efficient Single Collision Partial Oxidation of Methane to CO
on Rh(111), K.D. Gibson, M. Viste, and S. J. Sibener, submitted.
The Reaction of O(3P) with Condensed Arenes, K.D. Gibson and S. J. Sibener, to be
submitted.
The Reaction of 1- and 2-Butene with O(3P) on the Surface of Rh and Ice, K.D. Gibson and
S. J. Sibener, to be submitted.
O-atom Induced Reconstruction of the Au(111) Surface, K. D. Gibson, and S. J. Sibener, to
be submitted.
Beam Induced Changes in Adsorption Behavior of NO on NiO(111)/Ni(111), B. D. Zion and
S. J. Sibener, to be submitted.
UV-photodesorption of Novel, Beam-Induced NO Layers, B. D. Zion and S. J. Sibener, to be
submitted.
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I. Program scope
The reactions of a single metal atom, or possibly a metal dimer, with simple gaseous
reagents are reasonable first-order model systems for emulating catalysis. Although the
literature abounds with theoretical predictions for the reaction of naked metal atoms or
metal clusters with simple hydrocarbons, hydrogen, and other gases, the gap between
theoretical predictions and experimental observations is immense. The calculations
typically predict structure and relative stability for the pre-reactive complex, insertion
products, transition state complexes, and elimination products that occur along plausible
reaction paths. The elimination products are small, transient, metal-containing radical
molecules which are the focus of our studies. In our case, these molecules are generated in
the reaction of a laser ablated metal vapor seeded in an Argon/reagent gas supersonic
expansion. Highly quantifiable information about the geometric, and more importantly,
electronic structure of these molecules is derived from the analysis of optical spectra
recorded at the near natural linewidth limit. These simple molecules are amenable to
sophisticated electronic structure calculations, thereby creating the desired symbiosis
between theory and experiment.
Experimental determination of the permanent electric dipole moments, μ, has been a
major focus because dipole moments: a) are primarily dependent upon the chemically
relevant valence electrons; b) are the most fundamental electrostatic property, and c) enter
into the description of numerous phenomena. The observed large variation in μ even
amongst simple, similar molecules (e.g. MoC (X3Σ-) μ = 6.32 D (see below) vs. PtC(X1Σ+)
μ = 1.08D[1]) illustrates its sensitivity to the nature of the chemical bond. A comparison of
predicted μ values with experimentally determined values is the primary criteria for
assessing the effectiveness of various computational methodologies. This is particularly
important for evaluating post-Hartree-Fock treatments, which are essential for obtaining
quantitative predictions. A stringent test of computational methods [3,4] is the comparison
of predicted values of μ obtained by both a finite field calculation, where μ =

∂Energy
r
,
r
∂E E →0

and the expectation value approach, where μ = Ψ el ∑ eri Ψ el . The two approaches are
i

related by [2]:
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r
where E is the applied electric field. According to the Hellman-Feynman theorem, the
finite field and expectation value prediction will be identical (i.e. the 2nd term of Eq. 1 = 0)
when Ψel is either the exact eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian or a predicted wave function
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that has been fully optimized in the variational sense. For transition metal containing
molecules, ab initio generated wave functions require extensive treatment of electron
correlation and are not fully optimized in the variational sense. Therefore, if the predicted
wavefunction, Ψel, is an accurate approximation to the true wavefuntion, then the
expectation value prediction and the finite field predicted value will agree with the
experimentally derived value.
II. Recent accomplishments
a. Dipole moment of transition metal monocarbides
Although the transition metal-carbon bond is of particular importance in catalysis,
there is relatively little experimentally derived information for this class of molecules.
Previously we reported on the DoE supported experimental studies involving the first row
monocabide FeC [5], second row RuC [Publs. 1 &3], and third row IrC[6] and PtC[1]. Our
most recent study involves the dipole moment determination for MoC in its [18.6]3Π1 and
X3Σ- states. Previously, the R2PI [7] and dispersed laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [8]
spectra have been recorded and analyzed by the Morse group. An example of our highresolution LIF spectra for the (0,0)[18.6]3Π1 - X3Σ- band of MoC is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The MoC Q(1) transition
of the (0,0) band in the [18.6]3Π1X3Σ- system recorded field-free
(lower panel) and in the presence of
a perpendicularly oriented field of
1227 V/cm (upper panel).
Note
the non-sequential ordering of the
different isotopologue and the
magnetic hyperfine splitting for
95
MoC and 97MoC species.
The measured values for μ and the reduced dipole moment (≡μ/re), which is a
more accurate gauge of the charge distribution, are collected in Table 1. A perusal of
Table 1 reveals that the μ/re values for molecules having (n+1)s metal-centered orbital
occupation (i.e. FeC, IrC, and PtC ) are greatly reduced from those that that do not.
Evidently this orbital can readily polarize away from the bond. This polarization effect is
difficult to quantitatively predict making the ab initio derived μ values for FeC, IrC, and
PtC less quantitative than those for MoC and RuC.
Table 1. Measured dipole moments of metal monocarbes.
Parameter
Config.
μ (Debye)
μ/re (D/Ǻ)

RuC (X1∑+)

IrC(X2Δ)

FeC(X3Δ3)

MoC(X3Σ-)

(3d)σ2π4δ3(4s)σ1

(4d)σ2π4δ2

(4d)σ2π4δ4

(5d)σ2π4δ3(6s)σ2

(5d)σ2π4δ4(6s)σ2

2.36(3)
1.47

6.32(20)
3.77

4.09(14)
2.54

1.60(7)
0.952

1.09(5)
0.649
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PtC (X1∑+)

b. Stark effect and hyperfine interaction in RuF
Ruthenium-based complexes are important in catalyzing olefin metathesis
reactions for, amongst other things, ring catenation, ring closing, and ring-opening. An
increasingly important class of ruthenium-based complexes is the first and second
generation Grubb’s catalysts, the base of which are a chlorinated ruthenium carbene:
Cl2RuCHPh. The catalytic action is likely linked to the nature of the Ru-halide bond.
One approach to glean insight the electronic contribution, as opposed to the steric effects,
is to model the interaction of metal halides and dihalides with simple hydrocarbons [9].
With this in mind, we have recently made the first spectroscopic detection of RuF and the
subsequent analysis of the [18.2]5.5 – X 4Φ9/2 band system recorded field-free and in the
presence of a static electric field. The determined bond lengths, dipole moments and
magnetic hyperfine interactions in the ground and excited states and the vibrational
interval in the ground state have been used to provide insight into the bonding. The
determined large value μ for the X 4Φ9/2 state (= 5.34(7) D) suggest a (4d)σδ3π3 dominant
configuration, consistent with a ligand-field model and the sole theoretical prediction
[10]. It is demonstrated that the 19F(I=1/2) magnetic hyperfine interaction is an effective
diagnostic of the electronic nature of the ground and excited electronic states.
c. Construction of Mid-infrared Difference Frequency Spectrometer
The metal imides, MNH, amides, MNH2, hydroxides, MOH, carbenes, MCH2, and
methylidines, MCH, have been, and will continue to be, targets for our high-resolution
spectroscopic studies. Many of these molecules are observed in our TOF mass spectra,
but detecting them via LIF spectroscopy has been challenging. We have constructed a
difference frequency generation (DFG) spectroscopic source, similar to that in used at the
Rice University [11,12], to be used for direct absorption measurements. This system
incorporates two recent technological advances that greatly facilitate DFG: a) the
traditional Ar+ laser is replaced by a powerful, compact, and low-noise, single frequency,
cw, diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser; and b) the mixing media is a periodically poled
lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal. The periodic-polling facilitates phase matching
eliminating the need for accurate temperature control.
III. Future directions
a. Sensitivity enhancements for the mid-infrared spectrometer.
As a means of improving the sensitivity of the mid-infrared absorption
spectrometer we are: a) installing a slit laser ablation source to extend the path length; b)
developing a two-tone frequency modulation detection scheme similar to that used at
Sandia National Laboratory [13].
b. Discharge sources as an alternative method for molecular production.
The number of polyatomic molecules that we have detected and characterized are
far fewer than the number of diatomic molecules. Our current laser ablation/reaction
production scheme may favor generation of diatomic fragments because of the associated
energetic ablation plasma. In the future, we will also use a dc-discharge supersonic
expansion source with volatile organometallic precursors similar to what we used in the
study of SiCH [14] and GeCH [15]. Initial studies will use trimethyl
(methycyclopetadienyl) platinum, (CH3)3(CH3C5H4)Pt, seeded in an argon carrier gas.
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Our study of the collective structure and molecular dynamics of liquids has focused on
hydrogen bond rearrangements in water, as viewed through infrared spectroscopy. Over the past
few years we have used a variety of femtosecond infrared experiments to characterize timedependent changes in frequency of the OH stretching vibration of HOD in D2O that result from
changing hydrogen bond configuration. This widely studied model system can be used to
characterize the vibrational dynamics of an isolated OH stretch vibration within D2O molecules,
whose hydrogen bond dynamics closely mirror those of H2O. The OH stretch frequency ω is
particularly sensitive to the hydrogen bonding environment leading to a broad absorption line in
the mid-infrared at 3400 cm-1. Femtosecond IR spectroscopy can be used to characterize spectral
diffusion within the OH absorption line, which in turn is determined by the hydrogen bond
dynamics and kinetics. These experiments are interpreted with the help of a model for OH
vibrational frequency shifts that draws on molecular dynamics simulations.
The physical and chemical properties of water are dictated by hydrogen bond interactions
and the reconfiguration of the structure of water during the breaking and forming of hydrogen
bonds. Water is a remarkably structured liquid, considering that at any instant it has 80-90% of
the hydrogen bonds found in the tetrahedral structure of ice. But the structure imposed by these
highly directional hydrogen bonds evolves very quickly. Our earlier studies described how
individual hydrogen bonds in water experience configurational fluctuations on femtosecond
time-scales preceding a collective reorganization of the liquid.
Our more recent 2D IR experiments seek to reveal mechanisms of hydrogen bond
rearrangements, characterize the stability of non-hydrogen bond configurations, and discern
different conceptual pictures for the structure and dynamics of hydrogen bonding in liquid water.
The theoretical formulations of molecular models for the physical properties of water are often
broken into two classes, mixture models and continuum models. Mixture models conceive of the
liquid as composed of two or multiple stable species that differ in their hydrogen bonding
configurations. Closely associated with the concepts of the mixture models is the language of
“broken” or “dangling” hydrogen bonds. Continuum models do not identify different species, but
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conceive of the structure as a continuous distribution of geometries or large distortions about an
average structure.
2D IR spectroscopy characterizes the evolution of distributions of molecular
conformations or local solvent environments. It correlates how molecules initially at one
frequency (ω1) evolve to a final frequency (ω3) during the course of a waiting period (τ2). This
information is encoded in the details of 2D IR lineshapes, which can be analyzed statistically to
describe the variance in structural parameters. For a broad inhomogeneous lineshape consisting
of molecules in different environments, the 2D lineshape is diagonally elongated. The
interconversion of environments leads to a gradual change to a symmetric (round) lineshape for
increased waiting times.
Our 2D IR experiments suggest that non-hydrogen bonded configurations between pairs
of molecules in water are not stable, but are transient fluctuations about a hydrogen bonded state
or the transition state in a hydrogen switching event. We argue that dangling hydrogen bonds do
not exist in water. These conclusions have important implications for the general picture of water
structure and how its hydrogen bond network rearranges. Equally important, it has implications
for how hydrogen bonds interact with solutes and mediate aqueous chemical processes such as
proton transport.
The detailed molecular picture of the processes observed in our experiments has emerged
from collaborations, in which theory and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation were used to
interpret these IR spectroscopies in terms of hydrogen bonding structure, dynamics, and kinetics.
Specifically, our collaboration with Phillip Geissler led to a model for the OH frequency shifts
for HOD in D2O which was used to investigate the relationship between vibrational frequency
and hydrogen bonding configurations about the HOD molecule. In a subsequent collaboration
with Bruce Berne, this model was used to compare our experiments to simulations of several
polarizable models of water. The principles we developed for studying hydrogen bond kinetics in
water are broadly applicable, as we have shown with studies of hydrogen bonding of the model
peptide N-methylacetamide to a number of polar solvents.
Ongoing work seeks to clarify the mechanistic details about how hydrogen bonds
rearrange, and will extend femtosecond infrared experiments to studies of proton transport in
water.
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This program aims to provide a molecular level description of the nature and role of
chemical environment in determining the molecular geometry, bond structure and reactivity of
prototype open-shell radical systems. Radical-solvent interactions can involve exchange between
the unpaired electron on the radical and electron pairs on the solvent molecules. These
interactions are often different in nature, strength and physicochemical effects from those in
closely related closed-shell systems, including ions. A variety of experimental techniques, such
as the Radiation Laboratory’s unique time-resolved Raman, transient absorption and electron
spin resonance spectroscopies, complemented by quantum chemical structure calculations, are
used to achieve the objectives of the program. The information sought is valuable for gaining
insight into the role of the medium in directing the speed and course of reactions and making
useful applications to a range of energy related chemical, industrial and biomedical processes.
These applications include electron transfer reactions relevant to energy conversion and storage
devices. These studies are of utmost importance for the development and testing of appropriate
theories for the electronic structure of radicals in condensed phases.
Recently the role of ions in affecting the hydrogen bond network in liquid water has been
questioned.1 It has been believed for a long time that some ions enhance the hydrogen bond
structure in water, and that others weaken it.1-5 However, the concept of structure making and
breaking has been based on macroscopic properties, e.g., viscosity and entropy of solvation, and
has not been established by structural investigations.1,3-4 A recent rotational dynamics study of
water molecule coordinated with ions and in bulk has led to the startling conclusion that the
addition of ions has no influence on hydrogen bonding of water molecules outside the first
solvation shells of the ions and does not support the concept of the enhancement or breakdown of
the hydrogen-bond network in liquid water by ions.1 The explanation for the bulk properties of
liquid water containing ions, such as viscosity, has been proposed in terms of rigid sphere model
of the hydrated ions. Thus far there has been no structural confirmation of this model. Our
current studies on solvated radicals are directed towards examining the role of hydrated ions in
affecting the hydrogen bond structure of liquid water beyond their hydration shells. Radicals
containing hydrogen bonding moieties, such as O and NH2, are excellent hydrogen bond
sensors.6 Previously well characterized centrosymmetric (e.g., p-benzosemiquinone anion (OC6H4-O−•), p-phenylenediamine cation (H2N-C6H4-NH2+•) and asymmetric radicals (e.g., paminophenoxyl (H2N-C6H4-O•))6-8 provide sensitive probes for the hydrogen bonding and the
potential gradient effects produced by the hydrated cations and anions in solution. Other radical
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probes used in these studies are asymmetric benzoate dianion (C6H5-CO22−•) and N-heterocyclic
radicals such as pyridinal (C5H5-NH•) radical.
Probe radicals can be inserted in solution at a very low concentration using pulse
radiolysis. In these very dilute solutions the mutual interaction between different probe radicals
and their hydration shells can be ruled out. The intensity profile and the vibrational frequencies
observed in time–resolved resonance Raman spectra contain information on the interaction
between the radical and its chemical environment. Because of instantaneous nature of the Raman
scattering process, the water molecules coordinated with ions cannot exchange with those in the
bulk. Hydrogen bonds are not formed or broken during the scattering process. In the case of ESR
experiments, the exchange of water molecules is fast enough that the hydrogen bonding effects
are averaged.5 Therefore, resonance Raman spectroscopy provides information on the spaceaveraged effects of the hydrogen bonding environment and ESR spectroscopy on the timeaveraged effects.
In the rigid sphere model of hydrated ions,1 a solute molecule with hydrogen-bonding
capabilities is expected to interact with the water molecules within the hydration shell spheres. If
the ions are incapable of exerting a significant effect beyond the first hydration shell, the
structural properties of the solute molecule should not change from that in a pure aqueous
solution. In a time-resolved resonance Raman study of an asymmetric (zwitterionic) radical
having O and NH2 end groups (H2N-C6H4-O•), no significant change in vibrational frequencies
was observed on addition of very high concentration of Na+/Li+ and Cl− ions to solution.8
However, the intensity profile of the spectrum changed dramatically, with greatly enhanced
dynamic coupling between the NH2 scissors and the ring stretching motion of the radical,
observed in the 1600-1700 cm-1 region.8 It is obvious that the effect of ions beyond their first
hydration shell is not strong enough to cause a perceptible shift in the vibrational frequencies, but
it is fairly significant in enhancing the intra-molecular vibrational coupling and, as a
consequence, the intensity profile of the resonance Raman spectrum.8
The clustering of the hydrated anions and cations across the polar ends of a molecule
creates a charge gradient. In ESR experiments we have observed the migration of charge under
the influence of this potential gradient, using the H2N-C6H4-O• radical as a model probe.9 The
ring proton hyperfine constants provide a measure of the unpaired π-electron distribution on the
ring. On addition of 8M LiCl to solution, the proton hyperfine constants of the ring hydrogens
adjacent to the amine group increase by 5.2% and decrease by a slightly lesser extent (2.3%) for
the hydrogens adjacent to the O atom. The total spin on the aromatic ring is relatively unaffected.
This effect of a potential gradient generated by the hydrated anions and counter cations across
the length of a polar molecule in solution on intra-molecular charge migration has not been
reported previously.
In the absence of a charge gradients, as in the case of centrosymmetric radicals [e.g., (OC6H4-O)−• and (H2N-C6H4-H2N)+ •], no significant change in the ESR hyperfine constants of the
ring protons is observed to result from the presence of high concentration of Na+/Li+ and Cl−
ions in solution. On the other hand, the resonance Raman spectra of (H2N-C6H4-H2N)+• exhibit a
profound change in the dynamic coupling between the NH2 scissors and the ring stretching
vibrations, indicated by the changes in the intensity profile of the corresponding bands in the
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1600-1700 cm-1 region. This difference arises because of the differences in the time-scales of the
Raman scattering and the ESR relaxation processes mentioned earlier.
We have also studied the effects of vibrational excitation on molecular orientation in
aqueous metal-molecule systems, using Agn-(p-aminothiophenol) as a model.10 Such molecules
adsorb on the metal particles in a radical-like state.11 It has been found that the surface-bound
molecules/radicals that are spontaneously excited into higher vibrational states by Stokes
surface-enhanced Raman scattering can reorient in the relaxed vibrational states probed by antiStokes surface-enhanced Raman scattering.10 This phenomenon is identifiable by the anti-Stokes
and Stokes intensity ratios of the vibrational bands differing from the Boltzmann factor.
In near future studies, isotopic substitutions in probe radicals will be used for changing
the intrinsic coupling strength between the intramolecular vibrations. The relationship between
the intrinsic coupling strength and the extent of its enhancement in the presence of ions in
solution will be investigated. These studies will also clarify the role of the bending vibration of
water molecules in the intramolecular vibrational coupling in the radical probes. Complementary
studies in aprotic solvents will distinguish between the hydrogen-bond effects and bulk solvent
effects such as viscosity and dielectric constant. In addition to amine radicals, the benzoate
dianion (C6H5-CO22−•) and pyridinal (C5H5-NH•) radicals will be used as probes.
We will elucidate the early chemical steps in the radiation chemistry of saline aqueous
solutions, relevant to the formation of probe radicals in a strongly ionic environment. Of
particular interest is the chemistry induced by the direct and indirect effects of radiation. At high
concentrations of hydrated ions, the radiation is likely to interact directly with the ion and cause
ionization. The indirect effect involves fragmentation of water molecules into highly reactive
radicals (e.g., •OH and eaq−) which subsequently attack the ion. Initial studies will be performed
on neutral aqueous solutions containing high concentrations of chloride ions. Preliminary
transient absorption studies have shown the appearance of transient/s absorbing at about 340 nm.
The absorbance at this wavelength grows with the Cl− concentration. We will use the specificity
of time resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy to identify the species that contribute towards
this absorption at different concentrations of Cl− and elucidate the mechanism of their formation.
These studies will be subsequently extended to the aqueous solutions containing very high
concentrations of other halide ions and OH−.
The radical-water interaction will be studies in hydrated atomic radicals using time-resolved
resonance Raman spectroscopy and quantum mechanical structure calculations. We will focus on
the systems such as such as Ag(H2O)n• and ClOH−•/ClOH2• which are of fundamental
importance in a variety of reactions but have been difficult to observe by structure–sensitive
techniques. Distinction will be made between a few water molecules associated with the radical
centers and the bulk of water molecules and their structural properties will be determined.
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The objective of this research effort is to provide energetic information regarding the
interaction of water molecules in small to medium size clusters (n=2-21). This information is
essential in order to assess the accuracy of reduced representations of intermolecular interactions
for water such as model potentials and/or various density functionals. The parametrization of
those reduced representations is commonly performed using available data from a variety of
environments ranging from clusters to liquid water and ice. The results for water clusters offer
the advantage of probing the fundamental interactions at the molecular level and therefore
systematically identifying the physical terms necessary to describe hydrogen bonding. However,
no direct experimental measurements have been performed to date for the interaction energies of
even small clusters such as the water dimer let alone liquid water and/or ice. All cluster
energetic information that is used in the parameterization of interaction potentials comes directly
from calculations.
First principles electronic calculations offer the advantage of providing this essential
energetic information. The issue of accuracy is of outmost importance since, for instance,
numbers within “chemical accuracy” (1 kcal/mol) for the binding energies of small water
clusters are needed in order to ensure transferability for larger systems such as bulk water and ice
and produce meaningful results. This range typically represents a small (<1%) percentage of the
cluster binding energies. However, the computational cost scales theoretically between N3 to N5,
N being proportional to the size of the system. For the water hexamer, for example, in order to
tighten the accuracy of the computed binding energies from 10% to 1% requires a 10,000x
increase in the computational cost. These calculations are currently impossible on conventional
computers using serial architectures. Recent implementations of electronic structure software
methods that exploit the advantages of supercomputers with parallel architectures (NWCHEM)
have made these calculations feasible for the first time, thus providing indispensable and
currently irreplaceable information needed for the development of accurate interaction potentials.
We are developing a database of accurate binding energies of water clusters up to size
n=21 from electronic structure calculations that are based on hierarchical approaches in both the
correlation and orbital basis set expansions. The correlation part is treated at the second order
perturbation (MP2) and coupled cluster with single, double and perturbative estimates of triple
replacements [CCSD(T)] levels of theory. The use of the family of augmented correlationconsistent polarized valence basis sets of double to quintuple zeta quality (aug-cc-pVxZ, x=D, T,
Q, 5) allows for estimates of the complete basis set (CBS) limit. These binding energies are
becoming the benchmark references for new electronic structure methods describing hydrogen
bonding such as the new generation of density functionals (i.e. X3LYP). They are furthermore
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being used as the standards in the parametrization of the new generation of interaction potentials
for water such as TTM2-R, TTM2-F, AMOEBA, GCPM and MCDHO.
Table 1 shows the comparison between the computed MP2/CBS binding energies and the
ones obtained with various potentials for selected clusters.
n
ASP-W ASP-W4 TTM2-R TTM2-F MP2/CBS |ΔE|/n
2
-4.68
-4.99
-4.98
-5.02
-4.98
0.02
3 cyclic
-14.81
-15.49
-15.59
-15.90
-15.8
0.03
4 cyclic
-24.32
-26.97
-27.03
-27.54
-27.6
0.02
5 cyclic
-30.88
-35.09
-36.05
-36.69
-36.3
0.08
5 cage
-32.65
-35.23
-34.75
-35.22
(-35.1)
0.02
6 prism
-42.54
-47.06
-45.11
-45.86
-45.9
0.01
6 cage
-43.31
-45.86
-45.65
-46.46
-45.8
0.11
6 book
-40.48
-45.00
-45.14
-45.99
-45.6
0.07
6 cyclic
-37.58
-43.36
-44.28
-45.03
-44.8
0.04
-73.15
-71.87
-73.21
-72.7
0.06
8 cube (D2d)
-73.24
-72.7
0.06
8 cube (S4)
20 dodecahedron
-197.1
-198.5
-202.2
-200.1
0.11
20 (5x4mers)
-210.2
-210.9
-214.3
-212.6
0.09
20 (4x5mers)
-210.7
-210.6
-214.0
-215.0
0.05
20 (glob. min)
-210.8
-210.8
-212.6
-217.9
0.08
Table 1. Comparison of the MP2/CBS binding energies of water clusters with the
ones obtained with various empirical potentials.
The accurate calculation of the binding energies of various hydrogen bonded networks
present in the families of isomers of (H2O)20 has solved a long standing problem regarding their
relative stability. For this cluster, based on the arrangement of the oxygen atom network, there
are 4 major families of minima (a) dodecahedron, (b) fused cubes, (c) face-sharing pentagonal
prisms and (d) edge-sharing pentagonal prisms. Interest in the relative stabilities of the various
networks of these neutral clusters stems
from their importance in understanding the
transition from the open 3-fold to the
compact 4-fold coordinated structures. The
relative energetic order of the most stable
isomer of each family is predicted from the
ab-initio calculations to be: (d) (most
stable), (c), (b), (a) (less stable). Their
corresponding MP2/CBS binding energies
are: -200.1 kcal/mol (dodecahedron, 30
hydrogen bonds), -212.6 kcal/mol (fused
cubes, 36 hydrogen bonds, 36 dangling
bonds), -215.0 (face-sharing pentagonal
prisms, 35 hydrogen bonds, 15 dangling
bonds) and –217.9 kcal/mol (edge-sharing
pentagonal prisms, 34 hydrogen bonds, 10
dangling
bonds).
Therefore the
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dodecahedron lies ca. 18 kcal/mol higher in energy than the most stable edge-sharing pentagonal
prism isomer.
The ab-initio investigation of the relative stability of the various hydrogen bonding
networks in the n=17-21 cluster regime has identified the existence of a transitional size regime
where preferential stabilization alternates between “all-surface” (all atoms on the surface of a
cluster) and “internally solvated” (one water molecule at the center of the cluster, fully solvated)
configurations with the addition or the removal of a single water molecule.
This behavior has been previously suggested based on the results of the TTM2-F
interaction potential.
It is
qualitatively different from the
picture that simple, pairwiseadditive potentials like TIP4P
suggest.
The onset of the
appearance of the first “interior”
configuration in water clusters
occurs for n=17. The observed
structural alternation between
“interior” (n=17, 19, 21) and
“all-surface” (n=18, 20) global
minima in the n=17-21 cluster
regime is accompanied by a
corresponding
spectroscopic
signature,
namely
the
undulation in the position of the
most red-shifted OH stretching
vibrations according to the
trend: “interior” configurations
exhibit more red-shifted OH
stretching vibrations than “allsurface” ones. These most redshifted OH stretching vibrations
form distinct groups in the
intramolecular region of the
spectra and correspond to
localized vibrations of donor
OH stretches that are connected
to neighbors via “strong” (water
dimer-like) hydrogen bonds and
belong to a water molecule with
a “free” OH stretch.
Acknowledgements: This research was performed in part using computational resources in
the Molecular Science Computing Facility (MCSF) in the William R. Wiley Environmental
Molecular Sciences Laboratory. Battelle operates Pacific Northwest National Laboratory for the U.
S. Department of Energy.
Collaborators on this project include A. Lagutschenkov, G. Niedner-Schatteburg, E.
Aprà, G. S. Fanourgakis and W. A. de Jong.
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We investigate protein conformational fluctuations by conducting single-molecule electron
transfer experiments. The experimental findings have led to the discovery of a remarkable
power law memory kernel spanning from 10-3 s to 10 s. The consequence of such a memory
kernel for biochemical reactions is studied in the framework of Kramers’ theory by stochastic
simulations of generalized Langevin dynamics, which accurately accounts for the
experimentally observed dynamic disorder in enzymatic reactions. The microscopic origin of
multiple timescale fluctuation of protein is also investigated by molecular dynamics
simulations. We began a new project on nonequilibrium steady-state thermodynamics of
biochemical reactions, developing a methodology of determination of thermodynamic driving
force from nonequilibrium turnover time traces of single enzymes.
Recent Progress
1. Power law memory kernel for conformational fluctuation within a single protein
molecule (Wei Min and Guobin Luo, graduate students, Prof. Binny Cherayil, on sabbatical
from Indian Institute of Science, Prof. Sam Kou, collaborator at Harvard’s Statistics
Department)
The rate of electron transfer (ET) is sensitive to the donor (D) -acceptor (A) distance,
which can serve as a probe to monitor protein motion with angstrom resolution. We have
investigated the equilibrium fluctuation of DA distance within a single protein molecule. A
highly specific monoclonal anti-fluorescein antibody (anti-FL) binds to the fluorescein (FL)
and quenches its fluorescence (up to 90%) by excited state ET from a nearby tyrosine residue
(Fig.1). The fluorescence lifetime of a single fluorescein anti-fluorescein complex was
monitored as a function of time. The autocorrelation function of the DA distance, Cx(t),
deduced with high time resolution (Fig. 2a), decays over a broad range of time scales from
millisecond to hundreds of seconds.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematics of the structure of the FL and anti-FL complex. The tyrosine donor (Tyr) and fluorescein
acceptor (FL) for the photo-induced electron transfer reaction
237 are highlighted. (b) An experimental trajectory of the
donor acceptor distance, x, for a single complex.
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Fig. 2. (a) Autocorrelation function of x(t) is highly stretched multi-exponential decay, indicating fluctuations
on a broad range of time scales. (b) Within the frame work of GLE, the memory kernel K~ ( s ) is experimentally
determined to be a power law.

We model x(t) as the coordinate of a fictitious particle diffusing in a harmonic potential.
The generalized Langevin equation (GLE) governs its dynamical evolution:
d 2 x (t )
dx (τ ) dU ( x )
= −ζ ∫ dτK (t − τ )
−
+ F (t )
2
dτ
dx
dt
0
t

m

where m is the mass of the particle, U(x) is the harmonic potential, ζ is the friction coefficient,
F(t) is the random force with certain memory function K(t, τ) that is in turn related to F(t) by
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, < F (t ) F (τ ) >= k B TζK (t − τ ) . In the over-damped limit,

~

where the inertial term can be neglected, we have shown that K ( s ) , the Laplace transform

~

of K(t), exhibits a simple power-law decay, K ( s ) ∝ sα, with α=–0.49±0.07 over at least four
decades of time (Fig. 2b). The inverse Laplace transform gives K(t) = t –α –1 ∝ t -1/2, which is
remarkably simple. This underlies the fact that protein conformational changes take place at
broad range of timescales.
2. A unified theory for dynamic disorder of biochemical reactions by incorporating power
law memory kernel into the celebrated Kramers’ escape theory (Wei Min, graduate student)
If a power law memory kernel exists for the distance between any two points within a
protein molecule, it must also exist for a 1D reaction coordination of an enzymatic reaction.
We have developed a new model to explain dynamic disorder by incorporating power law
memory kernel into the Kramers’ escape problem. The results were obtained by stochastic
simulation of generalized Langevin dynamics in double well.
Fig. 3 shows the first passage time distributions of chemical reactions for three different
coupling strengths ζ between the reaction coordinate and the other degrees of motions.
Stretched exponential decays was observed for strong coupling condition. This work provides
a unified theory for dispersed kinetics in condensed-phase chemical reactions, dynamic
disorder in particular, with simple and reasonable assumptions. It reduces to
Kramers-Grote-Hynes theory under the condition of timescale separation. Our new model can
readily account for the dispersed kinetics of CO binding to myoglobin observed by
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Frauenfelder et al, as well as our recent observation of fluctuating rate constants of
single-molecule enzymatic reactions.
Fig. 3. Stochastic simulation of the first passage
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3. MD simulation of the conformation dynamics of NADH:flavin oxidoreductase (Guobin
Luo, graduate student, and Prof. Martin Karplus, collaborator at Harvard’s Chemistry Dept.)
We further explored the microscopic origin of the stretched-exponential behavior of Fre/FAD
complex found in both MD simulations and single molecule experiments.
Fig. 4. Distance autocorrelation functions of
Tyr35-isoalloxazine

distance

from

100ps

simulation trajectories obtained at different
temperatures. The correlation functions at 20,
50, 100, 150, and 200 K are offset for clarity.
The fast decays from 0.1~1ps are due to the
Brownian motion within the local potential
well.

At low temperatures, the system

doesn’t have enough thermal energy and the
motion is confined within the local potential.
Longer time fluctuations occur at higher
temperatures as a result of escape from local
potential well.

In the previous simulation we have found a transition from the short time Brownian motion
to the longer time multi-exponential relaxation at ~1ps. Such behavior originates from the energy
barrier crossing process. Now we have done simulations under different temperatures to
corroborate it. For a series of simulations of Fre/FAD complex between 20 and 250K, a transition
occurred at around 200K where fluctuation amplitude had stronger temperature dependence above
that temperature. The distance correlation function has an interesting temperature dependence,
shown in Fig. 4. The fast Brownian decay with a similar time scale exists at all different
temperatures. Below 200K, only this fast relaxation is present. At 250K, however, a slower
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stretched-exponential decay, analogous to that at room temperature, is clearly seen on a longer
time scale. Clearly, with the increase in temperature, the system has a higher probability of
crossing the barriers between potential wells at a finite simulation time (100ps in our case). This
observation provides direct evidence that the complex relaxation dynamics originates from the
multi-minimum character of the potential energy surface.

4. Determination of thermodynamic driving force from nonequilibrium turnover time
traces of single enzymes (Wei Min and Liang Jiang, graduate students, Ji Yu, postdoctoral
fellow, Prof. Sam Kou, collaborator at Harvard’s Statistics Department, Prof. Hong Qian,
collaborator at University of Washington’s Applied Mathematics Department)
A single enzyme molecule in a living cell usually undergoes biochemical reactions in a
nonequilibrium steady state condition. The thermodynamic driving force is an important
quantity that determines the extent to which the reaction is away from equilibrium.
Traditionally, this driving force is obtained by measuring substrate and product concentrations
and rate constants by ensemble kinetics. In contrast, we have recently shown that this driving
force for an enzymatic reaction can be determined from the nonequilibrium time traces of
enzymatic turnovers of individual enzyme molecules, which can now be experimentally
recorded by single molecule techniques.
Three different thermodynamic driving force estimators are presented from the
principles of nonequilirium statistical mechanics, in particular, fluctuation theorem, Kawasaki
identity, and fluctuation dissipation theorem. The statistical precisions of these three
estimators are analyzed and compared for finite lengths of experimental time traces. These
theoretical principles and statistical techniques could provide a general methodology for
single-molecule nonequilibrium dynamics.
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